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APPLICATIONS OF ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY
IMA POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS

provide an excellent opportunity for
mathematical scientists near the beginning of their career who have a background in and/or an
interest in learning about applied and computational aspects of algebraic geometry. IMA
postdoctoral fellowships n one to two years, at the option of the holder, starting September 5,
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.
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For more information and application materials see
www.ima.umn.edu/docs/membership.html or phone 612-624-6066.
The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all persons shall have equal access to its programs, facilities, and
employment without regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status, disability, public assistance status,
veteran status, or sexual orientation.
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NEW f6 NOTEWORTHY from Birkhauser
The Congruences of a
Finite lattice

lagrangian Probability
Distributions

A "Proof-by-Picture" Approach

PREM C. CONSUL, University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada;
FELIX FAMOYE, Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasan~ Ml

GEORGE GRATZER, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
Canada

In the past half-century the study of lattices has become
a large and important field with a great number of
interesting and deep results as well as many open
problems. One of the world's leading experts in lattice
theory, George Gratzer, presents major results on the
subject using his unique, "Proof-by-Picture" method.
The book is appropriate for a one-semester graduate
course, and will also be of interest to researchers
studying lattices.
2005/APPROX. 310 PP., 110 ILLUS./SOFTCOVER/$59.95
ISBN O-Bl76-3224-7

Point Process Theory and
Applications
Marked Point and Piecewise Deterministic
Processes
MARTIN JACOBSEN, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

This text examines the basic theory of marked point
processes, developing randomly over time, and shows
how this theory may be used to treat piecewise deterministic stochastic processes in continuous time. The
book addresses applications of the theory, analyzing
various models in applied statistics and probability, and
includes examples and exercises in survival analysis,
branching processes, ruin probabilities, sports (soccer), finance and risk management (arbitrage and
portfolio trading strategies), and queueing theory.
2005/APPROX. 365 PP./HARDCOVER/$59.95
ISBN 0-B 17 6-4215-3
PROBABILITY AND ITS APPLICATIONS

Compactifications of
Symmetric and locally
Symmetric Spaces
ARMAND BOREL; LIZHEN JI, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Ml

Symmetric spaces and locally symmetric spaces occur
naturally in many branches of mathematics, and their
intensive study by various methods has been motivated
by these applications. This monograph attempts to
provide a comprehensive survey and systematic exposition of these compactifications, their interrelations, the
context in which they arise, and the reasons why there
are so many different kinds. The authors provide
uniform constructions of most known compactifications
of both symmetric and locally symmetric spaces,
together with some new compactifications, with an
emphasis on their geometric and topological aspects.
2006/46B PP./HARDCOVER/$79. 95
ISBN 0-8!76-3247-6
MATHEMATICS: THEORY &APPLICATIONS

Foreword by SAMUEL KOTZ, George Washington
University, Washington, DC
This book presents a comprehensive, systematic
treatment of the class of Lagrangian probability distributions, along with some of its families, their properties,
and important applications to environmental statistics,
reliability, sales management, epidemiology, and
operations research. Exercises are included in many
chapters.
2005/APPROX. 390 PP./HARDCOVER/$79.95
ISBN O-B176-4365-6

2004 Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Prize Winner

Singular Sets of
Minimizers for the
Mumford-Shah Functional

GUY DAVID, Universite de Paris-Sud, France

This book studies regularity properties of
Mumford-Shah minimizers. The Mumford-Shah
functional was introduced in the 1980s as a tool for
automatic image segmentation, but its study gave rise to
many interesting questions of analysis and geometric
measure theory. The main object under scrutiny is a
free boundary Kwhere the minimizer may have jumps.
Presented are an extensive description of the known
regularity properties of the singular sets Kand techniques to obtain them.
2005/581 PP./HARDCOVER/$139.00
ISBN 3-7643-7182-X
PROGRESS IN MATHEMATICS, VOL 233

Elliptic and Parabolic
Problems

In Metric Spaces and in the Space of
Probability Measures
LUIGI AMBROSIO and NICOLA GIGLI, both, Scuola
Normale Superiore, Roma, Italy; GIUSEPPE SAVARE,
Universita di Pavia, Italy

This book is devoted to a theory of gradient flows in
spaces that are not necessarily endowed with a natural
linear or differentiable structure. It consists of two
parts: the first treats gradient flows in metric spaces,
and the second is devoted to gradient flows in the
Wasserstein space of probability measures on a separable Hilbert space.
2005/333 PP./ SOFTCOVER/$59.95
ISBN 3-7643-2428-7
LECTURES IN MATHEMATICS. ETH ZURICH

Infinite Dimensional
Algebras and Quantum
Integrable Systems
PETR P. KULISH, Steklov Mathematical Institute, SL
Petersburg, Russia; NENAD MANOJLOVIC, Universidade do
Algarve, Faro, Portugal,· HENNING SAMTLEBEN, Utrecht
University, The Netherlands (Eds.)

This volume presents the invited lectures of the
workshop "Infinite Dimensional Algebras and Quantum
Integrable Systems" held as a satellite workshop of the
XIV International Congress on Mathematical Physics.
Recent developments in the theory of infinite dimensional algebras and their applications to quantum
integrable systems are reviewed by some of the leading
experts in the field.
2005/263 PP./HARDCOVER/$1 09.00
ISBN 3-7643-7215-X
PROGRESS IN MATHEMATICS, VOLUME 237

Sturm-liouville Theory
Past and Present

A Special Tribute to the Work of Haim
Brezis

WERNER 0. AMREIN, Universitlf de Geneve, Switzerland;
ANDREAS M. HINZ, University of Munich and TU Munich,
Germany; DAVID B. PEARSON, University of Hull, UK {Eds.)

CATHERINE BANDLE; HENRI BERESTYCKI; BERNHARD BRIGHI; ALAIN BRILLARD; MICHEL CHIPOT;
J.-M. CORON; C. SBORDONE; I. SHAFRIR; V. VALENTE;
G. VERGARA CAFFARELLI (Eds.)

This collection of articles on Sturm-Liouville theory,
written by the world's leading experts in the field, is an
outgrowth of lectures presented at the colloquium and
workshop held on the occasion of Sturm's 200th
anniversary. Ahistorical survey of the field is combined
with in-depth coverage of later developments and
contemporary research in this major area of modern
mathematics and its applications.

This volume contains contributions by former students
and collaborators of Haim Brezis given at a conference
in honor of his 60th birthday. Brezis, an inspiring teacher
and counselor of many world renowned mathematicians,
has made significant contributions in the fields of
partial differential equations and functional analysis.
The papers presented here are an outgrowth of Brezis's
deep insight into analysis, and reflect his elegant
methods of creative thinking.
2005/470 PP./HARDCOVER/$179.00
ISBN 3-7643-7249-4
PROGRESS IN NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS, VOLUME 63
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Opinion

Mathematics Curriculum:
Essential Knowledge for Mathematidans
Working to Improve K-12 Education
Given the central role of mathematics in the K-12 education
of all students, mathematicians should understand the
focus of school mathematics and the influences that shape that
focus. Every higher education institution that is engaged in
teacher education expects departments of mathematics to
offer mathematics courses aimed at the education of future
teachers. In order to prepare future mathematicians to educate preservice K-12 teachers and to contribute to the articulation of ongoing iterations of mathematics curriculum expectations and textbook development, studying mathematics
curricula should be a part of all Ph.D. programs in mathematics.
We raise questions and provide examples to make our case
for the systematic education of doctoral students in mathematics about the history and development of K-12 mathematics
expectations and text materials.
Mathematicians should be knowledgeable about the history
and evolution of mathematics curricula. For example, consider
the sequence of algebra, geometry, advanced algebra, and precalculus used in secondary schools in the United States. One
hundred years ago compulsory ages for school attendance were
still being established, and few students graduated from high
school. In order to meet the needs of those students attending
only two years of high school, it was felt that students should
study some algebra and geometry. Thus a yearlong algebra
course followed by a yearlong geometry course was organized
and offered. For those students who remained in high school for
a third year, a more advanced treatment of algebra was offered.
What are the ramifications of there being no national mathematics curriculum in the United States?The tradition is that each
state or locality is responsible for establishing mathematics
expectations for its school population. What mathematics is
learned, when it is learned, and to what extent specific mathematical topics are emphasized varies from school to school
and state to state. This patchwork quilt approach impacts what
mathematics knowledge students bring to higher-education
institutions. Learning how mathematics curricula have been
established and are set by states and other entities can help
mathematicians better understand some of the strengths and
weaknesses inherent in our educational system and enable them
to become more effective in helping to improve the system.
What are the many diverse and powerful forces that influence the K-12 mathematics curriculum? While societal needs
and the discipline of mathematics are two forces influencing
the mathematics curriculum, there are many other forces
that shape the topics and the emphasis given to these topics
in mathematics textbooks. Currently accountability systems,
including high-stakes assessment prompted by the No Child
Left Behind federal legislation, are major forces influencing
many K-12 mathematics curriculum decisions. Other forces
impacting mathematics curricula include research about
how students learn; evolving technology, such as graphing
calculators, symbolic manipulation tools, dynamical geometry exploration tools; and recommendations from learned societies.
OCTOBER
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What is the process underlying the development of mathematics text materials? Historicallymost mathematics textbooks
are not researched and piloted before being sold commercially.
The notable exceptions are federally supported mathematics
curriculum, most of which are funded by the National Science
Foundation. It should also be noted that during the last two
decades the elementary-secondary publishing industry for
mathematics has gone from having considerable competition
among independent publishing houses to a quartet of megapublishers. These publishers are businesses and as such are
primarily concerned with sales and profit. As with any business,
they are customer driven and not necessarily driven by the
content concerns of academic communities.
What previous eras of change or tugs of war has the curriculum experienced and what prompted them?History does repeat
itself. Current "math debates" about the lack of involvement of
mathematicians inK-12 curriculum development were preceded
more thanfortyyears by criticism of the domination of the "new
math" era by mathematicians. Knowledge of these tugs of war
provides a valuable context within which to interpret current debate and perhaps make more reasoned andinformedjudgments
that will raise the intellectual level of the ensuing debates.
What visions for the mathematics curriculum have been
offered by mathematicians that are yet to be realized? In 1902
E. H. Moore in his AMS Presidential Address called for a
revamping of the K-12 mathematics curriculum, with more
attention given to how mathematics was taught. Hyman Bass
echoed a similar message in discussing the need to teach mathematics better in 2001. Knowledge of such visions provides a
contextto better understand areas of the mathematics curriculum where progress has been made and where work remains.
How have major committee reports impacted mathematics
curriculum?Major CBMS and NCTM documents have provided
additional visions for the K-12 school mathematics curriculum. Understanding both the rationale for and substance of the
recommended changes is essential for promoting constructive
discussion and criticism.
What role can and should mathematicians play in the
process?Mathematicians have assumed many leadership roles
in promoting change in mathematics curriculum. By learning
about the contributions of previous mathematicians to mathematics curriculum, future mathematicians can become more
active and informed contributors to mathematics curriculum
change in the future. Knowledge of the history of mathematics curriculum development will help them better understand the challenges of curriculum change and provide insight
into effective ways mathematicians can contribute to the
development of mathematics curriculum in an ever-changing
educational system.
-Glenda Lappan (gl appan@math. msu. edu),
Michigan State University, East Lansing,
-Barbara Reys (reysb@mi ssouri. edu), and Robert Reys
(reys r@mi ssou ri . edu), University of Missouri, Columbia
This Opinion piece is based on the work of the Center for
the Study of Mathematics Curriculum, supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. ESI-0333879.
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UNIVERSITY
IN CAIRO

Department of
Mathematics
Founded in 1919, AUC's campus is
currently located in Cairo, Egypt, but will
be moving to a new, state-of-the-art
campus in New Cairo beginning Fall
Semester, 2007 (see the New Campus
website at www.aucegypt.edu/ncd/
New%20Campus.html) . AUC's degree
programs are accredited by the
Commission on Higher Education of the
Middle States Association of Colleges and
Schools. For more information see our
website at www.aucegypt.edu. One- twoor three-year appointments subject to
mutual agreement will begin September
2006. Renewal of an appointment
depends upon institutional needs and/or
the appointee's performance. The normal
teaching load is three courses per
semester and English is the language
instruction. Salary and rank are
according to scale based on qualifications
and professional experience. For
expatriates, benefits include housing,
annual round-trip air travel for appointee
and qualifying dependents, plus schooling
for the equivalent of up to two children at
Cairo American College. In view of
AUC's protocol agreement with the
Egyptian Government, which requires
specific proportions of Egyptian, U.S.,
and third-country citizen faculty, at this
time preference will be given to qualified
applicants who are U.S. citizens.

Letters to the Editor
End Torture and Detention
As expressed in the UN charter, torturing and detaining people indefinitely
without due process is a serious crime
against humanity (http: I /www.
hrweb. org/1 egal /undoes. html). We
call on all governments (especially our
own): to stop these ugly practices; to
prosecute individuals who are involved
in such practices; and to ask courts to
bring these individuals to justice,
whether they are involved directly or by
giving orders and setting policies.
By now an overwhelming amount of
evidence (news, pictures, testimonials,
admissions, Amnesty International and
UN reports, and even FBI reports) makes
it clear that these kinds of shameful
inhuman practices have been taking
place. This distresses us greatly and
moves us to speak out.
- Selman Akbulut, Paul Gauthier,
Mary Gray
(the chair and two members of the
AMS Human Rights Committee*)

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS : Email a letter of intent specifying Position
# MATH-I with a current C.V. to
facultyaffairs@aucnyo.edu and arrange
to have three letters of recommendation
and transcripts mailed to:

0

Dr. Earl (Tim) Sullivan,
Provost
American University in
Cairo
420 Fifth Avenue, Fl. 3
New York, N.Y. 10018-2729
For full consideration, candidates must
also complete the Personnel Information
Form provided at:
http://forms.aucegypt.edu/
provost/pif3.html.
Deadline for applications is
November 30th.
The American University in
Cairo is an equal opportunity
employer.
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- Michal Misiurewicz
Indiana University Purdue University
Indianapolis

mmisiure@math.iupui .edu
(Received July 2, 2005)

akbulut@math.msu.edu
'This is not an official position of
the AMS HRC. In fact, some of the
other members of the HRC feel that
this issue is not within our mandate.
1

The Department of Mathematics
anticipates one vacancy. The successful
candidate will teach all levels of
undergraduate mathematics courses, as
well as participate in research. Candidates
with expertise in Actuarial Sciences will
be given special consideration.

think, and they were not even taught
that one should think about math
problems. Tests of the type "answer
60 questions in 60 minutes" are quite
p opular. They should b e banned.
Many times I heard from frustrated
parents who tried to explain math to
their kids that the kids told them they
cannot do this in school: "I cannot
think, I have no time for that, I have
to know when I am asked." And then
those kids get to universities and we
try to teach them to think, but it is too
late for this.
Instead of the "Who Wants to Be a
Mathematician" contest, which only
makes the situation worse, the AMS
should organize more contests of the
Mathematical Olympiad type, where
problems are more difficult but the
participants have enough time to
think.

Ad Reinhardt
Martin Gardner mentions the "black
paintings" of "Ed Rinehart" in your recent interview. The painter he referred
to was of course the pioneer conceptual artist Adolph "Ad" Reinhardt.

(Received July 1, 2005)
The Message of "Who Wants to
Be a Mathematician"
When attending the Joint Mathematics Meetings in Atlanta, I watched the
contest "Who Wants to Be a Mathematician". I acknowledge that it is a
big event for the participants, but unfortunately it sends a completely
wrong message to the high school
students. The students are required
to solve problems in extremely limited
time, usually 60 or 90 seconds. Thus,
the message is: if you want to be a
mathematician, you have to be able to
answer math questions very quickly.
This is wrong, wrong, wrong!!! In fact,
one of the main reasons why it is so
difficult to teach math to students at
the universities is that most of them
wer e not taught in school how to
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- jeffrey Olson
University of fllinois at Chicago

jsolson@math.uic.edu
(Received July 2, 2005)
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ABSTRACT: For more than two thousand years philosophers, mathematicians and physicists have
struggled to understand the nature ofspace. Kant studied the role of the human mind,
mathematicians examined the logical ramijicqtions ofspace and physicists investigated
e;xperimental phenmnena. "Fhe story. continues to the present aay, with incre~ingly exotic scenarios
ofvibrating strings in ten dimensional space-time. I shall review (/ie history and present status of the
great philosophical controversies in the light ofmodem developments.
- Sir Michael Atiyah
the work of Ati:vah in to_P,ology and geometry has had a profound influence on these areas over the
past fifty years. 1t has also been a major. factor i~t the new relations that have grown llP between
geometl)' and physics. Atiyah has in fact been, a leader in developing these relations, and in
encouraging both mathematicians and physicists to see their subjects as part of a comm9n
enterprise.
Sir Michael Atiyah has won numereus awards and honors. He was awarded a Fields Medal in 1966.
He has served as Djrector of the Newton Institute, Master of Trinity College at Cambridge, and
President of the Royal Society of London. Iri May 2004, he was presented the Al;lel Prize in
Mathematics withJ.M. Sfuger for the "discovery and proof of the Index Theorem connecting
geometry and analysis in a surprising wa'/' and an "outstanding role in building qew bridges
between mathematics and theoretical physics."
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Interview with
Heisuke Hironaka

Heisuke Hironaka is one of the premier algebraic geometers of the twentieth century.
He is best known for his 1964 work on the resolution of singularities of algebraic varieties over a field of characteristic zero, for which he received the Fields Medal in
1970. The fundamental nature of this problem was apparent to many mathematicians
in the first part of the twentieth century, notably Oscar Zariski, who solved the problem for curves and surfaces and had a profound influence on Hironaka. Taking a strikingly original approach, Hironaka created new algebraic tools and adapted existing
ones suited to the problem. These tools have proved useful for attacking many other
problems quite far removed from the resolution of singularities. Another major influence was Alexandre Grothendieck, who in 1959 invited the young Hironaka for the
first of his many visits to the Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques (lHES) in Paris.
In a 2002 news release about the establishment of the Heisuke Hironaka Fund to promote ties between the lliES and Japanese mathematicians, lHES professor Mikhael Gromov is quoted as saying that Hironaka's resolution of singularities "is unique in the
history of mathematics. It is one of the most difficult in the world that has not, to this day, been surpassed or simplified."
Heisuke Hironaka was born on April9, 1931, in Yamaguchi-ken, Japan. As a student at Kyoto University, he was
a member of the school around Yasuo Akizuki, who was a pioneer of modern algebra inJapan. Hironaka received
his Ph.D. in 1960 from Harvard University, under the direction of Zariski. After positions at Brandeis University and
Columbia University, he became a professor at Harvard in 1968, and from 1975 to 1988 he jointly held a professorship at Kyoto University. He served as director of the Research Institute of Mathematical Sciences at Kyoto University from 1983 to 1985. He received the Japan Academy Award in 1970 and the Order of Culture of the Japanese government in 1975. The fame and esteem Hironaka is accorded in Japan would strike Westerners as quite
remarkable. An average Japanese person without much background in mathematics or science is likely to know his
name.
Hironaka has contributed much time and effort to encouraging young people interested in mathematics. In 1980,
he started a summer seminar for Japanese high school students and later added one for Japanese and American
college students; the seminars ran for more than two decades under his direction and continue to this day. To support the seminars he established a philanthropic foundation in 1984 called the Japan Association for Mathematical Sciences. The association also provides fellowships for Japanese students to pursue doctoral studies abroad.
From 1996 to 2002, Hironaka served as the president of Yamaguchi University, which is in the prefecture where he
was born. Nowadays he continues his educational activities, particularly at the local level, and does mathematics
research.
What follows is the edited text of an interview with Heisuke Hironaka, conducted in December 2004 by Notices
senior writer and deputy editor Allyn Jackson.
-A.].
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Family and Childhood
Notices: You were born in 1931 in Yamaguchi prefecture. I'm interested to hear about your life growing up there and what your family was like.
Hironaka: The town I was born in is a very small
town. One of my brothers is still living there. Yamaguchi prefecture is not far from Hiroshima. The
town was on the east side of Yamaguchi prefecture
and facing the inland sea. The population was
something like 3,000. About half the people fished,
and the other half farmed. But my father was a merchant, selling clothes.
Notices: How many children in your family?
Hironaka: I had many sisters and brothers. Altogether fifteen. But fifteen is actually four plus one
plus ten. My father's first wife died, and his second wife died too after having four children. My
mother had one child before marrying my father,
and her husband died. So when my father and
mother married, they had five children. My parents
then had ten children, and I am the oldest boy
among them. I have one elder sister. During World
War II the government promoted having many children, particularly boys. But after the war, raising
all the children was quite difficult. One brother, also
a son of my father, died in New Guinea fighting
against the Americans. He was twenty-three. Another brother was in the war with China. He was
injured and died in a hospital in Beijing.
Incidentally, the mother of the four children, who
my father married before he married my mother,
was my mother's elder sister.
Notices: I see-your father married two sisters.
Hironaka: Yes. I think that my mother was trying to help her sister, who was sick. I like that I was
in a big family. When you are small, it's good to have
many people around of the same age or somebody
older whom you can depend on or learn something from. And with the younger children, you feel
that you have some responsibility to take care of
them. My father was not poor, but the war made
many things difficult. Before the war he had a textile factory. He sent his first son to an engineering
school in Nagoya to learn about textiles. He sent
his second son to study commerce. So my father
had big hopes for these two children. When he lost
those two sons, he became completely disappointed. He sold the factory, and he stopped working. After the war, of course, there were big changes.
The economy was bad, and they changed the currency so that the old currency became useless.
There was also a big cultural reform. My father had
some peasants working for him, and he had to
give all the land to them. In any place, when the
war ends, things go crazy!
Notices: Was your area affected by the dropping
of the atomic bomb?
Hironaka: Actually, my father saw it, but it was
some distance away, so he wasn't affected. My
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cousin was in
school in Hiroshima and got
radiation burns,
but he recovered
and survived.
Somehow, people
in our area were
lucky. But people
were afraid that
we would be
bombed. WhenHeisuke Hironaka (second from right in
ever we heard a
front) with parents and siblings, Japan
plane coming,
1938.
people started
spreading out. At
that time, they didn't say it was an atomic bomb.
They said it's a "special bomb." At that time, the
American air force had complete control of the
air-not the ground yet, but the air was completely
controlled. We would see planes corning, and a
rumor would start: "Maybe that's a 'special bomb'."
In that kind of situation, grownups are desperate about the future. But children are not. Children
don't know! We were quite happy, actually. The
Americans put a lot of mines in the seabed, and
after the war the Japanese brought them up
and detonated them. It was like huge, beautiful fireworks. We enjoyed it!
Notices: Were you interested in mathematics from a very young age?
Hironaka: When we are children, we
think of doing many, many things. In elementary school I wanted to be a naniwabushi, which is a kind of storyteller. He
might tell a yakuza story, or samurai story,
or a sad story, and the story is partly sung.
I liked that, and I wanted to be that! But then
in middle school I think I started liking Harvard graduate
mathematics. Actually, I was confident with dorm, 1957.
mathematics from the first grade.
Notices: Did you have a mathematics teacher at
some point when you were young whom you found
inspiring?
Hironaka: It's kind of silly, but if some teacher
praises you, for instance, for doing well on an
exam, you become very proud of it. I had experiences like that.
Notices: Did you study music also?
Hironaka: When I was in junior high I wanted
to be a pianist. But at that time only the school had
a piano. Our school was in Yanai, which was then
about thirty minutes' ride by train. I would take an
early train to play the piano before school started.
I played just as was written in the book. From time
to time the music teacher taught me something and
I would play, but not in any serious way. At some
point they asked me to play in a joint concert with
other schools. They asked me to play Chopin's
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Impromptuthat's pretty difficult. And I made a
mess! The girls
played much better. But in the
boys' school, nobody but me was
playing the piano,
so they asked me to play. The teacher of the girls'
school said terrible things about my performance.
That was quite a shock. At some point I asked one
of my teachers about this. The teacher said I
shouldn't be a musician because musicians, particularly pianists, start playing at age three and usually are taught by a special teacher. In my case, I
started only in junior high, with no real teacher. So
this teacher said I should forget about it. So I said,
"Okay, I will forget about it."
Still, I liked piano music and also classics, and
I was interested in musicians. When I was in Paris,
from 19 59 to 1960, I met Seiji Ozawa, and I became
a very close friend of his. Seiji Ozawa now conducts
the Vienna Opera. He comes to Japan every summer for about two months and participates in the
Saito-Kinen Festival in Matsumoto. Saito was the
teacher of Ozawa. For two or three weeks Ozawa
conducts the orchestra and also teaches youngsters.
There is a foundation that supports this festival,
and Ozawa asked me to be the president of the
foundation.
When I met him in Paris, we knew each other for
only six months or so. We became good friends, and
then I forgot about him, because I had to come back
to Harvard to get my Ph.D. After I got my Ph.D., I
started working in that part of Massachusetts. He
suddenly wrote me a letter saying he is coming to
the United States for the first time. So I went to the
airport and picked him up, and he participated in
a competition in Tanglewood. Charles Munch was
the head of the jury. Ozawa won the first prize in
conducting. I went to Tanglewood and listened to
him conduct. Then he went back to Paris. Later, in
1964, I became a professor at Columbia University,
and then he was in New York, working with Leonard
Bernstein. So I saw Ozawa there and listened to his
concerts. Then in 1968 I went back to Harvard as
a professor, and again I forgot about him. Then he
came to the Boston Symphony as conductor. So the
relationship has continued. Maybe he likes me because I don't know much about music!
Notices: Going back to things more mathematical, when did you get seriously interested in the
subject?
Hironaka: I think one of the times when I seriously started thinking about the possibility of becoming a mathematician was in senior high school,
when a mathematics professor from Hiroshima
University came to my school. He gave a general
1012
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lecture to the students. It was a bit technical, so I
couldn't understand everything. But he said at the
beginning of his talk something like, "Mathematics is a mirror in which you can project everything
in the world." I was very puzzled by that, but also
very impressed. I applied to Hiroshima University
because I wanted to study with him. But I didn't
study at all for the entrance exam, and I failed it!
So I began to study the year after, and I applied
to Kyoto University and went there. At that time I
wanted to be a physicist, for a naive reason-nothing serious or philosophical. It was because the
physicist Yukawa was the first Nobel laureate from
Japan, and he was at Kyoto University. I was lucky
that my sister had married somebody in Kyoto so
I could stay there. I studied physics fairly seriously
for the first year, also chemistry and some biology.
But by the second year it became quite clear that
I am suited to mathematics rather than science. As
I studied, when it came to a mathematical question,
I was always sort of excited. So it was quite clear
in maybe the third year that mathematics would
be my future profession. After that-just mathematics.
Notices: How were the mathematics professors
at Kyoto University at that time?
Hironaka: We were young, so we didn't know
much, but, still, we had the sense that Japan was
far behind in mathematics
and science, compared to
the United States and Europe. So we wanted to go to
Europe or America if possible. But there was one
strong point in Japan at that
time, which was lucky for
me, and in some sense it determined my style of mathematics. That was abstract
algebra. Japanese mathematics tried to be on top of
whatever was the trend in
On hood of Ford mathematics, and abstract
Falcon, 1961. First algebra at least looked like
car bought in U.S. the top end of mathematics
at the time. Other mathematics that engineers or physicists use- that was
"earthly mathematics". My teachers and their colleagues were much more interested in abstract algebra; number theory too, but of an abstract kind.
So when I had a chance to go to the United States,
at least in one thing I was confident, that was abstract algebra. So it helped me avoid an inferiority
complex!
Notices: How did you end up going to Harvard
and studying with Zariski?
Hironaka: I entered Kyoto University in 1949 and
was in the college for four years. Then I entered the
graduate school at Kyoto University. At that time
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Akizuki was
a professor
there. He did
not do much
work in algebraic geometry, but he
was very interested in it
Oscar Zariski (left) receiving
and in estabhonorary degree at Harvard,
lishing alge1981, with Hironaka as escort.
braic geometry in Japan, particularly in Kyoto. He was the first
to invite the young, good people in algebraic geometry. At that time Japanese universities were hiring their own students. But he didn't hire any of
his own students. He took the top four or five people-one from Nagoya, one from Osaka City University, one from Tokyo University, and so on-and
formed a group. Also, he became quite popular because his lectures were very up to date. Other lectures were sort of boring-classical complex analysis and things like that, things written in books. But
Akizuki was quite different. He tried to introduce
new things and invited many people. I joined that
seminar group, and I was the youngest member.
At some point Akizuki invited Zariski to Kyoto.
Zariski was at the time one of the top people making algebraic geometry very algebraic-he was
doing algebraic algebraic geometry. His philosophy
was that when you base geometry on algebra, you
can avoid being misled by geometric intuition. He
said that when he writes algebraic geometry based
on algebra, the rigor is automatic; it's unquestionably there. Algebra can become sort of "abstract
nonsense" -playing with symbols without knowing
what it's for. But Zariski and also Akizuki had the
idea that we should do geometry with algebra.
When Zariski visited, I tried to tell him what I was
doing. I have never been good in English! But my
colleagues and teachers helped me to explain to him
what I was doing. At some point Zariski said,
"Maybe you can come to Harvard and study." And
I said, "Okay."

Notices: When did you go to Harvard?
Hironaka: 1957, the summer after Zariski went
back. I tell youngsters, if you go abroad or even if
you study in Japan, choose the best scholar in the
field. But don't expect you can learn from him!
The amazing thing is that with that kind of person,
there are many talented young people around, and
you learn a lot from them. Anyway, that was my
case. I learned a great deal from Zariski's papers,
and sometimes he made suggestions, but he was
so busy. Among the other students were Michael
Artin, Steve Kleiman, and David Mumford. Sometimes we four decided to have our own seminar.
We were students, so we had a lot of time to talk
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about mathematics. No formal duties-it's good to
be a student!

Resolution of Singularities
Notices: When did you first get interested in working on the resolution of singularities?
Hironaka: That was I think my third year at
Kyoto University. There were around ten people in
the Akizuki School, as we called it, always talking
together and doing seminars. I was almost always
the listener, because I was the youngest in the
group. One time one of the people in the group
talked about the question of resolution of singularities. That was the first time I heard the name
of Oscar Zariski. I thought that problem was very
interesting, so I decided to do it. I had no techniques, nothing, but I thought the problem was interesting. So the problem stayed in my mind, although I didn't work on it directly. I was still reading
introductions to algebraic geometry and papers
on the subject by Jean-Pierre Serre or Andre Weil
or Zariski. But I think that was the first time that
I got interested in that problem. It helped me decide to get into algebraic geometry.
Notices: Why did that problem seem significant to you?
Hironaka: I don't know. It's like a boy
falling in love with a girl. It's hard to say
why. Afterward you can make all sorts of
reasons. For instance, I studied quite a bit
of abstract algebra, so anything that could
be expressed in terms of algebra was interesting. But algebra itself is too abstractit doesn't catch your heart. This was a
geometry problem, but not geometry per se.
It was quite clear to me that you could not
solve that kind of problem by geometric inHironaka with wife
tuition. Oscar Zariski had already solved it Wakako and
for curves in one dimension, two dimensions, and even partly in three dimensions. daughter Eriko,
So it was a question of higher dimensions. 1977·
In the higher dimensions you cannot see
everything, so you must have something, some
tool, to guess or formulate things. And the tool was
algebra, unquestionably algebra. That's one reason
the problem hit me. Also, I like basic things. Very
clever people tend to jump to the new techniques:
something is developing very fast, and you want
to be on top of it; and if you are smart, you can be
a top runner. But I am not so smart, so it is better
that I start something where there are no techniques for the problem, and then I can just build
step by step. But actually, it was not so hard. It
turned out to be easier than I thought.
Notices: Is that so? I have read statements saying that your proof of the resolution of singularities
is reputed to be one of the most difficult proofs in
mathematics.
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Trieste Center for International Physics, summer 1991.
Hironaka in center of second row from front.
Hironaka: It was
not so hard, because
I learned quite a bit
from many people.
For instance, Kyoto
University is close to
Osaka University,
and the president of
Osaka University was
a mathematician
named Shoda. In
Japan he was the father of modern algeALAN Mtd.
bra.
He is related to
eN!tliM'£' t.f, ~t~Jit>
the imperial family;
his niece is the wife
Fields medalists, Nice, 1970 (left to
of the emperor now.
right) Alan Baker, Heisuke Hironaka,
Also, in Nagoya there
John G. Thompson.
was Nakayama, also
in abstract algebra,
and one of his best students, Nagata, came to Kyoto at the invitation of Akizuki. So I was lucky to
be in Kyoto and to have contact
with these people. Then I met
Zariski. Zariski was really a
geometer. When he was in Italy, he
found the Italian geometers were
very intuitive, so quite often they
made statements where the proof
was wrong but the statement was
Michael Atiyah and right. Zariski wanted to have a
Hironaka, Berkeley, 1986. solid foundation for such results,
and he chose algebra to be the
foundation. I think that was just the general trend
in algebraic geometry. Andre Well, in connection
with number theory, also wanted to make algebra
the basis of algebraic geometry. When I was at Harvard, I learned those algebraic techniques strongly
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connected to geometry, not just abstract algebra.
I was very used to everything being abstract, and
I wasn't afraid of making things abstract. Also,
Zariski's students, like Mumford and Artin, had
good intuition in geometry. I remember that I felt
they were much more geometers than I am. They
are really geniuses. But luckily I didn't feel so inferior, because I was good with algebra! Also, I had
good luck in that I went to Paris. Grothendieck
came to Harvard from 1958 to 1959, when I was a
student there. I became friends with him, and he
said I should come to France.
Let me explain a little bit about geometry. Geometry has global problems and local problems. Local
problems are usually done by very concrete calculations. For instance, if you have an equation, then
you can write down the equation, take its Taylor
expansion, look at the terms, play with them. But
then when you go back to the global problem, the
local solutions do not fit each other. That is one of
the problems that Zariski had. He had extremely
local techniques: you have some geometric object,
you modify it, and you localize it. If you localize
it, then you can do many tricks, but then later you
cannot connect it to have a global solution. With
the resolution of singularities, Zariski had a hard
time even in dimension 3, and finally he gave up.
Generally speaking, it's easy when you have one
equation. But if you have many equations, then
it's difficult, or people had the impression that it's
difficult. But I observed that one can use induction
to handle many equations. So I started from dimension 1, but with many equations. Then I noticed
that the next dimension might have many equations, but it's the same style. It's a very simple observation, but that helped my local theory. Still, the
global problem was there. You can't have global coordinates; only locally do you have coordinates
and equations. So I had a problem there, but
Grothendieck-Grothendieck is an amazing fellow!
He doesn't look at the equations. He just looks at
everything globally from the beginning. So his technique was very useful for me.
When I came back from Paris in 1960 I had written a paper that did not yet solve the resolution of
singularities problem but is related to it. I was just
getting ready to solve it. You know, once you finish your Ph.D. and you get a job, you are much more
relaxed. Particularly when you are a foreigner, not
having a job is a terrible thing. So I got a job at Brandeis University, and I felt, "Well, now what should
I do?" And then I said, "My God, if I put Kyoto, Cambridge, and Paris together, the whole problem is
solved!" I was very lucky.
Notices: One person told me that you went into
a trancelike state and emerged with an incredibly
complicated proof. He compared it to Andrew Wiles's
proof of Fermat, where he sat in his attic and worked
for seven years. Was it like that for you?
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Hironaka: Well, any problem that has many aspects and many facets that you must put together
requires really immersing yourself into thinking
about the whole problem. I remember that when I
first called Zariski to say that I had solved the
problem, he said, "You must have strong teeth."
Notices: What does that mean?
Uironaka: I think he meant that I needed teeth
for biting-the problem was tough, so you must really bite into it. But he was very kind. He was always encouraging me. He somehow had confidence
in me. So I started writing and rewriting, writing
and rewriting, and finally I finished.
But I don't know if I can compare it with Andrew
Wiles's work on Fermat's Last Theorem. His theory
is much harder. Mine is easier. The resolution of
singularities was done by hand. It doesn't use large
theory or techniques. It's done just by hand. Andrew Wiles put many things together for his proof.
I was just making new definitions and working
case by case.
Notices: So you were mostly making up your
own theory as you went along, rather than using
existing theories.
Hironaka: Yes, that's my style, actually.
Notices: You must have had to explain the problem of resolution of singularities to nonmathematicians. How do you explain it?
Hironaka: Singularities are all over the place.
Without singularities, you cannot talk about shapes.
When you write a signature, if there is no crossing,
no sharp point, it's just a squiggle. It doesn't make
a signature. Many phenomena are interesting, or
sometimes disastrous, because they have singularities. A singularity might be a crossing or something suddenly changing direction. There are many
things like that in the world, and that's why the
world is interesting. Otherwise it would be completely flat. If everything were smooth, then there
would be no novels or movies. The world is interesting because of the singularities. Sometimes people say resolving the singularities is a useless thing
to do- it makes the world uninteresting! But technically it is quite useful, because when you have singularities, computation of change becomes very
complicated. If I can make some model that has no
singularities but that can be used as a computation
for the singularity itself, then that's very useful. It's
like a magnifying glass. For smooth things, you can
look from a distance and recognize the shape. But
when there is a singularity, you must come closer
and closer. If you have a magnifying glass, you can
see better. Resolution of singularities is like a magnifying glass. Actually, it's better than a magnifying glass.
A very simple example is a roller coaster. A
roller coaster does not have singularities- if it did,
you would have a problem! But if you look at the
shadow that the roller coaster makes on the ground,
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you might see cusps and crossings. If you can explain a singularity as being the projection of a
smooth object, then computations become easier.
Namely, when you have a problem with singularities in evaluation or differentiation or whatever, you
can pull back to the smooth thing, and there the
calculation is much easier. So you pull back to the
smooth object, you do the computation or analysis, and then pull back to the original object to see
what it means in the original geometry.
Notices: It's a beautiful idea.
Hironaka: Yes, I think
that's a good idea.
Notices: But to prove it
in general must be difficult.
Hironaka: Well, I wasn't
scared by having many simultaneous equations. It
was my own contribution
that I was most proud of.
Common sense was that a
single equation is much
easier to handle than a system of many simultaneous equations. It is certainly true in many
instances when you are
working with problems
with a fixed number of Hironaka with wife, after receiving
variables. But when you Order of Culture, 1975.
want to build a proof for
all dimensions by induction on the number of variables, it becomes easier to formulate the problem
in terms of many simultaneous equations from
the beginning. It may sound paradoxical, but it
isn't. Think of trying to prove a problem in (n + 1)
variables by making use of results in n variables
and less. A "single" polynomial in (n + 1) variables
is written as a linear combination of powers of the
last variable in that the coefficients are "many"
polynomials in the first n variables. So you need
results in many simultaneous equations inn variables. If the problem is formulated in many simultaneous equations to begin with, the inductive
proof goes on smoothly in any number of variables. It's a very simple observation, but when it
came up, I felt the whole proof was there around
the corner. That was the only problem at the local
level. The global techniques are just from Grothendieck.
Notices: Can you explain how your work on the
resolution of singularities connects to more recent
work, like Shigefumi Mori's work on the minimal
model problem?
Hironaka: By the way, Mori is a genius. I am not.
So that is a big difference! Mori was a student when
I was a visiting pr ofessor at Kyoto University. I
gave lectures in Kyoto, and Mori wrote notes, which
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were published in a
book. He was really
amazing. My lectures were terrible,
but when I looked
at his notes, it was
all there! Mori is a
discoverer. He
finds new things
that people never
imagined.
In dimensions
Back row, left to right: Hironaka, David higher than 3, if
Mumford, Steven Klieman, Michael Artin. you want to clasFront row: Oscar and Mrs. Zariski. sify what kind of
manifold or geometry is there, it helps to make a model that is
smooth, because a smooth model has many techniques that apply to it. Smooth means that local
problems disappear and there are only global problems.
Here is how you can make a singularity. You take
some manifold, grab some part of it, crush it to a
point, and that's a singularity. So the singularity itself has a geometry. Stephen Hawking has said
that in a black hole there is another universe. A singularity is like that: if you really look inside it,
then you see a big universe. So the problem of
dealing with singularities is that the singularity is
just one point, but it has many, many things in it.
Now, to see what is in it, you must blow it up, magnify it, and make it smooth, and then you can see
the whole picture. That's resolution of singularities.
What Mori does is he creates a singularity by collapsing something.
Notices: So he starts with a smooth model, then .
creates a singularity.
Hironaka: Yes, a singularity of a very good nature. That was work he did in his early thirties. It
was absolutely new. To classify geometry, it is helpful to have a minimal model for each class. Then
the other objects in the class are made from the
minimal model. In dimension 2, Zariski had a minimal model theory. Of course, the Italians had a minimal model theory, but Zariski made it rigorous.
There the minimal model is smooth- no singularities. That was the best minimal model. But in dimension 3, if you insist on smoothness, then you
may not get minimal models.
Mori says, "Okay, if we allow a small, goodnatured singularity, then we get minimal models."
This was completely unexpected. We didn't expect
that there were such small minimal models. I knew
that a smooth minimal model doesn't exist in dimension 3 and higher, so when he was doing this
work, I thought he was doing something wrong: it's
not there, so why is he looking for it? But he said,
"No, if you admit certain singularities that we
1016
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understand completely, then there is a minimal
model, and everything else can be made out of it."

From the U.S. Back to Japan
Notices: While you were at Harvard, you started
spending part of your time there and part of your
time in Kyoto.
Hironaka: Yes. Being away twenty years or so
from the country and coming back, at least in the
first few years, I had some difficulties. For instance,
at one time I was chairman of the mathematics department at Harvard. When we discussed, for example, new appointments, everybody had a different opinion. One person would strongly
recommend somebody, somebody else would recommend some other person, and we would discuss
it. But in Japan it's different. If you make a recommendation, then nobody says anything.
Notices: Nobody contradicts it?
Hironaka: No. In Japan it goes like this. Suppose
Professor A recommends a young man, Dr. B. It is
a fact that he recommended Dr. B: he presented the
recommendation in a document. Why should he
now insist on it? He thinks, "Let other people talk
about it." Then Professor A says something good
about Professor C's recommendation. If I take that
seriously, then I have the wrong idea, and Professor A gets mad after the meeting. So I must listen
very carefully and realize that he actually wanted
support for his recommendation.
A Japanese person will insist on what he recommended or what he wants. But he doesn't express it. Because if he expresses it and if it doesn't
come out in his way, then he has some kind of dishonor or disgrace. So you must be careful not to
disgrace him and to guess what he really wants indirectly.
Notices: So you had to figure out again how to
do this when you first moved back to Japan.
Hironaka: I couldn't stand it; I was so used to the
American way! In the first two years or so, I made
enemies, which was completely unexpected. But
now I am used to it. Mind you that I am speaking
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of some decades ago and of my generation and
older. The younger generation in Japan is much
more Americanized or globalized, even more than
myself, though I lived abroad for much longer than
most of them.
Notices: Is there also a Japanese style of doing
mathematics?
Hironaka: That's hard to say. Mathematics is of
course a science, but it also depends on personality. But certainly you see a difference in how people behave at conferences. If it's only Japanese
mathematicians, instead of making propaganda
about their own ideas, usually they praise the ideas
of others-and quite often without meaning it! You
must get used to that kind of thing.
There is a cultural feature of Japanese people
that affects not the product of doing mathematics
but the way of doing mathematics. In some sense,
it is similar to the Russian way. For example, Kyoshi
Oka graduated from Kyoto University, and he didn't
publish for about ten years afterward, so he couldn't
get a job in a good university. Finally he got a job
at Nara Women's College. He was a bit crazy, but
he was very original. I can see the same style and
very high creativity in Mikio Sato and also to some
extent in Kunihiko Kodaira. Kodaira went to the
United States, so he became much more Westernstyle, but nonetheless his nature is like that. It is
something to do with Japanese culture. This is a
simplistic way to describe it, but usually in the
Western world you try to express yourself, to show
off in some way, to appear to be more than you are,
and by doing so, you get more motivation and
drive. And thanks to that, you reach a higher level
of productivity and originality. That's one way. But
the Japanese way, at least the traditional way, is not
like that. You don't show off. You wait until somebody starts recognizing you. Even then, staying
modest is considered a good, respectable feature.
So not writing any papers for ten years-that's
nothing. The mathematician must believe in what
he is doing, without showing off.
Notices: You established a foundation called the
Japan Association of Mathematical Sciences, partly
to support summer seminars for young people,
which have been going for over twenty years now.
How do these seminars work?
Hironaka: There are two seminars: one is a U.S.Japan seminar for college students, and the other
is just for Japanese high school students. Coming
from my experience as a mathematician, I think that
what's interesting is talking and ideas, not well organized lectures where you sit and listen and take
notes. When young people want to have a creative
life, they should learn to enjoy talking about ideas,
even if the ideas are not well formulated or keep
changing. In fact, one of the most interesting and
enjoyable parts of a creative activity is that ideas
change. This is how the seminars are run.
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I started the foundation to support the seminars.
After running them for twenty years, I said, "I'm
getting old, and I quit." Then the alumni started organizing the seminars, and they have continued.
Nowadays I am teaching young people in two places
in a very leisurely way. I give one lecture a week at
a school of music, painting, and art. I also teach in
a first-grade class; that's only two days a month,
but it's very interesting.
Once I said that kids are like chimpanzees, and
somebody got angry at my saying that! But a chimpanzee is really amazing. Kyoto University has a
laboratory to study chimpanzees, and I watched
them there. They are very intuitive. They judge
everything instantly. For instance, the chimp might
be trained to push a button to name a person who
walks in, and if he gets the name right, he gets a
reward, say a banana. The chimp pushes the button immediately and never thinks, even if he sees
only half a face. But if you somehow test the chimpanzee to see why he decided this or that, the
chimpanzee gets really irritated! Kids are like that.
For instance, now I am teaching the first-graders
Euler's formula, the relation between the number
of faces and edges and vertices of a polygon. They
are amazingly intuitive and can guess the answer.
When a person works, he must have knowledge
or he will make terrible mistakes. But at the same
time, knowledge alone doesn't do anything new.
You must have instinct and somehow be conscious
of making use
of instinct. It is
an interesting
~
question how to
t'
give kids knowledge without
having them
lose their instinctive power.
If you just keep
pounding them
with knowledge,
most lose their
instinct and try
to depend on
knowledge. This Hironaka with family, 1972, daughter Eriko,
balance
be- son Jo, wife Wakako.
tween knowledge and instinct is interesting.
I have also been doing a little mathematics,
which occupies me quite a bit in a very pleasant way.
When you are young, you want to make an achievement or be recognized by your community. But I
don't have that kind of drive now. The drive is
much more internal. I want to enjoy the creative
thinking. When you come to a certain age, you start
finding out how to be friendly with the flow of time.
When you are young, you sometimes don't know
what to do with the time. I do mathematics fairly
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seriously, as seriously as when I was in my twenties or thirties, but in a much more enjoyable way.
I don't worry that if I don't publish something in
two months, somebody else might publish it. I
don't do that kind of problem anymore. I don't have
to. I want to do what nobody would think about!
And I can just enjoy doing it.

I can enjoy much more than nonmathematicians
just by looking at nature from the point of view of
numbers and additions and multiplications.
Notices: That's an aesthetic sense.
Hironaka: Yes, so it's a matter of naive human
interest and a way to make life interesting and enjoyable.
Notices: Do you think mathematics is something
Why Do Mathematics?
that has an independent existence that matheNotices: A naive question: Why do you do mathematicians discover or that it is invented by humans?
matics?
Hironaka: I am not a historian, but, roughly
Hironaka: When I was young, I had
speaking, after World War II, up to
some idea about why I should do
the 1960s and 1970s, mathematics
mathematics. But the idea changed,
was really by itself. It had a very strong
and at some point I didn't think about
motive to develop by itself through init anymore. It was just my profession.
ternal motivations and internal interBut then later, when I was about fifty,
ests. For instance, Grothendieck is one
I came back to Japan, and I gave alecperson who lived by this principle. In
ture at an elementary school in Kyoto.
the 1950s and 1960s we mathematiThe teachers arranged a questioncians looked down on people who
and-answer session with the kids. I
talked about applications to the real
told them they can ask me anything.
world. If a mathematician started talkOne kid asked, "Why are you doing
ing about applications, we would say,
mathematics?" I don't remember what
"Oh, he stopped being a mathematiI said; I just made up some answers:
cian; he has become an engineer," even
it's an interesting subject, it's chalif he was doing important things. The
lenging, or something like that. But
first part of the twentieth century was
after I left the school, I started really
a unique time, a phenomenal episode
wondering why I was doing mathein the history of mathematics, with the
Heisuke Hironaka, 1961. field flourishing-at least we thought
matics! I thought I knew why, but
then if somebody asks that question,
it was flourishing!-and being pure
I start really thinking about it.
and independent of the world. This led to big
I accumulate anything to do with numbers. For
progress, and mathematics changed quite a bit.
instance, I have more than 10,000 photos of flowEven then I remember some people saying that
ers and leaves. I like to just count the numbers and
mathematicians are doing "abstract nonsense" or
compare them. I am so pleased to be a mathe"pure nonsense". But mathematicians didn't think
matician, because I can see the mathematical inthat way; they were doing pure mathematics. If
terest in things.
somebody had asked, "How has your work helped
Notices: Does the desire to do mathematics come
the world or produced something you can use?"
from a curiosity about things?
then I am sure around that time pure mathematiHironaka: Yes. First of all, numbers are intercians would have said, "That's a very stupid quesesting. I think that number theory is actually the
tion! A very lowly question!"
most important subject of mathematics. It's also
Poincare was a good mathematician from the
very difficult. If you really think about the relation
point of view of pure mathematics. But at the same
between addition and multiplication, it's amaztime, he emphasized the point that mathematics
ingly strange. For instance, 5 is a prime number,
is nurtured by trying to understand physical phebut if you add 1, it immediately becomes 6, which
nomena. The very fast development of fundamenis 2 times 3-two different numbers come out. It
tal physics changed the world view quite a bit and
seems stupid to make a big fuss about it, but if you
gave a big push to mathematics. Look at Einstein's
really think about why multiplication comes up in
work or quantum mechanics-mathematics was
this strange way, it is very closely related to many
very useful there. But physics changed too. Nowaquestions in number theory and particularly the Riedays, physics has changed from pure physics to
mann Hypothesis, the distribution of prime nummuch more applied. If you look at the Nobel Prize
bers. That's very difficult. That problem has been
winners in physics, for instance, in the second half
there for many years, and nobody has really made
of the twentieth century, many are much more apany good progress toward a solution.
plied-they work on electricity, electronics, chemNotices: Have you tried to work on it?
ical applications, superconductivity, and that kind
Hironaka: No, I am not good enough to do that!
of thing. It's much more the real world. I rememNonetheless, it gives me a way to enjoy life. I think
ber in the earlier part of the twentieth century, at
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least among my friends and teachers, there were
many physicists interested in theoretical and fundamental physics. But that changed quite a bit. I
think that had an effect on mathematics too.
Notices: If you look at the Fields Medalists, they
are all as pure as ever.
Hironaka: That's true! But I think the 1960s and
1970s were the peak of mathematics having an
unquestionable raison d'etre.
Notices: Do you think there is a central core to
mathematics? Are there certain very fundamental
ideas that form the core and other things in outlying areas that are less fundamental?
Hironaka: Well, I think that any theories deeply
connected with numbers are the ideal of mathematicians. It's an idealistic part of mathematical activity.
Notices: Number theory is the queen of mathematics.
Hironaka: Queen may not be such a good term!
Sometimes we have not such kind queens! But anyway, it is something that people think of as the ultimate objective of mathematics. Geometry is very
playful-you can change shapes or expand or deform or add handles, things like that. You can play
with it. Whether it is meaningful or important, independent of those criteria, it's fun. Then there are
people working on dynamics and analysis. My crazy
idea is that analysts are like samurai. They make
a cut-shhh! And if it's a good cut, then they can
throw a part away. Then they can find a very good
formula!
Notices: They cut away the unnecessary parts.
Hironaka: Yes. At the very base of all these different kinds of mathematics, there is an eternal
question or eternal mission of mathematics, and
that is infinity. Consciously or unconsciously, what
mathematicians do is a finitization of infinity. It is
impossible to put infinite things into a computer.
It doesn't matter how good a computer may be, how
fast it becomes; it cannot compute infinite things.
But there the mathematician has a job to do: to formulate a model. The model may not match exactly
the original phenomenon, but it helps you to understand it. And the model is finite: you can put it
in a computer, and the computer computes the
exact answer, at least for the model. So mathematicians give infinity a finite shape or a finitely
computable and understandable form.
This is quite an interesting feature of human nature. To my way of thinking, humans are different
from other animals in that humans have a notion
of infinity. They never see infinity, they never live
infinitely, and even the universe may not last infinitely long. But humans cannot live without the idea
of infinity.
Notices: You think not?
Hironaka: No. This is the reason that people
create religions. Religions say that the world is
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much longer and the universe is much bigger than
you can reach within a lifetime. So then you feel
better. Infinity is like a belief. If you have a belief
in infinity or eternity, you feel happier.
Notices: There is something satisfying about it.
It sort of completes the world.
Hironaka: Right. I don't think other animals do
that. I think many human cultural and intellectual
activities that no other animals can do have something to do with the feature of infinity. That's one
thing. But at the same time, when you come to understand something and actually can compute and
put it to work to make an actual product, everything
is finite. If it were infinite, you could not do anything. People cannot do or make or plan infinity.
A human has two hands: one hand is in infinity,
the other hand is in the finite real world. I think
that the real task of the mathematician is to somehow connect these two.
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Ground Control
to Niels Bohr:
Exploring Outer Space
with Atomic Physics
Mason A. Porter and Predrag Cvitanovic

To the Sun and Back
August 8, 2001, was an exciting day for scientists
studying nonlinear dynamics. With a trajectory designed using techniques from the theory of dynamical systems, NASA launched the spacecraft
Genesis towards the Sun .t o collect pieces of it
(called solar wind). When Genesis completes its
mission (see Figure 1), scientists might be able to
determine not only the composition of the Sun but
also whether Earth and the other planets have the
same constituents. The samples collected by the
Genesis mission of NASA's Discovery program will
be studied extensively for many years now that the
spacecraft has returned some of its souvenirs to
Earth. A sample return capsule, containing the first
extraterrestrial matter returned by a U.S. spacecraft
Mason Porter is a postdoctoral scholar in the Center for
the Physics of Information and the Department of Physics
at Caltech. His email address is mason@ca 1 tech. edu.
Predrag Cvitanovic is the Glen Robinson Chair ofNonlinear
Science in the School of Physics at Georgia Institute of Technology. His email address is p red rag. cvi tanovi c@
physics.gatech.edu.
The authors acknowledge Shane Ross and Turgay Uzer
for useful discussions and critical readings of this paper.
They also thank jerry Marsden and Thomas Bartsch for
providing them with their pre prints. The first author also
acknowledges support provided by an NSF VIGRE grant
awarded to the School of Mathematics at Georgia Tech.
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since 1972, was released by Genesis on September 8, 2004, and arrived at the Johnson Space Center in Houston, TX, on October 4, 2004. It was subsequently announced in March 2005 that ions of
solar origin were indeed present in one of the wafer
fragments [9], [13].
M. Lo of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, who led
the development of the Genesis mission design,
worked with Caltech mathematician ]. Marsden,
Georgia Tech physicist T. Uzer, and West Virginia
University chemist C. Jaffe on the statistical analysis of transport phenomena. Why? The Genesis
trajectory constitutes a highly unstable orbit (controlled by the Lagrange equilibrium points) of the
infamous celestial three-body problem studied by
H. Poincare and others. Some of the most dangerous near-earth asteroids and comets follow similar chaotic paths, which have the notorious property that they can be resolved with numerical
simulations only up to some finite time.
In a turn of events that would have astonished
anyone but N. Bohr, we now know that chaotic trajectories identical to those that govern the motions of comets, asteroids, and spacecraft are traversed on the atomic scale by highly excited
Rydberg electrons [6], [7], [8], [18], [22]. This almost
perfect parallel between the governing equations
of atomic physics and celestial mechanics implies
that the transport mechanism for these two situations is virtually identical: On the celestial scale,
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transport takes a spacecraft from one Lagrange
point to another until it reaches its desired destination. On the atomic scale, the same type of trajectory transports an electron initially trapped near
the atom across an escape threshold (in chemical
parlance, across a "transition state"), never to return. The orbits used to design space missions
thus also determine the ionization rates of atoms
and chemical-reaction rates of molecules!
Recent work [1 8], [19], [20] also offers hope that
researchers might eventually overcome one of the
current outstanding challenges of nonlinear science:
How does one describe chaotic dynamics in systems
with many degrees-of-freedom but still too few to
be amenable to the methods of statistical physics?
The concept of "chaos" is well understood only for
low-dimensional systems, as few methods deal
successfully with higher-dimensional dynamics.
Transition state theory is one such tool.
The large-scale chaos present in the Solar System is weak enough that the motion of most planets appears regular on human time scales. Nevertheless, small celestial bodies such as asteroids,
comets, and spacecraft can behave in a strongly
chaotic manner, and it is important to be able to
predict the behavior of populations of these smaller
celestial bodies not only to design gravitationallyassisted transport of spacecraft but also to develop a statistical description of populations of
comets, near-Earth asteroids, and zodiacal and circumplanetary dust [8].
This is precisely the challenge faced by atomic
physicists and chemists in computing ionization
rates of atoms and molecules. In brute force approaches, this is accomplished via large numerical
simulations that track the orbits of myriad test
particles with as many interactions as desired. In
practice, however, such techniques are computationally intensive and convey little insight into a system's key dynamical mechanisms. A theoretically
grounded approach relies on transition state theory [8]. "Transition states" are surfaces (manifolds)
in the many-dimensional phase space (the set of all
possible positions and momenta that particles can
attain) that regulate mass transport through bottlenecks in that phase space; the transition rates
are then computed using a statistical approach developed in chemical dynamics [4], [1 6]. In such
analyses, one assumes that the rate of intramolecular energy redistribution is fast relative to the reaction rate, which can then be expressed as the ratio
of the flux across the transition state divided by
the total volume of phase space associated with the
reactants.
In the next few sections, we will delve a bit
deeper into this story. We start with an introduction to transition state theory and then show how
this theory from atomic and molecular physics can
be used on the much grander celestial scale. We
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Halo
Orbit

Figure 1.Trajectory for the Genesis spacecraft, whose severalyear mission was to collect charged particles (solar wind) and
return them to Earth. The trajectory was chosen to take
Genesis sufficiently far away from Earth's geomagnetic field
so that solar wind samples could be collected before
interacting with that field. It reached the first Lagrange point
(L1 ) on November 16, 2001, setting up five halo loops about L 1
(lasting thirty months) that began the scientific portion of the
mission. Sample collection lasted from December 3, 2001,
until April 1, 2004. Genesis released its sample return capsule ·
on September 8, 2004 (it arrived on October 4, 2004) and then
headed back to L11 which it was scheduled to leave in February
2005, after which it was slated to begin orbiting around the
Sun just inside Earth's orbit. (Figure courtesy Roby Wilson, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory/California Institute of Technology.)

then close with some recent extensions and a brief
summary.

Back in the Saddle Again
Before heading off into outer space, we need to examine things on a much smaller scale-namely, simple chemical reactions between ions and small molecules.
Transition state theory has its origins in early
twentieth-century studies of the dynamics of chemical reactions. Consider, for example, the collinear
reaction between the hydrogen atom H and the hydrogen molecule H 2 in which one hydrogen atom
switches partners. ln the 1930s, Eyring and Polanyi
[3] studied this chemical reaction, providing the first
calculation of the potential energy surface of areaction. This surface contains a minimum associated
with the reactants and another minimum for the
products; they are separated by a barrier that needs
to be crossed for the chemical reaction to occur.
Eyring and Polanyi defined the surface's "transition
state" as the path of steepest ascent from the barrier's saddle point. Once crossed, this "transition
state" could never be recrossed.
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Figure 2. The linearized dynamics of a transition state. One degree offreedom yields a pair of real eigenvalues of
opposite sign (shown by the saddle projection on the left), and the others give pure imaginary conjugate pairs of
eigenvalues (indicated by the center projections). The blue trajectories in the left panel are reactive, whereas the
green ones are not.

The notion of a transition state as a "surface of
no return" defined in coordinate space was immediately recognized as fundamentally flawed, as
recrossing can arise from dynamical effects due to
coupling terms in the kinetic energy. (See [6] for fur~
ther historical details.) Pechukas demonstrated
that the surface of minimum flux, corresponding
to the transition state, must be an unstable periodic orbit whose projection onto coordinate space
connects the two branches of the relevant equipotentials [14]. As a result, these surfaces of minimum
flux are called "periodic orbit dividing surfaces" or
PODS.
Despite the specificity of the H z + H ~ H +Hz
reaction, a transition state is a very general property of Hamiltonian dynamical systems describing
how a set of "reactants" evolves into a set of "products" [24]. Transition state theory can be used to
study "reaction rates" in a diverse array of physical situations, including atom ionization, cluster rearrangement, conductance through microjunctions,
diffusion jumps in solids, and (as we shall discuss)
celestial phenomena such as asteroid escape rates
[6], [7], [8], [22].
E. Wigner recognized very early that in order to
develop a rigorous theory of transition states, one
must extend the notions above from configuration space to the phase space of positions and momenta [23], [24]. (Each position-momentum pair
constitutes one of the system's "degrees of freedom" (DOF).) The partitioning of phase space into
separate regions corresponding to reactants and
products thereby becomes the theory's goal,
progress towards which has required advances in
both dynamical systems theory and computational
hardware.
For two DOF Hamiltonian systems, the stable and
unstable manifolds of the orbit discussed provide
an invariant partition of the system's energy shell
into reactive and nonreactive dynamics. The defining periodic orbit also bounds a surface in the energy shell (at which the Hamiltonian is constant),
partitioning it into reactant and product regions.
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This, then, defines a surface of no return and yields
an unambiguous measure of the flux between reactants and products. In systems with three or
more DOF, however, periodic orbits and their
associated stable and unstable manifolds do not
partition energy shells (their dimensionality is insufficient) [11], so one needs to search instead for
higher-dimensional analogs of PODS [20], [24].
Consider ann DOF Hamiltonian system with an
equilibrium point, the linearization about which has
eigenvalues ± A, ±iWJ, j E {2, ... , n}, where
A , w J E R That is, we are considering situations
in which the stable and unstable manifolds are
each one-dimensional. (There exist chemical reactions with higher-dimensional stable and unstable
manifolds, but theoretical chemists do not really
know how to deal with them yet.) Also assume
that the submatrix corresponding to the imaginary eigenvalues is symmetric, so that its complexification is diagonal. One can then show that
in the vicinity of the saddle point, the normal form
of this Hamiltonian is [5]

(1)
n

H

=

" -W ; (P;2 + q ;2 ) + fdq 2, . .. , qn. P2• . .. , Pn.Il
Aq1 Pl + L.
i=2 2

+ f 2(q2, · · · , qn , P2, · · · , Pn) ,

where (q i , ... , qn,P l . ··· ·Pn) are the canonical
coordinates, I:= q1P 1, and the functions f1 and fz
are at least third order and account fo~ all the
nonlinear terms in Hamilton's equations. Additionally, fi(qz, ... , qn, p z, .. . , Pn.n = 0 when I =0.
Although (1) is constructed locally, it continues to
hold as parameters are adjusted until a bifurcation
occurs.
The simplest example is the linear dynamical system with Hamiltonian
(2)

1

Z

Kz

Z

1 ~

Z

Z Z

H=z.P ~-z ~ +z L(P;+W;q;)
'

I=Z

consisting of n - 1 decoupled linear ("harmonic") oscillators and a decoupled saddle point, which can be
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obtained from the linearization of (1) by a rotation
in phase space (see Figure 2). The first DOF (~. Pl)
gives the "reaction coordinates", and the other n- 1
DOF are "bath coordinates". A trajectory is called
"reacting" if ~ changes sign as one traverses it.
Such considerations can be generalized from
this linear situation to the fully nonlinear Hamiltonian (1) needed to describe chemical reactions by
considering higher-dimensional analogs of saddle
points called normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds (NHIMs) [22], [21]. The descriptor "normally
hyperbolic" means that in the linearization of (1),
the growth and decay rates of the dynamics normal to the NHIM (constituting the "reaction") dominate the growth and decay rates of the dynamics
tangent to the NHIM, which is obtained as follows:
The dynamics of (1) are described by the (2n- I)dimensional energy surface H = constant > 0. If
PI = qi = 0, it follows that iii = PI = 0, which yields
a (2n - 2)-dimensional invariant manifold, whose
intersection with the energy surface gives the NHIM.
The (qi, PI) coordinates describe the directions
normal to the NHIM. Additionally, NHIMs persist
under perturbations, so one can transform back
from (1) to the original Hamiltonian system derived by physical or chemical considerations. The
stable and unstable manifolds of the NHIM are
known explicitly and act as impenetrable (invariant) boundaries between reactive and nomeactive
trajectories [22].
Before proceeding, let us consider the example
of hydrogen ionization in crossed electric and magnetic fields, as described by the Hamiltonian

where R = ~(XI + .JE)2 + x~ + x§. The equilibrium at
the origin has two imaginary pairs of eigenvalues
and one real pair, so it is a center-saddle-center. The
Hamiltonian (3) can be transformed to its normal
form, whose lowest order term is
(4)

WI

H z = J1 X1P1 + 2

2

2

W2

(x 2 + P 2 ) + 2

2

2

(x3 + P3 ) ·

As required, the saddle variables (x 1, P1) appear
only in the combination x1P1, so an NHIM can be
constructed as discussed above and one can easily study which trajectories react and which do
not.
Another noteworthy class of problems, studied
extensively by P. Gaspard and coworkers [2], [5], to
which transition state theory has been applied are
reactions of triatomic molecules such as Hgiz and
COz. In these studies, they identified Smale horseshoes in large energy intervals in which the only
trapped trajectories are those belonging to the
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system's chaotic saddle, which thus completely
determines the classical transition state.
Hitchhiking the Solar System with Bohr
and Poincare
Volume 7 (1885-86) of Acta Mathematica included
the announcement that King Oscar II of Sweden and
Norway would award a medal and a 2,500 kroner
prize to the first person to obtain a global general
solution to the n-body celestial problem [2]. Hemi
Poincare, then thirty-one years old, had long been
fascinated with celestial mechanics. His first paper,
published in 1883, treated some special solutions
of the three-body problem. The following year,
Poincare published a second paper on the topic, but
he had not touched celestial mechanics since then.
Nevertheless, he had developed new qualitative
techniques for studying differential equations that
he felt would provide a good intuitive basis for his
attempt to solve the n-body problem.
In the treatise that resulted from his attempt to
win King Oscar II's prize [15], [16], [17], Poincare
laid the foundations for dynamical systems theory,
developing integral invariants to prove his recurrence theorem, a new approach to periodic solutions and stability, and much more. Some of his results clashed with his prior intuition, and there were
others that he felt were true but that he was unable to establish rigorously (the world would have
to wait for the likes of G. D. Birkhoff, S. Smale, and
others). After more than two years of working on
the n-body problem, the solution began to take
shape. One of the problem's secrets was revealed
by the three-body problem: Poincare proved that
there did not exist uniform first integrals (constraints of motion) other than H =constant, so
that even the three-body problem could not be "integrated". Chaos was here to stay!
Now that we have discussed the mathematics of
transition states, let us see how they can help us
not only with atomic problems but also with celestial ones. To do this, we will use the old adage
that the same equations have the same solutions:
Namely, a suitable coordinate change transforms
the Hamiltonian describing the celestial restricted
three-body problem (RTBP) into the Hamiltonian (3)
describing hydrogen ionization in crossed electric
and magnetic fields [8]. The term "restricted" is
used when the mass of one body is assumed to be
so small that it does not influence the motion of
the other two bodies, which follow circular orbits
around their center of mass. It is also assumed that
all three orbits lie in a common plane [2], [10].
In conventional coordinates, the RTBP is described by the Hamiltonian
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Oterma's Trajectory

~--- /

Jupiter's orbit
x (Sun-centered inertial frame)
(a)

x (Sun-Jupiter rotating frame)
(b)

x (Sun-Jupiter rotating frame)
(c)

Figure 3. Resonance transition of the Jovian comet Oterma. (a) T he dynamic s in heliocentric coordinates. (b) The
dynamics in a reference frame rotati ng with Jupiter. (c) Magn ified view of the bottleneck region from (b).
(Figure courtesy Shane D. Ross, University of Southern California.)
1

2

2

H = 2(Px + P y ) - (xp y - YP x )

(5)

1 - Jl
J1
1
- - - - - - - Jl{l - Jl) = E'
Yt

Y2

2

where E is the energy, r 1 = ~(x + J.1) 2 + y 2 ,
r2 = ~(x- 1 + J.1)2 + y2, and the masses of the
bodies are ms = 1 - J.1 and mp = J.1 < m 5 • (The
notation is chosen so that one thinks of m 5 as
the Sun's mass and mp as a planet's mass.) The coordinate system rotates with the period of the
planet about the Sun-planet center of mass. The Sun
and the planet are located, respectively, at (- J.1, 0)
and (1 - J.1, 0) . The position of the third body (say,
an asteroid) relative to the Sun and the planet is
(x, y) .

An example is provided by Jupiter's comets such
as Oterma which shuttle back and forth between
complex heliocentric orbits lying, respectively,
interior and exterior to Jupiter's orbit [8] (see Figure 3). (Oterma lies in the same energy regime as
Shumaker-Levy 9, so it is destined to one day crash
into Jupiter.) Jupiter often temporarily "captures"
such comets while they make these transitions.
The interior orbits are generally near a 3:2 resonance, with Oterma making three revolutions about
the Sun for every two solar revolutions of Jupiter
(in the inertial frame), whereas the exterior orbits
are near a 2:3 resonance. In a frame rotating with
Jupiter, the transition between resonances occurs
in a "bottleneck" region in configuration space.
The celebrated "Jacobi integral" (a constant of
motion) provides a dynamical invariant that divides
phase space into reactant (interior) and product
(exterior) regions, which are separated by the narrow bottleneck containing Jupiter and two of the Lagrange points, L1 and L2. The passage of celestial
·bodies like comets through the bottleneck is then
regulated by phase space structures near L1 and L2,
which are both saddle points. The transition states
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in this problem, controlling transport through the
bottleneck and hence the conversion of "reactants"
to "products", are the periodic orbits around L 1 and
L2 . With these structures identified, C. Jaffe et al.
have accurately computed average transport rates
(corresponding to as,teroid escape rates) u sing RiceRamsperger-Kassel-Marcus theory and checked the
predicted rates against large-scale numerical simulations [8].
Meanwh ile, Back on Earth ...
The story does not end with the work discussed in
this note. On the practical side, discussions at
NASA are currently under way about the possibility of an extended Genesis mission that would
keep the spacecraft in the Earth-Moon system for
the next several years [9].
On the theoretical side, the mathematics,
physics, and chemistry communities remain hard
at work. Recent discoveries include a computational procedure based on NHIMs to detect highdimensional chaotic saddles in three DOF Hamiltonian systems (and the application of this
technology to, for example, the three-dimensional
Hill's problem) [19] , mathematical refinements of
earlier constructions of transition states [20], and
the effect of noise on transition states [1]. Current
work on space mission design includes the use of
set-oriented methods and ideas from graph theory
to go beyond transition state theory [12] and the
merging of tube dynamics with a Monte Carlo approach to examine the invariant manifolds emanating from transition states [4].
It is a time-honored scientific tradition that the
same equations have the same solutions. When it
comes to three-body problems, this implies that the
same chaotic trajectories that govern the motions
of comets, asteroids, and spacecraft are traversed
on the atomic scale by highly excited Rydberg electrons. Such unanticipated connections between microscopic and celestial phenomena are not only
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intellectually gratifying but also have practical engineering applications in the aerospace and chemical industries. Moreover, the progress made would
hardly be conceivable without this particular mix
of specialists recruited by M. Lo. Clearly, chemists,
astronomers, and mathematicians have much to
discuss!
Additionally, while it is paramount in many
problems to slay the dragon of chaos so that order
can reign, just the opposite is true here-the goal
is to create a big enough (chaotic) saddle and ride
this dragon on the (Normally Hyperbolic) Invariant
Manifold Superhighway! The Genesis mission shows
that chaos can, in fact, be good.
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WHAT

S

a Pseudoholomorphic
Curve?
Simon K. Donaldson

The terminology pseudoholomorphic curve (or
1-holomorphic curve) was introduced by Gromov in
1986. The notion has transformed the field of symplectic topology and has a bearing on many other
areas such as algebraic geometry, string theory, and
4-manifold theory; we will return to these later.
We are all familiar with the notion of a "curve"say a plane curve-at the elementary, and perhaps imprecise, level of ordinary calculus. We can specify a
plane curve in two different ways: either as the set
of solutions of an equation f(x, y) = 0 or via a parametrisation x = x(t), y = y(t). For example, we can
specify a circle by the equation x 2 + y 2 = 1 or by the
parametrisation x = cos t, y = sin t. Another familiar
concept is that of a "family" of curves, for example,
the family of lines in the plane.
The theory of curves has, of course, been developed
extensively both in differential geometry and algebraic
geometry. The relevant branch of the classical theory
for us here is that of "complex" or "holomorphic"
curves. In the simplest situation, we replace the real
variables x, y above by complex variables z, wand consider complex curves in the complex plane. Thus the
same equation z 2 + w 2 = 1, for example, describes
such a complex curve. Or we can consider parametrised complex curves z = z(T), w = w(T) where
z(T), w(T) are holomorphic functions of a complex
variable T. More generally we may consider complex
curves in complex manifolds: parametrised by holomorphic maps from Riemann surfaces.
What is a holomorphic map? Think of the simplest
case of a map f from e to e: a holomorphic function.
The condition of holomorphicity is characterised by
the Cauchy-Riemann equation

~' =

from e to e. The concept extends to the case of maps
to almost-complex manifolds. Let M be a differentiable
manifold of dimension 2n. An almost-complex structure]onMisafamilyoflinearmaps1x: TMx ~ TMx,
with 1~ = -1 , on each tangent space T Mx of M, varying smoothly with x E M. Thus the tangent spaces are
made into complex vector spaces. Any complex manifold has a natural almost-complex structure, but the
converse is not true if n > 1: there is an integrability
condition which characterises these special almostcomplex structures. Many manifolds M which admit
almost-complex structures do not have any complexmanifold structure at all.
A pseudoholomorphic curve is just the natural modification of the notion of a holomorphic curve to the
case when the ambient manifold is almost-complex.
That is, we consider a Riemann surface~. an almostcomplex manifold (M,J), and a differentiable map
f : ~ ~ M such that for each (} E ~ the derivative

dfa-: (T~)a- ~ ™r<a->
is complex-linear with respect to the given complex
structures on the tangent spaces. We can spell out
more concretely what a pseudoholomorphic map
amounts to in the case when we take ~ = e and let M
be en' with some general almost-complex
structure ]. It turns out, purely as a matter of linear
algebra, that the R-linear maps 1: en ~ en with
1 2 = -1 can be neatly parametrised by an open set
of n x n complex matrices J.1 = (J.1()({3). Thus our almost-complex structure is represented by a matrixvalued function J.l(~) of~ E en. A pseudoholomorphic curve is given by a solution of the system of
partial differential equations

0.

OZ()(

This expresses the fact that the derivative of f, in the
sense ofmultivariable calculus, is a complex linear map
Simon K. Donaldson is a Royal Society Research Professor
at Imperial College. His email address is s. donaldson@
i c. ac. uk.
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-::.- + L J.l()(f3(~)~

uT

uT

=

0,

which can be thought of as a deformation of the
ordinary Cauchy-Riemann equations, for the vectorvalued function ~(T).
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The passage to almost-complex manifolds allows
us to move from the classical setting of holomorphic
curves in complex manifolds to a much wider, more
flexible, world. Crucially, many aspects of the theory
do not change greatly when we extend our ideas in
this way. We can express this by the slogan the local
theory of pseudoholomorphic curves is closely akin to
that of holomorphic curves. Here, local can have two
meanings: either that we are studying the situation
locally in the manifold M or locally in the space of
maps. It is crucial here that we are considering curves,
rather than higher-dimensional objects. For any pair
of almost-complex manifolds M, N the notion of a
(pseudo)holomorphic map f: N ~ M makes sense,
but if the real dimension of N is greater than 2, this
is not a very useful concept. For example, on a generic
almost-complex manifold N of dimension greater
than 2 there are no nonconstant (pseudo)holomorphic
functions, even locally- this is exactly the source of
the integrability condition for complex-manifold
structures.
Our more precise form of our slogan is the statement that if L is a compact Riemann surface, there is
a nonlinear Fredholm theory which describes the
deformations of a given pseudoholomorphic curve
f : L ~ (M,]). This means, roughly, that the deformations are parametrised by a finite-dimensional
manifold or moduli space Jvl, whose dimension can
be computed from standard topological data. Moreover, again roughly, the moduli space will deform
smoothly with variations in the almost-complex structure ] or the Riemann surface structure on L. For
example, suppose we take M to be the complex projective plane with its standard complex-manifold
structure and L to be the Riemann sphere. Then any
"line" (in the sense of projective geometry) in M,
together with a choice of parametrisation, gives a
pseudoholomorphic curve. Thus the moduli space Jvl
is a bundle over the dual plane with fibre PGL(2, C) the group of Mobius maps. The nonlinear Fredholm
theory tells us that if we deform the almost-complex
structure slightly, while we probably cannot describe
the pseudoholomorphic maps explicitly, we get a
moduli space of the same general character.
Gromov's insight was that the local understanding
of the pseudoholomorphic maps furnished by the
Fredholm theory extends to good global theory in the
situation where the almost-complex structure on M
is compatible with a symplectic structure. Recall that
a symplectic structure is given by an exterior 2-form
w satisfying two conditions. One is pointwise and
algebraic: at each point w is a nondegenerate skewsymmetric form on the tangent space of M. The other
is more global and differential geometric: the form w
is closed. We say that ] is compatible with w if the
bilinear form on tangent vectors
g(v, w)

=

w(v, ]w)

2005

J:/*(w)

in two ways. On the one hand, the pointwise compatibility between the structures means that I is essentially
the area of the image off, measured in the Riemannian
metric g. On the other hand, the condition that w is
closed means that I is a topological (homotopy) invariant of the map f. So the areas of pseudoholomorphic
curves, in this situation, are controlled by straightforward topological data. This allowed Gromov to prove a
partial compactness theorem for the moduli spaces.
For example, consider as before the maps from the
Riemann sphere to the complex projective plane. If we
allow large and arbitrary deformations of the standard
almost-complex structure, then we cannot say much, because the pseudoholomorphic curves may degenerate
in some very complicated way as we deform the structure and perhaps "disappear". But if we restrictto almostcomplex structures compatible with a symplectic form,
the curves cannot degenerate, because their area is controlled, and in fact Gromov showed that in this case the
curves must persist, however large the deformation.
These two properties-the Fredholm theory and
compactness-lay the foundations for Gromov's theory, in which the pseudoholomorphic curves are used
as a tool in symplectic topology. The curves have been
used in two main ways. The first way is as geometric
probes to explore symplectic manifolds: for example
in Gromov's result (later extended by Taubes) on the
uniqueness of the symplectic structure on the complex projective plane, proved by sweeping out the
manifold by "lines" (i.e., the pseudoholomorphic curves
of the same topological type as lines in the standard
case). The second way is as the source of numerical
invariants: Gromov-Witten invariants. In the simplest
case, where our moduli space has dimension zero
and consists of a finite set of points, we might get an
integer invariant by counting these points. This second direction has been developed most extensively in
the years following Gromov's paper. The theory of
F/oer homology is based on pseudoholomorphic curves
with boundary lying on a Lagrangian submanifold. This
leads on to the notion of the Fukaya category. In four
dimensions, Taubes discovered that the GromovWitten invariants coincide with the Seiberg-Witten
invariants, defined in a completely different way. In
the case when the manifold M is in fact a complex
manifold, say an algebraic variety, the invariants are
related to classical enumerative problems in algebraic geometry. The same invariants also appear in
topological string theory, arising from Feynman integrals. This has provided completely new insights and
uncovered wonderful and intricate algebraic structures in the invariants such as quantum cohomology.
The Fukaya category is related to the phenomenon of
mirror symmetry, as formulated by Kontsevich.
Further Reading

is symmetric and positive definite. Then g is a Riemannian metric on M. Let f: L ~ M be a pseudoholomorphic map. Then we can think of the integral
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Book Review

Jfulos Bolyai, Non-Euclidean
Geometry, and the Nature
of Space
Reviewed by Robert Osserman

Janos Bolyai, Non-Euclidean Geometry, and the
Nature of Space
jeremy]. Gray
MIT Press, 2004
Paperback, 256 pages, $20.00
ISBN 0-262-57174-9

This attractive little volume consists of two
major components, together with a number of
shorter sections. The major components are
labeled "Introduction" and "Appendix" respectively, both designations grossly understating
their content. The "Appendix" consists of Bolyai's
revolutionary tract, with the subtitle "THE SCIENCE
ABSOLUTE OF SPACE Independent of the Truth or
Falsity of Euclid's Axiom XI (which can never be
decided a priori)". It appears h ere both as a

facsimile in the original Latin and also in Halstead's
1896 English translation. It was indeed originally
published as an appendix to his father's twovolume treatise on mathematics, whence its name.
Jeremy Gray's "Introduction"- or to give it its full
name, "Bolyai's Appendix: An Introduction"- is in
fact a 122-page historical survey of Euclidean
and non-Euclidean geometry that focuses on
Bolyai and his appendix but goes far beyond that.
Among other things, it includes a number of
fascinating historical remarks on the debates
over the course of many centuries about how to
teach Euclidean geometry in school- a debate
Robert Osserman is the special projects director of the
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley.
His email address is ro@ms ri . or g.
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that is still very
much alive today .
and whose contemporary shape might
profit from a deeper
historical perspective.
Gray starts by discussing the way
philosophers and
scientists, as well as
humankind in general, picture d the
physical space we inhabit- the shape of
the universe as a
whole- and the way
that such pictures
influenced and were influenced by the mathematical constructs that became known as "geqmetry".
In particular, the u se made by Newton of'the formalism of Euclidean geometry, together With the
overwhelming success of his approach to physics
and astronomy based on the model of Euclidean
space, enshrined Euclidean geometry and cloaked
it in a certainty and inevitability that made questioning it appear to be a sign of mental instability.
And indeed, that was the reaction by the Russian
mathematical establishment, the only ones to read
Lobachevskii's first articles on what was to become non-Euclidean geometry, published starting
in 1829 in the obscure Russian journal the Kazan
Messenger. The ne·ws of this work apparently did
not reach the Bolyais until 1844, which is
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astonishing on many grounds, not the least of
which involves the shameful role played by Gauss
in the sad story of Janos Bolyai's brilliant beginnings
and bitter end.
The story of Gauss and the Bolyais starts back
before Gray picks it up, with the close friendship
between Gauss and Jimos's father, Farkas (also
known by his German name of Wolfgang), dating
back to their student days together in Gottingen.
The family obsession with Euclid's parallel postulate apparently dates to that time, and indeed,
father Bolyai published his first work on the subject, The Theory of Parallels, in 1804. He was only
one of many who tried to prove that the parallel
postulate follows from Euclid's other axioms.
Gray describes in some detail the history of such
attempts throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth '
centuries, even well after their futility had been fully
demonstrated. Among the prominent mathematicians who fell into the trap were Legendre, who persisted in publishing false proofs over many years,
and none other than Lagrange, who did not go so
far as publishing any but did have the embarrassment of presenting one at the prestigious Institute
of France. As for Farkas Bolyai, it was his friend
Gauss who pointed out the error in his argument,
but he persisted for at least ten more years before
giving up in despair. No wonder then, when his son,
Janos, who had turned out to be something of a
mathematical prodigy, appeared as a teenager to
have already been bitten by the parallel-postulate
bug, Farkas wrote him the often-quoted feverish admonishment to profit from his own example and
guard against this will-a-the-wisp: "I have traversed
this bottomless night, which extinguished all light
and joy in my life. I entreat you, leave the science
of parallels alone."
As it turned out, Bolyai Sr. was right, but not for
the reasons he thought. Janos soon concluded that
proving the parallel postulate was hopeless, and he
gradually became convinced that one could construct a perfectly consistent geometry in which it
was not true. By 1825, at the age of twenty-three,
Janos was able to show his achievement to his
father but not to convince him that there were no
hidden flaws. It was not until 1832 that Farkas
agreed to publish his son's work in the form of an
appendix to his own book. When Gauss received a
copy of the appendix, he wrote back a letter that
effectively ended Janos's brilliant career, as well
as, Gray tells us, the relationship between father
and son, who did not speak to each other for years
afterward. In the letter Gauss gives an infuriatingly mixed message, saying that he had himself
carried out much the same program but had
written very little of it down, and how pleased he
was that it should turn out to be the son of his
old friend who had written it down, thereby sparing him the trouble of doing it himself. Had Gauss
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given his endorsement of the work publicly and
brought it to wider attention, it would have changed
the course of Janos's life and career. But he kept
his silence, 1 and Janos not only got no public
support but was convinced that his father had
betrayed him and revealed what he had been doing
to Gauss, who was now claiming it as his own.
When Gauss later became aware of Lobachevskii's
work, he made no attempt to inform his old friend,
Farkas.
Recognition of Bolyai's achievement did not
come until too late. Gauss died in 1855, Farkas and
Lobachevskii the following year, and Janos in 1860.
As Gauss's correspondence became public, his
views on non-Euclidean geometry finally became
known. Bolyai's appendix was translated into Italian in 1868, the year and the place that were to be
decisive for the future of the new geometry that he
had invented.
Between 1832, when it was originally published,
and 1868, when it became more widely known, the
critical events for the fate of Bolyai's appendix
were, as already mentioned, the publication
between 1860 and 1865 of the correspondence
between Gauss and Schumaker, including a letter
Gauss wrote in 1846 praising Lobachevskii's work
on non-Euclidean geometry and saying that he had
shared the same views for fifty-four years (since
1792, when Gauss was fifteen), and the presentation of Riemann's Habilitationsvortrag, entitled
"On the hypotheses that lie at the foundation
of geometry" in 1854. Not that Riemann refers
directly to Bolyai or even to non-Euclidean geometry as it is usually understood. Rather, Riemann
proposes a radical rethinking of the entire subject
of geometry, not based on axioms in the fashion
of Euclid, Bolyai, and Lobachevskii, but on the
perhaps shakier but far more flexible foundations
of measurement, the calculus, and the whole field
of differential geometry as developed by Euler,
Gauss, and the French school.
Gray's "Introduction" devotes about twenty-five
pages to Bolyai's "Appendix" itself and provides an
excellent overview of Bolyai's approach, with its
emphasis on an "absolute" geometry of space,
with parallel (if one may use the word) results in
1 This was not the first time that Gauss's silence on the subject of non-Euclidean geometry had a devastating effect.
Another of Gauss's correspondents, named Taurinus, published a brochure in 1826 in which he derived a number
of the same trigonometric formulae as Bolyai. In the preface to the brochure he asked Gauss to state his views on
the subject, after which Gauss terminated the correspondence. In the book by B. A. Rosenfeld, A History of NonEuclidean Geometry: Evolution of the Concept of a
Geometric Space, English translation Springer-Verlag,
1988, p. 219), the author tells us, "Gauss's reaction reduced
Taurinus to despair, and he burned all copies of the
brochure in his possession."
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both Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry, but
also special results, such as the possibility of
"squaring the circle" in the non-Euclidean case, a
construction taking up the last ten sections of
Bolyai's appendix and described in detail by Gray.
It is in the description of the contributions by
Riemann and his successors Beltrami and Poincare that I find Gray's version of the history of the
subject to be somewhat lacking. After noting that
Riemann chose not to limit his differential geometry to two-dimensional surfaces, as all previous
geometers had done, Gray says (p. 85): "He introduced the idea of n-dimensional spaces-rather
vaguely, to be sure-as spaces where n coordinates were needed to specify the position of a
point, and where it was possible to measure lengths
along curves. He indicated how the Gaussian idea
of intrinsic curvature could be generalized to this
new setting. And he mentioned, almost in passing,
that there were three two-dimensional geometries
where the curvature was constant: the cylinder
(curvature zero), the sphere (curvature positive), and
surfaces of constant negative curvature (which he
only alluded to)."
I am puzzled, in particular, by Gray's rather
dismissive reference to Riemann's fairly extended
and quite explicit discussion of surfaces of constant
curvature. For curvature zero, Riemann cites specifically cylindrical and conical surfaces, and for
positive curvature he discusses at length both
surfaces of revolution that do not lie on spheres
and general surfaces of constant positive curvature,
noting that (after making suitable cuts, if necessary)
these may all be "developed" onto a sphere-that
is to say, in modern terminology, mapped onto a
sphere of the same curvature by a map that is a local
isometry.
It is true that Riemann is vague on many points
in his paper, and he himself says as much. That
is not surprising when one considers that the
new concepts introduced include such elusive
ones as that of an n-dimensional differentiable
manifold, whose precise definition did not come
until the twentieth century. But there is a widespread misconception that he was equally vague
about the concept of curvature in higher dimensions, and nothing could be further from the
truth. His assumption is that one has a measure
of arc length given by a differential expression of
a certain form, now known as a Riemannian
metric, and he provides two different ways to compute the curvature of the manifold at any point
in any two-dimensional direction, one of them
algebraic/ analytic, the other geometric. The former,
though explicit, is hard to follow, since it gives a
procedure rather than an actual formula. The geometric definition, however, is both explicit and
clear. Riemann tells us to construct the surface
formed by all geodesics issuing from a given
1032
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point that start out along a given two-dimensional
section. That surface will have a curvature whose
value is given explicitly by a formula due to Gauss.
The Gauss curvature of the surface at the given
point is by definition the Riemannian (sectional) curvature of the manifold at the point in the given
two-dimensional direction. As an illustration, he
gives explicit formulae for Riemannian metrics of
constant positive, negative, and zero curvature in
any number of dimensions. The zero-curvature
case is of course the standard Euclidean metric in
n-dimensions, but the other two cases were to play
critical roles in future developments.
Riemann's metric of constant positive curvature leads to what the physicist Max Born later
described as "one of the greatest ideas about the
nature of the world which ever has been conceived."
That is the suggestion that the universe could be
finite but without a boundary. As Riemann points
out, the value of the curvature could be arbitrarily
close to zero, so that there would be no way for
us to distinguish it from Euclidean space on the
scales at which we could make measurements,
but the age-old problem of how to choose between
the equally unpalatable alternatives of a universe
that extends infinitely far in all directions or
one that ends somewhere (and what lies beyond?)
would be resolved in one stroke. Einstein later
seized on this model of the universe as a 3-sphere
and used it in his first attempt at a cosmological
model based on his general theory of relativity.
Riemann's metric of constant negative curvature
proved equally important and even more seminal
for future developments. In the two-dimensional
case alone it has provided the model we now know
as the "hyperbolic plane", while the metric itself
tends to be called the "hyperbolic metric" or the
"Poincare" metric. The subject of hyperbolic geometry arose from two completely independent
sources: one was the differential geometry of
surfaces (or, more generally, Riemannian metrics)
of constant negative curvature, the other the
axiomatic approach of Bolyai and Lobachevskii
with the parallel postulate replaced by an alternative. It was the Italian geometer Eugenio Beltrami
who in 1868 finally clarified once and for all the
relationship between these two quite distinctappearing subjects and who may be said to
have originated the field of hyperbolic geometry.
Poincare probed in great detail two different
models of two-dimensional hyperbolic geometry:
the "Poincare disk" and the "Poincare upper half
plane". The former is simply the unit disk with
Riemann's metric of constant curvature -1, while
the metric for the latter had been written down
even earlier by Liouville in the course of his study
of surfaces of constant negative curvature. However, neither of those authors indicated any link
to non-Euclidean geometry.
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It is unfortunate that Gray misses the opportunity here to right a great historical wrong. 2 Everybody quotes the first of two papers published by
Beltrami in 1868, entitled "Saggio di Interpretazioine della Geometria Non-euclidea", in which
he writes down an explicit Riemannian metric (different from the one given by Riemann) on a disk
in the plane and relates it on the one hand to surfaces of constant negative curvature and on the
other hand to the formulas and properties given
by Lobachevskii for his non-Euclidean geometry. He
shows that in this model the straight lines of
Lobachevskii's geometry correspond to chords in
the circle. Thus, at one stroke, Beltrami provides a
model for global non-Euclidean geometry in which
one can extend any line infinitely far in each direction and a link between the local properties of
Bolyai and Lobachevskii's non-Euclidean geometry and the geometry of surfaces of constant negative curvature such as the pseudosphere.
But it is a second paper of Beltrami's, published
in the same year, entitled "Teoria fondamentale
degli spazii di curvature co stante", that really puts
all the pieces in place. What Beltrami does, as
his title implies, is make a thorough study of
spaces of constant curvature in all dimensions. He
analyzes in detail various models of n-dimensional
hyperbolic space, two of which reduce in the twodimensional case to the so-called "Poincare disk
metric" and "Poincare upper half-plane metric".
As John Stillwell has pointed out, 3 they should
really be called the "Riemann-Beltrami metric" and
"Liouville-Beltrami metric" respectively. Beltrami
starts with the latter metric in the upper half-space
z > 0 in n+ 1 dimensions, where the element of
arclength is d cr s = d cr 1z , with d equal to the standard Euclidean element of arclength. He shows (by
a rather roundabout argument) that this Riemannian metric has constant negative curvature,
that its geodesics are semicircles orthogonal to
the plane z = 0, that the induced metric on the
h emispheres orthogonal to the plane z = 0 gives a
model of n-dimensional hyperbolic space, and that
the vertical projection of those hemispheres onto
the plane z = 0 provides exactly the model of hyperbolic space that he has investigated in detail in
his previous paper. Finally, he notes that stereographic projection of the hemisphere leads
precisely to hyperbolic space with the metric of
constant negative curvature originally written down
by Riemann. He further verifies that this metric,
which Riemann stated without proof, had constant
2 The reviewer is guilty of the same omission in his book

on geometry and cosmology, having only learned of it
afterwards.
3 Sources of Hyperbolic Geometry, History of Mathematics, vol. 10, AMS/LMS, 1996, p. 35. This is an excellent reference for the current discussion.
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curvature-indeed does-and he also verifies analytically an important observation made by both
Bolyai and Lobachevskii: that for three-dimensional
hyperbolic geometry, the two-dimensional subspaces called "horospheres" by Lobachevskii and
simply denoted by "F" by Bolyai have the induced
metric of the Euclidean plane.
In a section labeled "Taking Stock" (p. 102), Gray
points out that the philosophical consequences of
having two equally viable geometries at one's disposal were profound. He says, "There cannot, after
all, be two incompatible accounts of physical space
that are both true. It follows that one of the geometries must be false (and perhaps both, but this
radical view was never espoused)." But in fact it was
precisely this radical view that Riemann espoused,
and doubly so. First of all, Riemann specifically proposed, as noted above, that space might have constant positive curvature and therefore be neither
Euclidean nor "non-Euclidean". But even more radically and more fundamentally, he proposed that
it be "Riemannian". Which brings us to two points
of terminology that have led to much confusion.
The first is that one might think that "non-Euclidean" refers to a geometry that is not Euclidean and
that it would therefore include "Riemannian" in the
sense it is now generally understood, which is:
given by a "Riemannian metric" where the element
of arc length is expressed by the square root of a
quadratic form in the differentials of the coordinates (or in the language of differentiable manifolds: the tangent space at each point is endowed
with a positive definite inner product). However, the
term "non-Euclidean geometry" is almost universally identified now with "hyperbolic geometry", in
which the metric has constant negative curvature.
The qualifier "almost" refers to the fact that one
sometimes sees two alternatives given to the parallel postulate, in one of which there are two distinct lines through a point parallel to a given line
and angles in a triangle add up to less than 180°,
and the other in which there are no lines through
a point parallel to a given one and the angles add
up to more than 180°. If one wishes in the latter
case to still have any two lines intersect in a single point, then one can use as a model the projective plane, with metric inherited from the sphere
after identifying pairs of antipodal points. The
geometry given by this second alternative to the parallel postulate is sometimes termed "elliptic geometry", in contrast to hyperbolic, 4 and sometimes
"Riemann's non- Euclidean geometry," olliy adding
4 The

terminology of elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic
geometries was introduced by Felix Klein in his 18 71 paper
"On the so-called non-Euclidean geometry", in which he
provides a unifying overview by means of proj ective geometry. (See the book of Stillwell cited above.)
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to the confusion between "Riemannian" and "nonEuclidean" geometry.
To come back to the main point, the debate as
to whether the physical space we inhabit obeys
the laws of Euclid or those of Bolyai/Lobachevskii
has been superseded for 150 years now by the far
more likely alternative of being neither, but rather
Riemannian (or even "non-Riemannian") and for almost 100 years by the strong likelihood that it is
the three-dimensional space component of a fourdimensional pseudo-Riemannian space-time. Gray
devotes a brief section entitled "The Nature of
Space", pp. 118-9, to a way in which a model of
space-time in the vicinity of a gravitating mass can
be related to the geometry of a negatively curved
surface (although not constant negative curvature)
and hence to something like non-Euclidean geometry.
Let me conclude with a few final remarks.
First, this volume is part of a series of Burndy
Library publications, each of which focuses on
some book in the library's collection. The library
is devoted to the history of science and technology
and is currently located on the campus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The facsimile of
the copy of Bolyai's appendix is from the Burndy
collection, as are the many other illustrations in the
book, all done in sepia tones and very handsome.
Second, Gray is an excellent expositor. He covers a wide swath of the history of Euclidean and
non-Euclidean geometry, but also goes into some
depth in discussing Bolyai's contribution and the
ways it resembles and differs from Lobachevskii's
approach. Anybody wishing to study exactly what
it was that Bolyai did would find this an excellent
reference.
Third, there are several additional notes in the
volume, among them a biographical sketch of
Bolyai's translator, George Bruce Halstead, that I
found quite interesting and an announcement from
2002 that for the first time there seems to be areliable image of Bolyai, which is reproduced here.
What is notably missing is an index, an omission
that never ceases to puzzle me whenever I encounter it. Why, when so much time and effort is
put into making an attractive and useful addition
to the literature, does the author (as well as the editor) not take the minimal additional time and effort needed to enhance its usefulness to a reader
by adding an index?
Fourth, Gray takes the very sensible approach
of not trying to include a comprehensive bibliography but to focus on books and articles to which
he makes reference in the text. I would just like to
note two references that I have personally found
very useful and which are not included in the bibliography: the books by Rosenberg and Stillwell
cited in the footnotes.
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Finally, Gray's "Introduction" ends with two
paragraphs labeled "Conclusions" (pp. 120-21).
The first paragraph reviews the ways in which Euclidean geometry has failed to maintain either of
its traditional roles as the epitome of rigorous deductive reasoning or as the model for the physical
universe we live in. The second paragraph starts
with "And yet, and yet." It goes on to relate some
of the ways in which Euclidean geometry remains
the remarkable achievement that it always was. I
would like to add two more ''and yet's" of my own.
First, although Euclid's reasoning is anything but
rigorous to the modern eye, it brought mathematics to a level unlike anything else produced by humanity in the succeeding two thousand years. In
particular, I do not know of a single theorem stated
by Euclid that has turned out to be false. In each
case it was simply a question of polishing up details and filling in gaps. That is quite an astonishing feat.
The other "and yet" was perhaps best stated by
John Kelley. 5 I would like to let Kelley have the last
word. After describing his background as a true
"country boy" in rural America and a "devastating"
encounter with high school algebra, he writes:
The following year I took my last high
school mathematics course, geometry.
It was a traditional course, very near to
Euclid. It talked about axioms and postulates, defined lines and points in utterly confusing ways. The woman who
taught us had a chancy disposition and
she had been known to throw erasers
at inattentive students. It was the loveliest course, the most beautiful stuff that
I've ever seen. I thought so then; I think
so now.

5 On p. 473 of]. L. Kelley, "Once over lightly", A Century

of Mathematics in America, Part III (Peter Duren, ed.),
Amer. Math. Soc., Providence, RI, 1989, pp. 471-93.
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Henri Poincare. A Life in the
Service of Science
]eanMawhin

This is the text of a lecture presented at the
Poincare Symposium in Brussels, October 8-9,
2004.

In 1954 the scientific community celebrated the
100th anniversary of Henri Poincare's birth. At
that time, Poincare's fame was not at its highest
point among mathematicians, and the spirit of
Hilbert dominated most mathematical minds. His
fame was also not at its highest point among physicists, as physics was then essentially concerned with
quantum theory.
Nevertheless, the celebration was important in
the many places where Poincare's presence or name
had been significant. The proceedings of this celebration were published as a memorial book and
were reproduced in the last volume of Poincare's
Scientific Work.
This year, as we celebrate the 150th anniversary
of Poincare's birth, his popularity has reached new
summits in the scientific world and even among laymen. Chaos theory and the origins of special relativity have brought Poincare's name and picture to
most popular science journals. But although several new books about Einstein have been added this
year to an already long list, we are still waiting for
a detailed biography of Poincare. Presented here is
an impressionistic introduction to Henri Poincare,
the man and the scientist.
Family, Childhood, Studies
Poincare was born on April 29, 1854, in Nancy, in
the Hotel Martigny, a town mansion that had been
transformed into a drugstore and that still exists
at the corner of Grande-Rue and rue de Guise. Poincare's family was well known in Lorraine. His grandfather on his father's side, Jacques-Nicolas, was a
pharmacist; his father, Leon, a neurologist, was a
professor in the Faculty of Medicine; and his uncle
jean Mawhin is professor of mathematics at the Universite Catholique de Louvain, Belgium. His email address is

mawhin@math.ucl .ac.be.
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Antoni (the father of Raymond, future president of
the French Republic), a graduate of the Ecole Polytechnique, was the general inspector of roads and
bridges. Henri's mother, born Eugenie Launois,
came from a family of gentlemen farmers in
Arrancy. Henri's younger sister, Aline, married
the famous philosopher Emile Boutroux, and their
son Pierre was a talented mathematician and
philosopher.
With the exception of a dangerous bout with
diphtheria at age five, Poincare's childhood resembles those described in old-fashioned storybooks. The games he invented with his sister and
cousins revealed Henri's unlimited imagination,
and a clever private tutor nurtured his fantastic
memory. At the high school in Nancy (the future
Lycee Henri-Poincare), he was soon noticed as
a first-class student, showing himself to be a
"mathematical monster" in his last few years. After
earning his baccalaun!at in letters and science, he
became well known during the two years he spent
preparing in mathematics for the entrance examination for the "Grandes Ecoles".
Ranked as the fifth-best student admitted to the
Ecole Normale Superieure and as the best one admitted to the Ecole Polytechnique, Poincare chose
to attend the latter and graduated second in his class.
He then went to the Ecole des Mines, where crystallography appealed to his mathematical taste and
may have inspired his abiding interest in group theory. After he was refused permission to attend lectures at the Sorbonne, Poincare received his diploma
in mathematics from the Faculty of Science of Paris
in August 1876.
During his last two years at the Ecole des Mines,
Poincare prepared his Ph.D. thesis in mathematics.
He defended on August 1, 1879, at the Faculty of
Science in front of a jury consisting of Bonnet, Bouquet, and Darboux. The thesis extends to partial
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differential equations some classical results of
Briot and Bouquet on singular ordinary differential equations. Darboux's report, which was very
positive about the results and the methods, was far
less enthusiastic about the clarity of the style.
Career and Personality
Poincare started working as a mining engineer in
Vesoul in April 1879. During his several months
there he paid a dangerous visit to the Magny pit,
where a firedamp explosion had killed sixteen
workers. Poincare remained all his life on leave
(and was also promoted!) as a member of the Corps
des Mines.
His academic career started at the Faculty of Science of Caen, where he taught analysis starting in
1879. Two years later he moved to Paris as lecturer
of analysis in the Faculty of Science. He was successively appointed lecturer in physical mechanics
and experimental physics in 1885, professor of
mathematical physics and probability in 1886, and
professor of mathematical astronomy and celestial
mechanics in 1896. He also taught astronomy at the
Ecole Polytechnique and theoretical electricity at the
Ecole des Postes et Telegraphes. He was a member
of the Bureau des Longitudes.
His former students described Poincare as a
more devoted than brilliant teacher. According to
Robert d'Adhemar:

From the beginning, the blackboard was
covered with formulas, and one had an
extraordinary feeling of power; the
words came fast and without hesitation. The lectures were infinitely austere.
According to Maurice d'Ocagne:
One could not say that Poincare was a
marvelous professor. He did not have
the oratorical gifts required for excellence in teaching.
According to Leon Brillouin:
I have seen him many times leaving his
notes, announcing he would try another
method and improvising in front of us
at the blackboard.
According to Louis Bourgoin:
Poincare was, in 1910 and 1911, a fashionable scientist attracting the mundane
Paris crowd to listen to him. During the
first lectures, the room was more than
full, but, rapidly and happily, the crowd
soon decreased. From the third lecture
on, only a few students and a few of the
avid remained. Poincare always ended
with simple formulas, translated into a
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language full of imagery, that we were
forced to understand.
A detailed analysis by Toulouse gives interesting information about the man Henri Poincare at
age forty-three:
Poincare is 1 m. 6 5 em. in height, weighs
70 kilos, is bent, a little big-bellied. His
face is florid, his nose big and red. His
hair is chestnut color and his moustache blond.
He does not smoke and never tried.
He seems neither timid nor much more
sensitive to the cold than others. Nevertheless he is subject to frequent colds.
He does not sleep with an open window.
What dominates his physical appearance is an expression of constant distraction. When speaking to him, one
has the feeling that he has not followed
or understood what was said, although
he answers or thinks about the question.
He believes he has a quiet, sweet, and
even-tempered character. But he has no
patience in his actions, and even in his
work.
He is passionate neither about his feelings nor about his ideas, and he is neither sociable nor someone to confide in.
In practical life, he is disciplined. He is
not orderly but appreciates the value of
this quality.
He speaks correctly, but with some shyness he is aware of. Hence he avoids
speaking publicly without preparation,
except in scientific meetings. Before giving a speech, he prepares a number of
sentences but does not learn them by
heart.
He does not play chess and believes he
could not be a good player. He does not
hunt.
The popular magazine L 'Illustration confirmed
this picture in 1912:
Very simple, very affable, looking somewhat like his head is in the clouds, he
gave the impression of being a quite
unusual balance between the mathematician of the new school, looking if
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not like an artist at least very much like
a Parisian and the classical mathematician, forbidding and absorbed in his
equations.
The Ann us Mirabilis
The stay in Caen was certainly Poincare's double
annus mirabilis. Between August 1879 and October 1881, Poincare not only married Louise Paullain d'Andecy (they had three daughters-Jeanne,
Yvonne, Henriette-followed by one son, Leon) but
also sent more than twenty
notes to the Comptes Rendus
de l'Academie des Sciences de
Paris dealing with three com-

pletely different topics: the
arithmetic of forms, the qualitative theory of differential
equations, and automorphic
functions.
The study of quadratic and
ternary forms was inspired by
the work of Charles Hermite,
who at the time reigned over
French mathematics. Hermite
taught analysis to Poincare at
the Ecole Polytechnique and
owes his reputation to, among
other things, his proof of the
transcendental character of
the number e. He reacted very
enthusiastically to Poincare's
work, even though Poincare's
introduction of non-Euclidean
geometry in the study of ternary forms completely
disgusted the old analyst, who had always hated
geometry. Hermite suggested that Poincare read
Kronecker's work ("without omitting anything")
and made suggestions, which Poincare ignored,
for improving his writing style.
Poincare himself has told the story of how he
discovered automorphic functions, and I will not
recall the famous tale of the omnibus. Automorphic functions, which extend the (periodic) trigonometric functions and the (doubly periodic) elliptic
functions, recover their values under the action of
a discrete group of homographic substitutions.
The corresponding tessellation of the complex
plane, made by rectangles for elliptic functions, is
replaced by curvilinear figures bounded by curves
that Poincare identified with the "straight lines" in
a new model of Lobatchevsky's geometry. Striking
illustrations can be found in some paintings of
Escher. In Gottingen, Felix Klein, trying to follow
Poincare's pace, ended up having a nervous breakdown, which ruined his career as a researcher.
When Klein reproached Poincare for having named
some of his newly discovered functions "Fuchsian"
to acknowledge the inspiration found in a memoir
1038
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of Fuchs, the French mathematician reacted somewhat ironically by calling the next class of functions
he discovered Kleinian!
Poincare's motivation in this area comes from
a problem raised by Hermite for the Grand Prix des
Sciences Mathematiques de l'Academie des Sciences of 1880: To improve in some important way
the theory of linear ordinary differential equations.
Poincare's response to this problem was a disordered sequence of submitted, withdrawn, and
· supplemented memoirs, following the impetuous
evolution of his thinking. This
chaotic strategy disturbed the
venerable Academie, and the
Grand Prix was awarded to
Georges Halphen for a more
carefully written but less revolutionary memoir, with only
an honorable mention to Poincare. Besides non-Euclidean
geometry, another basic ingredient of this first stream of
research of Poincare was Kronecker's index, inaugurating
his use of topological tools in
the study of singular points
and limit cycles of differential equations, periodic solutions of the three-body problem, and bifurcation of the
equilibrium shapes of a rotating fluid when the speed
of rotation increases.
The Three Stars of Hermite and King Oscar
Prize
Besides Poincare, two other rising stars revolved
around Hermite for what could be described as
family-mathematical reasons. The first one was
Paul Appell, who married a niece of Joseph
Bertrand, brother-in-law of Hermite and among
the most influential mathematicians and academics. The second was Emile Picard, already famous
in 18 79 for his theorem on entire functions and
son-in-law of Hermite. The poor Hermite was subject to pressure from his wife, who supported
Picard, and from his authoritarian brother-in-law,
who defended Appell. He wrote to Mittag-Leffler,
former student of Weierstrass and husband of the
wealthy daughter of Finland's "king of tobacco": "In
a low voice and in confidence, afraid of being heard
by Mrs. Hermite, I tell you that, from our three
mathematical stars, Poincare seems to me the most
brilliant one. Furthermore he is a charming young
man, from Lorraine like me, who knows my family very well."

Skillfully orchestrating appointments for vacant
positions at the Sorbonne, Hermite succeeded in
appointing almost simultaneously Appell in
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mechanics, Picard in calculus, and Poincare in mathematical physics and probability. A similar game
started a few years later for their election to the
Acactemie des Sciences. Poincare was elected in
1887, Picard in 1889, and Appell in 1892.
In 1885, following a suggestion of Mittag-Leffler,
King Oscar II of Sweden decided to celebrate his
sixtieth birthday by giving a prize crowning an
important discovery in mathematical analysis,
an example unfortunately followed by few other
monarchs. The award consisted of a gold medal
and 2,500 golden crowns. Any memoir submitted
had to deal with one of the following topics:
1. The n-body problem in celestial mechanics.
2. Fuchs's generalization of ultraelliptic
functions.
3. The functions defined by a first-order differential equation.
4. The algebraic relations between two Fuchsian
functions having a common group.
The competition fit perfectly with Poincare's
mathematical interests, and he decided to work on
the first question. He sent in May 1888 a 160-page
memoir entitled "Sur le probleme des trois corps
et les equations de la dynamique". Although the
work did not completely answer the question,
the committee, made up of Weierstrass, Hermite,
and Mittag-Leffler, gave the award to Poincare,
adding that: "It is the deep and original work of a
mathematical genius whose position is among the
greatest mathematicians of the century. The most
important and difficult questions, like the stability of the world system, are treated using methods
which open a new era in celestial mechanics."
The French newspapers commented widely on
the event, and Poincare was made Chevalier de la
Legion d'Honneur.
During the printing of Poincare's memoir, from
July to November 1889, Phragmen, a young collaborator of Mittag-Leffler in charge of the editorial
work, found some parts mathematically unclear. The
first explanations of Poincare, concretized by nine
added notes, were followed by a long silence. In a
moving letter of December 1,1889, Poincare admitted an error having important consequences: the
conclusion of stability of the solar system is in fact
invalid! When the letter reached Stockholm, the optimistic Mittag-Leffler had already started the distribution of the issue of Acta Mathematica containing the memoir, and he had to use all his diplomacy
and influence to get the issues back to Sweden. One
of them was rediscovered in Stockholm in the last
decade of the twentieth century, in contradiction to
a hand-written mention: "The whole edition has been
destroyed."
Poincare finally sent a new version of the memoir in June 1890-270 pages long-and had to pay
for its printing, which was more than the 2,500
crowns of the prize! But the curse was not extinOCTOBER
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guished: King Oscar's medal itself was stolen a few
years ago from Poincare's grandson's apartment!
In correcting his mistake, Poincare discovered
a gold mine for mathematics and science by paving
the way to chaos theory. In his own words:
When one tries to depict the figure
formed by these two curves and their infinity of intersections, each of which
corresponds to a doubly asymptotic solution, these intersections form a kind
of net, web, or infinitely tight mesh.
One is struck by the complexity of this
figure that I am not even attempting to
draw.
In one of his more popular writings, he later
explained in a prophetic way the possible consequences of this discovery:
It may happen that small differences in
the initial conditions produce great ones
in the final phenomena.
The butterfly effect was born, but hunting this
butterfly was for Poincare quite a painful experience!
Mathematical Physics
The extraordinary and turbulent period of research
related to King Oscar's Prize did not prevent Poincare from taking very seriously his teaching position in mathematical physics. If not a great lecturer,
he was a very conscientious one. Each semester he
chose new topics, and he prefaced and edited the
notes taken by his best students. All were published
in more than a dozen volumes, covering the whole
of classical physics (hydrodynamics, elasticity,
potential theory, capillarity, thermodynamics, heat
theory, optics, electromagnetism) and probability,
where Poincare revealed his inventiveness and
mathematical virtuosity.
Among other things, he carefully discussed
Hertz's experiments on the propagation of electromagnetic waves and the beginnings of wireless
telegraphy. His books on Maxwell theory contain the
germs of special relativity and led him to analyze,
correct, and name the Lorentz transformations.
Poincare published in 1905 a note (followed by an
extended memoir) on the dynamics of the electron, containing the whole mathematics of special
relativity. Historians of science still passionately
discuss the priority between Einstein and Poincare,
and if one follows some recent publications, one
might conclude that Hercule Poireau might be the
only one able to uncover the whole story. Curiously,
the mathematician Poincare reached relativistic
kinematics via Maxwell's electromagnetic theory,
while the physicist Einstein used an axiomatic
method. But it is unquestionable that Poincare anticipated the so-called Minkowski space-time.
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Poincare also devoted three long memoirs between 1890 and 1895 to the partial differential
equations of classical mathematical physics. He
invented the sweeping method to solve the Dirichlet problem, proved for the first time the existence
of infinitely many eigenvalues for this problem, and
introduced some inequalities that are still the
cornerstones of the modern theory of partial differential equations.
One of the last scientific conferences attended
by Poincare was the first Conseil Solvay, in Brussels, from October 30 to November 3, 1911, held
at the Hotel Metropole. Lorentz, Poincare, Planck,
Marie Curie, Einstein, Perrin, Langevin, Rutherford,
and others were there to discuss the latest
developments in quantum theory. During this conference Poincare insisted on the main challenge of
physics at that time: the construction of a coherent quantum theory:

The turn of the century also saw the publication
of a series of six long memoirs on Analysis situs,
i.e., on algebraic topology, where geometrical properties in arbitrary dimensions are deduced from
those of associated algebraic structures. The motivation came from the study of nonlinear differential equations and of the three-body problem, but
the theory is developed for its own sake with applications to algebraic geometry. Between 1892
and 1901, Poincare created almost ex nihilo the
basic tools of algebraic topology: the fundamental
group, simplicial homology, the Euler-Poincare formula, and the duality principle. He even sketched
de Rham cohomology, and after proving that

What struck me in the discussions we
have just heard is to see the same theory depend sometimes on the principles
of the old mechanics, and sometimes on
new hypotheses that are its negation;
one should not forget that any proposition can be proved, as soon as one
uses in the proof two contradictory
statements.

any compact and simply connected 3dimensional manifold is homeomorphic to the 3-sphere.

Back in Paris, he published on this hot topic, in
February 1912, one of his last papers, which shows
the necessity of quantum jumps in interpreting
experimental data.
With forty-nine proposals between 1901 and
1912, Poincare is the most-nominated scientist for
the Nobel Prize in physics. The priority given to experimental physicists, Mittag-Leffler's enemies at
the Swedish Academy of Science, and the untimely
death of Poincare prevented him from adding the
Nobel Prize to his amazing list of scientific awards.
Celestial Mechanics and Topology
After Tisserand's sudden death in 1896, Poincare
accepted, at the request of his dean, Darboux, the
chair of theoretical astronomy and celestial mechanics. In academic affairs, Poincare never behaved like a prima donna, and he gave priority to
the benefit of the institutions. Again, his lectures
were published: one volume on the shapes of equilibrium of rotating fluids; a three-volume set oncelestial mechanics developing perturbation methods,
lunar theory, and a study of tides based on Fredholm integral equations; and a last volume on cosmogonic hypotheses. But his mostfamous publication in this area is the immortal Methodes
nouvelles de la mecanique celeste, published between 1892 and 1899, a widely expanded version
of the memoir recognized by King Oscar's Prize.
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any compact and simply connected 2dimensional manifold is homeomorphic to the usual sphere,
he stated a famous conjecture:

This is today one of the seven famous milliondollar problems of the Clay Mathematics Institute
and may have been proved very recently by the
Russian mathematician Perelman. In another direction, Poincare also initiated the modern theory
of dimension, and in a moving paper in the year of
his death, he described a fixed-point theorem for
continuous area-preserving mappings of the annulus that rotate the two boundaries in opposite
directions. He knew his proof was incomplete but
feared he had not enough time left to fix it. It was
fixed by George D. Birkhoff in 1913, and generalizing Poincare-Birkhoff's theory is nowadays a very
active area in Hamiltonian dynamics and symplectic geometry.
Scientific Philosophy and the Academie
Franc;:aise
Besides technical works, Poincare regularly published papers in popular science and philosophy
journals. He discussed the role of logic in mathematics, the birth of set theory, the foundations of
arithmetic, geometry and mechanics, and recent
developments in physics. In 1902 the editor Flammarion convinced Poincare to collect and edit this
material for his famous series Bibliotheque de
Philosophie Scientifique. The first volume, La
Science et ['Hypothese, was published in 1902,
followed by La Valeur de la Science in 1905, and
Science et Methode in 1908. A posthumous volume,
Dernieres Pensees, came out in 1913, and an aborted
fifth volume was published in 2002.
The four orange-covered books are often
reprinted and have been translated into many languages. Written in a witty style, they differ from
books written in the usual philosophical language
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by frequently showing a sharp irony and a definite
taste for paradox. Many philosophers have had
difficulty understanding the books' ever-changing
and self-criticizing mode of thought, which refuses
to encapsulate the world in a single idea. Scientism
is criticized by a first-class scientist, who defends
the idea of a "convenient" model and can be truly
understood only by readers fully aware of his scientific contributions.
Those popular books gave Poincare an unwanted
celebrity. In France the secularization of primary
and secondary schools generated a strong tension
between Catholics and radicals. While discussing
the relativity of motion in mechanics, Poincare
wrote:
Absolute space, that is to say, the point
to which it would be necessary to refer
the Earth to know whether it really
moves, has no objective existence. The
two propositions: "The Earth turns
round" and "It is more convenient to
suppose the Earth turns round" have the
same meaning; there is nothing more in
the one than in the other.
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One will perhaps be surprised to learn
that Sully-Prudhomme has left a long
manuscript on the philosophy of mathematics; it looks like he was trying from
the beginning to justify as much as possible my presence here.
Instead of taking advantage of this unexpected
help, Poincare carefully analyzed Sully-Prudhomme's
poetry and philosophy, concluding in a way that
underlined his own conception of philosophy:

In Catholic circles this justified Galileo's condemnation by the church! Needless to say, Poincare
lost time and energy in refuting such tendentious
interpretations.
Following a long tradition, the Academie Franc;:aise
elects a few scientists who have added style to their
scientific discoveries. These scientists are helpful in
writing the definitions of scientific words for the
dictionary that the learned assembly publishes.
d'Alembert, Condorcet, Laplace, Fourier, Bertrand,
Poincare, and Picard were members of the Academie.
Since Picard's death in 1941, no mathematician has
received this honor, showing that our community
should care more about style.
Henri Poincare was elected in 1908, at seat number 24, formerly occupied by Sully-Prudhomme.
Following tradition, at his induction into the
Academie on January 28, 1909, Poincare had to present a eulogy for the poet. The story is pleasantly
told in a chronicle of Andre Beaunier:
He had, like a socialite writer, like a
playwright, attracted the crowd. Algebra
may become the new fashion this winter. The greatest living mathematician
did not read his sp eech badly. From
time to time, he gave the impression
that he was thinking of something else,
but when remembering his present adventure, he took a clearer and more colloquial tone. When a page was read, he
looked quite happy and threw it rapidly
behind him. At the end of his speech,
he sat on the pile with great satisfaction.

The eulogy for Sully-Prudhomme is reproduced
in the exquisite but obscure little volume Savants
et ecrivains, whose introduction remains the best
description of Poincare's idea of the activity of a
scientist. Sully-Prudhomme was born in Paris in
1839. First attracted by science but prevented from
entering the Ecole Polytechnique due to an eye illness, he received a bachelor's degree in letters.
After translating Lucrece, he dreamed of unifying
poetry and science and wrote long philosophical
poems that brought him in 1901 the first Nobel
Prize in literature. In a sense Poincare was lucky,
as he himself observed:

But I must stop, for there are in the
philosophical vocabulary too many
words ending in "iste", and this infinite
multitude scares me. The soul of a true
philosopher is a battlefield; this is not
a peaceful monarchy where there is
room for one master only.
Poincare and Public Affairs
The famous Dreyfus affair gave Poincare another
opportunity to leave his ivory tower. In 1894 the
French Intelligence Service found a memorandum
sent to the German military attache in Paris announcing the sending of confidential information.
An apparent similarity in handwriting led to the
arrest of a French officer of Jewish origin, Alfred
Dreyfus. He was declared guilty by a court-martial
in 1895 and deported to the lle du Diable in Guyane.
France was soon divided into supporters and opponents of Dreyfus. After a long and passionate
fight, a new trial took place in Rennes in 1899. The
famous police expert Bertillon used pseudoscientific techniques and probability theory in his
graphological analysis of the memorandum. He
concluded his testimony as follows:

In the collection of observations and
agreements that constitute my demonstration, there is no place for doubt;
and this is with not only theoretical but
material certitude, that with the feeling
of responsibility following from such
an ab solute certitude, in all honesty, I
affirm, today as in 1894, under oath,
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be left for science. It would therefore be
inopportune if all scientists would aim
at the Parliament, because then there
would be no scientists anymore. One
can be resigned to, or even rejoice
not only for the country, but for science
itself, the sacrificing from time to time
of one of us, who is more able to be
understood by the multitude or the
assemblies. After all science needs
somebody to defend its interests.

that the memorandum is the work of the
defendant.
Such a statement was philosophically unbearable
to Poincare. In a letter written at the request of
Painleve and read to the court, he strongly reacted
against the use of probability theory in Bertillon's
conclusions:
Nothing in it has any scientific character. I do not know if the defendant will
be sentenced, but if he is, it must be on
other evidence. It is impossible that such
an argument makes any impression on
free-minded people who have
received a solid scientific education.
But the court-martial again declared Dreyfus
guilty, this time with mitigating circumstances.
Dreyfus got a presidential pardon, but his supporters again obtained an appeal in 1904. Poincare
concluded a long report, jointly written with Appell and Darboux, as follows:

But Poincare never refused any engagement or
duty in the administration and organization of
science. The list of his responsibilities in this respect covers two long pages. The astronomer]. Levy
expressed his regrets about the time lost by Poincare in those activities, especially in the last ten
years of his life:
Maybe one should regret that, from this
time, the increasingly heavy duties he
conscientiously accepts no longer give
him time to polish his works. He gives a
part of the best of himself to the numerous academies, associations, councils,
and committees that have solicited the
favor of receiving him. He consumes himself in tasks that do not fit his measure.
For example, as chairman of the Commission devoted to organizing the
revision of the arc of meridian in Quito,
he writes himself, from 1900 to 190 5, all
the corresponding reports. In 1900, he
discusses the savings that can be had
when buying the she-mules; in 1902, the
measures to be taken to remedy the
destruction of the geodesic signals by
the Indians; in 1905, the reproduction in
colored pictures of the insects found by
the expedition.

All those systems are absolutely deprived of any scientific value:
1. because the application of probability theory to those questions is not
legitimate;

2. because the reconstruction of the
memorandum is false;
3. because the rules of probability theory
have not been correctly applied.
In a word, because the authors have
wrongly argued on the basis of false
documents.
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The conclusions of this report took a full page
out of the twenty-one presenting reasons adducing the court's decision, which declared Dreyfus
innocent and restored his honor and his rights.
In contrast to other contemporary scientistssuch as Painleve, Hadamard, Borel, Perrin, or
Langevin-Poincare always refused any political
engagement or duty. In 1904, in response to an inquiry of the Revue bleue, he expressed his feelings
about politics in his usual ironic style:

His repute and the attraction that events in the
heavens have for the multitude constantly attracted
to him journalists short of copy. When the exceptionally rainy year 1910 was linked in the media to
the passage of a comet, Poincare reacted with
humor, referring to the tradition of connecting the
production of good wine, not water, to the presence
of a comet!

Politics is nowadays a profession that
entirely absorbs a man; any scientist
who wants to dedicate himself to politics must give up his vocation; if he
really wants to be useful to the country,
he must give half of his time to the affairs of the Republic; if he wants to keep
his seat, he must give the other half to
the affairs of his electors; nothing will

Some superficial readers confuse Poincare's philosophical ideas about science, his so-called conventionalism, with a skepticism about science. All
we have said about his activity contradicts such an
assertion and proves the French mathematician's
deep feelings about and complete devotion to
scientific activity. As Emile Borel wrote in 1954:
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Some have considered Poincare a skeptic, while others have considered him the
forerunner of axiomatic methods; but he
would have refused to be put in the
service of any sect, even if this sect follows his thought. For him, the moral of
the scientist can be summarized in a
law that the usual ethics condemns: the
aim justifies the means. The aim is the
knowledge of the Universe, it is the
agreement between the numerical results deduced from the formulas and the
numbers written by the physicists and
the astronomers in their observation
books. The means, for the mathematician, are the formulas and a language
he has the right to create at his own convenience.

Some of the mathematical considerations of
Poincare have inspired various trends in modern
art.
Poincare, the graduate of the Polytechnique
who contributed so much to the applications of
science, unambiguously insists on the essential
long-term investment of fundamental research:

Poincare expressed strong feelings about the
freedom of science. In 1909, when he was
promoted to doctor honoris causa at the 75th
anniversary of the Universite Libre de Bruxelles,
he said:

Those words remain more than ever of crucial
importance. A victim of the increasing resignation of
the public authority, science is increasingly threatened in its freedom by economic forces dominated
by immediate profit, and fundamental research is
constantly identified, in the minds of decision makers and in public agency budgets, with development.

The scientist must not dally in realizing
practical aims. He no doubt will obtain
them, but must obtain them in addition. He never must forget that the special object he is studying is only a part
of this big whole, which must be the
sole motive of his activity. Science has
had marvelous applications, but a science that would only have applications
in mind would not be science anymore,
it would be only cookery.

Freedom is for Science what air is for animal; deprived of this freedom, it dies
from suffocation, like a bird deprived
of oxygen. And this freedom must be
without limits, because, if one wants to
impose limits, one gets a half-science
only, and half-science is no longer science, because it can be, it necessarily is,
a false science. Thought must never be
subordinated to any dogma, political
party, passion, interest, preconceived
idea, to anything indeed, except the
facts themselves, because, for science,
to be subordinated means to die.

Conclusion
When Poincare suddenly died July 17, 1912, from
an embolism following surgery, the scientific world
was far from ready to benefit from his legacy. According to the great French mathematician Jean
Leray:

The last sentence is reproduced on the walls of
the main building of the University of Brussels.
Poincare often insisted on the aesthetic motivations of scientific activity:
The scientist does not study nature because it is useful; he studies it because
he delights in it, and he delights in it
because it is beautiful. If nature were
not beautiful, it would not be worth
knowing, and if nature were not worth
knowing, life would not be worth living.
Of course I do not speak here of that
beauty that strikes the senses, the
beauty of quality and appearances; not
that I undervalue such beauty, far from
it, but it has nothing to do with science;
I mean that deeper beauty coming from
the harmonious order of the parts, and
that a pure intelligence can grasp.
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Very few men were able to follow his
thoughts; he had no students. After one
century of mathematical work, we can
understand his thoughts more easily,
speak about them in a more familiar
way; but the more we approach them,
the more we admire and respect them.
Another great French mathematician, Andre
Weil, insists on the modern aspect of Poincare's
work:
On this point like on many other ones,
I hope to have shown you that Poincare's
work belongs not only to the history of
our science; it also belongs to the most
vibrant mathematics of today.
I leave the last words to the famous mathematical physicist David Ruelle:
Mathematical physics tries to understand a world of unknown complexity
with tools of known limitation. This
requires boldness, and modesty. Obviously Henri Poincare lacked neither
of these two qualities.
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Interview with

Arild Stubhaug
Ul{Persson

Arild Stubhaug, who is known among mathematicians through his biography of Abel, has
also produced a noted biography of Sophus Lie and is now involved in the project of writing a biography of the Swedish mathematician Mittag-Leffler, concomitantly painting an
account of the mathematical period in which he was exerting his influence.
This interview origiri.ally appeared in the June 2005 issue of the European Mathematical
Society Newsletter.
-U.P.

Persson: You are an established literary writer
in Norway, and if I recall correctly, you had your
first work published at the age of twenty-two. You
have written poetry as well as novels. What made
you start writing biographies of Norwegian mathematicians in recent years?
Stubhaug: "In recent years" -that is not exactly
correct. The biography of Abel I started on back in
1988, and during the eight years I worked on it I
also concomitantly published three collections of
poetry. That I at the time started to write about Abel
and his times had many different reasons. To write
poetry-however exciting it may be by itself-has
turned into a narrow groove of work, not to say a
marginal one. New poetry has difficulties to get
properly recognized and appreciated, maybe because of the steadily diminished importance and
influence it exerts in the development of language,
in particular as regards innovative constructions.
Thus I wanted to try out alternative means of expression. Mathematics has always been a source of
fascination. Abel was early on somewhat of a hero,
and my historical interest was kindled when I lived
in the town of Arendal in the south of Norway,
where the past is still alive and moreover kept alive
in a special way.
Persson: What are your qualifications for writing about mathematicians? You studied as a young
man a variety of subjects at the university, including mathematics and the history of religion. Am I
Ulf Persson is professor of mathematics at Chalmers
Institute of Technology in Goteborg, Sweden. His email
address is ulfp@math. chalmers. se.
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correct, and if so, would you be able to explain what
to most of us may appear as a strange combination?
Stubhaug: It is correct. Mathematics was initially my primary interest. But this was back in
1968, and many other things caught my interest and
engagement, especially the great priority which
was accorded verbal expression at the time. Whatever could be caught and formulated in language
became more important than anything else. By and
by language became for me the most interesting
subject of work. After mathematics I studied Latin,
the history of literature, and Eastern religion purely
out of personal curiosity and desire. At that time
such a combination could never be part of a regular university degree; hence I have never been regularly employed.
Persson: But why Mittag-Leffler? Abel is one of
the greatest mathematicians ever-this is an uncontroversial fact-and his short life had all the ingredients of romantic tragedy. Lie may not be of the
same exalted stature, but of course the notion of
"Lie", be it in group theory or algebra, is a household word in mathematics. But Mittag-Leffler? I
think that any mathematician would be hardpressed to come up with a single significant result
that has been attributed to Mittag-Leffler. The theorem of Mittag-Leffler is of course duly mentioned
and can be seen as an elementary precursor of
sheaf theory, but clearly it is rather lightweight and
hardly anything to get very excited about.
Stubhaug: Many people have indeed asked me,
Is Mittag-Leffler really worth such an ambitious
biography? The reason for expressing such doubts
may be that one easily confuses biography with a
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celebration of genius. Many have a romantic tenmentation; but with Mittag-Leffler the challenge is
dency to make its subject into an object of wonof quite another kind, as we find here an embarder rather than simply trying to understand the inrassment of riches instead. With Abel one got the imdividual concerned as a human being. It is as if one
pression that you included everything you had manwould conceive biography solely in terms of an
aged to ferret out, but this will of course be
adventure story, neglecting its more mundane asimpossible where Mittag-Leffler is concerned. In
fact, the habit of writing letters and keeping diaries
pects. I do not believe that the differences between
us humans are necessarily
has, much to the consternaH. POINCAR-E~-- -_.-.• tion of historians, waned durwhere we usually look for
them, as if somebody by virtue aEN AF ALLA TIDERS FRAMSTE MATEMATJ!(_ER» ing the twentieth century. Thus
of genius would live on a difironically the subjects of which
ferent planet. The crucial difwe can really present fullferences are of a far less
rounded biographical pictures
grandiose nature, consisting
are those of the nineteenth
in the way key decisions are
century, and of course Mittagmade or points of view formed
Leffler is exceptional even
by the individual rather than
among those, as he really kept
by a fundamental otherness.
a systematic account of his
But it is true the main motiepistolary output, keeping
vation to write about Mittagcopies of essentially all the letLeffler is of course not because
ters he ever penned. Are you
of his direct scientific contrifirst going to produce a prebution. But one can exert a cruliminary text, a gross version
cial influence on mathematics
so to speak, say a thousand
without proving any theorems.
pages long, out of which you
In his book on Swedish mathwill distill a net version of suitematicians until 1950, Gardable length?
ing hails Mittag-Leffler as the
Finally, you earlier told me
father of Swedish mathematthat you are able to follow Mitics. Also what makes it differtag-Leffler day by day, someent to write about mathematithing I doubt that you can do
cians rather than artists,
with your own life. But with
politicians, explorers, and
all that documentation, are
you really able to see the forother classical subjects of the ;~~1~~~'~;"r:~i~-.;;:~{!)• med sin "vard, =~::.-.
genre is that the subject matLefJler Cllk OJur.s.holm
est for the trees? In particular, do you feel that you really
ter of mathematicians is in- Entitled "H. Poincare. One of the allcomprehensible to most read- time foremost mathematicians", the
get to know Mittag-Leffler, or
ers. This puts even tougher photograph shows Poincare on the left in spite of all the writing does
demands on the approaches and Mittag-Leffler on the right.
nothing remain but exalted
one chooses to present the
verbiage, hiding the man and
subject. I believe that by the choice of Mittag-Lefhis innermost thoughts?
fler one will be able to write a biography of a mathStubhaug: Those were many questions, so let me
ematician in a way that can hold the interest of nonconfront them one by one. It is true that Mittagmathematicians, as I want not only to give a portrait
Leffler's Nachlassis impressive, some 75 meters of
of Mittag-Leffler the man but also to use him as a
correspondence, diary notes, articles and drafts
springboard to describe an era and a concomitant
thereof, of which about 60 meters are archived at
mentality. Behind this lies a basic conception of
Kungliga Biblioteket.l There are about 3,000 correspondents, and I estimate the number of letters
what constitutes the human. An individual is to a
great extent a mirror of his or her times. If we take
to be around 20,000. It certainly takes time to go
as our point of view ourselves or people to whom
though so much material and to try and digest it.
we are very close, we realize that the way we exThis is why I feel that this biography cannot be
rushed. There is so much potential that I feel must
press ourselves is largely determined by whom we
be realized before I let go of the work. Besides, the
express ourselves to, i.e., our contemporaries. Not
idea of having at some later date to start all over
to write out of the corresponding perspective means
depriving the reader of a necessary sounding board
again and redo it in greater detail is just too daunting to be contemplated. As to the final version, it
for understanding, automatically present whenmay happen that I in the end will be forced to
ever we read about our own contemporaries.
Persson: To write a biography of Abel must have
been a challenge, because there is so little docuOCTOBER
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the "Royal Library" in Swedish.
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make a distillation out of a gross version, but for
the time being I have not committed myself to any
a priori length, and I am still working under the assumption that the format will have to comply with
the contents. The ultimate aim is to weave together
the different strands of history relating to that of
the individual, especially his intellectual development and that of mathematics, and the enormous
material available simply forces such a biography-namely, that of writing Mittag-Leffler, the father of modern Swedish mathematics as noted
above, into a context in the same way in which traditionally great artists, politicians, barons of commerce, etc., have always been understood.
As to Mittag-Leffler remaining opaque in spite
of all the things he wrote, I do not agree. In fact, I
feel that I know him inside and out. Especially in
his early letters he is not committed to any preconceived image of himself which he wants to live
up to and sustain. On the contrary, they testify to
a desire to express the anxious excitement arising
out of his encounters with new people and new
thoughts. The young Mittag-Leffler looked upon his
own self as an exciting subject of investigation, in
fact as exciting as anything else. Perceptions, feelings, ideas, ways of thinking-nothing was too insignificant nor too grand for that matter to be
touched upon in letters or in diary notes.
This is the fourth person I am writing a biography on, and I must admit that on the whole I feel
that I know those people better than people around
me. And Mittag-Leffler, by virtue of the rich and extensive documentation available, maybe to an even
higher degree than those previously portrayed.
Persson: The British biographer Peter Ackroyd 2
claims, somewhat paradoxically, that the writing of
a biography makes more demands on your imagination than the writing of fiction. Would you care
to comment on that?
Stubhaug: It reminds me of a remark that at its
time was attributed to the French writer and
philosopher Voltaire to the effect that Archimedes
displayed more imagination than Homer. A statement that, needless to say, epitomizes the opposition between a classical concept of erudition and
a more modern one based on scientific methods
and paradigms of thought, in recent years actualized by the discussion of the two cultures of Snow.
The statement of Ackroyd is interesting, provided one defines imagination not only as unfettered fabulation but as a power to survey and deal
with a large, amorphous, and many-faceted subject
matter, because if so, the writer of biographies is
in more need of it than a weaver of fiction. The more
constraints are imposed on the ways imagination
2 Known among other things for his biographies of T. S.
Eliot and Charles Dickens and, in later years, extending
the genre to the city of London.
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can be articulated, the greater the necessity for
surveying and balancing. The narrower the latitude, the more demand for an imagination of precision. It becomes like comparing a tightrope walker
constrained to his suspended line of rope with one
who is free to walk on the surface of the ground:
the latter may sway and dither-it does not matter much-while the former must engage his complete concentration to avoid falling off.. ..
Persson: As a writer of a biography one may work
as a historian most of the time, seeking out the relevant sources, reading, and summarizing. Do you
find that this aspect of your work takes almost all
of your time, or will there at least in the final writeup be enough time for fashioning a literary narrative? If you had the option of choice, what would you
prefer: the historically correct narration you have
been assigned to produce or a freer dramatization
of his life?
Stubhaug: I would claim that what may appear
as a straightforward account in practice will put the
same kind of demands on writing skills as that of
a dramatization. To arrange facts in such a way that
they form a wave in which the reader is carried away
by the feeling of making his own discoveries and
conclusions and drawing of parallels with his own
life is a form of dramatization that demands its due
share of work. To structure the extensive material
in front of you in such a way that all components
fit seamlessly together as strands of the great warp
which will constitute the final book I consider as
a truly literary challenge.
Persson: For whom is this biography really written? Is it for the mathematician, and thus we are
inevitably talking about an international audience,
or is it for the educated Swedish public? Much of the
subject matter lends itself to the painting of a
panorama of the Oscarian period, 3 of much concern and interest to the Swede but maybe of less interest to a wider public.
Stubhaug: First I would like to repeat what I
mentioned before. The material cries out to be articulated according to its intrinsic nature, and this
of course has been my leading star, so to speak. It
is true that Mittag-Leffler knew everybody who was
somebody: he was active not only scientifically but
also knew all the main artists, writers, and intellectuals in general in Sweden. As the twentieth
century broke, for example, he was in Egypt consorting with the great writer Selma Lagerlof. Thus
the biography ought to be of interest to any
3 King Oscar II, grandson of Bernadotte (erstwhile
Napoleonic marshal and later an almost unwitting founder
of the present Swedish royal dynasty) and great-greatgrandfather of the present king, reigned from 1872 to his
death in 190 7, a period thus coinciding with the late
Victorian period. As in the case of his British relative, the
personality of the king very much epitomized the period
for better and for worse.
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educated Swede, and in fact it will be put out by a
Swedish publisher that has brought out many works
on Swedish history. But I believe that the microcosm
I present will intrigue readers with no previous acquaintance. After all, there have been successful
popular histories of the late Habsburg Empire
which present similar intimate hotbeds of intellectual ferment, albeit on a grander scale. Then of
course Mittag-Leffler had a unique perspective on
mathematics; he did indeed know all the important
players and maintained personal friendships with
a few of them and extensive correspondence with
a wider circle. Such matters will inevitably arouse
the curiosity of mathematicians in general.
Persson: One thing that surely is going to interest an international audience is the relationship between Mittag-Leffler and Nobel and how it might
have influenced the (unfortunate?) fact that there
is no Nobel Prize in mathematics. The story that
Mittag-Leffler had an affair with Nobel's wife can
of course be discounted (for obvious reasons), but
that does not invalidate the general question. Personally, I believe that Nobel was a practical man and
that his ambitions for the prize were very down-toearth and that he in fact never had an inkling of
the scientific prestige the prize would eventually be
accorded. The thought of awarding a prize to the
esoteric subject of mathematics must never have entered the mind of the businessman Nobel.
Stubhaug: It is of course true, as you indicate,
that Nobel was never married. But it is not true that
Nobel and Mittag-Leffler never had anything to do
with each other. I have unearthed previously unknown correspondence between the two, and although their exchanges were polite, they were not
particularly cordial. When Nobel announced that he
was going to make a major donation, 4 MittagLeffler wrote him a long letter pleading for support
for a professorship for Sonja Kowalevski. Nobel
wrote back that the donation was made in memory of his mother and thus his intentions were
more of supporting charities than scientific advancement. And he also added, which I find remarkable by its gratuitous impertinence, that Mlle.
Kowalevski would be much better served staying
in St. Petersburg, a milieu far better suited to a lady
of her gifts and abilities, rather than remaining a
winged bird in a cage in provincial Stockholm. I do
not think it is utterly unreasonable to suspect that
there might have been some kind of rivalry between Mittag-Leffler and Nobel as regards
Kowalevski, who as a beautiful lady was accustomed to expect attention of a gallant kind.
Also, it is not true that the prize was even initially thought of as a practical one, and the fact that
Nobel had neglected both what later would turn into

the University of Stockholm5 and mathematics in
his will was early on commented upon, leading to
speculations unfavorable to Mittag-Leffler. I doubt
that the issue will ever be fully resolved, just like
most other historical bones of contention, but personally I do not hold it unreasonable after all that
the relation between Mittag-Leffler and Nobel did
in fact influence the latter to the detriment of
mathematics. In fact, once, at the very end of his
life, Nobel, dining at a restaurant, caught sight of
Mittag-Leffler walking in the street outside. He is
then reported to have remarked that there goes the
worst scoundrel in the country, meaning in matters financial.
Persson: The name of Sonja Kowalevski is also
one to which Mittag-Leffler is inextricably linked.
Cannot we mathematicians take pride in the fact
that unlike the case in many other scientific fields
at the time, we harbored no objections to women in
science? And thus the fact that there are so few
women in mathematics is hardly due to any active
obstruction, a conclusion otherwise so easy to jump
to by an outsider. Mathematical talent is supposedly
very easy to recognize, so although Mittag-Leffler,
as a publicist friend of mine has remarked, may have
been something of an arch conservative, he acknowledged talent wherever it was to be found, regardless of gender, and thus ironically, in this respect at least, can be seen as ahead of his times.
Stubhaug: It is true that Mittag-Leffler did everything he was capable of to promote Sonja
Kowalevski. He also tried to get her elected to the
Swedish Academy of Sciences, but its president
infamously remarked that if we are going to include
women, where on the scale of creation will we then
stop? That president was not, needless to say, a
mathematician. Mittag-Leffler also took a very keen
interest in the literary career of his sister, and he
once remarked to her in a letter how important it
is that works of art should not be viewed from a
perspective of gender, warning her about being
identified with the parochial concerns of the bluestockings.
What is much less known than his championing
of Kowalevski is that he also intervened for the benefit of Marie Curie. Initially it looked like only her
husband and Bequerel would receive the prize, but
Mittag-Leffler actually wrote to Pierre Curie, explicitly asking about his wife's contribution, and the
lengthy reply which he got he forwarded to the
Nobel Committee. Awarding Marie Curie the prize
was a pivotal decision, and I think that MittagLeffler deserves a lot of credit for it. In fact, to return to the issue of the Nobel Prize, Mittag-Leffler
played a very active role. He tried to lobby for
5 Stockholm's Hdgskola, only in the 1950s formally desig-

4 One in 1890 and thus not to be confused with his ulti-

mate donation in his will.
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nated as a university, was an independent institution of
higher learning guided by very progressive ambitions.
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Henri Poincare unsuccessfully (in connection to
which I have discovered a wonderful picture taken
of Poincare on his visit to Djursholm in 1905 [see
page 1043]) and later for Einstein successfully. For
many years he arranged a dinner for the laureates
at his sumptuous villa in Djursholm on the day after
the awards (although when Marconi got his prize
in 1909, he scheduled it the day before so as not
to have to invite a person he considered to be a
humbug).
Persson: Mittag-Leffler is often presented as an
imposing but vain figure appearing not a little
ridiculous. He is also criticized for his weakness for
high society. His relations to women, although correct, seem formal and artificial. In his letters as a
boy and a young man he comes across as exemplary
and very chaste, telling his mother everything. It is
hard to reconcile this dependent and introverted
young man with the extroverted figure that won the
confidence and respect of so many of the leading
mathematicians of the day and successfully, not to
say brutally, brokered many a business deal.
Stubhaug: It is true that his letters to his mother
are very intimate and honest, definitely more so
than to his wife, although they had their fair share
of glow of conventional passion, at least during the
initial courting stage. In fact, there is nothing that
he is able to confide to friends or to his diary which
he is not also able to confide to his mother. To some
extent this might illustrate the tenor of his times,
in which women, especially as mothers, were objects of adulation. But Mittag-Leffler clearly goes
beyond this. One may partly explain this by his
being stricken as a child by a serious disease,
through which he was nursed back to health by his
mother. This must have created a strong bond. Relations with his father were more distant, which was
not unusual at the time, and they certainly were not
helped by his father's mental collapse when
Mittag-Leffler was in his early twenties. His father
was committed to mental institutions for the rest
of his life, a source of worry and maybe above all
of embarrassment. Mittag-Leffler was quite clear
about his strong relationship to his mother. He
writes to her that any marriage he would conceivably enter into was to be one of convention, giving
explicitly as an explanation his strong attachment
to her. He eventually married a young and beautiful girl who was also very rich. But the marriage was
not particularly happy and resulted in no issue,
which one surmises must have been a source of
common disappointment, not to say sorrow. His relationship to his sister, who like his well-known protege died rather young, was also very close, and he
took a great interest in her writing career. Her
death as well as that of Kowalevski which had preceded it, left him shattered.
Admittedly, early on in his career he cultivated
useful relations with nobility. It is revealing to
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learn of his initial scepticism, not to say distaste,
and the ease with which he discarded such reservations. As to why he managed to establish such
fruitful ties with the leading mathematical lights,
one simply should ascribe to his personal charm.
When he traveled on the continent in his late twenties, he was a striking figure, tall and handsome,
able to carry on cultivated conversations, and also,
although not in a historical sense, a more-thancompetent mathematician. He became a personal
friend of several of his teachers (Hermite, Kronecker, and of course Weierstrass, just to mention
a few), participated in several scientific conferences, and established a network of contacts with
many of his contemporaries. In short, he was
brought up to date with international mathematical research on the cutting edge, or, more precisely, he established solid personal contacts with
the greatest mathematicians and their schools, giving him standards of excellence he was to maintain
for the rest of his life.
It is also true that he did amass a fortune, although the First World War seriously eroded it,
but I think one should not conceive of this ambition in purely personal terms. His worldly and financial success had a definite purpose, namely
that of promoting mathematics. I believe that those
standards of excellence he acquired in his first encounter with continental mathematics, this awareness and conviction of what a first-rate mathematician or scientist really represented, had a deep
impact on Mittag-Leffler, providing him with a
basis on which both to judge his contemporaries
and to determine his own positions on various issues. Of course it could appear arrogant and disparaging when he would apply those standards of
excellence to his colleagues in the north and the
scientific scene in which he found himself. Naturally many people around him thought that he was
living in his own world with his head in the clouds.
As founding editor of Acta Mathematica (from
1882) Mittag-Leffler confirmed his claim as an arbiter of mathematical taste and importance, and the
journal quickly became one of the leading ones in
the world, providing the foundation for his international standing.
Mittag-Leffler was a scientist at heart; he strongly
believed in the Victorian concept of progress, especially the scientific one. He had inscribed over
the fireplace words to the effect "by the emergence
of number thought was born and beyond the number thought does not reach". 6 This inscription later
inspired much scorn, but to me it illustrates his
deeply set idealism. Man was not just a tabula rasa
on which experience and external stimuli were
6 It comes out much better in Swedish with the ambiguity

of the word number that can also mean speech: ''Talet ti.r
tdnkandets b6rjan och slut. Med tanken foddes talet."
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Pure and Applied Logic from A K PETERS
scratched, but was endowed with a higher spirit actively engaged in the world and its understanding.
Persson: Mittag-Leffler left a tangible legacy. His
villa, in which we now find ourselves, which for almost forty years, thanks to the successful efforts of
Lennart Carleson to stave off plans to raze it to the
ground/ has served as the kind of institution he had
envisioned. Do you think he looks down from his
heaven, or wherever his ultimate destination happened to be, with satisfaction?
Stubhaug: The question is of course impossible
to answer, at least literally. However, I think that
an institution of mathematics with no examinations
was his dream. In fact, he tried to turn Stockholm's
Hogskola into such a one. Mittag-Leffler was not a
classical scholar, and the requirements of learning
Latin had been an ordeal for him and to his mind
an utterly meaningless hurdle in the pursuit of
mathematics. Such personal experiences strongly
colored his view of education, which must be conceived of as progressive, once again giving the lie
to his arch conservative image.
Persson: If you were asked to make a comparison between the writing about Abel, Lie, and
Mittag-Leffler, what would you emphasize?
Stubhaug: The main differences are not primarily to be found in the actual work of writing,
although the difficulty may be even greater this time
around, but that we are talking about three profoundly different personalities. What strikes one
first is Mittag-Leffler's gradually acquired consciousness of and faith in his position as a prominent scientist and the uses to which he put it. Abel
never really understood his position and influence;
he was standing outside, banging at the door, but
was never let in. Lie kicked in the door by brute
force and appropriated the position that clearly was
his due. Mittag-Leffler simply had the key.
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-Phil ip J. Davis, Brown Un iversity, co-author
of The Mathematical Experience

Fundamentals of
Mathematical Logic
Peter G. Hinman
$80.00; 896 pp.
I expect this book to become the standard
graduate logic text for the new century, based
on the enthusiastic reception from students in
our course last year.
-Doug Cenzer, University of Florida
Based on the author's 35-plus years of teach ing
experience, this introductory graduate text
develops students' intuition by presenting
complex ideas in the simplest context for which
they make sense.
Hinman covers the essentials of modern
Mathematical Logic including propositional, firstorder, higher-order and infinitary logic, as well
as the Gddel Incompleteness Theorems . He also
provides extensive introductions to set theory,
model theory and recursion (computability)
theory.
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A Mathematica l Paradox

Note: The photograph on page 1047 was first
published in 1905 in a magazine in Stockholm called
"Hvar 8. Dag". The name of the photographer is
presently unknown. The scanning of the photo was
done by Jonas Forare at The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences (in March 2005).
-Arild Stubhaug

villa, being part of the property of the Swedish Royal
Society, was actually at one point valued negatively by a
substantial amount corresponding to the projected costs
of its demolition. It should be noted that at the time there
was a craze in Sweden for demolishing old buildings.
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From Samos to SAMSI:
The Mathematical Science
Institutes
William Rundell

Writing in the third century AD, Iamblichus tells us
that
"... Pythagoras formed a school in the
city of Samos, ... . Outside the city he
made a cave the private site of his own
philosophical teaching, spending most
of the night and daytime there and
doing research into the uses of mathematics ... ."
While this was undoubtedly not the first mathematics institute, it is perhaps the earliest one of
note and, of course, has left us with a solid legacy
of achievement. Pythagoras's "institute" was relatively short lived, although its demise was probably not due to funding cuts. The modern mathematics institute is much less centered around an
individual and the participants certainly enjoy superior accommodations.
Despite such a long history, the mathematical
institutes as we know them are quite recent in origin. As mathematicians, we love to categorise, and
following this indulgence would identify at least
three distinct mission types. In the Pythagorean
mode, the Institute for Advanced Study was
founded in 1930 as a community of scholars and
included Albert Einstein as one of the initial appointments. The institute has a core of permanent
members plus a sizeable number of visitors who
explore semester- or year-long topics primarily
William Rundell is director of the Division of Mathematical Sciences of the National Science Foundation. His email
address is wrunde ll @nsf. gov.
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within the interest of the core faculty. The institute
has considerable infrastructure resources including an extensive library. Mathematics is only one
of the subjects studied but was, along with theoretical physics, one of the founding disciplines.
The model has been copied often with the Institut
des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques (IHES) in the Paris
suburbs perhaps the best-known example. In a
very different structural direction there is Oberwolfach, where there are no permament faculty
and no long-term topics-just the exceedingly simple model of fifty week-long workshops per year
that encompass the entire range of the discipline.
Again, there have been many disciples; one of the
most recent is the Banff International Research
Station in the eponymous town in Canada. The
third model, and by far the most prevalent, probably, at least as far as the modern era is concerned,
was initiated by the Institute for Theoretical Physics
in Santa Barbara. In this model there are no permanent faculty, but the focus is on long-term workshops that range over a broad spectrum. The participants come for as long as a year or as short as
a few days. This was the model that the initial Division of Mathematical Sciences (DMS) institute solicitation used in 1980 that resulted in the founding of both the Mathematical Sciences Research
Institute (MSRI at Berkeley) and the Institute for
Mathematics and its Applications (IMA at Minneapolis) in 1982. It is also the working model of
the subsequent DMS institutes: Institute for Pure
and Applied Mathematics (IPAM at UCLA in 1999),
Mathematical Biology Institute (MBI at Ohio State
in 2002), and Statistical and Applied Mathematical
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Sciences Institute (SAMSI at Research Triangle Park
in 2002) as well as a host of others worldwide,
such as the Newton Institute in Cambridge. Indeed,
there is hardly a major research nation that has not
initiated at least one mathematics institute. Many
of these are still local in flavour, but a significant
number contribute heavily to the global mathematics communications network. The U.S. is not the
leader here; on a per capita basis Canada has invested much more heavily with the Fields Institute
for Research in Mathematical Sciences in Toronto,
the Centre de Recherches Mathematiques in Montreal, the distributed Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences and, of course, Banff International Research Station.
Why has there been an explosion in such institutes and, in particular, why has DMS felt they
were so important?
Certainly the ubiquity and ease of travel has
been a major factor. Mathematicians have always
collaborated and are among the few scientists who
work to get colleagues hired in exactly the same
area; such individuals are viewed as potential collaborators rather than competitors. Despite modern telecommunications, the need for face-to-face
meetings persists, particularly for younger mathematicians. In fact, as a general rule, in order to stay
abreast of developments, it is almost imperative to
get out into the community in which one works. The
importance of this has been the driving force behind institute expansion. From the DMS perspective, one of the goals has been to provide essential
support for as many mathematicians as possible.
We simply aren't able to provide small travel grants
to thousands of people, and besides, the institutes
are extremely efficient and a very cost-effective
way for us to meet this target.
What exactly does DMS support? Well, we have
a myriad of programs, but in reality we fund only
three items: summer salaries for researchers on
"single investigator" grants; funding for young people-postdocs, undergraduate, and graduate students; and travel. Of course many "single investigator" grants contain all three of these, but there
are programs that are dedicated to just funding students and those that only, or primarily, fund travel;
our support for conferences and the institute portfolio are examples. We are currently spending about
US$20M or 10% of our budget on institute, conference, and workshop activities. This is only
slightly more than at any time in the last twenty
years, but the trend is unmistakably going up. The
institutes are collectively doing a superb job, and
we view them as the most effective means of meeting several goals. The next paragraphs will expand
on the word "several" and also indicate some of the
changes that are taking place within the institutes
themselves.
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"Connecting" mathematicians, whether this is
with other scientists or other mathematicians, is
viewed as a priority, and over the years DMS has
looked at various mechanisms to achieve this end.
This was the rationale for both the original institutes competition and the two subsequent ones. It
is also imperative that we broaden our participant
base to be more inclusive. With existing funds,
there is a limit to the number of mathematicians
we can support directly-to provide one month's
summer support and some travel-the most basic
single investigator award costs at least US$30K
per year (we must include fringe benefits and indirect cost return). For the same amount, we can
pay travel and accommodations for a month at
one of our institutes for six mathematicians.
In an ideal world we would offer support to
every research-active mathematician in the U.S.
and invest in every active topic. If by support one
means paying part of the salary, then expecting
ideal to meet reality isn't ever going to happen, and
we are going to fall short by a substantial amount.
However, if we mean the ability to potentially offer
every research-active mathematician access to conference/workshop support, then this can be realised. In making the dollars stretch, we have to be
efficient and ensure the workshop programs we are
funding are of the highest quality and encompass
a broad spectrum of the mathematical sciences.
We also have to worry about broadening the list
of participants: one half of DMS funds goes to
about twenty-two departments, three quarters to
about forty-five departments-a typical power law
effect that covers many events. I view this not as
right or wrong but simply as the reality of the current university system, and to attempt to torque it
would be intellectually dishonest. However, this
doesn't mean that we cannot do anything for mathematicians not at the "top" institutions. We might
not have the resources to make that single investigator award, but we should be able to make some
places available at the institutes' tables. Thus in our
quest for broader participation we mean by this
term not just to cover underrepresented minority
groups or women, but geographical and institutional broadening. The institutes have been asked
to meet this challenge, and we have increased their
funding to enable them to do so. This year, by pure
coincidence, all of the institutes we fund had either
a major midterm review or had submitted a renewal
proposal. This provided DMS with a unique opportunity to evaluate and hence assess the combined capabilities.
In order to meet the multiple challenges, a farreaching strategy has been developed. The institutes have agreed to cooperate on a variety of key
issues: the selection of programs to minimize
overlap and to obtain intellectual diversity; the
building and maintenance of a common Web page
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that will allow the user to see very clearly current
and future events at all of the institutes as well as
a common application page for admission and support to any program. In the longer term there are
plans to disseminate future and past workshop
material for the benefit of the research community.
In addition, institute annual report summaries
would be made available that would let the community judge the success in meeting the stated
goals. Thus we are not viewing the institutes as
being under a sunset clause but rather a sunshine
clause. This is not to say that individual institutes
will not come and go-there will be periodic recompetitions, renewal proposals, and ongoing evaluation-but that the collection of institutes is the primary way to view the portfolio. This is an important
development for it allows the whole to far exceed
the sum of the individual institutes themselves. Another reason to take this viewpoint is that each of
the institutes has a slightly different mathematical perspective and there are variations in length
of programs and in their advance planning period.
This gives the whole much greater flexibility. When
one adds in the unique missions of the Institute for
Advanced Study and the American Institute of
Mathematics (to which DMS gives substantial support), the Banff International Research Station
(which we jointly co fund with Canadian provincial
and national sources) as well as small amounts to
both IHES and to Oberwolfach, we have managed
to obtain a comprehensive portfolio in terms of individual missions and programmatic activities.
However, the institutes' mechanism is not the
only means of providing group travel nor can even
the expanded number we now support be expected
to cope with the demand we are seeing. The Division currently offers partial support for over 100
small-scale conferences annually. We have always
viewed this as an important activity, and we intend
to ensure it has adequate funding. However, there
is certainly room between the US$20,000 conference and the US$ 2-4M institute for further activities.
This year we started a new initiative designed
to fit into this gap. On an annual basis we will accept proposals which comprise longer-term or
larger-scale activities that more widely engage and
connect the mathematical sciences community,
such as special research years or semesters, multiinstitutional regional meetings, and "summer
schools". It should be emphasised that this list is
meant to be illustrative, and the community is
challenged to find innovative ways to provide more
travel funds for research.
The institutes are a community asset and as
such it is important for the community to be
involved. In particular, program ideas and organisation are crucial elements for all institutes.
1054
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I noted in the initial paragraph that the modern
institutes are relatively more faceless than the one
in Sainos, yet this does not mean that key individuals have not played a significant role. As the institutes have begun the process of better coordinating their efforts and resources, there have been
tireless work and energy provided by both the program officers at the National Science Foundation
and the institute directors. I would like to thank the
various directors: Doug Arnold, Jim Berger, Brian
Conrey, David Eisenbud, Avner Friedman, Mark
Green, and Phil Griffiths, who are making the current reincarnation of Samos a jewel in the U.S.
mathematical crown.
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Reaching for Common
GroundinK-12
Mathematics Education
Deborah Loewenberg Ball, Joan Ferrini-Mundy,
]ere my Kilpatrick, R. ]ames Milgram, Wilfried Schmid,
and Richard Schaar

Over the past decade, much debate has arisen between mathematicians and mathematics educators. These debates have significantly distracted the
attention of key players at all levels and have impeded efforts to improve mathematics learning in
this country. This document represents an attempt
to identify a preliminary list of positions on which
many may be able to agree.
Our effort arose out of discussions between
Richard Schaar and major players in both communities. He suspected that some of these disagreements might be more matters of language
and lack of communication than representative of
fundamental differences of view. To test this idea,
he convened a small group of mathematicians and
mathematics educators. 1
We tried to bring clarity to key perspectives on
K-12 mathematics education. We began by exploring typical"flashpoint" topics and probed our
own positions on each of these to determine
whether and where we agreed or disagreed. For the
first meeting, held in December 2004, we began with
summary statements drawn from prior exchanges
among the members of our group. We affirmed
some agreements in this meeting and "discovered"
others. We listened closely to one another, frequently asking for clarification or for examples. We
tested our understanding of others' points of view
by proposing statements that we then exanlined collectively. We drafted this document as a group,
composing actual text as we worked. One of us
1 We

are grateful to the National Science Foundation and
Texas Instruments, Inc. for funding this portion of our work.
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typed, and our emerging draft was projected onto
a screen in the meeting room. The process enabled
us to take issue with particular words and terms
and then reshape them until all of us were satisfied. We were forced to look closely at our own language and to seek common ground, not only in the
terms we used but even in their nuanced meaning.
This document was completed at our second
meeting, in June 2005. All of us are encouraged by
the extent of our agreement. The document treats
only a subset of the controversial issues, many of
which arise in K-8 mathematics. We expect to continue the process by examining a wider range of
major issues in mathematics education. We have
necessarily limited ourselves to questions
Deborah Lowewnberg Ball is the William H. Payne Collegiate Professor of Mathematics Education and Teacher Education and director of teacher education at the University of Michigan. Her email address isdball@umi ch. edu.
joan Ferrini-Mundy is associate dean for science and mathematics education and outreach at Michigan State University. Her email address is j fer ri ni @msu. edu.
jeremy Kilpatrick is Regents Professor of mathematics
education at the University of Georgia. His email address
is j ki l pat@uga. edu.
R. ]ames Milgram is professor of mathematics at Stanford
University. His email address is mil g ram@ma th.
stanford. edu.
Wilfried Schmid is the Dwight Parker Robinson Professor
of Mathematics at Harvard University. His email address
is schmi d@math. harvard. edu.
Richard Schaar is executive advisor at Texas Instruments,
Inc. His email address is rschaar@ti. com.
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depending primarily on disciplinary judgment, as
opposed to those requiring empirical evidence.
We begin with three fundamental assertions and
continue with a list of areas in which we found common ground. For each, we have written a short
paragraph that captures the fundamental points of
our agreement. Our next step is to explore how others respond to the document and to use their responses to decide how best to make progress on
the aims of this project. Our goal is to forge new
alliances, across communities, necessary to develop effective solutions to the serious problems
that plague mathematics education in this country.
Fundamental Premises
All students must have a solid grounding in mathematics to function effectively in today's world. The
need to improve the learning of traditionally underserved groups of students is widely recognized;
efforts to do so must continue. Students in the top
quartile are underserved in different ways; attention to improving the quality of their learning opportunities is equally important. Expectations for
all groups of students must be raised. By the time
they leave high school, a majority of students
should have studied calculus.
1. Basic skills with numbers continue to be vitally
important for a variety of everyday uses. They
also provide a crucial foundation for the higherlevel mathematics essential for success in the
workplace which must now also be part of a basic
education. Although there may have been a time
when being able to perform extensive paperand-pencil computations mechanically was sufficient to function in the workplace, this is no
longer true. Consequently, today's students need
proficiency with computational procedures. Proficiency, as we use the term, includes both computational fluency and understanding of the underlying mathematical ideas and principles. 2
2. Mathematics requires careful reasoning about
precisely defined objects and concepts. Mathematics is communicated by means of a powerful language whose vocabulary must be learned.
The ability to reason about and justify mathematical statements is fundamental, as is the
ability to use terms and notation with appropriate degrees of precision. By precision, we
mean the use of terms and symbols, consistent
with mathematical definitions, in ways appropriate for students at particular grade levels. We
do not mean formality for formality's sake.
3. Students must be able to formulate and solve
problems. Mathematical problem solving includes
being able to (a) develop a clear understanding
2]. Kilpatrick,]. Swafford, and B. Findell (eds.), Adding it
up: Helping children learn mathematics, Washington, DC,
National Academy Press, 2001.
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of the problem that is being posed, (b) translate
the problem from everyday language into a precise mathematical question, (c) choose and use
appropriate methods to answer the question, (d)
interpret and evaluate the solution in terms of
the original problem, and (e) understand that not
all questions admit mathematical solutions and
recognize problems that cannot be solved mathematically.
Areas of Agreement
Discussions of the following items are often riddled with difficulties in communication, making it
sometimes confusing to determine whether and
how much disagreement exists. Issues also arise
from a confounding of a mathematical idea with
its implementation in the classroom. For example,
the fact that algorithms have often been taught
badly does not imply that algorithms themselves
are bad. We worked to clarify issues and terms
and arrived at statements with which we agreed.
A. Automatic recall of basic facts: Certain procedures and algorithms in mathematics are so
basic and have such wide application that they
should be practiced to the point of automaticity. Computational fluency in whole number
arithmetic is vital. Crucial ingredients of computational fluency are efficiency and accuracy.
Ultimately, fluency requires automatic recall of
basic number facts: by basic number facts we
mean addition and multiplication combinations
of integers 0 through 10. This goal can be accomplished using a variety of instructional methods.
B. Calculators: Calculators can have a useful role
even in the lower grades, but they must be used
carefully so as not to impede the acquisition of
fluency with basic facts and computational procedures. Inappropriate use of calculators may
also interfere with students' understanding of
the meaning of fractions and their ability to
compute with fractions. Along the same lines,
graphing calculators can enhance students' understanding of functions, but students must develop a sound idea of what graphs are and how
to use them independently of the use of a graphing calculator.
C. Learning algorithms: Students should be able to
use the basic algorithms of whole number arithmetic fluently, and they should understand how
and why the algorithms work. Fluent use and understanding ought to be developed concurrently.
These basic algorithms were a major intellectual
accomplishment. Because they embody the structure of the base-ten number system, studying
them can reinforce students' understanding of
the place value system.
More generally, an algorithm is a systematic
procedure involving mathematical operations
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that uses a finite number of steps to produce a
definite answer. An algorithm can be implemented in different ways; different recording
methods for the same algorithm do not constitute different algorithms. The idea of an algorithm is fundamental in mathematics. Studying
algorithms beyond those of whole number arithmetic provides opportunities for students to
appreciate the diversity and importance of algorithms. Examples include constructing the bisector of an angle, solving two linear equations
in two unknowns, and calculating the square root
of a number by a succession of dividing and averaging.
D. Fractions: Understanding the number meaning
of fractions is critical. Ratios, proportions, and
percentages cannot be properly understood

without fractions. The arithmetic of fractions is
important as a foundation for algebra.
E. Teaching mathematics in "real-world" contexts:
It can be helpful to motivate and introduce mathematical ideas through applied problems. Howeyer, this approach should not be elevated to a
general principle. If all school mathematics is
taught using real-world problems, then some
important topics may not receive adequate attention. Teachers must choose contexts with
care. They need to manage the use of real-world
problems or mathematical applications in ways
that focus students' attention on the mathematical ideas that the problems are intended to
develop.
F. Instructional methods: Some have suggested the
exclusive use of small groups or discovery

The document "Reaching for common ground in K-12 mathematics education" had its origin in conversations
between myself and James Milgram, professor of mathematics at Stanford University. While I am a mathematician,
in the late 1970s I left academic life for the business world. After serving as president of the business unit at Texas
Instruments, Inc. that developed graphing calculators for mathematical education use and as a senior vice president of the corporation, I was asked to focus on issues of high-tech workforce development which has at its core
K-12 mathematics education. Because the "math wars" are part of the K-12 landscape, I decided to meet with Jim,
who, besides being a researcher in algebraic and geometric topology, has been deeply involved in these issues. In
the 1990s, he worked with others to first write the current California Mathematics Standards and then to write the
California Mathematics Framework In addition to contributing to other state standards, he has worked with the
secretary's office at the U.S. Department of Education on K-12 education issues.
An outcome of these discussions was the hypothesis that there might be common ground inK-12 mathematics
education that would begin the process of changing the focus toward student outcomes instead of controversy. To
prove this hypothesis, I decided to assemble a small, yet very diverse, blue ribbon panel to develop common elements of understanding. After face-to-face conversations with a number of people, in addition to James Milgram,
the following people agreed to join the group.
Deborah Loewenberg Ball is William H. Payne Collegiate Professor of Mathematics Education and Teacher Education and director of teacher education at the University of Michigan. Ball's work focuses on studies of instruction and of the processes of learning to teach. She directs the Mathematics Teaching and Learning to Teach Project, which studies classroom teaching and analyzes the mathematical demands of the work, and several research
projects that investigate efforts to improve teaching through policy, reform initiatives, and teacher education.
Joan Ferrini-Mundy is a University Distinguished Professor and also associate dean for science and mathematics education in the College of Natural Science at Michigan State University. Her faculty appointments are in mathematics and teacher education. She chaired the Writing Group for the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' (NCTM) 2000 Principles and Standards for School Mathematics. She directs PROM/ SE, an NSF comprehensive
mathematics and science partnership, studying the improvement of mathematics and science teaching and learning in sixty-two school districts.
Jeremy Kilpatrick is Regents Professor of mathematics education at the University of Georgia. He chaired the National Research Council's Committee on Mathematics Learning, which produced the 2001 report Adding it up. He
also served on the RAND Mathematics Study Panel, which produced Mathematical proficiency for all students in
2002.
Wilfried Schmid is the Dwight Parker Robinson Professor of Mathematics at Harvard University. After becoming
involved in mathematics education because of his daughter, a second grader at the time, Wilfried was the lead mathematician in the development of the Massachusetts Mathematics Framework, which was adopted in 2000. Since that
time, he has served on the National Assessment of Educational Progress Steering Committee and was the representative of the International Union of Mathematicians on the program committee of the lOth International Congress on Mathematical Education.
As the document indicates, after two sessions, the group was able to coalesce around some very specific principles which should serve as common ground.
-Richard Schaar
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learning at the expense of direct instruction in
teaching mathematics. Students can learn effectively via a mixture of direct instruction,
· structured investigation, and open exploration.
Decisions about what is better taught through
direct instruction and what might be better
taught by structuring explorations for students
should be made on the basis of the particular
mathematics, the goals for learning, and the
students' present skills and knowledge. For example, mathematical conventions and definitions should not be taught by pure discovery.
Correct mathematical understanding and conclusions are the responsibility of the teacher.
Making good decisions about the appropriate
pedagogy to use depends on teachers having
solid knowledge of the subject.
G. Teacher knowledge: Teaching mathematics effectively depends on a solid understanding of
the material. Teachers must be able to do the
mathematics they are teaching, but that is not
sufficient knowledge for teaching. Effective
teaching requires an understanding of the underlying meaning and justifications for the ideas
and procedures to be taught and the ability to
make connections among topics. Fluency, accuracy, and precision in the use of mathematical terms and symbolic notation are also crucial.
Teaching demands knowing appropriate representations for a particular mathematical idea, deploying these with precision, and bridging between teachers' and students' understanding. It
requires judgment about how to reduce mathematical complexity and manage precision in
ways that make the mathematics accessible to
students while preserving its integrity.
Well-designed instructional materials, such as
textbooks, teachers' manuals, and software, may
provide significant mathematical support, but
they cannot substitute for highly qualified,
knowledgeable teachers. Teachers' mathematical knowledge must be developed through solid
initial teacher preparation and ongoing, systematic professional learning opportunities.

THE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG

The University of Hong Kong is at the international
forefront of higher learning and research, with more
than 100 teaching departments and sub-divisions of
studies, and more than 60 research institutes and centres.
It has over 20,000 undergraduate and postgraduate
students from 48 countries. English is the medium of
instruction. The University is committed to international
standards for excellence in scholarship and research.

Associate/Assistant Professors in
the Department of Mathematics
(Ref.: RF- 2005/2006-5)
Applications are invited for one Associate Professor/
Assistant Professor post and one Assistant Professor
post in the Department of Mathematics, tenable from
September 1, 2006 or as soon as possible thereafter.
The appointments will initially be made on a threeyear fixed-term basis, with the possibility of renewal,
subject to availability of funding .
The Department of Mathematics provides a good solid
general undergraduate education in mathematics, offers
supervision in graduate study for students with a strong
interest in and a capacity for mathematics, and engages
in research aiming at a high international standing.
Information about the Department can be obtained at
http://www.hku.hk/math/.
Applicants should have a Ph.D . degree and a good
record of teaching and research in a main area of
mathematics.
Starting annual salaries are as follows (subject to
review from time to time at the entire discretion of the
University):
Associate Professor
around HK$593 ,100
Assistant Professor
around HK$451 ,980
(approximately US$1 = HK$7.8)
The appointments will attract a contract-end gratuity
and University contribution to a retirement benefits
scheme, totalling up to 15% of basic salary. At current
rates, salaries tax does not exceed 16% of gross income.
The appointments carry leave and medical/dental
benefits. Housing benefits will be provided.
Further particulars and application forms (272/302
amended) can be obtained at https://extranet.hku.hk/apptunit/;
or from the Appointments Unit (Senior), Human Resource
Section, Registry, The University of Hong Kong, Hong
Kong (fax: (852) 2540 6735 or 2559 2058 ; e-mail:
apptunit@hkucc.hku.hk). Closes December 31. 2005.
The University is an equal opportunity employer and is committed to a No-Smoking Policy
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Levin Receives
2005 Kyoto Prize

On June 10, 2005, the Inamori Foundation announced the names of the recipients of the 2005
Kyoto Prizes. The prize in Basic Science will be
awarded to SIMON A. LEVIN of Princeton University
for "fundamental contributions to environmental
science".
On the Work of Simon Levin
The Notices asked Rick Durrett of Cornell University
to comment on the work of Simon Levin. Durrett
responded:
"It is a great pleasure for me to write a few
words to describe the work that led to Simon Levin's
Kyoto Prize. In 1987, soon after I came to Cornell,
I was introduced to Simon by his postdoc, Carlos
Castilla-Chavez. It took several years of meeting
with Simon two or three times a month before I
began to gain an appreciation of the questions and
answers of interest to ecologists. In the long run,
we wrote ten papers on the use of stochastic spatial models in ecology, which are a small part of the
work for which Levin was honored.
"In contrast to many mathematicians, myself
included, who prove theorems inspired by biology
that are primarily of interest to other mathematicians, Simon has crossed the line to become an
ecologist who uses mathematics to obtain insights
into important questions in that field. To see some
of the substance of Simon's work, the reader should
travel to http://www.eeb.princeton.edu/
-s levin/ or Google "Simon Levin". His publication
list, with 350 entries and roughly as many coauthors as Paul Erdos, will overwhelm you, so you
should start with the 23 greatest hits on his CV.
"That list begins with his work with Bob Paine
on how disturbance and local competition shape patterns found in the intertidal region and work with
Lee Segal using reaction-diffusion equations to
study pattern formation, for example in plankton.
In the mid-1980s Simon became interested in spatially explicit models in connection with a study of
OCTOBER
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the Jasper Ridge serpentine
grassland, an experimental
plot near Stanford run by Hal
Mooney.
"After moving to Princeton
in 1992, he collaborated with
Steve Pacala on his spatially
explicit forest model, developed detailed models of marine ecosystems with Glen
Flierl and Danny Grunbaum,
modeled the emergence of biodiversity in plant communities in joint work with Helene
Muller-Landau, and studied
the evolution of influenza se- Simon Levin
quences with Joshua Plotkin
and Jonathan Dushoff. These research topics are
a small sample of the work in the Levin lab, which
occupies one-half of the second floor of Eno Hall.
Many talented postdocs and graduate students
work in small offices around a central space with
two blackboards and a large conference table where
informal presentations are made at lab teas.
"Simon's selections from his work leave out
some of my personal favorites, probably because
these are on the more mathematical end of the spectrum: his early work on Gause's principle, which
shows that the number of coexisting species is
limited by the number of underlying resources;
his 1987 paper with Stewart Kauffman on what is
now known as the NK model; a project with Shay
Gueron on self-organization of front patterns in
large wildebeest herds; work with Amar Ghandi and
Stephen Orzsag bringing methods of physics to
bear on evolutionary games played by spatially
distributed competitors; and recent work with
Mercedes Pascual on competitive coexistence in
dynamic landscapes.
"For those of you who want to understand some
of the many ecological issues addressed in Simon's
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work, I highly recommend his 1999 book Fragile
Dominion. To quote the review in Nature: 'Simon
Levin's book takes the reader on an intellectual journey through the natural world, exploring the evolution of biodiversity, and explaining what its loss
may mean for humanity.' This entertaining book
uses references to the Passover seder and to the
contents of his desk drawer to make its points, but
in contrast to the two books on networks that I have
reviewed in these pages (Linked by L. Barabasi and
Six Degrees by D. Watts, Notices, February 2004), it
is a book about real and important science. For
more on Simon's book see the review by David
Krakauer and Martin Nowak in the May 2000
Notices.
"The Kyoto Prize recognizes not only Simon's
many contributions to mathematical ecology but
also his great impact on the field. He participates
actively in the editorial boards of a dozen journals
and several book series. He has edited a number
of conference proceedings and collections of
papers, including a five-volume set on biodiversity.
He has written definitive survey articles that have
appeared in high-profile journals and participated
in writing several reports for government and
scientific agencies.
"However, most important of all, he has educated
and inspired a large number of people. Many graduate students and postdocs were trained in his
lab. He has had long-term collaborations with many
mathematicians and ecologists. For all of us who
have worked with him and many others who have
only read his work, he has been an important role
model, showing that mathematics can have an
important impact on our understanding of the
world around us. A Kyoto Prize for his work is a
well deserved honor."

About the Kyoto Prize
The Kyoto Prize is presented annually for extraordinary lifelong achievements in the areas of
Advanced Technology, Basic Science, and Arts and
Philosophy. It is one of the highest international
awards for services to science and culture. The
prize, which comes with a monetary award of 50
million Japanese yen (about US$ 500,000) for each
category, is one of the world's highest honors. It was
founded in 1984 by Kazuo Inamori, the founder of
the Japanese technology group Kyocera. The award
ceremony will be held on November 10, 2005, in
Kyoto, Japan.
Previous recipients of the Kyoto Prize include
Rudolf E. Kalman (1985), Claude E. Shannon (1985),
John McCarthy (1988), I. M. Gelfand (1989), Andre
Weil (1994), Donald E. Knuth (1996), Kyosi Ito
(1998), and Mikhael Gromov (2002).
-Allyn jackson

Biographical Sketch
Simon A. Levin received his B.S. in mathematics
from Johns Hopkins University in 1961 and his
Ph.D. in mathematics from the University of
Maryland in 1964 under the direction of Monroe
Martin. He was on the faculty of Cornell University
from 1965 until1992, when he moved to Princeton
University, where he is the George M. Moffett
Professor of Biology and director of the Center for
Biocomplexity. His visiting positions include a
Miller Research Professorship at the University of
California, Berkeley (2003), and membership at the
Institute for Advanced Study (spring 1999). His
prizes include the Heineken Prize for Environmental
Sciences of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts
and Sciences (2004) and the MacArthur Award of
the Ecological Society of America (1988). He is a
member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences
and a fellow of both the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences and of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.
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MathSciNet Matters
The "MathSciNet Matters" column appears in
the Notices several times a year. It includes
information on new features of MathSciNet
and on the underlying Mathematical Reviews
Database, together with tips on how to use
MathSciNet to make the most of its richness
of structure and content.
The Aim Arbor office. How many staff members does it take to produce MathSciNet? No, this
is not another variation on the light bulb joke.
(How many mathematicians does it take to screw
in a light bulb? None. It's left to the reader as an
exercise.) The Mathematical Reviews building in
Ann Arbor, Michigan houses about seventy staff
members grouped in eight departments. They work
year round to collect, keyboard, edit, and deliver
the bibliographic information and reviews found
on MathSciNet. The office is a red brick building
near downtown, built as a brewery in 1902. Some
pictures can be found at http: I lwww. ams. orgl
publicationsl60anniBuildingPhotos.html.
Stop by for a visit next time you are in Ann Arbor.
MathSciNet and the MSC. The Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) is a scheme for classifying mathematical publications by content. Almost
all items in MathSciNet have one or more MSC
codes. There is a unique primary classification and
zero or more secondary classifications. The primary
classification is intended to most nearly capture the
primary results of the paper or book. These classifications come from three sources: (1) author
classifications found in the original item; (2) reviewers; (3) the MR editors. The editors make the
final decision based on these inputs. The MSC is
revised every ten years to better reflect current research directions. The current revision is MSC2000.
Authors are encouraged to include a unique primary
and optional secondary classifications on all their
publications. More information about the MSC can
be found at http: I lwww. ams. orglmsc.
Checking references using MRef. For sixty-five
years, Mathematical Reviews staff have worked
diligently to present bibliographic information with
the highest accuracy. The electronic presentation
of data on MathSciNet has made it easy to take advantage of this accurate data as you create references in your publications. Simply find the desired
reference in MathSciNet and copy the bibliographic
information in one of the various available forms:
HTML, BibTeX, AMSRefs, EndNote, or plain text
(from the Clipboard). There is another method that
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in many cases may be even easier. As a service to
the mathematical community, the AMS offers at no
charge the reference checking tool MRef, found at
http: I lwww. ams. orglmref. MRef data is taken
from the MathSciNet Database. MRef input has no
fielding, so references can simply be copied directly as found, without the need to divide into
fields such as author, title, and journal name. The
only small formatting caveat is that author names
should be first, as is the case in virtually all referencing formats. This ensures the highest probability
of matching. Four output formats are offered, each
with associated MR Number: MathSciNet HTML
(where the MR Number is an active HTML link),
BibTeX, AMSRefs, and TeX. The plain text of a link
to MathSciNet is also presented. For those with a
little browser savvy, there is a "bookmarklet" form
of MRef that allows the user to simply highlight an
HTML reference on any Web page and then use the
bookmarklet to automatically transfer the data to
MRef. A description of how to do this is found in
the MRef Help.
Reviewers Corner. The Guide for Reviewers
(http:llwww.ams.orglauthorslguidereviewers.html) contains a lot of useful information for reviewers. It has information that ranges
from the philosophical ("What is a review?") to the
practical ("Reminder notices"). Another good online resource is the Reviewer FAQ at http: I lwww.
ams. orglmresubslfaq. html. The value of a good,
independent review of an article or book cannot be
overstated. Timeliness is also of importance, particularly in the electronic world. We recognize that
the writing of reviews is only a tiny piece of most
reviewers' lives and that there are many demands
on your time. The median span of time from when
an item is sent out to a reviewer until it returns is
about 60 days. A gentle electronic reminder is sent
out after 2 months, partly to verify that the item
sent for review has been received. A second reminder is sent after 4 months, when roughly 80%
of the reviews have been received. A final reminder
is sent after 6 months. Should you receive one of
these reminders, we hope you don't interpret them
as nagging (well, maybe just a bit). The conscientious effort you put into reading and digesting
original works and writing thoughtful reviews is a
highly valued contribution to the quality of MathSciNet. All reviewers are invited to stop by the AMS
Booth area and the MR Reception at the 2006 Annual Meeting in San Antonio.
-Norman Richert
Mathematical Reviews
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Mathematics People
Stuart and Dafermos Win
Adams Prize

McCallum and Ono Named
Distinguished Teaching
Scholars
WIWAM McCALLUM of the University of Arizona and KEN ONo
of the University of Wisconsin are among seven recipients
of the Director's Award for Distinguished Teaching Scholars given by the National Science Foundation (NSF).
McCallum's work is in number theory and arithmetic algebraic geometry. According to the prize citation, he has
been "a leader in the calculus reform movement that has
transformed calculus teaching across the country" and
helped to found the Arizona Winter School on Arithmetic
Algebraic Geometry. The prize citation for Ono states that
his work has resulted in many new results in modular forms
and elliptic curves.
The Distinguished Teaching Scholars awards are given
to scientists and engineers who are outstanding educators
and mentors as well as researchers. The award carries a
prize of about US$300,000 over four years.

-From an NSF announcement

DAVID STUART and MICHAIL DAFERMOS of the University of
Cambridge have been awarded the joint Adams Prize for
2005 by the University of Cambridge. The selected topic
for the prize was differential equations.
The Adams Prize is awarded each year by the Faculty
of Mathematics and St. John's College of the University of
Cambridge to a young researcher based in the United Kingdom who is doing first-class international research in the
mathematical sciences. The prize is named after the mathematician John Couch Adams and was endowed by members of St. John's College. It is currently worth £$15,000
(approximately US$26,000), of which one-third is awarded
to the prizewinner on announcement of the prize; one-third
is provided to the prizewinner's institution (for research
expenses of the prizewinner); and one-third is awarded to
the prizewinner on acceptance for publication in an internationally recognized journal of a substantial (normally
at least twenty-five printed pages) original survey article
of which the prizewinner is an author.

- From a University of Cambridge announcement

PECASE Awards Announced
Fifty-eight young researchers were chosen to receive the
2004 Presidential Early Career Awards for Scientists and Engineers (PECASE). This award is the highest honor bestowed
by the U.S. government on outstanding young scientists,
mathematicians, and engineers who are in the early stages
of establishing their independent research careers.
FRANKL. H. BROWN of the University of California, Santa
Barbara, was selected for his work in developing new computational algorithms to investigate cellular phenomena.
The recipients were selected from nominations made
by eight participating federal agencies. Each awardee receives a five-year grant ranging from US$400,000 to nearly
US$1 million to further his or her research and educational
efforts.

-From an NSF announcement
1062

LMS Prizes Awarded
The London Mathematical Society (LMS) has awarded a
number of prizes for 2005.
SIR MicHAEL BERRY of the University of Bristol was awarded
the P6lya Prize in recognition of his fundamental contributions in many areas of mathematics and mathematical
physics, including optics, wave theory, quantum chaology,
quantum mechanics and the Berry phase, asymptotics, and
the distribution of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function.
KEITH MoFFATT of the University of Cambridge was
awarded the Senior Whitehead Prize for his contributions
to applied mathematics, particularly in the field of theoretical fluid mechanics, as well as for his substantial
influence on and service to the mathematics community
of the United Kingdom.
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Mathematics People
lAIN GoRDON of Glasgow University was awarded the
Berwick Prize for a paper titled "Baby Verma modules for
rational Cherednik algebras", which was published in
the Bulletin of the London Mathematical Society. The paper
is a powerful contribution to the theory of symplectic
reflection algebras, made by adapting techniques fundamental to the representation theory of Lie algebras in
positive characteristic.
Four Whitehead Prizes were awarded. BEN GREEN of the
University of Bristol was honored for breakthrough results
in combinatorics and combinatorial number theory. BERND
KIRCHHEIM of the University of Oxford was chosen for his
fundamental work in several areas of real analysis. NEIL
STRICKLAND of the University of Sheffield was selected for
his contributions to algebraic topology. PETER ToPPING of the
University of Warwick was honored for his work on nonlinear partial differential equations in geometric analysis.

-From an LMS announcement

Royal Sodety of Canada
Elections
Two mathematical scientists have been elected fellows of
the Royal Society of Canada for 2005. They are DAVID M. R.
]ACKSON of the University of Waterloo and the late ALBERTO 0.
MENDELZON of the University of Toronto.

AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

New Titles from
Hindustan Book Agency
The AMS is distributing these new monographs
published by Hindustan Book Agency (New Delhi).
An Expedition to Geometry
S. Kumaresan, University of Mumbai,
India, and G. Santhanam, Indian Institute
ofTechnology, Kanpur, India
Hindustan Book Agency*; 2005; 242 pages; Hardcover;
ISBN 81-85931-50-X; List US$38;AII AMS members
US$30; Order code HIN/21

Transformation Groups
Symplectic Torus Actions and
Toric Manifolds
Goutam Mukherjee, Indian Statistical
Institute, Calcutta, India
Hindustan Book Agency*; 200S; 140 pages; Hardcover;
ISBN 81-85931-54-2; List US$40;AII AMS members
US$32; Order code HIN/22

Algebra and Number Theory
Rajat Tandon, University of Hyderabad,
India, Editor

-From a Royal Society of Canada announcement

Hindustan Book Agency*; 2005; 414 pages; Hardcover;
ISBN 81-85931-57 -7; List US$66; All AMS members
US$53; Order code HIN/23

Introduction to Probability
and Measure
K. R. Parthasarathy, Indian Statistical
Institute, New Delhi, India
Hindustan Book Agency'; 2005; 354 pages; Softcover;
ISBN 81-85931-55-0; List US$36;AII AMS members
US$29; Order code HIN/24

Topics of Differential Topology
Amiya Mukherjee, Indian Statistical
Institute, Calcutta, India
Hindustan Book Agency*; 2005; 454 pages; Hardcover;
ISBN 81-85931-56-9; List US$48;AII AMS members
US$38; Order code HIN/25

For more information and other publications of interest,
visit the AMS Bookstore.

www.ams.org/bookstore
OCTOBER 2005
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Mathematics Opportunities
AMS Epsilon Fund
The AMS Epsilon Fund awards grants to summer mathematics programs that support and nurture mathematically talented high school students in the United States.
The deadline for application for funding for summer 2006
programs is December 15, 2005. Application materials are
available at http: I jwww. ams . o rg/ out reach/epsilon .
html or by postal mail: Membership and Programs
Department, AMS, 201 Charles Street, Providence, RI
02904-2294; telephone 800-321"4267, ext. 4170; email:
prof-serv@ams. org.
-AMS announcement

Mathematical sciences faculty are urged to make their
graduate students aware of this program. The deadline to apply for fellowships for the summer of 2006 is January 15,
2006. Further information about the fellowship program
and application procedures is available online at http: I I
eh rweb. aaas. org/massmedi a. htm; or contact Stacey Pasco,
Manager, Mass Media Program, AAAS Mass Media Science
and Engineering Fellows Program, 1200 New York Avenue,
NW, Washington, DC 20005; telephone 202-326-6441; fax
202-371-9849; see the AMS website at http: I /www. ams.
org/government/massmediafellowaward.html;orcontact the AMS Washington Office, 1527 Eighteenth Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20036; telephone 202-588-1100; fax
202-588-1853; email: amsdc@ams. org.
-Elaine Kehoe

AMS-AAAS Mass Media
Fellowships
The American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS) sponsors the Mass Media Science and Engineering
Summer Fellows Program, through which graduate students
work during the summer in major media outlets. The AMS
provides support each year for one or two graduate students in the mathematical sciences to participate in the
program. In past years AMS-'s ponsored fellows have held
positions at Scientific American, Business Week, Voice of
America, Discovery Channel Online, National Geographic
Television, Popular Science, The Chicago Tribune, and
Time magazine.
Fellows receive a weekly stipend of US$450, as well as
travel expenses to and from AAAS and their sites, for ten
weeks during the summer to be reporters, researchers, and
production assistants in media organizations. They observe
and participate in the process by which events and ideas become news, improve their ability to communicate about complex technical subjects in a manner understandable to the public, and increase their understanding of editorial decision
making and the manner in which information is effectively
disseminated. Each fellow attends an orientation and evaluation session in Washington DC and begins the internship in
mid-June. Fellows submit interim and final reports to AAAS.
A wrap-up session is held at the end of the summer.
1064

Enhancing the Mathematical
Sdences Workforce in the
Twenty-First Century
The long-range goal of the Enhancing the Mathematical
Sciences Workforce in the Twenty-First Century (EMSW21)
program of the National Science Foundation (NSF) is to
increase the number of well-prepared U.S. citizens, nationals, and permanent residents who pursue careers in the
mathematical sciences and in other NSF-supported disciplines. This program builds on the Vertical Integration of
Research and Education (VIGRE) program and includes a
broadened VIGRE activity, an additional component for
Research Training Groups (RTG), and another for Mentoring
through Critical Transition Points (MCTP) in the Mathematical Sciences. An updated program solicitation for EMSW21
is now available.
Notable changes from the previous program solicitation:
1. The previous solicitation required that each MCTP proposal have an undergraduate component. This requirement
has been eliminated.
2. All EMSW21 proposals now require specific quantitative supporting data about the department's programs. A discussion of the required data appears in the "Supplementary
Documentation" section of the program solicitation.
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Mathematics Opportunities

3. Other changes to clarify various aspects of the
EMSW21 program are included throughout the solicitation.
The DMS expects to make eighteen or nineteen awards
under this program in 2006. The deadline for proposals
is October 12, 2005. For more information about the program and all of its components, see the website http: I I
www.nsf.govlpublicationslpub_surnrn.jsp?ods_key=
nsf05 595.
Please note that, beginning in 2006, the annual proposal
deadline date will be in June, allowing awards to be issued
the following January to facilitate graduate student and
postdoc recruitment in the first year of an award.

-From an NSF announcement

Clay Research Fellow
Nominations
The Clay Mathematics Institute (CMI) is currently accepting
nominations for the position of Clay Research Fellow. Fellows are employed for a period of two to five years and
may conduct their research at whatever location or combination oflocations best suits their research. In addition to a
generous salary, the fellow receives support for travel and
research expenses, as well as provisions for collaboration.
The primary selection criteria are the exceptional quality of the candidate's research and the candidate's promise
to become a mathematical leader. At the time of their
selection, most recent appointees were graduating Ph.D.
students. However, mathematicians under age thirty have
sometimes been appointed. Selection decisions are made
by CMI's Scientific Advisory Board.
To nominate a candidate, please send the following items
by October 30, 2005: (1) letter of nomination, (2) names
and contact information of two other references, (3) curriculum vitae, and (4) publication list for the nominee.
Nominations should be sent to Clay Mathematics Institute,
One Bow Street, Cambridge, MA 02138. Electronic submissions are also accepted at norni nati ons@cl ayrnath. org.
Information about Clay Research Fellows is also available on the CMiwebsite at http://www.clayrnath.orgl
fas/research_fellows/ . Additional information may
be obtained by calling 617-995-2600 or by email:
norninations@clayrnath.org.

-From a CMI announcement

News from the IMA
The 2005-2006 IMA thematic program "Imaging" addresses
the processes of image formation (the use of data from
sensors to form images) and image interpretation (the extraction of information from images). Imaging science is
highly interdisciplinary; this program will bring together
a broad spectrum of researchers while emphasizing the
underlying mathematical structures and algorithms in
imaging science, including harmonic analysis, partial
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differential equations, integral geometry, calculus of variations, probability theory, statistics, and learning theory.
In keeping with its mission of fostering interdisciplinary
research, the IMA is offering several intensive, informal
workshops as part of the "Imaging" program. The workshops in the fall semester, "Sensor to Images", are: Imaging
from Wave Propagation, October 17-21; Frontiers in
Imaging, November 7-11; and Integration of Sensing and
Processing, December 5-9. The workshops in the spring semester, "Images to Understanding", are: New Mathematics
and Algorithms for 3-D Image Analysis, January 9-12; The
Mathematics and Art of Film Editing and Restoration,
February 6-10; Natural Images, March 6-10; Shape Spaces,
April3-7; and Visual Learning and Recognition, May 22-26.
Limited financial support may be available for some workshop participants. The SIAM conference Imaging Science
2006, May 15-17, will be held in Minneapolis, just off campus from the IMA.
In recent years both old and new algorithms in algebraic
geometry have led to significant and unexpected advances
in diverse areas of application. Motivated by these exciting developments, the IMA has chosen "Applications of Algebraic Geometry" as the 2006-2007 thematic program.
This program will bring together mathematicians, computer
scientists, economists, statisticians, and engineers from various disciplines; the workshops in the first quarter will
cover algorithms and software (with an eye on applications),
while those in the second and third quarters will cover applications in optimization, control, statistics, economics
and bioinformatics, coding, complexity, communications,
and computational geometry. Opportunities for participation in the 2006-2007 program include New Directions
Visiting Professorships for established mathematicians
seeking to branch into new interdisciplinary research directions (application deadline November 1, 2005), regular and industrial postdoctoral fellowships (application
deadline January 5, 2006), and general memberships
(visits of a month or more, no application deadline).
The IMA actively solicits proposals for programs from
members of the mathematical sciences community. Possibilities include annual programs (running SeptemberJune), summer programs (typically running two to four
weeks and involving between 60 and 120 participants), and
Hot Topics workshops (typically lasting a few days and
treating a topic of exceptional contemporary interest and
potential impact). Submission timelines: Preproposals for
annual programs, at least four years in advance of the proposed start date; summer program proposals, roughly
two to three years in advance; Hot Topics workshop proposals, at least six months in advance, cosponsorship by
an industrial partner or institute is preferred. Additional
information is available at http: I lwww. i rna. urnn. edu/
solicit.
Detailed information about IMA programs, as well as the
online application forms for IMA workshops and memberships, can be found at http: I lww. i rna. urnn. edu.
-IMA announcement
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AMS Establishes Robbins Prize
David P. Robbins had a long, varied, and productive career
in mathematics. His many friends describe him as magnanimous, hard-working, unpretentious, brilliant, and possessed of a rare ability to explain his insights clearly.
David died of cancer in September 2003 at the age of 61.
To honor his memory, the family of David Robbins has
given the AMS funds sufficient to support a prize honoring the author or authors of a paper reporting on novel
research in algebra, combinatorics, or discrete mathematics. The paper should be on a topic that is broadly accessible and provides a simple statement of the problem
and clear exposition of the work. The $5,000 prize, to be
awarded every third year, will be given for the first time
in 2007. A parallel prize will be awarded by the Mathematical Association of America, for which papers will be
judged on quality of research, clarity of exposition, and
accessibility to undergraduates.
David P. Robbins received a Ph.D. from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and then taught for a total
of ten years at the Fieldston School in New York City;
Phillips Exeter Academy; Hamilton College in Clinton, New
York; and Washington and Lee University in Virginia
(1978-81). While at Phillips Exeter, he collaborated with
Richard Brown, a colleague there, on a high school math
text called Advanced Mathematics, an Introductory Course,
published in 1975 by Houghton Mifflin. The editorial adviser on the textbook was Andrew Gleason, who was
David's adviser when he was an undergraduate math major
at Harvard.
He then had a 24-year career on the research staff at
the Institute for Defense Analyses-Center for Communications Research (IDA-CCR) in Princeton. He exhibited
extraordinary creativity and brilliance in his classified
work, while also finding time to make major contributions in combinatorics, notably to the proof of the MacDonald Conjecture and to the discovery of conjectural relationships between plane partitions and alternating sign
matrices. For more information, see his 1991 paper in the
Mathematical Intelligencer, "The story of 1, 2, 7, 42, 429,
1066

7436, ... " or "How the Alternating Sign Matrix Conjecture
Was Solved" by David Bressoud and James Propp in the
June/July 1999 issue of the Notices.
David lived in Princeton, where he settled in about
1981, and served for a number of years as a member and
then president of the Princeton school board.
Working on (and, especially, collaborating on) mathematics gave him enormous pleasure and fulfillment, and
he had some 82 different coauthors. As reported in "Dying
Mathematician Spends Last Days on Area of Polygon" in
the Wall Street Journal on July 29, 2003: "He reacted to the
news [of the cancer diagnosis] by considering his options:
He could stick to his normal work routine at a government
research institute. He could search desperately for a cure
for his disease, even though his doctors told him the cancer is inoperable. He could go home and wait to die. Or he
could finally get around to a math problem that has been
bugging him for decades." He chose the last option and
his last mathematical efforts with his "pals" led to a generalization of Heron's formula, answering a question that
had intrigued David since childhood.
The prizes established in David's memory will, we hope,
keep his name alive in the mathematics community, and
also help support the kind of writing he would enjoy.
-Joe Buhler, Reed College,
Ronald Graham, University of California at San Diego,
Ann Watkins, California State University at Northridge
Editor's Note: This article is a slightly edited version of
an article that originally appeared on MAA Online,

http://www.maa.org/.
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BEST IN SCHOLARSHIP
Playfair's Commercial and
Political Atlas and
Statistical Breviary

Matrix Algebra
Karim M. Abadir and Jan R. Magnus
Matrix Algebra contains exercises relating to
course material in matrix algebra that students
are expected to ~now while enFolled in an
advanced undergraduate or a postgraduate
course in econometrics or stati;>ties.

William Playfair
Introduced and annotated by
Howard Wainer and lan Spence
"... Playfair's text brings its fascinating author
and his time to life, and his beautiful colored
charts are functional artistic creations of a
high order. These books are the well-spring
of modem graphical display, warts and all."
- Stephen Stigler, University of Chicago

!>
Econometric Exercises
$90.00: Hardback: 0, 521-82289-0: 48S pp
$39.99: Paperback: 0-521-53746-0

Functional Analysis for · _ . ' ' ·. · ·
Probability and Stochastic:Pr.ocesses

$39.99: Hardback: 0-521 -85554-3: 248pp

Adam Bobrowski.

·

.

};

This textboGk presents chosen parts of
function~ I an·alysis that can heiR one
undbrstand. ideas from wobability and .
' ·
stm:hastic processes. • ·

Modular Representations of
Finite Groups of Lie Type
J. E. Humphreys
This is the first comprehensive treatment:
of the representation theory of finite. groups
of Lie type over a field.of the defining prim~··
characteristic.
'

$95,0Q: Hardb~!ck: 0-521 ,83166-0: 406pp
$48.00: Paperback: 0-521 -53937-4

.,

~

~

London Mathematical Socieiy Lecture Note Series
$55.00: Paperback: 0-521-67454-9: c.220pp.,

,.

~umerical Methods in
-Engineering with MATLAB"'

.1• Jaan Kiusalaas
'rt

•

Fundamentals of Hyperbolic'
3-Manifolds
Selected Expositions
Edited by R. D. Canary, A. Marden, and
D. B. A. Epstein
Graduate students and researchers will
welcome this rigorous introduction to the
modern theory of hyperbolic manifolds.
London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series
$60.00*: Paperback: 0-521-61558-5: c.350pp

K

In this textbook for engineering students
and reference for practicing engineers,
numerical methods are discussed
thoroughly and illustrated with problems
involvin§ both hand cor:nputation and
programmin·g. ,

Numerical Methods
in Engineering

$85.00: Hardback: 0-521-852'88-9: 432pp

with MATLAB"

.c

Also available with Python code:

Numerical Methods in
Engineering with Python
Jaan Kiusalaas

Poincare Duality Algebras,
Macaulay's Dual Systems, and
Steenrod Operations
Dagmar Meyer and Larry Smith
A number of remarkable and unexpected
interdisciplinary connections are revealed
that will interest researchers in the areas of
commutative algebra, invariant theory, or
algebraic topology.
Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics
$75.00: Hardback: 0-521 -85064-9: 202pp

$85.00: Hardback: 0-521-85287-0: 432pp

DNA, Words and Models
Statistics of Exceptional Words
S. Robin, F, -Rodolphe, and S. Schbath
This book introduces the mathematical and
statistical ideas used in identifying short DNA
sequences (mathematically, 'words') associated
with a biological function.
$55.00: Hardback: 0-521-84729-X: 160pp

*Prices subject to change.

For more information, please visit us at
www.cambridge.org/us or call toll-free at 1-800-872-7423

CAMBRIDGE
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Reference and Book List
The Reference section of the Notices
is intended to provide the reader with
frequently sought information in
an easily accessible manner. New
information is printed as it becomes
available and is referenced after the
first printing. As soon as information
is updated or otherwise changed, it
will be noted in this section.

Contacting the Notices
The preferred method for contacting
the Notices is electronic mail. The
editor is the person to whom to send
articles and letters for consideration.
Articles include feature articles,
memorial articles, communications,
opinion pieces, and book reviews. The
editor is also the person to whom to
send news of unusual interest about
other people's mathematics research.
The managing editor is the person
to whom to send items for "Mathematics People", "Mathematics Opportunities", "For Your Information",
"Reference and Book list", and "Mathematics Calendar". Requests for
permissions, as well as all other
inquiries, go to the managing editor.
The electronic-mail addresses are
noti ces@math. ou. edu in the case of
the editor and noti ces@ams . org in
the case of the managing editor. The
fax numbers are 405-325-7484 for
the editor and 401-331-3842 for the
managing editor. Postal addresses
may be found in the masthead.

Seehttp://www.nsf.gov/funding/
pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5671&org=
DMS.

September 30, 2005: Applications
for AMS "Math in Moscow" Scholarships for spring 2006. See http: I I
www.ams.org/outreach/mimoscow.
html, or contact Math in Moscow
Program, Membership and Programs
Department, American Mathematical
Society, 201 Charles Street, Providence,
RI 02904-2294; email: studentserv@ams. org.
September 30,2005: Nominations
for 2005 Information-Based Complexity Young Researcher Award. See
http://wwwl.cs.columbia.edu/

~traub/ or send email to Joseph F.
Traub at t raub@cs. columbia. edu.
October 1, 2005: Applications for
AWM Travel Grants. See http: I /www.
awm-math.org/travelgrants.html;
telephone 703-934-0163; email:
awm@math . umd. edu; or contact Association for Women in Mathematics,
11240 Waples Mill Road, Suite 200,
Fairfax, VA 22030.
October 1, 2005: Nominations for
Lucien Godeaux Prize. Contact ].
Aghion, c/ o Secretariat of the Royal
Society of Sciences of Liege, Institute
of Mathematics of the University of
liege, 12 Grande Traverse, Sart Tilman

Where to Find It
A brief index to information that appears in this and previous issues of the
Notices.
AMS Bylaws-November 2003, p. 1283
AMS Email Addresses- December 2004, p. 1365
AMS Ethical Guidelines- june/july 2004, p. 675
AMS Officers 2004 and 2005 (Council, Executive Committee,
Publications Committees, Board of Trustees)- May 2005, p. 564
AMS Officers and Committee Members-October 2005, p. 1073
Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences-September 2005,

p. 892
Information for Notices Authors-june/july 2005, p. 660
Mathematics Research Institutes Contact Information-August 2005,

p. 770
National Science Board- january 2005, p. 76
New journals for 2004- june/july 2005, p. 662
NRC Board on Mathematical Sciences and Their Applications-March 2005,

p. 361

Upcoming Deadlines
September 15, 2005: Nominations for
Sloan Research Fellowships. See
http://www.sloan.org/programs/
fellowship_brochure.shtml.
September 16, 2005: Full proposals for NSF Focused Research Groups.
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NRC Mathematical Sciences Education Board-April 2005, p. 465
NSF Mathematical and Physical Sciences Advisory Committee-February

2005, p. 261
Program Officers for Federal Funding Agencies-October 2005,

p. 1069 (DoD, DoE); December 2004, p. 1368 (NSF)
Stipends for Study and Travel-September 2005, p. 900
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Bat. B 37, B-4000 Liege 1, Belgium;
email: jag hi on@ul g. ac. be.
October 11, 2005: Applications for
NSF International Research Fellow
Awards. Contact Susan Parris, telephone 703-292-8711, email: sparri s@
nsf. gov; or visit the website http: I I
www.nsf.govlsbelintlfellows/
start. htm.
October 12, 2005: Proposals for
NSF program on Enhancing the Mathematical Sciences Workforce in the
Twenty-First Century. See "Mathematics Opportunities" in this issue.
October 12, 2005: Full proposals
for NSF Distinguished International
Postdoctoral Research Fellowships.
Contact Lynne Walling, Program Director, Division of Mathematical Sciences, Room 1025, National Science
Foundation, 4201 Wilson Boulevard,
Arlington, VA 22230; telephone 703292-8104; email: l wall i ng@nsf. gov;
or see http: I jwww. nsf. gov /pubs/
200llnsf01154lnsf01154.txt.
October 15, 2005: Proposals for
NSA Grant and Sabbatical Programs.
See http:/lwww.nsa.gov/msp/
index. cfm; telephone 301-688-0400;
or contact Michelle D. Wagner, Director, NSA Mathematical Sciences Program, National Security Agency,
ATTN: R1, Suite 6557, Ft. George G.
Meade, MD 20755-6557.
October 18, 2005: Proposals for
NSF Conferences, Workshops, and
Special Meetings in the Mathematical
Sciences. See http: I lwww. nsf. gov I
fundinglpgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=
11701&org=DMS.
October 18, 2005: Proposals for
DMS Special Meetings Competition.
See http://www.nsf.gov/pubsys/
ods/getpub.cfm?nsf05540.
October 19, 2005: Applications for
NSF Mathematical Sciences Postdoctoral Research Fellowships (MSPRF).
See http://www.nsf.gov/pubsys/
ods.getpub.cfm?nsf05510.
October 30, 2005: Nominations for
Clay Research Fellowships. See "Mathematics Opportunities" in this issue.
October 31, 2005: Applications for
AMS Travel Grants for ICM 2006,
Madrid. See http: I /www. ams. org/
careers-edulicmapp.html .
December 1, 2005: Applications
for AMS Centennial Fellowships. See
http://www.ams.org/employment/
OCTOBER 2005

centfl yer. html; contact Membership and Programs Department ,
American Mathematical Society, 201
Charles Street, Providence, RI 029042294; email: prof-serv@ams. org;
telephone 401-455-4107.
December 2, 2005: Submissions
for Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Prize.
Seehttp:/lwww.crm.es/FSBPrizel
fsb2005prize.htm.
December 15, 2005: Applications
for AMS Epsilon Fund. See "Mathematics Opportunities" in this issue.
January 1, 2006: Submissions for
Competition 2006 of the European
Mathematical Society. See http: I I
www.mat.dtu.dklpeoplel
V.L.Hansen/rpa/secondartcomp.
html .
January 1, 2006: Applications for
ICM 2006 Travel Grants. See http: I I
www. i cm2006. org or email: grants@
i cm2006. org.
January 15, 2006: Applications for
AMS-AAAS Mass Media Fellowships.
See "Mathematics Opportunities" in
this issue.
January 27, 2006: Proposals for
Partnerships for Adaptation, Implementation, and Dissemination Awards
of the NSF ADVANCE Program. See
the website http: I lwww. nsf. gov I
fundinglpgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=
5383.
February 1, 2006: Applications for
AWM Travel Grants and Mentoring
Travel Grants. See http: I jwww.
awm-math.orgltravelgrants.html;
telephone 703-934-0163; email:
awm@math. umd. edu; or contact
Association for Women in Mathematics, 11240 Waples Mill Road, Suite
200, Fairfax, VA 22030.
May 1, 2006: Applications for AWM
Travel Grants. See http: I lwww.
awm-math.org/travelgrants.html;
telephone 703-934-0163; email:
awm@math. umd. edu; or contact
Association for Women in Mathematics, 112 40 Waples Mill Road, Suite
200, Fairfax, VA 22030.
October 1, 2006: Applications for
AWM Travel Grants. See http: I lwww.
awm-math.orgltravelgrants.html;
telephone 703-934-0163; email:
awm@math. umd. edu; or contact
Association for Women in Mathematics, 11240 Waples Mill Road, Suite
200, Fairfax, VA 22030.
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DoD Mathematics Staff
Five agencies of the Department of
Defense fund research in the mathematical sciences. The names, addresses, and telephone numbers of
the pertinent staff members are listed
below.
Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency
Applied and Computational
Mathematics Program
ARPA

Defense Sciences Office
3701 North Fairfax Drive
Arlington, VA 22203-1714
703-526-6630
Fax: 703-696-2207
http://www.darpa.mil/
Anthony]. Tether, Director
Robert F. Leheny, Deputy Director
703-696-2400
Air Force Office of Scientific
Research
Directorate of Mathematics and
Space Sciences
AFOSR/ NM
875 North Randolph Street,
Suite 325
Arlington, VA 22203-1768
Fax: 703-696-8450
http:llwww.afosr.af.mill

Clifford Rhoades, Director
70 3-696-7797
clifford.rhoades@afosr.af.mil
Dynamics and Control

Sharon Heise
703-696-7796
sharon.heise@afosr.af.mil
Physical Mathematics and Applied
Analysis

Arje Nachman
703-696-8427
arje.nachman@afosr.af.mil
Computational Mathematics

Fariba Fahroo
703-696-8429
fariba.fahroo@afosr.af.mil
Optimization and Discrete
Mathematics

Neal Glassman
703-696-9548
neal .glassman@afosr.af.mil
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Signals Communication and
Surveillance
Jon Sjogren
703-696-6564
jon.sjogren@afosr.af.mil

Probability and Statistics
Mou-Hsiung Chang, Program
Manager
919-549-4229

Software and Systems
Robert Herklotz
703-696-6565
robert.herklotz@afosr.af.mil

Modeling of Complex Systems
John Lavery, Program Manager
919-549-4253
john.lavery2@arl.army.mil

Artificial Intelligence
Robert Herklotz
703-696-6565
robert.herklotz@afosr.af.mil

Randy Zachery, Division Chief
(Computing & Information Sciences)
919-549-4368

Electromagnetics
Arje Nachman
703-696-8427
arje.nachman@afosr.af.mil

Software and Knowledge-Based
Systems
David W. Hislop, Program Manager
919-549-4255
david.w.hislop@arl .army.mil

Command and Control
Program Manager
703-696-4961

Systems and Control
Randy Zachery, Program Manager
919-549-4368

Operations Research
Program Officer
703-696-4313

randy.zachery@arl .army.mil

311_0R@onr.navy.mil

Information and Signal Processing
William Sander, Consultant
919-549-4241

william.sander@arl.army.mil

Applied Analysis
Program Officer
703-696-4314
3ll_AA@onr.navy.mil

Communication and Networks
Robert Ulman, Program Manager
919-549-4330

Probability and Statistics
Program Officer
703-696-4320

robert.ulman@arl .army.mil

3ll_PS@onr.navy.mil

Information Assurance
Cliff Wang, Program Manager
919-549-4207
cliff.wang@arl.army.mil

Visualization and Computer
Graphics
Program Manager
703-696-0990
3ll_VCG@onr.navy.mil

mouhsiung.chang@arl .army.mil

Arlington, VA 22217-5660

http://www.onr.navy.mil
Acting Division Director
703-696-4313

3ll_contact@onr.navy.mil
Intelligent Systems
Program Officer
703-696-5 754

3ll_IS@onr.navy.mil

randy.zachery@arl .army.mil

Software and Computer Systems
Program Officer
703-696-4304

3ll_SCS@onr.navy.mil

Space Sciences
David Byers
703-696-8411
david.byers@afosr.af.mil
Army Research Office
Mathematical and Information
Sciences Directorate
ATTN: AMSRD-ARL-RO-MM
P.O. Box 12211
Research Triangle Park,
NC 27709-2211
919-549-4254
Fax: 919-549-4354

http://www.aro.army.mil/mcsc/
math.htm
Mark Swinson, Director
(Mathematics)
919-549-4204

mark.swinson@arl.army.mil
Bruce]. West
Senior Research Scientist, MCSD
919-549-4257

bruce.j.west@arl .army.mil

National Security Agency
NSA Mathematical Sciences Program
National Security Agency
ATTN: R1, Suite 6557
Ft. George G. Meade, MD 20755-6557

3ll_CC@onr.navy.mil

Autonomous Systems
Program Officer
703-696-5 754

311-_AS@onr.navy.mil

http://www.nsa.gov/msp/
Computational Mathematics
Stephen Davis, Program Manager
919-549-4284

Michelle D. Wagner, Director
301-688-0400

stephen.f.davis@arl .army.mil

msp@math13.math.umbc.edu

Discrete Mathematics and Computer
Science
]. Michael Coyle, Program Manager
919-549-4256
joseph.michael .coyle@
arl.army.mil

Office of Naval Research
Mathematical, Computer, and
Information Sciences Division
Office of Naval Research
800 North Quincy Street,
Ballston Tower 1, Code 311
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DoE Mathematics Program
Mathematical, Information, and
Computational Sciences Division
(MICS)
Office of Advanced Scientific
Computing Research
Office of Science
U.S. Department of Energy
SC-21.1, Germantown Building
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585
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http://www.science.doe.gov/
ascr/mics
Michael Strayer
Acting Director, MICS
301-903-5800

michael.strayer@
science.doe.gov
Computer Research
Frederick C. Johnson
301-903-3601

fjohnson@er.doe.gov
High-Performance Networks
Thomas D. Ndousse-Fetter
301-903-9960

tndousse@er.doe.gov
Applied Mathematics
Gary Johnson
301-903-5800

garyj@er.doe.gov
Collaboratory Research
Mary Anne Scott
301-903-6368

scott@er.doe.gov
Program Manager
George R. Seweryniak
301-903-0071

seweryni@er.doe.gov
Book List

The Book List highlights books that
have mathematical themes and are
aimed at a broad audience potentially
including mathematicians, students,
and the general public. When a book
has been reviewed in the Notices, a
reference is given to the review. Generally the list will contain only books
published within the last two years,
though exceptions may be made in
cases where current events (e.g., the
death of a prominent mathematician,
coverage of a certain piece of mathematics in the news) warrant drawing
readers' attention to older books. Suggestions for books to include on the list
may be sent to noti ces-bookl i st@

ams. org.
*Added to "Book List" since the
list's last appearance.

13: The Story of the World's Most
Popular Superstition, by Nathaniel
OCTOBER

2005

Lachenmeyer. Thunder's Mouth Press,
October 2004. ISBN 1-568-58306-0.
1089 and All That. A journey into
Mathematics, by David Acheson. Oxford University Press, July 2002. ISBN
0-19-8 5162 3-1. (Reviewed February
2005.)
Action This Day, edited by Michael
Smith and Ralph Erskine. Random
House of Canada, February 2003.
ISBN 0-593-04910-1.
Alfred Tarski: Life and Logic, by
Anita Burdman Feferman and
Solomon Feferman. Cambridge University Press, October 2004. ISBN
0-521-80240-7.
Beyond Reason: Eight Great Problems That Reveal the Limits of Science,
by A. K. Dewdney. Wiley, April2004.
ISBN 0-471-01398-6.
A Brief History of Infinity, by Paolo
Zellini. Penguin Books (paperback),
March 2005. ISBN 0-141-00762-1.
The Calculus Gallery: Masterpieces
from Newton to Lebesgue, by William
Dunham. Princeton University Press,
December 2004. ISBN 0-691-09565-5.
Chance: A Guide to Gambling, Love,
the Stock Market and just About Everything Else, by Amir D. Aczel. Four Walls
Eight Windows, October 2004. ISBN
1-568-58316-8. (Reviewed August
2005.)
The Colours of Infinity: The Beauty
and Power of Fractals, by Michael
Barnsley, Nigel Lesmoir-Gordon,
Benoit B. Mandelbrot, Ian Stewart,
Gary Flake, Robert Prechter, and
Arthur C. Clarke. Clear Press, March
2004. ISBN 1-904-55505-5.
Complexities: Women in Mathematics, edited by Bettye Anne Case
and Anne M. Leggett. Princeton University Press, January 2005. ISBN
0-691-11462-5.
The Constants of Nature: From
Alpha to Omega-The Numbers That
Encode the Deepest Secrets of the Universe, by John D. Barrow. Jonathan
Cape, September 2002. Pantheon
Books, January 2003. ISBN 0-3 7542221-8. (Reviewed November 2004.)
Converging Realities: Toward a
Common Philosophy of Physics and
Mathematics, by Roland Omnes.
Princeton University Press, November
2004. ISBN 0-691-11530-3.
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The Curious Incident of the Dog in
the Nighttime, by Mark Haddon. Vintage, May 2004. 1SBN 1-400-03271-7.
Dark Hero of the Information Age:
In Search of Norbert Wiener, by Flo
Conway and Jim Siegelman. Basic
Books, December 2004. ISBN 0-73820368-8.
The Equation That Couldn't Be
Solved (How Mathematical Genius Discovered the Language of Symmetry),
by Mario Livio. Simon and Schuster,
September 2005. ISBN 0-743-25820-7.
The Essential Turing, edited by
B. Jack Copeland. Oxford University
Press, September 2004. ISBN 0-19825080-0.
Experimentation in Mathematics:
Computational Paths to Discovery, by
Jonathan Borwein, David Bailey, and
Roland Girgensohn. A K Peters, March
2004. ISBN 1-56881-136-5. (Reviewed
September 2005.)
From Eudoxus to Einstein: A History of Mathematical Astronomy, by
C. M. Linton. Cambridge University
Press, August 2004. ISBN 0-52182750-7.
Geometry and Meaning, by Dominic Widdows. Center for the Study
of Language and Information, November 2004. ISBN 1-575-86448-7.
The Golden Ratio: The Story of Phi,
the World's Most Astonishing Number,
by Mario Livio. Broadway Books,
October 2002. ISBN 0-767-90815-5.
(Reviewed March 2005.)
Graphic Discovery: A Trout in the
Milk and Other Visual Adventures, by
Howard Wainer. Princeton University
Press, October 2004. ISBN 0-69110301-1.
The Heart of Mathematics: An
Invitation to Effective Thinking, by
Edward B. Burger and Michael
Starbird. Key College Publishing
(Springer-Verlag), April 2000. ISBN
0-555953-407-9. (Reviewed February
2005.)
Incompleteness: The Proof and
Paradox of Kurt Godel, by Rebecca
Goldstein. W. W. Norton, February
2005. ISBN 0-393-05169-2.
The Infinite Book: Where Things
Happen That Don't, by John D. Barrow.
Jonathan Cape, February 2005. ISBN 0224-06917-9.
'' janos Bolyai, Euclid, and the
Nature of Space, by Jeremy ]. Gray.
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MIT Press, May 2003. ISBN 0-2625 717 4-9. (Reviewed in this issue.)
john Pell (1611-1685) and His
Correspondence with Sir Charles
Cavendish: The Mental World of an
Early Modern Mathematician, by Noel
Malcolm and Jacqueline Stedall. Oxford University Press, second edition,
January 2005. ISBN 0-198-56484-8.
Kepler's Conjecture: How Some of
the Greatest Minds in History Helped
Solve One of the Oldest Math Problems in the World, by George G. Szpiro.
Wiley, January 2003. ISBN 0-47108601-0. (Reviewed January 2005.)
The Knot Book: An Elementary Introduction to the Mathematical Theory
of Knots, Colin C. Adams. AMS, September 2004. ISBN 0-8218-3678-1.
(Reviewed September 2005.)
Knots and Links, by Peter R.
Cromwell. Cambridge University Press,
October 2004. ISBN 0-691 -10301-1.
The Liar Paradox and the Towers of
Hanoi: The Ten Greatest Math Puzzles
of All Time, by Marcel Danesi. Wiley,
August 2004. ISBN 0-471-64816-7.
Luck, Logic, and White Lies: The Mathematics ofGames, by Jorg Bewersdorff.
Translated by David Kramer. AKPeters,
November 2004. ISBN 1-568-81210-8.
Math and the Mona Lisa: The Art
and Science of Leonardo da Vinci, by
Bulent Atalay. Smithsonian Books,
April 2004. ISBN 1-588-34171-2.
The Math Instinct: Why You're a
Mathematical Genius (Along with Lobsters, Birds, Cats, and Dogs), by Keith
Devlin. Thunder's Mouth Press, March
2005. ISBN 1-560-25672-9.
Math Magic: How to Master Everyday Math Problems, by Scott Flansburg.
Perennial Currents, revised edition,
August 2004. ISBN 0-060-72635-0.
Mathematical Illustrations: A Manual of Geometry and PostScript, by Bill
Casselman. Cambridge University
Press, December 2004. ISBN 0-52154788-1.
A Mathematician at the Ballpark:
Odds and Probabilities for Baseball
Fans, by Ken Ross. Pi Press, July 2004.
ISBN 0-131-47990-3.
Mathematicians under the Nazis, by
Sanford L. Segal. Princeton University
Press, July 2003. ISBN 0-691-00451-X.
(ReviewedApril2005.)
Mathematics: A Very Short Introduction, by Timothy Gowers. Oxford
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University Press, October 2002. ISBN
0-192-85361 -9. (Reviewed February
2005.)
Mathematics by Experiment: Plausible Reasoning in the 21st Century, by
David Bailey and Jonathan Borwein.
A K Peters, December 2003. ISBN
1-568-81136-5. (Reviewed September
2005.)
Mathematics in Nature: Modeling
Patterns in the Natural World, by John
Adam. Princeton University Press, November 2003. ISBN 0-691-11429-3.
(Reviewed June/ July 2005.)
The (Mis)Behavior of Markets: A
Fractal View of Risk, Ruin and Reward,
by Benoit Mandelbrot and Richard
Hudson. Basic Books, August 2004.
ISBN 0-465-04355-0.
More Damned Lies and Statistics:
How Numbers Confuse Public Issues,
by Joel Best. University of California
Press, August 2004. ISBN 0-52023830-3.
More Mathematical Astronomy
Morsels, by Jean Meeus. WillmannBell, 2002. ISBN 0-943396-743.
Musings of the Masters: An Anthology of Miscellaneous Reflections,
edited by Raymond G. Ayoub.
Mathematical Association of America, 2004. ISBN 0-88385-549-6.
The Newtonian Moment: Isaac Newton and the Making of Modern Culture,
by Mordechai Feingold. New York
Library and Oxford University Press,
December 2004. ISBN 0-195-17735-5.
Number Theory from an Analytic
Point of View, by Badih Ghusayni.
Komati, December 2003. ISBN 99530-0282-7.
Numbers, the Language of Science,
by Tobias Dantzig. Pi Press, fifth edition, March 2005. ISBN0-131-8 562 7-8.
The Oxford Murders, by Guillermo
Martinez. Abacus, January 2005. ISBN
0-349-11721-7.
1' The Pea and the Sun: A Mathematical Paradox, by Leonard M.
Wapner. A K Peters, April2005. ISBN
1-568-81213-2.
R. L. Moore: Mathematician and
Teacher, by John Parker. Mathematical Association of America, 2004. ISBN
0-88385-550-X.
Reality Conditions: Short Mathematical Fiction, by Alex Kasman. Mathematical Association of America, May
2005. ISBN 0-88385-552-6.
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The Road to Reality: A Complete
Guide to the Laws of the Universe, by
Roger Penrose. Knopf, February 2005.
ISBN 0-679-45443-8.
Sneaking a Look at God's Cards:
Unraveling the Mysteries of Quantum
Mechanics, by Giancarlo Ghirardi,
translated by Gerald Malsbary. Princeton University Press, revised edition,
January 2005. ISBN 0-691-12139-7.
Spaceland, by Rudy Rucker. Tor
Books, June 2002. ISBN 0-765-303663. (Reviewed August 2005.)
Stalking the Riemann Hypothesis:
The Quest to Find the Hidden Law of
Prime Numbers, by Dan Rockmore.
Pantheon, April 2005. ISBN 0-37542136-X.
Strange Curves, Counting Rabbits,
and Other Mathematical Explorations,
by Keith Ball. Princeton University
Press, November 2003. ISBN 0-69111321-1. (Reviewed December 2004.)
A Tour through Mathematical
Logic, by RobertS. Wolf. Mathematical Association of America, January
2005. ISBN 0-88385-036-2.
Towards a Philosophy ofReal Mathematics, by David Corfield. Oxford
University Press, April 2003. ISBN
0-521-81722-6.
The Transformation of Mathematics in the Early Mediterranean World:
From Problems to Equations, by Reviel
Netz. Cambridge University Press,
June 2004. ISBN 0-521-82996-8.
The Universal Book of Mathematics:
From Abracadabra to Zeno's Paradoxes, by David Darling. Wiley, July
2004. ISBN 0-471-27047-4.
1' Using the Mathematics Literature,
by Kristine K. Fowler. Marcel Dekker,
June 2004. ISBN 0-824-75035-7.
The Works of Archimedes: Translation and Commentary. Volume I:
The Two Books on the Sphere and the
Cylinder. Translated by Reviel Netz.
Cambridge University Press, April
2004. ISBN 0-5 21-66160-9. (Reviewed
May 2005 .)
A World without Time: The Forgotten Legacy of Godel and Einstein, by
Palle Yourgrau. Basic Books, January
2005. ISBN 0-465-09293-4.
You Can Do the Math: Overcome
Your Math Phobia and Make Better
Financial Decisions, by Ron Lipsman.
Praeger Publishers, November 2004.
ISBN 0-275-98341-2.
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Officers and
Committee Members
Numbers to the left of headings are used as points of reference
in an index to AMS committees which follows this listing. Primary
and secondary headings are:
1. Officers
l.l. Liaison Committee
2. Council
2.1. Executive Committee of the Council
3. Board of Trustees
4. Committees
4.1. Committees of the Council
4.2. Editorial Committees
4.3. Committees of the Board of Trustees
4.4. Committees of the Executive Committee and Board of
Trustees
4.5. Internal Organization of the AMS
4.6. Program and Meetings
4.7. Status of the Profession
4.8. Prizes and Awards
4.9. Institutes and Symposia
4.10. Joint Committees
5. Representatives
6. Index
Terms of members expire on January 31 following the year given
unless otherwise specified.

1.

Officers

James G. Arthur
President
Immediate Past President
David Eisenbud
Ha"im Brezis
Vice Presidents
Vaughn F. R. Jones
Karen Vogtmann
Robert J, Daverman
Secretary
Susan J, Friedlander
Associate Secretaries
Michel L. Lapidus
Matthew Miller
Lesley M. Sibner
John M. Franks
Treasurer
Donald E. McClure
Associate Treasurer
OCTOBER

200 5

2006
2005
2007
2006
2005
2006
2007
2007
2006
2006
2006
2006

1.1.

Liaison Committee

All members of this committee serve ex officio.

James G. Arthur
Robert J, Daverman
John M. Franks
Carol S. Wood

Chair

2.

Council

Officers of the AMS
2.0.1.
James G. Arthur
President
Immediate Past President
David Eisenbud
Hai:m Brezis
Vice Presidents
Vaughn F. R. Jones
Karen Vogtmann
Robert J. Daverman
Secretary
Susan J, Friedlander
Associate Secretaries''
Michel L. Lapidus
Matthew Miller
Lesley M. Sibner
John M. Franks
Treasurer
Donald E. McClure
Associate Treasurer
Representatives of Committees
2.0.2.
Susan Friedlander
Bulletin
Paul J, Sally, Jr.
Colloquium
Walter Craig
Executive Committee
Hugo Rossi
Executive Committee
Ingrid Daubechies
Journal of the AMS
B. A. Taylor
Mathematical Reviews
Mathematical Surveys
]. Tobias Stafford
and Monographs
Mathematics of
Chi-Wang Shu
Computation
Eric D. Bedford
Proceedings
Transactions and
Robert Guralnick
Memoirs

2006
2005
2007
2006
2005
2006
2007
2007
2006
2006
2006
2006

2008
2007
2006
2005
2006
2005
2007
2007
2005
2008

'' Only one Associate Secretary at a time is a voting member of the
Council, namely the cognizant Associate Secretary for the scientific
sessions.
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Officers and Committee Members
2.0.3.

Special Committee

Members at Large

Sara C. Billey
James W. Cannon
Sylvain E. Cappell
Beverly E.]. Diamond
Carolyn S. Gordon
Mark Goresky
Susan M. Hermiller
Sheldon H. Katz

2007
2006
2006
2006
2007
2006
2005
2007

Brian Marcus
John E. McCarthy
Paul]. Sally, Jr.
Michael F. Singer
Alejandro Uribe
Catherine H. Yan
Paul Zorn

2005
2005
2005
2007
2006
2007
2005

4.1.3.

Executive Committee of the Council
James G. Arthur
Walter Craig
Robert ]. Daverman
David Eisenbud
Robert M. Guralnick
Hugo Rossi
Paul ]. Sally

3.

Board of Trustees

Secretary
Chair

4.

ex officio
2006
ex officio
ex officio
2008
2005
2007

James G. Arthur
John B. Conway
John M. Franks
Eric M. Friedlander
Linda Keen
Donald E. McClure
Jean E. Taylor
Carol S. Wood

4.2.1.

Editorial Committees
Abstracts Editorial Committee

Chair

Robert ]. Daverman
Susan ]. Friedlander
Michel L. Lapidus
Matthew Miller
Lesley M. Sibner

Bulletin (New Series)

Chief Editor
Book Reviews Editor

Susan Friedlander
Robert L. Devaney

2008
2006

Associate Editors for Bulletin Articles
Dave Benson
Persi Diaconis
Mark Goresky
Andrew ]. Granville
Krystyna M. Kuperberg
Barry Mazur

Committees

2005
2005
2005

All members of this committee serve ex officio.

4.2.2.
ex officio
2005
ex officio
2009
2008
ex officio
2007
2006

John M. Franks
Susan]. Friedlander
Sheldon H. Katz

Chair

4.2.
2.1.

AMS Fellows Program Council Subcommittee

2007
2008
2007
2008

Robert A. Oliver
2008
Paul H. Rabinowitz
2007
Panagiotis E. Souganidis
2006
Michael Wolf
2007

2005
2005

Associate Editors for Book Reviews

4.1.

Committees of the Council

William D. Blair
Robert L. Devaney
Steven Krantz
Peter Kuchment

Standing Committees
4.1.1.

Chair

4.1.2.

Editorial Boards
Richard A. Brualdi
Margaret Cheney
Robert J. Daverman
John H. Ewing
Emma Previato
Karl Rubin
Leonard L. Scott, Jr.
Abigail A. Thompson

2005
2007
ex officio
ex officio
2006
2006
2005
2007
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4.2.4.

Annalisa Crannell
Nathaniel Dean
Phillip Griffith
Richard M. Rain
Arthur M. Jaffe
David Jerison
Linda Keen
Krystyna Kuperberg
Joel H. Spencer

2006
2005
2007
2005
2006
2007
2007
2005
2006

Chair

4.2.5.

Chair

NOTICES OF THE

AMS

John C. Mayer
Philip E. Protter
Audrey A. Terras

2005
2005
2005

Collected Works

Chair

Nominating Committee
Terms begin on January 1 and end on December 31 of the
year listed.

Chair

4.2.3.

2005
2006
2005
2007

Phillip A. Griffiths
Dusa McDuff
Elias M. Stein

2007
2005
2006

Yuri Marrin

2006

Paul]. Sally, Jr.
Peter Sarnak

2007
2005

Colloquium

Contemporary Mathematics
George Andrews
Carlos Berenstein
Andreas R. Blass
Dennis DeTurck

2007
2007
2007
2007

Abel Klein

2007
VOLUME

52,

NUMBER

9

Officers and Committee Members
4.2.6.

Chair

4.2.7.

Chair

4.2.8.
Chair

Electronic Research Announcements
Stuart Antman
Dimitri Burago
Luis A. Caffarelli
Tobias Colding
J. Brian Conrey
Sergey Fomin
Mark Freidlin
Timothy Gowers
Boris Hasselblatt
Svetlana R. Katok
Alexander S. Kechris
Carlos Kenig
Alexandre A. Kirillov
Frances C. Kirwan
Janos Kollar
Krystyna M. Kuperberg
Grigorii A. Margulis
Barry Mazur
Walter David Neumann
Leonid Polterovich
Klaus Schmidt
Guido L. Weiss
Sylvia Wiegand
Efim I. Zelmanov

2005
2006
2007
2007
2006
2006
2005
2006
2006
2006
2005
2007
2005
2005
2007
2005
2005
2007
2006
2007
2006
2006
2007
2006

4.2.11.

Graduate Studies in Mathematics
Walter Craig
Nikolai Ivanov
Steven G. Krantz
David J. Saltman

2007
2007
2006
2005

Journal of the AMS
Ingrid Daubechies
Robert K. Lazarsfeld
John W. Morgan
Andrei Okounkov
Terence Tao

2006
2005
2006
2005
2007

Associate Editors
Francis Bonahon
Robert L. Bryant
Weinan E
Pavel I. Etingof
Mark Goresky
Michael]. Hopkins
Alexander Kechris
Tomasz S. Mrowka
Andrew M. Odlyzko

4.2.9.

2005
2007
2006
2007
2007
2005
2005
2005
2006

Bjorn Poonen
Victor S. Reiner
Jonathan M. Rosenberg
Oded Schramm
Karen E. Smith
Richard L. Taylor
S. R. S. Varadhan
Lia·Sang Young
Shou-Wu Zhang

2006
2006
2005
2005
2005
2005
2007
2007
2007

Mathematical Reviews

AMS staff contact: Kevin F. Clancey

Chair

4.2.1 0.

2005
2005
2008
2006
2007
2005

Heinz W. Engl
Lisa Fauci
Jonathan I. Hall
Tadao Oda
Ronald J. Stern
B. A. Taylor

Chair

Mathematical Surveys and Monographs
Jerry L. Bona
Michael G. Eastwood
Peter S. Landweber
Michael P. Loss
J. Tobias Stafford

OCTOBER

2005

2005
2006
2006
2007
2007

Chair

Mathematics of Computation
Ronald F. Cools
Harald Niederreiter
Chi-Wang Shu
Lars B. Wahlbin

2007
2007
2007
2005

Associate Editors
Randolph E. Bank
Christine Bernardi
Peter Borwein
David W. Boyd
Susanne C. Brenner
Richard P. Brent
Carsten Carstensen
Bernard Cockburn
Arjeh M. Cohen
Howard Elman
Ivan P. Gavrilyuk
Ernst Hairer
Daniel W. Lozier

4.2.12.

2006
2005
2006
2006
2007
2006
2006
2007
2005
2006
2007
2007
2007

Zhi-Quan Luo
2005
Jean-Francais Mestre
2007
Marian Neamtu
2007
Ricardo Horacio Nochetto
2007
Stanley Osher
2007
Joseph E. Pasciak
2007
Lothar Reichel
2007
Jie Shen
2007
Igor Shparlinski
2007
2006
Denis Talay
Hugh C. Williams
2006
]inchao Xu
2006

Notices Editorial Board
Terms begin on January 1 and expire on December 31 of the
year listed.

Editor

Andy R. Magid

2006

Associate Editors
Susanne C. Brenner
William Casselman
Robert J. Daverman
Nathaniel Dean
RichardT. Durrett
Susan J. Friedlander

2006
2006
ex officio
2006
2006
2006

Robion C. Kirby
Steven G. Krantz
Elliott H. Lieb
Mark E. Saul
Karen E. Smith
Audrey A. Terras
Lisa M. Traynor

4.2.13. Proceedings
Coordinating
Mark J. Ablowitz
Joseph A. Ball
Dan M. Barbasch
Chair
Eric D. Bedford
Jonathan Borwein
Richard Bradley
Carmen C. Chicone
Walter Craig
Alexander N. Dranishnikov
Coordinating
Ronald A. Fintushel
Paul Goerss
Jonathan I. Hall
Michael Handel
Juha M. Heinonen
Coordinating
Linda Keen
Julia Knight
Michael T. Lacey
Wen-Ching Winnie Li
Martin Lorenz
Ken Ono
David Preiss
Coordinating
Andreas Seeger
Mei-Chi Shaw
Mikhail Shubin
Coordinating
Lance W. Small
John R. Stembridge
Michael Stillman
David S. Tartakoff
Nicole Tomczak-Jaegermann
Bernd Ulrich
Edward C. Waymire
Michael Weinstein

NOTICES OF THE

AMS

2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2005
2006
2006
2007
2008
2007
2006
2008
2006
2005
2007
2005
2008
2008
2005
2008
2008
2006
2008
2008
2008
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2005
2007
2008
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Officers and Committee Members
Richard Wentworth
Jon Wolfson

4.2.14.

Chair

Proceedings of Symposia in Applied
Mathematics
Mary C. Pugh
Leonid Ryzhik
Eitan Tadmor

4.2.15. Transactions and Memoirs
Dan Abramovich
Alejandro Adem
Peter W. Bates
Patricia E. Bauman
Mladen Bestvina
Krzysztof Burdzy
Tobias Colding
Marius Dadarlat
Harold G. Diamond
SergeyFomin
Chair
Robert Guralnick
Lisa Claire Jeffrey
Alexander Kleshchev
Steffan Lempp
V. Kumar Murty
Alexander Nagel
Robert ]. Stanton
Daniell. Tartaru
Robert F. Williams
4.2.16.

Chair

4.2.1 7.
Chair

2005
2006

2006
2007
2007
2006
2008
2006
2005
2007
2007
2006
2007
2005
2005
2008
2008
2008
2007
2006
2006
2005
2006
2005

Translation from Chinese
Sun-Yung Alice Chang
S.-Y. Cheng
Tsit-Yuen Lam
Tai-Ping Liu
Chung-Chun Yang
Translation from Japanese
Shoshichi Kobayashi
Masamichi Takesaki

Chair

4.2.19.

Chair

4.2.20.
Chair

4.2.21.
Chair
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4.3.1.

2006
2006
2005
2007
2006
2006

Committees of the Board of Trustees
Agenda and Budget

All members of this committee serve ex officio.
AMS staff contact: Ellen H. Heiser

Chair

4.3.2.

James G. Arthur
Robert ]. Daverman
John M. Franks
Donald E. McClure
Carol S. Wood

Audit

All members of this committee serve ex officio.
AMS staff contact: Connie Pass.

Chair

4.3.3.

John M. Franks
Donald E. McClure
jean E. Taylor
Carol S. Wood

Investment

Chair

1999
1999

4.3.4.

John M. Franks
Linda Keen
Donald E. McClure
Peter]. Weinberger

2006
2006
2007
2005
2007
2005

History of Mathematics
Joseph W. Dauben
Peter L. Duren
Karen H. Parshall
Michael!. Rosen

2007
2007
2007
2008

Representation Theory
George Lusztig
Dragan Milicic
Hiraku Nakajima
Henrik Schlichtkrull
Birgit Speh
David A. Vogan

2005
2005
2007
2006
2005
2005

ex officio
2007
ex officio
2006

Salary

All members of this committee serve ex officio.
AMS staff contact: Gary G. Brownell.

Chair

Conformal Geometry and Dynamics
Mario Bonk
Linda Keen
Gaven ]. Martin
Yair N. Minsky
Mary Rees
Lei Tan

Student Mathematics Library
Davide P. Cervone
Robin Forman
Brad G. Osgood

4.3.

University Lecture Series
Jerry L. Bona
Ranee Brylinski
Eric M. Friedlander
Adriano M. Garsia
Nigel Higson
Peter S. Landweber

AMS staff contact: Gary G. Brownell.

Standing Committees
4.2.18.

4.2.22.
Chair

4.4.
4.4.1.

John M. Franks
Donald E. McClure
Carol S. Wood

Committees of the Executive
Committee and Board of Trustees
Long Range Planning

All members of this committee serve ex officio.
AMS staff contact: Ellen H. Heiser.

Chair

4.4.2.

James G. Arthur
Walter Craig
Robert ]. Daverman
John H. Ewing
John M. Franks
Paul]. Sally, Jr.
Carol S. Wood

Nominating

All members of this committee serve ex officio.

2006
2007
2007

Chair

NOTICES OF THE AMS

Walter Craig
Annalisa Cranell
Jean E. Taylor
VOLUME

52, NUMBER 9

Officers and Committee Members
4.5.

4.6.

Internal Organization of the
American Mathematical Society

Standing Committees
4.6.1.

Standing Committees
4.5.1.

4.5.3.

Keith Dennis
Judith Grabiner
Judy Green

Chair

2006
2007
2005

Books and Journal Donations Steering
Committee
Roger Alperin
Ricardo Cortez

Committee on Committees
James G. Arthur
Steve Bleiler
Carlos Castilla-Chavez
Robert ]. Daverman
Eric M. Friedlander
Mark Goresky
Barbara Lee Keyfitz
Brenda Latka
David R. Morrison
John M. Neuberger
Mary C. Pugh
Michael Singer
Nolan Wallach

Chair
2006
2006
2007

4.6.2.

ex officio
2006
2006

Chair

ex officio
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006

4.6.3.

Chair

Library Committee
4.5.4.
Co-chair
Carol Hutchins
Ann Jensen
Robion C. Kirby
Silvio Levy
Karen H. Parshall
V. Frederick Rickey
Steve Rockey
C. Edward Sandifer
Co-chair
George B. Seligman
4.5.5.

2006
2007
2007
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007

Publications

Chair

OCTOBER

2005

4.6.4.
Chair

4.6.5.

Chair

AMS staff contact: Raquel E. Storti.

James G. Arthur
Robert ]. Daverman
Beverly E. ]. Diamond
Emmanuele DiBenedetto
John H. Ewing
Vaughan F. R. Jones
Linda Keen
Peter W-K Li
John E. McCarthy
Leonard L. Scott, Jr.
Alexandre Turull
Jonathan M. Wahl
Steven Weintraub

Meetings and Conferences

AMS staff contact: Diane Saxe

Archives

Chair

4.5.2.

Program and Meetings

ex officio
ex officio

4.6.6.
Chair

2006
2005

ex officio
2006
2005
2007
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006

James G. Arthur
Robert ]. Daverman
John H. Ewing
Joel Haas
Jonathan P. McCammond
Irena Peeva
Richard C. Randell
Gail D. L. Ratcliff
Gregory G. Smith
Jean E. Taylor
Catherine Yan
Paul Zorn

ex officio
ex officio
ex officio
2007
2007
2005
2005
2007
2006
2005
2007
2005

Program Committee for National Meetings
ex officio
Robert ]. Daverman
Richard M. Hain
2005
2006
John H. Hubbard
2005
Nicholas Katz
ex officio
Matthew Miller
2006
Hans G. Othmer
2007
Alice Silverberg
2006
Maciej Zworski
Short Course Subcommittee
Christian Constanda
Trachette Levan Jackson
Christopher King
Natalia Komarova
David I. Lieberman
Kenneth C. Millett
Francis Su
Central Section Program Committee
Harold P. Boas
Benson S. Farb
Susan ]. Friedlander
Susan Tolman
Roldolfo H. Torres

2005
2006
2006
2007
2006
2005
2007
2006
2005

ex officio
2006
2005

Eastern Section Program Committee
Rebecca A. Herb
2006
William P. Minicozzi II
2005
Jill Pipher
2006
Lesley M. Sibner
ex officio
Wolfgang Ziller
2005
Southeastern Section Program Committee
Earl R. Barnes
2006
Ellen E. Kirkman
2005
Michael P. Loss
2005
ex officio
Matthew Miller
DeWitt L. Sumners
2006

4.6.7.
Chair

Western Section Program Committee
2005
Svetlana Y. Jitornirskaya
ex officio
Michel L. Lapidus
2005
Martin G. Scharlemann
2006
Gunther Uhlmann
2006
Sergey Yuzvinsky

4.6.8.
Chair

Agenda for Business Meetings
Robert ]. Daverman

NOTICES OF THE AMS

ex officio
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Officers and Committee Members
4.6.9.

Chair

Arnold Ross Lecture Series Committee
Brian Conrad
Susan F. Parker
Victoria A. Powers
Glenn H. Stevens

4.7.5.
2007
2006
2005
2006
2006

4.6.1 0. Colloquium Lecture
David Kazhdan
J<'mos Kollar
Bernd Strumfels

Chair

2005
2006
2007

4.6.11. Gibbs ~ecturer for 2005 and 2006,
Comm1ttee to Select
Nancy J. Kopel!
David B. Mumford
George C. Papanicolaou

Chair

4.7.

2005
2005
2005

Standing Committees
4.7.1.

Chair

4.7.2.

Academic Freedom, Tenure, and
Employment Security
Duane Broline
Zeljko Cuckovic
William Hawkins
Rhonda ]. Hughes
Brooke E. Shipley
Sylvia M. Wiegand
Jay A. Wood

Chair

4.7.6.

Status of the Profession

Chair

2005
2007
2007
2006
2006
2007
2005

4.7.7.

Education

Chair

4.7.3.
Chair

4.7.4.
Chair
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ex officio
2006
2005
2005
ex officio
ex officio
2006
2005
2005
2006
2007
2005
2005
2007
2005
2006
2005

Fan Fund

Chair

4.7.8.

Human Rights of Mathematicians
Selman Akbulut
M. Salah Baouendi
William G. Faris
Paul M. Gauthier
MaryW. Gray
Lourdes Juan
Dino Lorenzini
Emma Previato
Edriss Saleh Titi

2006
2005
2007
2005
2007
2007
2006
2007
2005
2006
2005
2006

ex officio
2006
2005
ex officio
ex officio
2007
2006
2007
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2005
2005

Professional Ethics
Patricia E. Bauman
Bruce C. Berndt
Helen G. Grundman
Peter G. Hinman
Bernard Shiffman
Warren R. Wogen

2007
2005
2006
2006
2007
2006

Science Policy
ex officio
2007
ex officio
ex officio
ex officio
2005
2006
2007
2005
2005
2005
2006
2007
2005
2007
2006

James G. Arthur
Isabel Darcy
Robert ]. Daverman
David Eisenbud
John H. Ewing
Eric M. Friedlander
Mark Goresky
Leon M. Hall
Susan M. Hermiller
William E. Kirwan
William McCallum
Robert F. Olin
Fred S. Roberts
Alvany Rocha
Michael Singer
DeWitt L. Sumners

Young Scholars Awards
Terms expire on June 30.

Chair

4.8.
Min Chen
Song-Ying Li
Shou-Wu Zhang

James G. Arthur
James Cannon
Ruth Charney
Robert ]. Daverman
John H. Ewing
Carolyn Gordon
Anne Greenbaum
Jim E. Hoste
Brian Marcus
Helen Moore
Liar Pachter
Kimberly R. Pearson
Javier Rojo
Claude L. Schochet
Carol S. Wood

AMS staff contact: Samuel M. Rankin III.

AMS staff contact: Samuel M. Rankin III.

James G. Arthur
Arthur T. Benjamin
Sylvain Cappel!
John B. Conway
Robert ]. Daverman
John H. Ewing
Robert Greene
Roger E. Howe
Carole B. Lacampagne
William James Lewis ·
William McCallum
Robert F. Olin
Paul]. Sally, Jr.
Brad Shelton
Michael Starbird
Alejandro Uribe
Karen Vogtmann

Profession

AMS staff contact: James W. Maxwell.

Manuel P. Berriozabal
Jon T. Jacobsen
Amy Radunskaya
Paul Zeitz

2006
2008
2007
2007

Prizes and Awards

Standing Committees
4.8.1.

Chair

4.8.2.
Chair

NOTICES OF THE
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Award for Distinguished Public Service
Committee to Select the Winner of the '
William James Lewis
Carolyn R. Mahoney
Paul J. Sally, Jr.
William Yslas Velez
Margaret Wright

2007
2009
2009
2005
2007

The Stefan Bergman Trust Fund
F. Michael Christ
John D'Angelo
Charles Fefferman

2006
2005
2007

VOLUME

52,

NUMBER

9

Officers and Committee Members
4.8.3.

Special Committees

Centennial Fellowships
Terms expire on June 30.

Chair

4.8.4.

Conant Prize, Committee to Select the
Winner of the

4.8.6.

Chair

Georgia Benkart
Eric Friedlander
Craig L. Huneke

4.8.13.

Exemplary Program or Achievement by a
Mathematics Department, Committee to
Select the Winner of the Prize for
Sheldon Axler
2006
Joel V. Brawley, Jr.
2007
James H. Curry
2006
Karl W. Knight
2008
Donal B. O'Shea
2007

Chair

Joseph L. Doob Prize

Chair

Cole Prize (in Algebra), Committee to Select
the Winner of the

2007
2005
2006

Noam Elkies
Carl R. Riehm
M. Beth Ruskai

Chair

4.8.5.

4.8.12.
2007
2007
2006
2006
2006
2006
2007

William Duke
Phil Kutzko
Arlie Fetters
Mary Pugh
Daniel Ruberman
Tatiana Taro
Zhihong Jeff Xia

2007
2007
2007

Steven G. Krantz
Dale P. 0. Rolfsen
Bhama Srinivasan

Math in Moscow Progam-Travel Support

4.9.

Institutes and Symposia

Standing Committees
4.9.1.

Terms expire on June 30.

2007
2007
2006

Sergey Fomin
Vera Serganova
Mikhail Shubin

Chair

Chair

4.8.7.

Menger Prize, Committee to Select the
Winner of the

4.8.8.

E. H. Moore Research Article Prize,
Committee to Select the Winner of the
Lawrence Craig Evans
Grigorii A. Margulis
George C. Papanicolaou

4.8.9.
Chair

2006
2007
2006
2007

National Awards and Public Representation
ex officio
James G. Arthur
ex officio
Robert J. Daverman
ex officio
David Eisenbud
2006
Maria M. Klawe
2005
Philippe M. Tondeur

4.8.1 0.

Satter Prize, Committee to Select the Winner
of the
Karen E. Smith
2007
Chuu-Lian Terng
2007
2008

4.8.11.

Steele Prizes
Rodrigo Banuelos
Daniel S. Freed
John B. Garnett
Victor W. Guilleman
Craig L. Huneke
Tsit-Yuen Lam
Robert D. MacPherson
Linda P. Rothschild
David A. Vogan, Jr.

Chair

OCTOBER

2005

4.9.2.

Chair

2006
2006
2006

2007
2006
2006
2006
2005
2005
2005
2006
2007

Gail A. Carpenter
Jack D. Cowan
William H. Jaco
Arthur M. Jaffe
Barbara Lee Keyfitz
Robert Osserman
Warren Page
Jean E. Taylor
Alan Tucker

Terms expire on May 31.
Elwyn Berlekamp
Dmitry Fuchs
Gisele Goldstein
Tatiana Shubin

Liaison Committee with AAAS
2005
ex officio
2005
2006
ex officio
ex officio
2005
ex officio
ex officio
ex officio

Von Neumann Symposium Selection
Committee
Andrea L. Bertozzi
Robert L. Bryant
Robert Calderbank

2007
2007
2007

4.1 0. Joint Committees
4.1 0.1.

Chair

AMS-ASA-AWM-IMS-MAA-NCTM-SIAM
Committee on Women in the
Mathematical Sciences
Alicia Carriquiry (IMS)
Sandra Clarkson (ASA)
Judy Green (AWM)
Abbe H. Herzig (AMS)
Jennifer Hontz (MAA)
Snehalata V. Huzurbazar (ASA)
Janine E. Janosky (ASA)
Tammy Kolda (SIAM)
Lisa Mantini (MAA)
Vlada Limic (IMS)
Helen Moore (AWM)
Dianne O'Leary (SIAM)
C. Lanette Poteete-Yaung (MAA)
Mary C. Pugh (AMS)
Margaret F. Symington (AMS)
_ _ _(NCTM)

2007
2007
2006
2006
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2006
2005
2006
2005
2007
2007
2007

4.1 0.2. AMS-ASL-IMS-SIAM Committee on
Translations from Russian and Other Slavic
Languages
Chair

NOTICES OF THE AMS

James D. Stasheff (AMS)
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Officers and Committee Members
4.10.6.

AMS Subcommittee Members
Consultant

Consultant
Consultant

Consultant
Chair

V. I. Arnol'd
Luchezar Avramov
Igor Dolgachev
S. G. Gindikin
Askol'd Georgievic Khovanskii
Robert D. MacPherson
Grigorii A. Margulis
N. K. Nikol'skii
James D. Stasheff

Chair

4.10.7.

ASL Subcommittee Members

Chair

Marat Arslanov
Sergei N. Artemov
Oleg Belegradek
Elisabeth Bouscaren
Wilfried Buchholz
Steffen Lempp
Mariko Yasugi

Chair

IMS Subcommittee Members
Chair

4.1 0.3.

4.10.8.

M. I. Freidlin
B. Pittel
A.Rukhin
W. ]. Studden

Chair

AMS-IMS-SIAM Selection Committee on
Summer Research Conferences in the
Mathematical Sciences

AMS-MAA Committee on Mathematicians
with Disabilities
Yousef Alavi (MAA)
2006
Curtis Bennett (MAA)
2005
John D. Fulton (MAA)
2006
Michael Klass (AMS)
2005
Eileen L. Poiani (AMS)
2007
Jack R. Porter (AMS)
2007
AMS-MAA Committee on Teaching Assistants
and Part-time Instructors (TA/PTI)
Judith M. Arms (AMS)
2006
Judith Lee Baxter (AMS)
2005
Kevin E. Charlwood (MAA)
2006
Larry Chrystal (AMS)
2007
Robin ]. Gottlieb (AMS)
2006
Lisa A. Mantini (MAA)
2006
Dennis Pence (MAA)
2007
(MAA)
2007
AMS-MAA Joint Archives Committee
R. Keith Dennis (AMS)
Judith Grabiner (AMS)
Mary W. Gray (MAA)
Judy Green (AMS)
Karen H. Parshall (MAA)

2006
2007
2006
2005
2005
2007

(MAA)

Terms expire on June 30.

Chair

Luchezar Avramov (AMS)
Bjorn Birnir (SIAM)
Michael Fried (AMS)
Use Ipsen (SIAM)
Tasso Kaper (SIAM)
Ludmil Katzarkov (AMS)
Charles Kooperberg (IMS)
Steven Lalley (IMS)
Bruce Sagan (AMS)
Martin Scharlemann (AMS)
Brooke Shipley (AMS)
Christopher Sogge (AMS)

4.1 0.9.

2008
2006
2006
2006
2006
2007
2006
2005
2008
2009
2008
2008

4.1 0.4. AMS-IMS-SIAM Summer Research Conference
Advisory Panel
Terms expire on June 30.

James A. Carlson (AMS)
Sun-Yung Alice Chang (AMS)
Percy Alec Deift (SIAM)
Persi Diaconis (IMS)
Prem K. Gael (IMS)
Bart Ng (SIAM)

4.1 0.5. AMS-MAA Committee on Cooperation
All members of this committee serve ex officio.

James G. Arthur (AMS)
Carl C. Cowen (MAA)
Robert ]. Daverman (AMS)
David Eisenbud (AMS)
John H. Ewing (AMS)
Ronald L. Graham (MAA)
Martha ]. Siegel (MAA)
Tina H. Straley (MAA)

1080

2006
2005
2007
2005
2007
2006

AMS-MAA Joint Meetings Committee

All members of this committee serve ex officio.

Consultant
Chair

Robert ]. Daverman
John H. Ewing
Diane Saxe
Tina H. Straley
James ]. Tattersall

4.1 0.1 0. AMS-MAA Exhibits Advisory Subcommittee
Cheryl Adams
Becky Anderson
Angela Battle
James Chin
Robert]. Daverman
James Gandorf
Elizabeth Huber
Patricia Kearney
Elaine Pedreira-Sullivan
Penny Pina
Diane M. Saxe
Sandi Lynn Scherer
Jackie Smith
Chair
James ]. Tattersall
David Tranah
4.1 0.11. AMS-MAA Joint Program Committee for the San
Antonio Meeting January 12-15, 2006
Annalisa Crannell (MAA)
Ronald L. Graham {MAA)
Alice Silverberg (AMS)
Paul Zorn (AMS)
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VOLUME

52,

NUMBER

9

Officers and Committee Members
4.1 0.1 7. Annual Survey Data Committee

4.1 0.12. AMS-MAA-SIAM Joint Committee on
Employment Opportunities

AMS staff contact: James W. Maxwell.

AMS staff contact: James W. Maxwell.

Kevin E. Charlwood (AMS)
Annalisa Crannell (MAA)
Eli Donkar (MAA)
David A. Field (SlAM)
James W. Maxwell (AMS)
Michael Pearson (MAA)
Lee Seitelman (SlAM)
Katherine St. John (AMS)
Randall ]. Swift (MAA)
Emil]. Volcheck (AMS)

Chair

2006
2007
2006
2006
ex officio
ex officio
2006
2005
2007
2007

4.10.13. AMS-ASA-MAA-SIAM joint Policy Board for
Mathematics
ASA, MAA, and SIAM members'
December 31 of the year given.

terms

James G. Arthur (AMS)
Carl C. Cowen (MAA)
James Crowley (SlAM)
Robert ]. Daverman (AMS)
John H. Ewing (AMS)
Martin Golubitsky (SlAM)
James M. Hyman (SlAM)
Sallie Keller-McNulty (ASA)
Fritz J. Scheuren (ASA)
Martha Siegel (MAA)
William B. Smith (ASA)
Tina H. Straley (MAA)

Chair

Chair

2006
2006
2007
2006
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2006
2007
2007

2006
2007
2006
2005
2007
2006

2005
2005
2006
2005
2005
2007
2006
2005
ex officio
2006
2007
2007

Special Committee
4.1 0.18. AMS-Taiwanese Mathematical Society (TMS)
Joint Program Committee, December 14-18,
2005

expire

4.1 0.14. AMS-MAA-SIAM Frank and Brennie Morgan
Prize for Outstanding Research in
Mathematics by an Undergraduate Student
Kelly]. Black (SlAM)
James H. Curry (SlAM)
Herbert A. Medina (AMS)
Philippe M. Tondeur (MAA)
Judy L. Walker (AMS)
Paul Zorn (MAA)

Amy Cohen-Corwin (MAA)
Donald M. Davis (AMS)
Nicholas M. Ercolani (AMS)
]. Douglas Faires (MAA)
Naresh Jain (IMS)
Donald R. King (AMS)
Ellen E. Kirkman (AMS)
David ]. Lutzer (MAA)
James W. Maxwell (AMS)
Polly Phipps (ASA)
David E. Rohrlich (AMS)
Henry Schenck (AMS)

Sun-Yung Alice Chang
Robert Lazarsfeld
Horng-Tzer Yau

5.

Representatives

5.0.1.

American Association for the Advancement
of Science
Terms expire on February 21.

Section A
Section Q

Robert Osserman
Alan Tucker

5.0.2.

Canadian Mathematical Society

5.0.3.

Commission on Professionals in Science and
Technology
2004
Ellen E. Kirkman

5.0.4.

Committee on the American Mathematics
Competition (MAA)

Walter Craig

James W. Demmel
Tai-Ping Liu
Juan C. Meza
Tamar Schlick

Ravi Vakil

Conference Board of the Mathematical
Sciences

5.0.6.

Delbert Ray Fulkerson Prize Selection
Committee

5.0.7.

Joint Public Service Award Committee of the
AAS-AMS-APS
2006
James G. Arthur
2005
David Eisenbud

5.0.8.

MAA Committee on Undergraduate Program
in Mathematics (CUPM)
Ramesh A. Gangolli
2005
2005
Diane Herrmann

5.0.9.

U.S. National Committee on Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics

4.1 0.16. AMS-SIAM Committee to Select the Winner of
the Birkhoff Prize

Chair
OCTOBER 2005

Barbara Lee Keyfitz
Charles Peskin
Gunther Uhlmann

2006

5.0.5.

Michel Goemans

Terms expire on October 30.

2005

Term expires on June 30.

James G. Arthur

4.1 0.1 5. AMS-SIAM Committee
on Applied Mathematics

2006
2006

2006
2006
2006
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Term expires on October 31.

Jerrold E. Marsden
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AMS-IMS-SIAM Summer Research Conference Advisory
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AMS-MAA Committee on Cooperation . . . . . . . . . . . 4.10.5
AMS-MAA Committee on Mathematicians with Disabilities 4.10.6
AMS-MAA Committee on Teaching Assistants and
Part-time Instructors (TA/ PTI) . . .... . . ... . 4.10.7
AMS-MAA Exhibits Advisory Subcommittee .. . .. . . . 4.10.10
AMS-MAA Joint Archives Committee . . . .... .. .. . 4.10.8
AMS-MAA Joint Meetings Committee . .. ... . . . . . . 4.10.9
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4.10.11
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4.10.14
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4.10.12
AMS-SIAM Committee on Applied Mathematics .
4.10.15
AMS-SIAM Committee to Select the Winner of the Birkhoff
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4.10.16
AMS-Taiwanese Mathematical Society (TMS) Joint
Program Committee, December 14-18, 2005
4.10.18
Abstracts Editorial Committee . . ... ... ... . . . . . 4.2.1
Academic Freedom, Tenure, and Employment Security . 4.7.1
Agenda and Budget . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.3.1
Agenda for Business Meetings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.6.8
American Association for the Advancement of Science . 5.0.1
American Mathematics Competition, Committee on . . . 5.0.4
Annual Survey Data Committee . . . . . . . . . .
4.10.1 7
Applied Mathematics, AMS-SIAM Committee on . . . . . 4.10.15
Archives ... .. .... . . . . . . . . . ... . ... .
4.5.1
Arnold Ross Lecture Series Committee . . . . . . . . . .
4.6.9
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Human Rights of Mathematicians . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Institutes and Symposia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Internal Organization of the American Mathematical
Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Investment .

4.4
4.8.4
5.0.5
4.2.18
4.2.5
2
4.10.17
5.0.6
4.8.8
2.1
4.6.5
4.1.1
4.2
4.7.2
4.2.6
4.10.12
4.7.6
2.1
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4.7.3
4.6.11
4.2.7
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4.9
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4.10
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4.8.5
Journal of the AMS . . . . . . .. .... . .
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Liaison Committee with AAAS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.9.1
Library Committee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.5.4
Long Range Planning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.4.1
MAA Committee on Undergraduate Program in
Mathematics (CUPM) .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 5.0.8
Math in Moscow Pro gam- Travel Support .
4.8.6
Mathematical Reviews . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.2.9
Mathematical Surveys and Monographs .
4.2.10
Mathematics of Computation
4.2.11
Meetings and Conferences . . . . . . . . .
4.6.1
Members at Large .. .. . . . . . . ... .
2.0.3
Memoirs ... . .. . . . . . . .. ... . . .
4.2.15
Menger Prize, Committee to Select the Winner of the .
4.8.7
Monographs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.2.10
Morgan Prize Committee for Outstanding Research in
Mathematics iby an Undergraduate Student,
AMS-MAA-SIAM Committee on ... . .... . . .
4.10.14
National Awards and Public Representation.
4.8.9
National Meetings . . .
4.6.2
Nominating ... . . . . . . . . . .. .
4.4.2
Nominating Committee . .. . ... .
4.1.2
Nominating Committee of the ECBT
4.4.2
Notices Editorial Board .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .
4.2.12
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Officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Officers of the AMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.0.1
PSAM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.2.14
Prizes and Awards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.8
Proceedings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.2.13
Proceedings of Symposia in Applied Mathematics . . . . 4.2.14
Profession . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.7.5
Professional Ethics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.7.6
Professionals in Science and Technology, Commission on 5.0.3
Program Committees
Central ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 4.6.4
Eastern . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 4.6.5
National Meetings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.6.2
Southeastern .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 4.6.6
Western . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.6.7
Program and Meetings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4.6
Publications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.5.5
Representation Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.2 .20
Representatives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Representatives of Committees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.0.2
Russian and Other Slavic Languages, Translations from 4.10.2
Salary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.3.4
Satter Prize, Committee to Select the Winner of the . . . 4.8.10
Science Policy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.7.7
Short Course Subcommittee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.6.3
Southeastern Section Program Committee . . . . . . . . . 4.6.6
Staff Salaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.3.4
Status of the Profession . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 4.7
Steele Prizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.8.11
Student Mathematics library ... ... . . . . . . .. .. . 4.2.21
Summer Research Conferences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.10.3
TA/ PTI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . .. . . . . . 4.10.7
The Stefan Bergman Trust Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.8.2
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0.9
Transactions and Memoirs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.2.15
Translations:
Chinese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.2.16
Japanese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . 4.2.17
Russian and Other Slavic Languages . . . . . . . . 4.10.2
Trustees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
U.S. National Committee on Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0.9
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on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . 5.0.8
University Lecture Series . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.2.22
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The MATHEMATICAL SciENCES RESEARCH INSTITUTE
(MSRI), in Berkeley, seeks one or two Deputy
Directors to serve for two to three years beginning in
August 2006.
MSRI was founded in 1981 as an independent nonprofit corporation located on the campus of the
University of California at Berkeley. Its fundamental
purpose is to further research in the mathematical
sciences through major programs of a semester or a
year, through workshops, and through postdoctoral
training.
MSRI also engages in outreach to other sciences, to
the public, and to various efforts in education, and it is
active in encouraging diversity in the research
population. MSRI has about 1500 visitors to its
programs during the year, and has an average of about
20 postdocs and 60 more senior mathematicians in
residence at any time.
The Deputy Director works with the Director on all
phases of Institute activity, and helps to formulate
Institute policy. He or she has responsibility for
administration of present and future programs. This
includes recruiting and hiring postdocs and members,
assisting in interactions between program committees
and MSRI governance committees, and working with
program committees to facilitate smooth organization
of program activities. In addition, the Deputy Director
helps to arrange a number of special projects such as
workshops and corporate-affiliate activities. He or she
is on the Scientific Advisory Committee and Human
Resource Advisory Committee, and is an ex-officio
member of the Board of Trustees, and helps to
coordinate the work of the Board as well as the
Committee of Academic Sponsors (which currently
consists of about 80 Universities from the US and
abroad).
The Deputy Director should have a broad
understanding of mathematical culture, have an
established research record in mathematics, and have
substantial administrative expe1ience. Experience with
industrial and applied mathematics is highly desirable
for at least one of the positions to be filled.
Applications are welcome until December 15, 2005 .
For more information see our web page www.msri.org,
or contact:
Deputy Director Search Committee
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute
17 Gauss Way
Berkeley CA 94720-5070

OCTOBER

2005
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From the AMS Secretary

Statistics on Women
Mathematicians Compiled by
theAMS
At its August 1985 meeting the Council of the AMS
approved a motion to regularly assemble and report in the
Notices information on the relative numbers of nien versus
women in at least the following categories: membership in
the AMS, invited hour addresses at AMS meetings, speakers at Special Sessions at AMS meetings, percentage of
women speakers in AMS Special Sessions by gender of organizers, and members of editorial boards of AMS journals.
It was subsequently decided that this information would
be gathered by determining the sex of the individuals in
the above categories based on name identification if no other
means was available and that additional information on the
number of Ph.D.'s granted to women would also be collected
using the AMS-IMS-MAA Annual Survey. Since name identification was used, the information for some categories necessitated the use of three classifications:
Male: names that were obviously male
Female: names that were obviously female
Unknown: names that could not be identified as clearly
male or female (e.g., only initials given, non-gender-specific
names, etc.)
The following is the twentieth reporting of this information. Updated reports will appear annually in the
Notices.

Invited Hour Address Speakers
at AMS Meetings (1995-2004)

493
78
0
571

Male:
Female :
Unknown :
Total:

Speakers at Special Sessions
at AMS Meetings (2000-2004)

9,922
1,876
924
12,722

Male:
Female:
Unknown:
Total :

Special Sessions
with at Least One Woman Organizer

573
164
12
749

Male:
Female :
Unknown:
Total:

1995
Male:
175 90%
Female:
19 10%
Total:
194

1996
177 89%
21 11%
198

1,500
264
49
1,813

83%
15%
3%

Trustees and Council Members

2001

67%
18%
15%

1997
189 89%
24 11%
213

77%
22%
1%

Special Sessions
with No Women Organizers

2004 Members of the AMS
Residing in the U.S.

13,305
3,463
2,978
19,746

78%
15%
7%

Percentage of Women Speakers
in AMS Special Sessions
by Gender of Organizers (2004)

Male:
Female:
Unknown :
Total:

Male :
Female :
Unknown :
Total :

86%
14%
0%

Male:
Female :
Total :

37 76%
12 24%
49

2002
33
14
47

Members of AMS Editorial Committees
1998
1999
2000
2001
182 85% 198 86% 186 85% 190 85%
31 15%
32 14%
33 15%
34 15%
213
230
219
224

70%
30%

2003
36
12
48

2002
195 85%
35 15%
230

75%
25%

2004
29
12
41

2003
189 84%
35 16%
224

71%
29%

2004
180 84%
34 16%
214

Ph.D.'s Granted to U.S. Citizens

1995
Male:
Female :
Total:
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426 75%
141 25%
567

1996
377 76%
116 24%
493

1997
368 71%
148 29%
516

1998
423 72%
163 28%
586

1999
367 66%
187 34%
554

2000
379 71%
158 29%
537
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2001
343 69%
151 31%
494

2002
291 70%
127 30%
418

2003

2004

341 68%
158 32%
499
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Locus contains the electronic full text
for every SIAM journal article published
from the journal's inception through 1996.
Locus articles are available as fully
searchable PDFs; full metadata is
available for each article. Articles
published between 1980 and 1996 contain
reference links to Mathematical Reviews,
Zentra/blatt fur Mathematik, and to the cited
article via CrossRef (when available).
Reference links back through the 1952
content will be added in the future.
Get the complete SIAM online
journal archive. Order Locus today.

Electronic access to any single SJO is $65.
Electronic access to E-pack: all 13 SIAM journals from 1997 through today, is $160.
Electronic access to Locus, the online archive of full text for all SIAM journals for years 1952-1996, is $75.
Electronic access to Lo-pack: combination of E-pack and Locus, is $200.
This pricing applies to individual members residing anywhere in the world.

Pairing Locus with a subscription to SIAM Journals Online (articles 1997-present) provides immediate, uninterrupted
access to all SIAM journal content from the first SIAM article published in 1952 to today's publications, with current articles
going online as soon as they are available. That's over 50 years of the best in applied mathematics and computational
science! SIAM individual members can get a special combination price on SJO and Locus (Lo-pack) for $200 in 2006you save $35! E-pack only (electronic access to all SIAM journals since 1997) is available to individual members for $160
in 2006.
3600 University City Science Center, Philadelphia, PA 191 04-2688 USA
Phone:+ 1-215-382-9800 or 1-800-447-7426 (toll free in USA and Canada)
Fax: + 1-215-386-7999 · Email: membership@siom.org · Web: www.siom.org
SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL and APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Mathematics Calendar
The most comprehensive and up-to-date Mathematics Calendar
information is available one-MATH at
http://www.ams.org/m athcal/.

October 2005
'' 8 Baltic-NordicWorksho p:"Aigebra,Geometry,a nd Mathematical
Physics", Tallinn, Estonia.
Organizers: Departments of Mathematics of Tallinn University of
Technology and Lund Institute of Technology.
Topics: Non-associative systems, operads, Lie theory, quantum
groups.
Registration deadline: September 15, 2005.
Information: http://www. staff. ttu . eeragmf. Contact: Eugen
Paal and Sergei Silvestrov; email: eugen@edu. ttu. ee and sergei.
silvestrov@math.lth. se.
'' 1 0-November 11 Thematic Period on Algebraic Geometry and
Topological Strings, Instituto Superior Tecnico, Lisbon, Portugal.
Aim: This Thematic Period is mostly aimed at Ph.D. students and
post-doctoral researchers working in Algebraic Geometry, String
Theory and related areas. It will consist of 4 one week courses,
together with lectures on related subjects. The courses will be
given by Jim Bryan (British Columbia), Albrecht Klemm (Wisconsin),
Marcos Marino (CERN andiST) andRahulPandharipand e (Princeton).
Speakers: There will be lectures by ]. Baptista (Cambridge), R.
Cohen (Stanford), T. Graber (Berkeley), S. Gukov (Harvard), Y-P.
Lee (Utah), M. Mackaay (Algarve), D. Maulik (Princeton), A. Neitzke
(Harvard), A. Okounkov (Princeton) and L. Rastelli* (Princeton). *
to be confirmed
Information: Some limited funds are available to help support
the stay of pre-docs and post-docs during this period. For more
information see: http://www .math. ist. utl . ptr strings/ AGTS/.
'' 1 3-1 5 Applied Linear Algebra-in honor of Richard Varga, Palic,
Serbia and Montenegro.

This section contains announcements of meetings and conferences
of interest to some segment of the mathematical public, including ad
hoc, local, or regional meetings, and meetings and symposia devoted
to specialized topics, as well as announcements of regularly scheduled
meetings of national or international mathematical organizations. A
complete list of meetings of the Society can be found on the last page of
each issue.
An announcement will be published in the Notices if it contains a call
for papers and specifies the place, date, subject (when applicable), and
the speakers; a second announcement will be published only if there
are changes or necessary additional information. Once an announcement
has appeared, the event will be briefly noted in every third issue until
it has been held and a reference will be given in parentheses to the
month, year, and page of the issue in which the complete information
appeared. Asterisks (* ) mark those announcements containing new or
revised information.
In general, announcements of meetings and conferences held in North
America carry only the date, title of meeting, place of meeting, names of
speakers (or sometimes a general statement on the program), deadlines
for abstracts or contributed papers, and source of further information.
Meetings held outside the North American area may carry more detailed
information. In any case, if there is any application deadline with
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Aim: To review the important scientific milestones of Richard
Varga's numerous contributions in linear algebra, matrix theory,
numericallinear algebra, numerical analysis, analysis, aproximation
theory ... , but also to report and discuss recent progress through the
participation of international leaders in the field, who will gather
in his honor.
Deadlines and Fees: Online registration: September 20th, 2005.
Registration fees: Early registration (70 EUR): September 1st, ZOOS.
Late registration (100 EUR): September 20th, ZOOS. Timetable
September 25th, 2005. Paper submission: November 15th, 2005.
Workshop Topics: Stochastics & Statistics. Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science.
Organizer: Department of Mathematics and Informatics, Faculty
of Science, University of Novi Sad.
Plenary Speakers (tentative Iist): Volker Mehrmann, Lothar Reichel,
Andreas Frommer, Lilia Kolotilina, Daniel Szyld, Tomasz Szulc,
Rafael Bru, Lev A. Krukier, Zhong-Zhi Bai.
Information: http: //ala2005 .ns. ac. yu/. http: //perun. im.ns.
ac.yu/events/ala2005 .
'' 1 7-21 Autumn School on deformation Theory of Algebraic
Structures, Johannes Gutenberg-Universitat, Mainz, Germany.
Speakers: M. van den Bergh, V. Hinich, B. Keller.
Organizers: Manfred Lehn and Marc Nieper-Willkirchen.
Deadline: July 31st, 2005.
Information: http:// sokrates. mathematik. uni -mainz. de/math/
Aktuelles/Deformatio ns.

November 2005
'' 1 8-20 Homotopy Theory conference in honor of Joe Neisendorrespect to participation in the meeting, this fact should be noted.
All communications on meetings and conferences in the mathematical
sciences should be sent to the Editor of the Notices in care of the American
Mathematical Society in Providence or electronically to notices@ams . org
or mathcal@ams . or g.
In order to allow participants to arrange their travel plans, organizers of
meetings are urged to submit information for these listings early enough
to allow them to appear in more than one issue of the Notices prior to
the meeting in question. To achieve this, listings should be received in
Providence eight months prior to the scheduled date of the meeting.
The complete listing of the Mathematics Calendar will be published
only in the September issue of the Notices. The March, June/ July, and
December issues will include, along with new announcements, references
to any previously announced meetings and conferences occurring within
the twelve-month period following the month of those issues. New
information about meetings and conferences that will occur later than
the twelve-month period will be announced once in full and will not be
repeated until the date of the conference or meeting falls within the
twelve-month period.
The Mathematics Calendar, as well as Meetings and Conferences of
the AMS, is now available electronically through the AMS website on the
World Wide Web. To access the AMS website, use the URL: http : I /www.
ains. org/.
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fer's 60th birthday, Centre de recherches mathematiques, Universite de Montreal, Montreal, Canada.
Description: The conference will consist of 10-12 talks starting
on Friday afternoon and ending on Sunday at noon. Some of
the lectures will survey the current state of classical, unstable
homotopy theory problems like the Moore conjectures concerning
homotopy exponents or the Barratt conjecture. Some others will
be concerned with recent developments in the field, in particular,
relations to group theory as well as the study of configuration
spaces.
Organizer: Octav Cornea (Universite de Montreal).
Information: email: paradis@crm . umontreal. ca.

December 2005
'' 4-9 19th Large Installation System Administration Conference
(LISA '05), San Diego, California.
Description: The annual LISA conference is the meeting place of
choice for system and network administrators. System administrators of all specialties and levels of expertise meet at LISA to
exchange ideas, sharpen old skills, learn new techniques, debate
current issues, and meet colleagues and friends.
Information : http: I /www. usenix . org/lisa05/. Contact: Conference Department, conference@usenix. org; tel: 510-528-8649.
'' 1 7-19 International Symposium on Recent Advances in Mathematics & its Applications (ISRAMA 2005), Calcutta Mathematical
Society, AE-374, Sector-1, Salt Lake City, Calcutta, India.
Objectives: On the occasion of the ninety seventh foundation
anniversary of the Calcutta Mathematical Society. The aim of
the Symposium is to provide an ideal forum for participating
scientists from India and abroad to exchange ideas and for possible
scientific collaboration in the recent developments in different
areas of mathematics and their applications. It is hoped that this
meeting will help in fostering friendship among the scientists of
the participating countries. The program would include invited
lectures by eminent researchers as well as contributed papers.
Call for Papers: Authors are requested to submit two copies of the
abstracts of their papers not exceeding 500 words indicating the
motivation of the problem, its method of solution and important
results to the Secretary of the Society or to the Convenor of the
Symposium. All the abstracts of the papers are to be screened
for presentation in the Symposium. The authors who intend to
publish their papers in the Proceedings would forward full text
of the papers in triplicate, not later than three months after the
Symposium.
Topics : Algebra, Discrete Mathematics & Theoretical Computer Science, Analysis & Topology and their Applications, Geometry and its
Applications, Dynamical Systems, Chaos and Fractals, Continuum
Mechanics, Plasma Physics, Control Theory and Optimization Theory, Bio-mechanics, Applications of Mathematics to Environmental
Problems, History and Philosophy of Physical Science, Quantum
Information Theory, Relativity and its Applications,
Deadline: October 31, 2005 for receipt of Abstracts of papers.
Information: Prof. M. R. Adhikari, Secretary, Calcutta Mathematical
Society, AE-374, Sector-1, Salt Lake City, India; email: cms©cal2.
vsnl.net.in; cms_mra@yahoo.co.in.

April 2006
'' 20-22 Logic, Models and Computer Science: LMCS06, Dipartimento di Matematica e Informatica, Universita di Camerino,
Camerino, Italy.
Aim: The Logic, Models and Computer Science workshop LMCS06
aims at bringing together researchers interested in the interactions
between Mathematical Logic and several fields in Computer Science.
LMCS06 wishes also to honour the m emory of Sauro Tulip ani, who
so largely and brilliantly contributed to this research area. Then
the workshop will focus in particular on Sauro's main research
interests, computability and computational complexity, uncertainty
OCTOBER 2005

logic, but it will also deal with further topics concerned with its
main theme. The proceedings will be published after the workshop
in the ENTCS (Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science).
Authors of selected papers will be invited after the workshop to
submit for publication of a full version in a Special Issue of the
"Mathematical Structures in Computer Science"; those submissions
will then be subject to a separate reviewing procedure matching
the standards of the journal.
Important Dates: Deadline for Paper Submission: February 4, 2006.
Notification to Authors: March 15 , 2006. Final Version of Accepted
Papers due: April1, 2006.
Invited Speakers (Provisional List): Luca Aceto (Aalborg, Denmark/Reykjavik, Iceland), Riccardo Camerlo (Polytechnic Turin,
Italy), Andrea Capotorti/Marco Baioletti (Perugia, Italy), Rocco De
Nicola (Florence, Italy), Mariangiola Dezani (Turin, Italy), Wilfrid
Hodges (QMUL London, UK), Giuseppe Longo (ENS Paris, France),
Angus Macintyre (QMUL London, UK), Johann Makowski (TechnionIsrael Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel), Daniele Mundici
(Florence, Italy), Giovanni Sambin (Padua, Italy).
Information : http: I /www. unicam. i t/matinf /lmcs06; e-mail:
flavio.corradini@unicam . it; carlo.toffalori@unicam.it.

May 2006
'' 6-11 International Conference on Fourier and Complex Analysis:
Classical problems current view, Protaras, Cyprus.
Theme: The main theme of the conference is the actuality of
classical problems in Fourier and Complex Analysis today and
the stimulus they provide for the interaction between researchers
working in different branches of Analysis.
Speakers: M. Andersson (Goteborg), C. Berenstein (College Park), C.
Berg (Copenhagen), K. Kazarian (Madrid,), S. Konyagin (Moscow), A.
Olevskii (Tel-Aviv), A. Sebbar (Bordeaux), N. Tarkhanov (Potsdam),
V. Totik (Szeged), A. Tsikh (Krasnoyarsk). Further invited speakers
are expected.
Organizing committee: G. Alexopoulos, S. Koumandos, G. Kyriazis,
E. Samiou, A. Vidras.
Information : http : I /www. mas. ucy . ac. cy.
'' 1 5-1 7 SIAM Conference on Imaging Science, Radisson Hotel
Metrodome, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Description: Current developments in the technology of imaging
have led to an explosive growth in the interdisciplinary field
of imaging science. With the advent of new devices capable of
seeing objects and structures not previously imagined, the reach of
science and medicine has been extended in a multitude of different
ways. The impact of this technology has been to generate new
challenges associated with the problems of formation, acquisition,
compression, transmission, and analysis of images. By their very
nature, these challenges cut across the disciplines of physics,
engineering, mathematics, biology, medicine, and statistics. While
the primary purpose of this conference is to focus on mathematical
issues, the biomedical aspects of imaging will also play an important
role.
Information: http: I /www. siam. org/meetings/is06/.
* 16-20 5th Conference on Function Spaces at SlUE, Southern
Illinois University, Edwardsville, Illinois.
Topics: Function algebras, Banach algebras, spaces and algebras
of analytic functions, Lp spaces, geometry of Banach spaces,
isometries of function spaces, and related problems .
Information : http: I /www. siue. edu/MATH/ conference2006/.Contact: K. Jaros z at email: kjarosz©siue . edu.

'' 22-26 Low Eigenvalues of Laplace and Schrodinger Operators,
AIM Research Conference Center, Palo Alto, California.
Workshop topics : This workshop, sponsored by AIM and the NSF,
will to bring together people interested in eigenvalue problems
for Laplace and Schrodinger operators, for focused discussions
and intensive investigation of (1) sharp constants in the classical
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between the two lowest eigenvalues of Laplace and Schrodinger
operators.
Organizers: Mark Ashbaugh, Rafael Benguria, and Richard Laugesen.
Application deadline: February 15, 2006.
Information:
http: I I aimath. erg/ARCC/workshops/
loweigenvalues.html.
''25-27 Complex and Harmonic Analysis, an international conference, Thessaloniki, Greece.
Topics: Classical complex analysis, Geometric function theory,
Approximation theory in the complex plane, Potential theory,
Spaces of analytic functions and related operators, Harmonic
analysis, BMO functions.
Organizers: Division of Mathematical Analysis, Department of
Mathematics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki Greece.
Plenary speakers: A. Carbery, P. L. Duren, W. K. Hayman, N. Lohoue,
Ch. Pommerenke, St. Ruscheweyh.
Information: http: I /www. auth. gr I comhar /index!. htm.

.Mathemiticai .Sciences
Employment-Center
San Antonio, Texas, Joint Meetings
January 12-15, 2006
The Employment Center offers job interview
opportunities to employers and Ph.D. -level
mathematicians during the Joint Mathematics
Meetings.

Employer/Applicant
_:registratiop. deadlines:
October 26-for Employment Center
forms to appear in the Winter Lists of
Employers and Applicants
December 16-advance deadline, (however,
forms will not appear in Winter Lists) after
which only on-site registration is possible
Program information and registration
instructions for the Employment Center can
be found at http://www. ams.org/ emp-reg/.
For further information call the AMS
Membership and Programs Department at
800-321-4267, ext. 4113.
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* 30-:June 6 NAFSA 8-8th International Spring School on Nonlinear
ANalysis, Function Spaces and Applications, Czech University of
Agriculture, Prague, Czech Republic.
Invited lectures: Anthony Carbery (University of Edinburgh): Geometrical Inequalities of Brascamp-Lieb and Maximal Functions
(tentative title), Viktor Kolyada (University of Karlstad): On Embedding Theorems, Michael Rili.eka (University of Freiburg): Electrorheological Fluids and Function Spaces, Yoram Sagher (Florida
Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL): Talk # 1: A New Look at
Norm Inequalities for the Fourier Transform, Talk # 2: Byways
of the Hilbert Transform, Gord Sinnamon (University of Western
Ontario, London, ON): Monotonicity in Banach Function Spaces,
Hans-Jiirgen Schmeisser (Friedrich-Schiller University, ]ena): Recent
Developments in the Theory of Function Spaces with Dominating
Mixed Smoothness.
Organizer: Mathematical Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences
in Prague and Czech University of Agriculture in Prague.
Programme Committee: Bohumir Opic, Lubos Pick. ·
Deadline: For a reduced conference fee: January 31, 2006.
Contact: Lubos Pick, KMA MFF UK, Sokolovska 83, 186 75 Praha
8, Czech Republic; email: nafsa8@math . cas. cz; phone: +420 221
913 264; fax: +420 222 323 390.
Information:
http: I /www .karlin.mff. cuni. cz/nafsa/2006/
welcome . htm.

june 2006

* 9- 14 Eight International Conference on Geometry, Integrability
and Quantization, Sts. Constantine and Elena resort (near Varna),
Bulgaria.
Goal: This eighth edition of the conference aims like the previous
ones to bring together experts in the Classical and Modern Differential Geometry, Complex Analysis, Mathematical Physics and
related fields in order to assess recent developments in these areas
and to stimulate research in intermediate topics.
Organizers: lvailo M. Mladenov (Sofia) and Manuel de Leon (Madrid).
Contacts: Ivailo M. Mladenov, email: mladenov@obzor . bi o21 . bas.
bg; Manuel de Leon, em ail: mdel eon@imaff . cf ma c . cs ic. es.
Information: http: //www . bio21. bas . bg/conference/ .
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working with their modern incarnations. The book is suitable
for undergraduates, graduate students, and researchers
interested in algebra.

Algebra and Algebraic
Geometry
College Algebra
Henry Burchard Fine
From a review of the previous
edition:
This book contains more than would
seem possible from the title ... the
author demonstrates that he is taking
pains to bring scientific rigor into
accord with pedagogical considerations.
-translation of ]ahrbuch Database
review cited in Zbl. Reviews
At the beginning of the twentieth century, college algebra was
taught differently than it is nowadays. There are many topics
that are now part of calculus or analysis classes. Other topics
are covered only in abstract form in a modern algebra class on
field theory. Fine's College Algebra offers the reader a chance
to learn the origins of a variety of topics taught in today's
curriculum, while also learning valuable techniques that, in
some cases, are almost forgotten.
In the early 1900s, methods were often emphasized, rather
than abstract principles. In this book, Fine includes detailed
discussions of techniques of solving quadratic and cubic
equations, as well as some discussion of fourth-order
equations. There are also detailed treatments of partial
fractions, the method of undetermined coefficients, and
synthetic division.

Contents: Numbers: The natural numbers-counting, addition,
and multiplication; Subtraction and the negative; Division and
fractions; Irrational numbers; The imaginary and complex
numbers; Algebra: Preliminary considerations; The
fundamental operations; Simple equations in one unknown
letter; Systems of simultaneous simple equations; The division
transformation; Factors of rational integral expressions;
Highest common factor and lowest common multiple; Rational
fractions; Symmetric functions; The binomial theorem;
Evolution; Irrational functions. Radicals and fractional
exponents; Quadratic equations; A discussion of the quadratic
equation. Maxima and minima; Equations of high er degree
which can be solved by means of quadratics; Simultaneous
equations which can be solved by means of quadratics;
Inequalities; Indeterminate equations of the first degree; Ratio
and proportion. Variation; Arithmetical progression;
Geometrical progression; Harmonical progression; Method of
differences. Arithmetical progressions of higher orders.
Interpolation; Logarithms; Permutations and combinations;
The multinomial theorem; Probability; Mathematical induction;
Theory of equations; The general cubic and biquadratic
equations; Determinants and elimination; Convergence of
infinite series; Operations with infinite series; The binomial,
exponential, and logarithmic series; Recurring series; Infinite
products; Continued fractions; Properties of continuous
functions; Answers; Index.
AMS Chelsea Publishing
October 2005, 631 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-82 18-3863-6, LC
2005048172, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 12- 01 ,
40-01, All AMS members US$62, List US$69, Order code
CHEL/ 354.H

The book is ostensibly an algebra book; however, it covers
many topics that are found throughout today's curriculum:
· calculus and analysis: infinite series, partial fractions,
undetermined coefficients, properties of continuous
functions,
· number theory: continued fractions,
· probability: basic results in probability.
Though the book is structured as a textbook, modern
mathematicians will find it a delight to dip into. There are
many gems that have been overlooked by today's emphasis on
abstraction and generality. By revisiting familiar topics, such
as continued fractions or solutions of polynomial equations,
modern readers will enrich their knowledge of fundamental
areas of mathematics, while gaining concrete methods for

OCTOBER
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Differential Equations

Analysis
Proceedings of the
St. Petersburg
Mathematical
Society, Volume X
N. N. Uraltseva, St. Petersburg
State University, Russia, Editor

c CRM
R PROCEEDINGS &
M LECTURE NOTES

Group Theory and
Numerical Analysis

P. Winternitz, Universite de
Montreal, QC, Canada, D.
Gomez-Ullate, Universitat
Politecnica de Catalunya,
Barcelona, Spain, A. Iserles,
University of Cambridge, UK,
D. Levi, Universita degli Studi
Roma, Italy, P. J. Olver,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN, R. Quispel, La Trobe University,
Victoria, Australia, and P. Tempesta, Scuola
Internazionale Superiore di Studi Avanzati (SISSA),
Trieste, Italy, Editors
Group Theory and
Numerical Analysis
P.Wintern!lz

D.Comcz-U!Iate

A.l oer1cs
0.1.<\1
P.J.OI1-er
R.Qulsptl

~~:':~ta

This book contains articles on
analysis, theory of functions, partial
differential equations, representation
theory, and other areas of
mathematics. It also includes two historical papers: an article
about Professor G. I. Natanson and a note about the role of L.
V. Kantorovich in developing computational mathematics in
the Soviet Union.
The book is suitable for graduate students and researchers
interested in analysis and differential equations. It has many
articles of interest for a broad mathematical audience.

This item will also be of interest to those working in differential
equations and general and interdisciplinary areas.
Contents: S. A. Avdonin and M. I. Belishev, Dynamical inverse
problem for the Schrodinger equation (BC-method);
G. A. Leonov and M. S. Poltinnikova, On the Lyapunov
dimension of the attractor of the Chirikov dissipative
mapping; A. I. Nazarov, On solutions to the Dirichlet problem
for an equation with p-Laplacian in a spherical layer;
S. A. Nazarov and A. S. Slutskii, Asymptotic analysis of an
arbitrary spatial system of thin rods; N. I. Nessonov, KuboMartin-Schwinger states on the group GL (co) and admissible
representations of Gl(oo)X; S. Yu. Pilyugin, C1 -version of
Arnold's conjecture about limit sets of domains;
B. A. Samokish, H2-optimal quadrature formula with
Chebyshev weight of the second kind: Estimate for the
remainder term; 0. V. Sarafanov, Calculus of
pseudodifferential boundary value problems on manifolds
with smooth edges; 0. L. Vinogradov, V. V. Zhuk,
V. L Fainshmidt, and V. P. Khavin, Garal' d Isidorovich
Natanson; I. K. Daugavet, V. M. Ryabov, and B. A. Samokish,
Leonid Vital' evich Kantorovich and computational
mathematics.
American Mathematical Society Translations-Series 2,
Volume 214
September 2005, 257 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-8218-3861-X,
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: OOB55 , All AMS
members US$87, List US$109, Order code TRANS2/214

1090

The Workshop on Group Theory and Numerical Analysis
brought together scientists working in several different but
related areas. The unifying theme was the application of group
theory and geometrical methods to the solution of differential
and difference equations. The emphasis was on the
combination of analytical and numerical methods and also the
use of symbolic computation. This meeting was organized
under the auspices of the Centre de Recherches
Mathematiques, Universite de Montreal (Canada).
This volume has the character of a monograph and should

represent a useful reference book for scientists working in
this highly topical field.

This item will also be of interest to those working in algebra
and algebraic geometry.
Contents: A. M. Atoyan and j. Patera, Continuous extension
of the discrete cosine transform, and its applications to data
processing; D. Baldwin, W. Hereman, and j. Sayers, Symbolic
algorithms for the Painleve test, special solutions, and
recursion operators for nonlinear PDEs; C. M. Bender,
Continuum limit of lattice approximation schemes; H. Berland
and B. Owren, Algebraic structures on ordered rooted trees
and their significance to Lie group integrators; A. M. Bloch
and A. Iserles, Aspects of generalized double-bracket flows;
E. Celledoni, Eulerian and semi-Lagrangian schemes based on
commutator-free exponential integrators; E. S. Cheb-Terrab,
Second order linear ODEs: Two non-Liouvillian approaches;
P. A. Clarkson, On rational solutions of the fourth Painleve
equation and its Hamiltonian; C. Cyr-Gagnon, Comparison of
symmetry preserving difference schemes with standard
numerical methods; W. Hereman, j. A. Sanders, j. Sayers, and
j. P. Wang, Symbolic computation of polynomial conserved
densities, generalized symmetries, and recursion operators for
nonlinear differential-difference equations; A. Iserles, On the
numerical analysis of rapid oscillation; R. Kozlov, On
conservation properties of semidiscrete canonical Hamiltonian
equations; D. Levi and M. A. Rodriguez, Discrete Lie
symmetries for difference equations; D. Lewis, Trivializations,
factorizations, and geometric integration for pseudo-rigid
bodies; E. L. Mansfield and G. R. W. Quispel, Towards a
variational complex for the finite element method;
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J. Middleton and J. A. Tuszynski, Models of resonantly driven
motion of motor proteins in 2D potentials; J. Bonasia,
F. Lemaire, G. Reid, R. Scott, and L. Zhi, Determination of
approximate symmetries of differential equations; K. B. Wolf,
Discrete and finite fractional Fourier transform;
W. J. Zakrzewski, Some nanotube-like systems and their
discrete equations; A. Zhedanov, Explicit multipoint rational
interpolation Pade table for exponential and power functions.
CRM Proceedings & Lecture Notes, Volume 39
October 2005, approximately 320 pages, Softcover,
ISBN 0-8218-3565-3, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification:
34-06, 35-06; 20-06, 39- 06, All AMS members US$79, List
US$99, Order code CRMP/39

Geometry and
Billiards

Student Mathematical Library, Volume 30
October 2005 , 176 pages, Softcover, ISBN 0-8218-3919-5, 2000
Mathematics Subject Classification: 37-02, 51-02; 49-02,
70- 02, 78-02, All AMS members US$28, List US$35, Order
code STML/30

c

CRM

R MONOGRAPH
M SERIES

Serge Tabachnikov, Penn
State, University Park, PA
Mathematical billiards describe the
motion of a mass point in a domain
with elastic reflections off the
boundary or, equivalently, the
behavior of rays of light in a domain
with ideally reflecting boundary. From
the point of view of differential
geometry, the billiard flow is the geodesic flow on a manifold
with boundary. This book is devoted to billiards in their
relation with differential geometry, classical mechanics, and
geometrical optics.
Topics covered include variational principles of billiard
motion, symplectic geometry of rays of light and integral
geometry, existence and nonexistence of caustics, optical
properties of conics and quadrics and completely integrable
billiards, periodic billiard trajectories, polygonal billiards,
mechanisms of chaos in billiard dynamics, and the lesserknown subject of dual (or outer) billiards.
The book is b ased on an advanced undergraduate topics
course. Minimum prerequisites are the standard material
covered in the first two years of college mathematics (the
entire calculus sequence, linear algebra). However, readers
should show some mathematical maturity and rely on their
mathematical common sense.
A unique feature of the book is the coverage of many diverse
topics related to billiards, for example, evolutes and involutes
of plane curves, the four-vertex theorem, a mathematical
theory of rainbows, distribution of first digits in various
sequ ences, Morse theory, the Poincare recurrence theorem,
Hilbert's fourth problem, Poncelet porism, and many others.
There are approximately 100 illustrations.
The book is suitable for advanced undergraduates, graduate
students, ·and researchers interested in ergodic theory and
geometry.
This volume has been copublished with the Mathematics
Advanced Study Semesters program at Penn State.

2005

Contents: Motivation: Mechanics and optics; Billiard in the
circle and the square; Billiard ball map and integral geometry;
Billiards inside conics and quadrics; Existence and nonexistence of caustics; Periodic trajectories; Billiards in
polygons; Chaotic billiards; Dual billiards; Bibliography; Index.

Probability

Geometry and Topology

OCTOBER

This item will also be of interest to those working in differential
equations.

Information Theory a nd
S toch astlcs for Mu!Uscale
Nonlin ear System s

=a~~;!;,!~~
Marcu sJ. Grole

Information Theory
and Stochastics for
Multiscale Nonlinear
Systems
Andrew J. Majda and Rafail V.
Abramov, Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences, New
York University, NY, and
Marcus J. Grote, University of
Basel, Switzerland

This book introduces mathematicians to the fascinating
mathematical interplay between ideas from stochastics and
information theory and practical issues in studying complex
multiscale nonlinear systems. It emphasizes the serendipity
between modern applied mathematics and applications where
rigorous analysis, the development of qualitative and/ or
asymptotic models, and numerical modeling all interact to
explain complex phenomena.
After a brief introduction to the emerging issues in multiscale
modeling, the book has three main chapters. The first chapter
is an introduction to information theory with novel
applications to statistical mechanics, predictability, and
Jupiter's Red Spot for geophysical flows. The second chapter
discusses new mathematical issues regarding fluctuationdissipation theorems for complex nonlinear systems including
information flow, various approximations, and illustrates
applications to various mathematical models. The third
chapter discusses stochastic modeling of complex nonlinear
systems. After a general discussion, a new elementary model,
motivated by issu es in climate dynamics, is utilized to develop
a self-contained example of stochastic mode reduction.
Based on A. Majda's Aisenstadt lectures at the University of
Montreal, the book is appropriate for both pure and applied
mathematics gradu ate students, postdocs and faculty, as well
as interested researchers in other scientific disciplines. No
background in geophysical flows is required.
About the authors: Andrew Majda is a member of the
National Academy of Sciences and has received numerous
honors and awards, including the National Academy of Science
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Prize in Applied Mathematics, the John von Neumann Prize of
the Society of Industrial and Applied Mathematics, the Gibbs
Prize of the American Mathematical Society, and the Medal of
the College de France. In the past several years at the Courant
Institute, Majda and a multicdisciplinary faculty have created
the Center for Atmosphere Ocean Science to promote crossdisciplinary research with modern applied mathematics in
climate modeling and prediction. R. V. Abramov is a young
researcher; he received his PhD in 2002. M. ]. Grote received
his Ph.D. under joseph B. Keller at Stanford University in
1995.
This item will also be of interest to those working in
mathematical physics and applications.
Contents: Overview on multiscale modeling in complex
nonlinear systems; Information theory, predictability, Jupiter's
great red spot, and equilibrium statistical mechanics; The
fluctuation-dissipation theorem for complex nonlinear
systems; Mathematical strategies for stochastic mode
reduction in climate.
CRM Monograph Series, Volume 25
September 2005, 135 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 0-8218-3843-1,
LC 2005050718, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification:
60-X:X; 62-X:X, 76-XX, 82-X:X, 86-X:X, 94-X:X, All AMS members
US$31, List US$39, Order code CRMM/ 25

New AMS-Distributed
Publications

Algebra and Algebraic
Geometry
Algebra and Number

Theory

Algebra and Number
Theory

l'rocecdiugsofthc

Sih•er Jubilee Conference
llni,•ersil)' ofFJyderabail

Rajat Tandon, University of
Hyderabad, India, Editor

This volume contains refereed and
updated versions of papers presented
at the International Conference on
Algebra and Number Theory held on
the occasion of the silver jubilee of
the School of Mathematics and
Computer/Information Science at the
University of Hyderabad (India). There
are three survey articles on topics as disparate as the cyclicity
problem for division algebras, Ramanujan graphs and
supplementary zeroes of p-adic L functions of modular forms.
There are three articles that announce results and eighteen
original contributions.
.RnjatTandon '

The section on algebra centers on recent work on quadratic
forms and division algebras, though there are also papers on
modules of Witt vectors, the Hodge-Tate conjecture, CalabiYau manifolds, and moduli stacks of vector bundles.
The section on number theory centers on automorphic forms
and representations. However, here again, there are papers on
other themes pertaining to elliptic curves and transcendental
number theory.
This volume is suitable for young researchers, especially those
interested in recent developments in the theory of quadratic
and automorphic forms and representations.
This item will also be of interest to those working in number
theory.
A publication of Hindustan Book Agency; distributed worldwide except
in India by the AMS.

Contents: Part I- Algebra: ].-L. Colliot-Thelene, Fields of
cohomological dimension one versus C1-fields; F. Ischebeck
and V. Kokot, Modules of Witt vectors; B. Kahn, On
"horizontal" invariants attached to quadratic forms;
L. Cardorin, M.-A. Knus, and M. Rost, On the dimension and
other numerical invariants of invariants of algebras and vector
products; I. Panin, Purity for multipliers; W. Raskind, A
generalized Hodge-Tate conjecture for algebraic varieties with
totally degenerate reduction over p-adic fields; D. J. Saltman,
The cyclicity question; F. Neumann and U. Stuhler, Modulii
stacks of vector bundles and Frobenius morphisms;
R. Parimala and V. Suresh, On the length of a quadratic form;
L. H. Rowen, A. S. Sivatski, and J.-P. Tignol, Division algebras
over rational function fields in one variable; Part II - Number
Theory: V. K. Anandavardhanan, Distinguished nonarchimedian representations; P. Colmez, Zeros
supplementaires de fonctions Lp-adiques de formes
modulaires; T. Geisser, The cyclotomic trace map and values
of zeta functions; E. Ghate, Ordinary forms and their local
Galois representations; J. Hakim, Supercuspidal
representations and symmetric spaces; K. F. Lai and
C. L. Zhao, Overconvergent p-adic Siegel modular forms;
V. K. Murty, Splitting of abelian varieties: a new local global
problem; M. R. Murty, Ramanujan graphs and zeta functions;
C. S. Rajan, Recovering modular forms and representations
from tensor and symmetric powers; K. Paranjpe and
D. Ramakrishnan, Quotients of En by an+ 1 and Calabi-Yau
manifolds; K. Hiraga and H. Saito, On restriction of admissible
representations; J. Coates and R. Sujatha, Fine Selmer groups
for elliptic curves with complex multiplication;
M. Waldschmidt, Variations on the Six Exponential Theorem;
H. Shiga, Appendix: Periods on the Kummer surface; T. Kashio
and H. Yoshida, On the p-adic absolute CM-period symbol.
Hindustan Book Agency
June 2005,414 pages, Hardcover, ISBN 81-85931-57-7, 2000
Mathematics Subject Classification: 11Exx, 11Fxx, 11 Gxx, 1l]xx,
llRxx, 12Gxx, 14Gxx, 16Kxx, 22Exx, All AMS members
US$ 53, List US$66, Order code HIN/23

fJ'ImHINDliSTAN
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New AMS-Distributed Publications

Work that matters.

Probability

The CNA Corporation is a non-profit institution that operates on the principle of conducting impartial, accurate,
actionable research and analysis to inform the important
work ofpublic sector leaders.

Introduction to
Probability and
Measure
K. R. Parthasarathy, Indian

Statistical Institute, New Delhi,
India
According to a remark attributed to M.
Kac, probability theory is measure
theory with a soul. Furthermore,
measure theory has its own
ramifications in topics such as
function spaces, operator theory, generalized functions,
ergodic theory, group representations, quantum probability,
etc. On the other hand, recent explosive developments in the
applications of probability theory have imposed the need for a
good grasp of measure theory among a wide spectrum of
scholars ranging from economists to engineers and physicists
to psychologists. This book, with its choice of proofs, remarks,
examples, and exercises, has been prepared by taking both
these aesthetic and practical aspects into account. Courses
based on this book will help undergraduate and graduate
students in getting a firm grasp of the fundamentals in the
twin themes of probability and measure theory.
This is a revised version of the book published earlier in 1977.
A publication of Hindus tan Book Agency; distributed worldwide except
in India by the AMS.

Contents: Probability of Boolean algebras; Extension of
measures; Borel maps; Integration; Measures on product
spaces; Hilbert space and conditional expectation; Weak
convergence of probability measures; Invariant measures on
groups.

It's work that matters, and that reflects a commitment to
serve the public's interests and the common good.
We offer career opportunities for people with degrees in
engineering, mathematics, economics, physics, chemistry,
international relations, national security, history, and many
other scientific and professional fields of study.
Diverse views, objectivity, imaginative techniques,
process driven, results oriented - committed to the common good. Join us.

The

C NA Corporation
Research that works. for work that matters

www.cna.org

"Our work is more than a job,

it's a career of missionfocused investigation."

Hindustan Book Agency
May 2005, 354 pages, Softcover, ISBN 81-85931-55-0, 2000
Mathematics Subject Classification: 60-01, 28-01, 60Al0,
28C99, All AMS members US$29, List US$36, Order code
HIN/24
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Classified Advertisements
Positions available, items for sale, services available, and more

ALABAMA
AUBURN UNIVERSITY

Department of Mathematics & Statistics
Assistant Professor-Statistics
The Department of Mathematics and
Statistics, at Auburn University, Alabama,
invites applications for a nine-month
tenure-track Assistant Professor in Statistics to begin Fall Semester 2006. Duties include establishing an independent research
program in Statistics and teaching at the
undergraduate and graduate level. A Ph.D.
in Statistics or related area is required and
applicants should have a strong evidence
of teaching and research potential in Statistics. The candidate selected for this position, which begins August 16,2006, must
meet eligibility requirements to work in the
United States on date appointment is
scheduled to begin and must be able to
communicate in English.
Minorities and women are encouraged to
apply.
Applicants should send a vita, a letter of
application, and arrange for three letters
of recommendation to be sent to Dr.
Michael Smith, Chair, Statistics Search
Committee, Department of Mathematics
and Statistics, 221 Parker Hall, Auburn
University, Auburn, AL 36849-3510, U.S.

Website address: http: I jwww. stat.
auburn. edu. Fax#: 334-844-6555. Review
of applications will begin January 15, 2006,
and will continue until the position is filled.
Auburn University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
000088

CALIFORNIA
Harvey Mudd College
Department of Mathematics
Harvey Mudd College invites applications
for a tenure-track position in mathematics at the assistant or associate professor
level; all areas of pure and applied mathematics will be considered. Candidates
with strengths in mathematical biology
(including biostatistics and bioinformatics)
and/or industrial applications of mathematics are particularly encouraged to
apply. Excellence in teaching is essential,
as is evidence of a strong and ongoing research program. Candidates must be willing to supervise undergraduate research
and to work with others in departmental
and interdisciplinary programs such as

Suggested uses for classified advertising are positions available, books
or lecture notes for sale, books being sought, exchange or rental of houses,
and typing services.
The 2005 rate is $100 per inch or fraction thereof on a single column (oneinch minimum), calculated from top of headline. Any fractional text of 1/2
inch or more will be charged at the next inch rate. No discounts for multiple ads or the same ad in consecutive issues. For an additional $10 charge,
announcements can be placed anonymously. Correspondence will be
forwarded.
Advertisements in the "Positions Available" classified section will be set
with a minimum one-line headline, consisting of the institution name above
body copy, unless additional headline copy is specified by the advertiser.
Headlines will be centered in boldface at no extra charge. Ads will appear
in the language in which they are submitted.
There are no member discounts for classified ads. Dictation over the
telephone will not be accepted for classified ads.
Upcoming deadlines for classified advertising are as follows: November
2005 issue- August 26, 2005; December 2005 issue-September 28, 2005;
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the industrial projects-based Clinic program.
Harvey Mudd College is a highly selective undergraduate institution of science,
engineering and mathematics. A quarter of
our students are National Merit Scholars,
a fifth are high school valedictorians and
one year of high school calculus is required for admission. Each year there are
about 40 graduates in mathematics, mathematical biology and mathematics/computer science with roughly half going to
graduate school. The College enrolls about
700 students and is a member of the Claremont College consortium, which consists
of four other undergraduate colleges, the
Claremont Graduate University, and the
Keck Graduate Institute of Applied Life
Sciences, forming together an academic
community of about 5,000 students. There
is an active research community of over 40
mathematicians and statisticians in the
consortium.
Claremont is situated approximately 3 5
miles east of downtown Los Angeles, at the
foot of the San Gabriel mountains. The
community is known for its tree-lined
streets and village charm. It is an easy
drive from Claremont to cultural attractions of the greater Los Angeles area, as

January 2006 issue-October 28, 2005; February 2006 issue-November 29, 2005;
March 2006 issue-December 30, 2005; April2006 issue-January 31, 2006.
U.S. laws prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of color, age,
sex, race, religion, or national origin. "Positions Available" advertisements
from institutions outside the U.S. cannot be published unless they are
accompanied by a statement that the institution does not discriminate on
these grounds whether or not it is subject to U.S. laws. Details and specific wording may be found on page 13 73 (vol. 44).
Situations wanted advertisements from involuntarily unemployed mathematicians are accepted under certain conditions for free publication. Call
toll-free 800-321-4AMS (321-4267) in the U.S. and Canada or 401-455-4084
worldwide for further information.
Submission: Promotions Department, AMS, P.O. Box 6248, Providence,
Rhode Island 02940; or via fax: 401-331-3842; or send email to
cl assads@ams. o rg. AMS location for express delivery packages is
201 Charles Street, Providence, Rhode Island 20904. Advertisers will be
billed upon publication.
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well as the ocean, mountains and deserts
of Southern California.
Applicants should send a curriculum
vitae, a synopsis of their current research
program, a teaching portfolio including a
description of their teaching philosophy
and experience, and a graduate transcript,
and arrange to have three letters of recommendation sent to:
Professor Andrew ]. Bernoff
Search Committee Chair
Department of Mathematics
Harvey Mudd College
Claremont, CA 91711-5990
Further information about the college and
department may be found at http: I I
www. math. hmc. edu/. Preference will be
given to applications completed by December 2, 2005.
Harvey Mudd College is an Equal Opportunity Employer and is committed to
the development of a diverse faculty and
workplace.

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Department of Mathematics

ILLINOIS
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematics
2033 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208-2730
Boas Assistant Professor

Mills College invites applications for a fulltime, tenure-track position as an Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor of Mathematics starting Fall2006. Required: Ph.D.
in mathematics and a broad background
in mathematics. Applicants must submit
evidence of superior teaching and research
abilities. Teaching load: equivalent of five
courses per year. Applicants at the Associate and Full Professor level must have extensive teaching experience and demonstrate truly exceptional teaching ability.
Duties: teach a variety of courses in mathematics; contribute to an environment that
excites women about mathematics and
prepares them for careers that use mathematics; help build a strong program in
mathematics that is attractive to students
with diverse backgrounds and interests.
Located in the San Francisco Bay Area,
Mills College is a selective liberal arts college for women with co-educational graduate programs (see http: I /www. mi 11 s.
edu). Mills offers 39 undergraduate majors
and 23 graduate degree and certificate
programs, including a master's program in
interdisciplinary computer science, and a
B.A./M.A. program in mathematics. The
faculty/student ratio is 1:10.
Please send a vita, at least three letters
of recommendation, and statements of
teaching philosophy and research agenda
to: Chair of the Mathematics Search Committee, Mills College, 5000 MacArthur
Blvd., Oakland, CA 94613 (email address:
mathsearch@mi 11 s. edu). The deadline for
receiving this material is December 1,
2005. Persons of color and those committed to working in a multicultural environment are encouraged to apply. AA/EOE.

The Department of Mathematics at the
University of San Francisco invites applications for a tenure-track position at the
assistant professor level, to begin in fall
2006. Candidates from all fields of mathematics are encouraged to apply. The successful candidate should have university
teaching experience and an earned doctorate in mathematics by fall 2006. She/he
will teach throughout the undergraduate
mathematics curriculum, from courses for
majors to service courses for non-science
majors. The position requires a passionate commitment to excellence in teaching
within a culturally diverse environment, as
well as a strong potential for research and
scholarship.
Candidates should submit a letter of application, curriculum vitae, statement of
teaching philosophy and research plans,
copies/scans of complete teaching evaluations and recent syllabi, graduate transcripts, and three letters of recommendation. All of the above elements are required
to complete your application.
As many as possible of these elements
should be submitted electronically to:
email:mathjob@math.usfca.edu.
The Subject Line of your e-mail(s) should
begin with your full name: e.g.
Subject: Mary L. McEnroe-Teaching
Evaluations
Any remaining elements that cannot be
submitted electronically should be mailed
to:
Mathematics Search Committee
c/o Tristan Needham, Chair
Department of Mathematics
University of San Francisco
2130 Fulton St.
San Francisco, CA 94117-1080
In order to insure full consideration, completed applications must be received (not
postmarked) by December 16, 2005. We invite candidates to find out about our department at http: I /artsci . usfca. edu/
math.
The University of San Francisco is a Jesuit Catholic university founded in 1855
to educate leaders who will fashion a more
humane and just world. Candidates should
demonstrate a commitment to work in a
culturally diverse environment and to contribute to the mission of the University.
USF is an Equal Opportunity Employer
dedicated to affirmative action and to excellence through diversity. The University
provides reasonable accommodations to
qualified applicants with disabilities upon
request.

Applications are invited for an anticipated
tenure-track position starting September
2006. Priority will be given to exceptionally promising research mathematicians.
We invite applications from qualified mathematicians in all fields.
Application material should be sent to
Personnel Committee, at the department
address and include: (1) the American
Mathematical Society's Application Cover
Sheet for Academic Employment, (2) a curriculum vitae, and (3) at least four letters
of recommendation including one which
discusses in some detail the candidate's
teaching qualifications. Applications may
also be made electronically at MathJobs.org: www.mathjobs.org. Inquiries may
be sent via e-mail to: email: hiring@
math.northwestern.edu.
Applications are welcome at any time,
but the review process starts in November
2005 . Northwestern University is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer
committed to fostering a diverse faculty;
women and minority candidates are especially encouraged to apply.
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MILLS COLLEGE
Assistant, Associate, or
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Applications are solicited for up to three
Ralph Boas assistant professorships of
three years each starting September 2006.
These are non-tenure-track positions with
a teaching load of four quarter courses
per year. We invite applications from qualified mathematicians in all fields .
Applications should be made electronically at Math Jobs. org: www. mathjobs.
org and should include (1) the American
Mathematical Society Cover Sheet for Academic Employment, (2) a curriculum vitae,
(3) a research statement, and (4) three letters of recommendation, one of which discusses the candidate's teaching qualifications. Inquiries may be sent to: email:
boas@math.northwestern.edu.
Applications are welcomed at any time,
but the review process starts December 1,
2004. Northwestern University is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer committed to fostering a diverse
faculty. Women and minority candidates
are especially encouraged to apply.
000072

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematics
2033 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208-2730
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NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematics
2033 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208-2730
Lecturer

Applications are invited for a new fulltime non-tenure-track Lectureship in Mathematics beginning in September 2006 for
an initial term of two years. The primary
responsibilities will be concentrated in the
calculus program, including teaching six
courses over the three quarters of the regular academic year, advising and placement, and coordinating some multi-section
courses; other duties may be assigned by
the Chair. Candidates must have a Ph.D. in
mathematics and a demonstrated record
of excellent teaching.
Applications should be made electronically at Math Jobs. o rg (www. mathjobs. o rg) and should include (1) the
American Mathematics Society's Application Cover Sheet for Academic Employment, (2) a curriculum vitae, (3) a teaching
portfolio, and (4) at least three letters of
recommendation, all of which address the
candidate's teaching qualifications. Inquiries may be sent to lecture r@math.
northwestern.edu.
While applications are welcome at any
time, the review process will begin on November 15,2005. Women and members of
underrepresented minority groups are
urged to apply. AA/ EOE
00 0 074

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Department of Mathematics

The University of Chicago Department of
Mathematics invites applications for the
following positions:
1. L.E. Dickson Instructor: This is open
to mathematicians who have recently completed or will soon complete a doctorate
in mathematics or a closely related field,
and whose work shows remarkable
promise in mathematical research and
teaching. The appointment typically is for
two years, with the possibility of renewal
for a third year. The teaching obligation is
up to four one-quarter courses per year.
For applicants who are U.S. citizens or permanent residents, there is the possibility
of reduced teaching and resources for
summer support and travel from the department's VIGRE grant.
2. Assistant Professor: This is open to
mathematicians who are further along in
their careers, typically two or three years
past the doctorate. These positions are intended for mathematicians whose work
has been of outstandingly high caliber.
Appointees are expected to have the potential to become leading figures in their
fields. The appointment is generally for
three years, with a teaching obligation of
three one-quarter courses per year.
Applicants will be considered for any
of the positions above which seem appropriate. Complete applications consist
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of (a) a cover letter, (b) a curriculum vitae,
(c) three or more letters of reference, at
least one of which addresses teaching ability, and (d) a description of previous research and plans for future mathematical
research. Applicants are strongly encouraged to include information related to
their teaching experience, such as a teaching statement or evaluations from courses
previously taught, as well as an AMS cover
sheet. If you have applied for an NSF Mathematical Sciences Postdoctoral Fellowship,
please include that information in your
application, and let us know how you plan
to use it if awarded. Applications should
be sent to:
Appointments Secretary
Department of Mathematics
University of Chicago
5734 S. University Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
Applications may also be submitted online
through http:llwww.mathjobs.org. We
will begin screening applications on December 2, 2005. Screening will continue
until all available positions are filled. The
University of Chicago is an Equal OpportunityI Affirmative Action Employer.
0000 6 0

INDIANA
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Department of Mathematics
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Howard J. Kenna Chair in Mathematics

The successful candidate for this senior
chair will be an internationally recognized
mathematician in a central discipline of
pure or applied mathematics . The department is particularly interested in candidates whose research activities are related to those of current faculty, but all
applications are welcome. For an overview
of the department, see http: I lwww.
math. nd. edul.
Applications should include a letter of
interest, curriculum vitae, and the names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of three
references. Applications and nominations
should be sent to: Professor William Dwyer,
Department of Mathematics, University of
Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556. Notre
Dame is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Women and minorities are urged to apply.
The review of candidates will begin immediately and continue until the position
is filled. The desired starting date for the
position is August 22, 2006.

including algebraic geometry and number
theory. The starting date for the position
is August 22, 2006. Candidates at any rank
will be considered. The teaching load is one
course one semester and two courses the
other semester. The salary is competitive.
Applications, including a curriculum vitae,
a letter of application, and a completed
AMS standard cover sheet, should be sent
to: William G. Dwyer, Chair, at the above
address. Applicants should also arrange
for at least three letters of recommendation to be sent to the chair. These letters
should address the applicant's research accomplishments and supply evidence that
the applicant has the ability to communicate articulately and teach effectively.
Notre Dame is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities are urged
to apply. The evaluation of candidates will
begin December 1, 2005. Information
about the department is available at
http:llwww.math.nd.edul.
0000 6 6

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Department of Mathematics
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Regular Position in Numerical Analysis

The Department of Mathematics of the
University of Notre Dame invites applications from an applied mathematician with
a special interest in numerical analysis.
The starting date for the position is August
22, 2006. Candidates at any rank will be
considered. The teaching load is one
course one semester and two courses the
other semester. The salary is competitive.
Applications, including a curriculum vitae,
a letter of application, and a completed
AMS standard cover sheet, should be sent
to: William G. Dwyer, Chair, at the above
address. Applicants should also arrange
for at least three letters of recommendation to be sent to the chair. These letters
should address the applicant's research accomplishments and supply evidence that
the applicant has the ability to communicate articulately and teach effectively.
Notre Dame is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities are urged
to apply. The evaluation of candidates will
begin December 1, 2005. Information
about the department is available at
http:llwww.math.nd.edul.
00006 7

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Department of Mathematics
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Special Professional Faculty Position

0000 6 8

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
Department of Mathematics
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Regular Position in Algebra

The Department of Mathematics of the
University of Notre Dame invites applications for a position in the area of algebra,
NOTICES OF THE
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The Department of Mathematics of the
University of Notre Dame invites applications for a Special Professional Faculty position. Candidates should have a doctorate in Mathematics or Mathematics
Education, a passion for undergraduate
teaching, and a record of excellence in the
classroom. The starting date for these positions is August 22, 2006. Candidates at
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any rank will be considered. The teaching
load can vary between two and three
courses a semester, depending on class
size and other duties. These are not tenuretrack positions, but they provide all usual
faculty benefits, and have the possibility
of being renewed indefinitely. The salary
is competitive. Applications, including a
curriculum vitae, a letter of application,
and a completed AMS standard cover
sheet, should be sent to: William G. Dwyer,
Chair, at the above address. Applicants
should arrange for at least three letters of
recommendation to be sent to the chair.
These letters should document the applicant's ability as a creative and effective
teacher of undergraduate mathematics.
Notre Dame is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and minorities are urged
to apply. The evaluation of candidates will
begin December 1, 2005. Information
about the department is available at
http://www .math.nd.edu/.
000069

MARYLAND
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematics, Director of
Undergraduate Studies

Subject to availability of resources and
administrative approval, the Department
of Mathematics solicits applications for a
Director of Undergraduate Studies for the
2006-2007 academic year.
Candidates for the position of Director
of Undergraduate Studies should demonstrate excellence in teaching and organizational abilities. Responsibilities include
the training and supervision of teaching assistants, maintenance and development
of the undergraduate curriculum, and coordination of registration issues. The
teaching load is three courses per academic year.
To submit your applications go to
http://www.mathjobs.org/jobs/jhu.Applicants are strongly advised to submit
their other materials electronically at this
site.
If you do not have computer access, you
may mail your application to: Appointments Committee, Department of Mathematics, Johns Hopkins University, 404
Krieger Hall, Baltimore, MD 21218, and
should include a vita, at least four letters
of recommendation of which one concerns
teaching, and a teaching statement. Write
to email: math@math. j hu. edu for questions concerning these positions. Applications received by January 15, 2006 will
be given priority. The Johns Hopkins University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Minorities and women
candidates are encouraged to apply.
For more information about the position
or institution/company: http: I jwww.
mathematics.jhu.edu/mathnew/ jobs.
html.
000070

OCTOBER

2005

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematics
J.J. Sylvester Assistant Professor

Subject to availability of resources and administrative approval, the Department of
Mathematics solicits applications for one
non-tenure:track ].]. Sylvester Assistant
Professor for the 2006-2007 academic year.
The ].]. Sylvester Assistant Professorship is a three-year position offered to recent Ph.D.'s with outstanding research potential. Candidates in all areas of pure
mathematics, including analysis, mathematical physics, geometric analysis, complex and algebraic geometry, number theory, and topology are encouraged to apply.
The teaching load is three courses per academic year.
To submit your applications go to
http://www .mathjobs .org/jobs/j hu.Applicants are strongly advised to submit
their other materials electronically at this
site.
If you do not have computer access, you
may mail your application to: Appointments Committee, Department of Mathematics, Johns Hopkins University, 404
Krieger Hall, Baltimore, MD 21218, and
should include a vita, at least four letters
of recommendation of which one concerns
teaching, and a description of current and
planned research. Write to email:
math@math. j hu. edu for questions concerning these positions. Applications received by November 1, 2005 will be given
priority. The Johns Hopkins University is
an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity
Employer. Minorities and women candidates are encouraged to apply.
For more information about the position or institution/company: http: I jwww .
mathematics.jhu.edu /mathnew/jobs .
html.
000071

MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
East Lansing, Ml48824
proMSc Program in
Industrial Mathematics

Direct your students toward one of the
professional M.Sc. programs. Industry
needs business-savvy mathematicians. See
http: //www.sciencemasters.com/.
000019

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics, pending
budgetary approval, expects to have two
tenure-track positions available, beginning
in the fall of 2006. It is expected that the
successful candidates will be appointed
at the rank of assistant professor, but truly
outstanding applicants for appointment at
a higher rank will be considered. Excellence is essential in both research and
NOTICES OF THE

AMS

teaching, and it is expected that the successful candidates will have at least two
years of experience beyond the Ph.D. While
outstanding applications from all mathematical research areas may be considered,
one position is designated to someone
with significant research accomplishments
in mathematical biology and one position
is designated for an outstanding candidate in algebra including algebraic geometry, combinatorics, group theory, number
theory, and representation theory.
Application information: Applicants
should send a vita and a brief statement
of research interests and arrange for at
least four letters of recommendation, one
of which must specifically address their
ability to teach, to be sent to the department. Interested applicants should go to
the website: http://www.mth.msu.
edu/Hi ring in order to complete an online
job application and to find a description
of other required application materials.
Application materials can be addressed
to: Hiring Committee, Department of
Mathematics, Michigan State University,
East Lansing, MI 48824-1027. Completed
applications (including letters of recommendation) received by November 15 ,
2005, are assured of consideration, but
applications will be considered until the
position is filled.
MSU is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution. Women and minorities are strongly encouraged to apply.
Handicapped applicants have the right to
request and receive reasonable accommodation.
000075

MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL
UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Department Chair Position
1400 Townsend Drive
Houghton, Ml49931-1295

The Department of Mathematical Sciences
invites applications for the position of Department Chair. The appointment will be
at the senior level and will be effective
July 1, 2006. Applicants should possess a
Ph.D. in the Mathematical Sciences and
have a strong record of teaching and research and external funding. Special consideration will be given to candidates with
administrative experience and whose research interests are compatible with the existing departmental research strengths.
Michigan Technological University, located in the scenic Upper Peninsula of
Michigan, is a state university with strong
research programs in engineering and the
sciences. The department has 29 tenuretrack positions, 6 lecturer positions, and
has research strength in applied mathematics, discrete mathematics, and statistics. More than 30% of the faculty receive
external grant support from federal and
state agencies. The department offers B.S.,
M.S., and Ph.D. degrees and has about 80
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undergraduate majors and 35 graduate
students.
Applications should include a letter of
interest, a current vita and four letters of
reference. Formal review of applications
will begin on December 1, 2005 and continue until the position is filled. Additional
information can be obtained at
http: I /www. math. mtu. edu. Applications
should be sent to:
Math Chair Search Committee
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Michigan Technological University
1400 Townsend Drive
Houghton, MI 49931-1295
Michigan Technological University is an
Equal Opportunity Educational Institution/Equal Opportunity Employer/Affirmative Action Employer.
0000 7 8

NEW YORK
CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics at Cornell
University invites applications for one or
more tenure-track or tenured positions.
Our highest priority is differential geometry/geometric analysis. For further information and application instructions,
see http://www.math.cornell .edu/
Posi ti ons/facposi ti ons. html. Start date
July 1, 2006. Application deadline November 1, 2005. Early applications will be
regarded favorably. Cornell University is
an Affirmative Action/ Equal Opportunity
Employer.
00007 9

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics invites
applications for academic-year or one-semester visiting teaching positions (any
rank) beginning August 16, 2006. For information about our positions and application instructions, see: http: I /www.
math.cornell.edu/Positions/
facposi ti ons. html. Applicants will be automatically considered for all eligible positions. Deadline December 1, 2005. Early
applications will be regarded favorably.
Cornell University is an Affirmative Action/ Equal Opportunity Employer.
000080

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Department of Mathematics

The Cornell University Department of
Mathematics invites applications for our
Teaching Program Visiting Faculty Positions beginning August 16, 2006. Two or
more half-time visiting positions (any rank)
for mathematics professors on sabbatical/other leaves from colleges, universities,
and engineering schools. Candidates with
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substantial experience teaching undergraduate mathematics, and with teaching
and research interests compatible with
current faculty, are sought. Successful candidates are expected to pursue a program
of study and/ or research at Cornell. For information about these positions and application instructions, see: http: I /www.
math.cornell.edu/Positions/vp.html.
Deadline December 1, 2005. Cornell University is an Affirmative Action/ Equal Opportunity Employer.
000081

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

Buffalo, NY 14260-2900
The deadline for applications is November 7, 2005. Late applications will be
considered until the positions are filled. No
electronic applications will be accepted.
The University at Buffalo is an Equal Opportunity Employer/ Recruiter. We are interested in identifying prospective minority and women candidates. No person,
in whatever relationship with the University at Buffalo, shall be subject to discrimination on the basis of age, color,
creed, handicap, marital status, national
origin, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation or veteran status.
000096

Department of Mathematics

The Mathematics Department of Fordham
University invites applications for a nontenure track Assistant Professor for a two
year term renewable once. Salary competitive. Candidates will be expected to engage
in an active program of research and, during the initial two years, will teach five semester courses per year. We seek candidates interested in collaboration with
existing faculty and candidates with specialties in applied mathematics, especially
those who have collaborated with researchers in other disciplines. For fullest
consideration, the application should be
complete by November 30th. Applicants
should send a cover letter, a curriculum
vitae, a summary of research and teaching,
and four letters of recommendation, at
least one of which should address teaching experience to:
Hiring Committee
Mathematics Department
Fordham University
441 E. Fordham Rd.
Bronx, NY 10458
Fordham is an independent Catholic university in the Jesuit tradition that welcomes applications from men and women
of all backgrounds. Fordham is an EEO/AA.
000077

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO
SUNY

Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics anticipates the appointment of several tenuretrack assistant professors, effective August, 2006. Salary will be competitive. We
seek candidates from all fields, particularly
Algebra, Applied Mathematics, and Geometry/Topology. Applicants should have excellent research accomplishments and potential, a Ph.D. in the mathematical
sciences and a strong commitment to
teaching.
A complete application consists of a curriculum vitae, a statement of research interests and four letters of recommendation. These materials should be sent to:
Search Committee
Department of Mathematics
University at Buffalo, SUNY
Mathematics Building 244
NOTICES OF THE
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NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

Department of Mathematics

Applications are invited for at least one
tenure-track assistant professorship beginning Fall 2006. We are seeking an exceptionally well qualified individual with
research interests compatible with those
in the department. All areas of pure and
applied mathematics will be considered.
Candidates must have a Ph.D. in the mathematical sciences, an outstanding research
program, a commitment to effective teaching at the undergraduate and graduate
levels and demonstrated potential for excellence in both research and teaching.
She or he will likely have had successful
post-doctoral experience. The Department
of Mathematics has strong research programs in both pure and applied mathematics. Many members of the department
participate in interdisciplinary programs
and research groups on campus and in
the broader Research Triangle community. More information about the department can be found at http: I /www. math.
ncsu. edu.
Applicants should send a vita, research
plan and three letters of recommendation
to Mathematics Search Committee, Department of Mathematics, NC State University, Box 8205, Raleigh, NC 27695-8205.
NC State University is an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer. In
addition, NC State welcomes all persons
without regard to sexual orientation. ADA
Accommodations: Dr. Aloysius Helminck,
1oek@math. ncsu. edu, (919) 515-2382. Applications that are complete by December
1, 2005, will receive full consideration.
000084

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY

Department of Mathematics

Applications are invited for one tenuretrack assistant professorship in the area
of partial differential equations beginning
Fall 2006. Candidates must have a PhD in
the mathematical sciences, an outstanding
research program, a commitment to effecVOLUME
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tive teaching at the undergraduate and
graduate levels and demonstrated potential for excellence in both research and
teaching. The Department of Mathematics
has strong research programs in both pure
and applied mathematics. Many members
of the department participate in interdisciplinary programs and research groups on
campus and in the broader Research Triangle community. More information about
the department can be found at
http://www.math.ncsu.edu.
Applicants should send a vita, research
plan and three letters of recommendation
to PDE Search Committee, Department of
Mathematics, NC State University, Box
8205, Raleigh, NC 27695-8205. NC State
University is an Equal Opportunity and
Affirmative Action Employer. In addition,
NC State welcomes all persons without regard to sexual orientation. ADA Accommodations: Dr. Aloysius Helminck,
1oek@math. ncsu. edu, (919) 515-2382. Applications that are complete by December
1, 2005 will receive full consideration.
000085

OREGON
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

Department of Mathematics
The Department of Mathematics invites
applications for a tenure track-Assistant
Professor position specializing in numerical analysis and/or scientific computing.
Applicants should have a Ph.D. in mathematics or a closely related field, significant
active research engagement in numerical
analysis and/or scientific computing, and
excellence in teaching. The appointee will
be expected to maintain a vigorous research program while participating in
teaching, advising and mentoring at the
graduate and undergraduate levels. The
duties associated with this position include some teaching and advising in mathematics in connection with an interdisciplinary graduate program in Ecosystem
Informatics. For this effort, we seek candidates whose numerical and/or computing background is complemented by a
broad interest in mathematical modeling,
especially as applied to problems involving multiple space and time scales and/or
stochastic behavior. Further information
about this position is available at
http://www.math.oregonstate.edu/
hiring.
Applicants should send a letter of interest and a detailed curriculum vitae including a description of current and future
research interests and a list of publications to:
Search Committee: Numerical Analysis
Department of Mathematics
Oregon State University
Corvallis, OR 97331
Additionally three letters of recommendation are required. One letter should
OCTOBER
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address teaching. These should be sent
directly to the above address. For full consideration, complete application materials must arrive by December 15, 2005.
OSU is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
000092

RHODE ISLAND
BROWN UNIVERSITY

Division of Applied Mathematics
Positions in Probability and Statistics
The Division of Applied Mathematics seeks
applicants for two positions in the general
areas of probability and statistics. One position will be filled at any professorial
rank. The other will be filled at the Associate or Assistant level with preference for
the Assistant level. The starting date for
the positions is July 1, 2006. Preference will
be given to applicants who combine research in probability and statistical theory
or computation with important applications to science, who add distinct new dimensions to the Division's current research
and who bridge current activities in the Division. At the Assistant Professor level,
preference will be given to individuals with
postdoctoral experience. Applicants at the
Associate and Full Professor levels should
have achieved international recognition
for first-class contributions in their specialties. Additionally, candidates for Full
Professor are expected to be acknowledged
leaders and should be prepared to assume
a leadership role in probability and/or statistics at Brown. Good communication and
teaching skills are required. Applicants
should submit curriculum vitae, representative preprints and reprints, and a
concise description of research interests
and goals to: Attn: Probability and Statistics Search, Professor Paul Dupuis, Chairman Division of Applied Mathematics
Brown University PO BOX F Providence,
Rhode Island 02912 USA Applicants for Assistant Professor should arrange to have
at least three letters of recommendation
sent directly to the Search Committee at
the same address. Applicants for Associate or Full Professor should arrange to
have at least five letters of recommendation sent directly to the Search Committee
and should provide the names and contact
information for the references at the time
of application. (Applicants for Full Professor may postpone having letters sent
until requested by the search committee,
but they should provide the requested
contact information for the references.)
To receive full consideration, complete applications should be received by November 30, 2005. Brown University is an affirmative-action/equal-opportunity
employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
000082
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BROWN UNIVERSITY

Division of Applied Mathematics
Prager Assistant Professorship
The Division of Applied Mathematics seeks
applicants for the Prager Assistant Professorship: A three year non-tenured nonrenewable appointment, beginning July 1,
2006. The teaching load is one course per
semester. Candidates are required to have
received a Ph.D. degree or equivalent by the
start of this appointment, and they may
have up to three years of prior academic
and/or postdoctoral research experience.
Applicants should have strong research
potential and a commitment to teaching.
Field of research should be consistent with
the current research interests of the Division faculty. Consideration of the applications will begin on January 1, 2006. To
ensure full consideration, applicants are
urged to have a curriculum vitae, a research statement, sample publications or
preprints, and three letters of recommendation (at least one of them should address
teaching ability) in by this date. All inquiries and materials should be addressed
to:
Search Committee
Prager Assistant Professorship
Division of Applied Mathematics
Brown University
Providence, RI 02912
dam@dam.brown.edu.
Brown University is an Equal OpportunityI Affirmative Action Employer and encourages applications from women and
minorities.
000086

Brown University
Mathematics Department
The Mathematics Department, pending
budgetary approval, invites applications
for an opening at the level of Associate Professor with tenure to begin July 1, 2006.
[Exceptionally qualified senior candidates
may be considered for appointment as
Full Professor.] Candidates should have a
distinguished research record and a strong
commitment to excellence in undergraduate and graduate teaching. Preference
will be given to applicants with research
interests consonant with those of the present members of the Department (for more
information see http: I /www. math.
brown. edu/facul ty /faculty. html). Qualified individuals are invited to send a letter of application, a curriculum vitae, and
three letters of recommendation, one of
which should address teaching, to be forwarded to: Senior Search Committee, Department of Mathematics, Box 1917, Brown
University, Providence, Rhode Island
02912. Applications received by October
15, 2005, will receive full consideration, but
the search will remain open until the position is closed or filled. For further information or inquiries, write to
srsearch@math. brown. edu. Brown University is an Equal OpportunityI Affirma-
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tive Action Employer and encourages applications from women and minorities.

math.rice.edu/About/job and http://
www.vigre.rice.edu.

TEXAS

000058
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RICE UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematics

TENNESSEE
UNIVERSITYOFTENNESSEE ·
Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics at the
University of Tennessee invites applications for the position of Head. A Ph.D. in
Mathematical Sciences is required. The
successful candidate should be qualified
to be tenured at rank of full professor in
the department. Evidence of a distinguished record of research and a commitment to teaching as well as administrative experience should be provided at
the time of application. A commitment to
supporting both pure and applied mathematics is expected. Strong leadership skills
and the ability to work effectively with
colleagues, staff, and students are especially important characteristics. Experience with curricular matters, notable activity in professional associations, and
experience with generating external funding are highly desirable. The successful
candidate will also have an understanding
of and demonstrated commitment to equal
employment opportunities and affirmative action. The Mathematics Department
currently consists of 39 full-time faculty,
30 full and part-time lecturers and 60 fulltime graduate students representing both
pure and applied mathematics. Research
is of fundamental importance to the department. The faculty has a strong commitment to graduate and undergraduate
teaching, is associated with many interdisciplinary programs, and maintains close
research relationships with the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. For more information about the Mathematics Department,
please visit the department website:
http://www.math.utk.edu/.
The university welcomes and honors
people of all races, creeds, cultures, and
sexual orientations, and values intellectual curiosity, pursuit of knowledge, and
academic freedom and integrity.
Applicants should submit a letter of application including current research interests and administrative philosophy, a
curriculum vitae, and the names of at least
four references. Women and minorities
are encouraged to apply. Address material to: Dr. Soren Sorensen, Chair, Head
Search Committee, Department of Mathematics, 121 Ayres Hall, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1300. Review
of applications will begin December 15,
2005 and will continue until the position
is filled.
The University of Tennessee is an
EEO/ AA/Title VI/Title IX/Section
504/ ADA/ADEA institution in the provision of its education and employment programs and services.
000065
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The Department of Mathematics anticipates a tenure-track position and invites
applications, primarily for a position at
the rank of Assistant Professor. Candidates who could make an extraordinary
contribution to the department may be
considered at other levels. Candidates
should have extremely strong research potential and very good teaching skills.
Send a curriculum vitae to:
Appointments Committee,
Department of Mathematics,
Rice University,
P. 0. Box 1892,
Houston, TX 77251-1892.
In addition, please provide evidence of
teaching skills and solicit at least three
letters of reference and ask that they be
sent directly to the address above. Submission of the AMS Application Cover
Sheet would be greatly appreciated. Applications that are complete by December
1, 2005, will be assured consideration.
Rice University is an Equal OpportunityI Affirmative Action Employer and
strongly encourages applications from
women and members of underrepresented
minority groups.
000087

RICE UNIVERSITY
Department of Mathematics
Position for E. C. Evans/
VIGRE Lovett Instructorships,

2006-2007

We expect to have positions for two Griffith Conrad Evans Instructorships and one
VIGRE Lovett Instructorship beginning in
the Fall of 2006. These positions are twoto three-year appointments and are open
to promising research mathematicians
with research interests in common with the
active research areas at Rice; particularly,
geometric topology, geometric analysis,
differential geometry, combinatorics,
analysis, algebraic geometry, and ergodic
theory. Duties will include research and
classroom teaching. Applications received
by December 15, 2005, will receive full
consideration. To apply, please have (1)
three letters of recommendation (one of
these letters must address your teaching
skills), (2) a curriculum vitae, (3) a research
description, and if possible (4) the AMS
Cover Sheet for Academic Employment
sent to Chair, Evans Committee, Department of Mathematics, Rice University, P.O.
Box 1892, Houston, TX 77251-1892. Inquiries should also be sent to the above address. Rice University is an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employer and
strongly encourages applications from
women and minority group members. For
more information about the positions and
the VIGRE program, please visit http: I I
NOTICES OF THE
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TEXASA&M UNIVERSITY
The Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics is in the
third year of an aggressive four-year hiring plan to increase its tenured and tenuretrack faculty by 2 5%. As part of this effort,
we anticipate several openings for tenured,
tenure-eligible, and visiting faculty positions beginning fall2006. The field is open,
but we particularly seek applications from
individuals whose mathematical interests
would augment and build upon existing
strengths both within the Mathematics Department as well as other departments in
the University. Salary, teaching loads and
start-up funds are competitive. For a
Tenured Position the applicant should
have an outstanding research reputation
and would be expected to fill a leadership
role in the department. An established research program, including success in attracting external funding and supervision
of graduate students, and a demonstrated
ability and interest in teaching are required. Informal inquiries are welcome.
For an Assistant Professorship, we seek
strong research potential and evidence of
excellence in teaching. Research productivity beyond the doctoral dissertation will
normally be expected. We also have several visiting positions available. Our Visiting Assistant Professor positions are for
a three year period and carry a three course
per year teaching load. They are intended
for those who have recently received their
Ph.D. and preference will be given to mathematicians whose research interests are
close to those of our regular faculty members. Senior Visiting Positions may be for
a semester or one year period. The complete dossier should be received by December 15, 2005. Early applications are
encouraged since the department will start
the review process in October. Applicants
should send the completed "AMS Application Cover Sheet", a vita, and arrange to
have letters of recommendation sent to:
Faculty Hiring, Department of Mathematics, Texas A&M University, College Station,
Texas 77843-3368. Further information
can be obtained from: http: I /www. math.
tamu. edu/hi ring.
Texas A&M University is an Equal Opportunity Employer. The University is dedicated to the goal of building a culturally
diverse and pluralistic faculty and staff
committed to teaching and working in a
multicultural environment and strongly
encourages applications from women, minorities, individuals with disabilities, veterans. The University is responsive to the
needs of dual career couples.
000062
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Southern Methodist University
Dedman College
Department of Mathematics

Applications are invited for two tenuretrack assistant professor positions, to
begin in the fall semester of 2006. Applicants must have a Ph.D., provide evidence
of outstanding research, and have a strong
commitment to teaching at all levels. Applications in all areas of computational
and applied mathematics are encouraged.
The Department of Mathematics offers an
active doctoral program in computational
and applied mathematics. Current research
includes numerical analysis of ordinary
and partial differential equations, mathematical software, dynamical systems and
bifurcations, fluid dynamics, nonlinear optics, perturbation methods, and mathematical biology. Visit http: I /www. smu.
edu/math for more information about the
department.
To apply, send a letter of application
with a curriculum vitae, a list of publications, and research and teaching statements to: The Faculty Search Committee,
Department of Mathematics, Southern
Methodist University, P.O. Box 750156,
Dallas, Texas 75275-0156. Applicants must
also arrange for three letters of recommendation to be forwarded to the Faculty
Search Committee. The Search Committee can be contacted by sending e-mail to
mathsearch@mai 1 . smu. edu. [Tel: (214) 7682452; Fax: (214) 768-2355).
To ensure full consideration for the position, the application must be received by
December 9, 2005, but the committee will
continue to accept applications until the
position is filled. The committee will notify applicants of its employment decision
after the position is filled.
SMU, a private university with an engineering school, is situated in a quiet residential section of Dallas. SMU will not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin, sex, age, disability or veteran status. SMU is also committed to nondiscrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation.
000061

UTAH
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics at the
University of Utah invites applications for
the following positions:
Full-time tenure-track or tenured appointments at the level of assistant, associate or full professor.
Three-year Scott, Wylie, Burgess, or possibly VIGRE Assistant Professorships, depending on funding availability. Persons reOCTOBER

2005

ceiving Ph.D. degrees in 2004 or later (ZOOS
or later for VIGRE) are eligible.
For opportunities in Mathematical Biology see http://www.math.utah.edu/

must be released upon request. Finalists
cannot be guaranteed confidentiality.

Please see our website at http: 1fwww .
math. utah. edu/posi ti ons for information regarding available positions, application requirements and deadlines. Applications must be completed through the
website http: I /www. math jobs. org.
The University of Utah is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer
and encourages applications from women
and minorities, and provides reasonable
accommodation to the known disabilities
of applicants and employees.

QATAR
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research/mathbio/opportunities~html.

000089

WISCONSIN
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
Department of Mathematics

The Department of Mathematics anticipates an opening for one or more positions
to begin August 28, 2006, at the tenuretrack (assistant professor) or beginning
tenure (associate professor) level.
Applications are invited in all areas of
mathematics. Candidates should exhibit
evidence of outstanding research potential,
normally including significant contributions beyond the doctoral dissertation.
Applicants in the areas of topology/geometry and probability are particularly encouraged to apply. A strong commitment
to excellence in instruction is also expected. Additional departmental information is available on our website:
http: //www .math.wisc .edu.
Applicants should send a completed
AMS Standard Cover Sheet, a curriculum
vitae which includes a publication list, and
brief descriptions of research and teaching to:
Hiring Committee
Dept. of Mathematics, Van Vleck Hall
University of Wisconsin-Madison
480 Lincoln Drive
Madison, Wl 53706-1388
Applicants should also arrange to have
sent to the above address, three to four letters of recommendation, at least one of
which must discuss the applicant's teaching experiences and capabilities. Review of
applications will begin on November 14,
2005. Applications will be accepted until
the position is filled. Additional letters
will be solicited by the department for
candidates who are finalists for a tenured
position.
The Department of Mathematics is committed to increasing the number of women
and minority faculty. The University of
Wisconsin is an Affirmative Action, Equal
Opportunity Employer and encourages applications from women and minorities.
Unless confidentiality is requested in writing, information regarding the applicants
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Carnegie Mellon Qatar Campus
Computer Science Visiting Faculty
Positions

Carnegie Mellon University established a
branch campus in Qatar in the fall of 2004.
We are offering a B.S. degree in Computer
Science to an international student body.
The university invites applications for several visiting faculty positions to begin Fall
2006.
We are looking for outstanding educators, interested in working closely with
undergraduate students. Candidates must
have a Ph.D. in Computer Science and an
outstanding research record or potential.
Relevant areas of expertise are data
structures and algorithms, algorithm design and analysis, graphics, computer networks, distributed and parallel systems, information retrieval and databases,
intelligent information systems, and software engineering. Exceptional candidates
in other areas will also be considered.
The position offers competitive salaries,
overseas assignment, travel and housing
allowances and other benefits packages, as
well as an attractive research support.
Interested candidates should send their
resume, statement of teaching interest
and research, and names of three refer·
ences to:
Faculty Hiring Committee
c/ o Ruth Gaus
Qatar Office SMC 1070
5032 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15289
email: Ruth.Gaus@cs.cmu.edu
fax: +974 492 8255
For more information on the BS in CS program, see http: //www .csd.cs.cmu.
edu/educati on / bscs/i ndex. html . For
more information on the Carnegie Mellon
Qatar Campus, see http: 1/www . qatar.
emu . edu/. Information on Qatar is available
at: http: I /www . experi enceqatar. com/.
000091
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AMS Short Course
Modeling and Simulation of Biological
Networks
Organized by: Reinhard Laubenbacher
Virginia Bioinformatics Institute
and Mathematics Department
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
San Antonio, Texas, January 10-11,2006
It is planned that lecture notes will be available to those
who register for this course. Advance registration fees
are: member ofthe AMS-US$87; nonmember-US$ US; student, unemployed, emeritus-US$38. On-site fees are: member of the AMS-US$ll8; nonmember-US$148; student,
unemployed, emeritus-US$ 57. Registration and housing information can be found in this issue of the Notices; see the
section "Registering in Advance and Hotel Accommodations" in the announcement for meetings in Atlanta. The
registration form is at the back of this issue.

General Introduction
One of the major challenges for biology in the 21st century is an understanding of the organizational principles
of biological systems. Mathematics, statistics, computer science, and engineering will play key roles in meeting this
challenge. Recent years have seen tremendous progress in
our understanding of genetic information in organisms,
and its fundamental role in cell metabolism. Mathematical and statistical tools have been instrumental in this
progress. Beyond an understanding of the processes at
these scales, integrating them with the organism and
ecosystem scales presents many mathematical challenges.
Thus, biology will be one of the major drivers of the development of new mathematics.
The aim of this Short Course is to present the state of
the art and the mathematical challenges at these different scales, from encoded genomic information all the way
to the ecosystem level. Particular emphasis will be placed
on "nontraditional" mathematical approaches. Two panel
discussions will explore the role mathematics and mathematicians can play in life sciences and biomedical research.
Phylogenetics
Elizabeth S. Allman, University of Maine
Understanding evolutionary relationships between
species is a fundamental issue in biology. For many years,
this was accomplished through painstaking comparisons
1102

of morphological or other features, perhaps with reference
to the fossil record. As biological sequence data has become readily available in recent years, however, this new
data source has allowed increasingly mathematical approaches to inferring phylogenetic trees.
This talk will begin with a survey of the many ideas that
have been used to construct phylogenetic trees from sequence data. Approaches range from the primarily combinatorial, to probabilistic model-based methods appropriate for developing statistical viewpoints. Strengths and
weaknesses of the various mathematical approaches currently employed, as well as points where further development is needed, will be discussed.
The final part of the talk will discuss a thread of research
in which algebraic methods have been adopted to understand some of the probabilistic models used in phylogenetics. Recent progress on understanding the set of possible probability distributions arising from a model as an
algebraic variety has helped provide new theoretical results,
and may point toward improved approaches to phylogenetic inference.
References
[1] E. ALLMAN and ]. RHoms, Phylogenetic ideals and varieties for
the general Markov model, preprint, http: I / arXi v: math.
AG/ 0410604.
[2] ]. FELSENSTEIN, Inferring Phylogenies, Sinauer Associates,
Sunderland, MA, 2004.
[3] 0. GASCUEL, ed., Mathematics of Evolution and Phylogeny,
Oxford University Press, 2005.
[4] L. PACHTER and B. STURMFELS, eds., Algebraic Statistics for
Computational Biology, Cambridge University Press, 2005, to
appear.
[5] C. SEMPLE and M. STEEL, Phylogenetics, vol. 24 of Oxford Lecture
Series in Mathematics and Its Applications, Oxford University
Press, 2003.

Optimal Control of Population and Disease
Models
Suzanne Lenhart, University ofTennessee and Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
Optimal control theory has b een used successfully to
make management or strategy decisions involving biological or medical models. The desired goal of the control
actions depends on the particular scenario. Making reasonable choices requires understanding and quantifying
the trade-offs between competing goals and features, including their future relevant consequences.
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This talk gives an introduction to optimal control theory for ordinary differential equations. The applications
emphasize biological models, especially immunology disease models. The background of an iterative numerical
method used to solve the optimality systems of these
problems will be presented.

with its origins in physical chemistry and enzymology. Particular emphasis will be placed on the biochemical concepts
and their mathematical counterparts. illustrations of the
concepts discussed will be made using biochemical modeling software.
Reconstructing Ancestral Genomes

References
[1] S. P. SETHI and G. L. THOMPSON, Optimal Control Theory: Applications to Management Science and Economics, Kluwer, 2nd Edition, 2000.
[2] D. E. KIRSCHNER, S. LENHART, and S. SERBIN, Optimal control of the
chemotherapy of HIV,]. Math Biology 35 (1997), 77-96.
[3]http://www.math.utk.edu/-lenhart/smb2003.v2.html
(webpage for NIH sponsored short course on this topic).

Interaction-Based Computing Approach to
Modeling and Simulations of Large Biological and
Socio-Technical Systems
Madhav Marathe, Virginia Bioinformatics Institute and
Department of Computer Science, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University
The lecture will describe an interaction-based modeling
and simulation approach for understanding large biological, information, social, and technological (BIST) systems.
Such systems consist of large numbers of interacting
components that together produce a global system with
properties that are the result of interactions among the representations of the local system elements. Examples of biological systems that are suitable for representation and
analysis using the above paradigm include: bio-signaling
systems, ecologies, gene regulatory networks, the public
health system, and contagious disease economics.
The interaction-based computer simulations are based
on a mathematical and computational theory called Sequential Dynamical Systems (SDS). SDS theory forms the
formal basis for describing complex simulations, by composing simpler ones. SDS is a new class of discrete, finite
dynamical systems. SDS-based "formal simulations" potentially provide a rigorous, useful new setting for a theory of interaction-based computation. The setting is natural for comprehension of distributed systems
characterized by interdependent, but separately functioning sub-parts.
I will focus on the mathematical and computational aspects of SDS. Applicability of these concepts will be described in the context of large-scale biological and epidemiological simulations being developed by our group at
the Virginia Bioinformatics Institute.

Modeling and Simulation of Biochemical
Networks
Pedro Mendes, Virginia Bioinformatics Institute
Cellular behavior and function passes through an intricate network of enzyme-catalyzed reactions. These networks and the phenomena that depend on them can be
modeled through several mathematical frameworks. The
best-established one uses the machinery of calculus, especially differential equations. A review of this framework
for modeling biochemical networks will be made, starting
OCTOBER
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Liar Pachter, Department of Mathematics, University of
California, Berkeley
Recent advances in high-throughput genomics technologies have resulted in the sequencing of large numbers
of (near) complete genomes. These genome sequences are
being mined for important functional elements, such as
genes, however and they are also being compared and
contrasted in order to identify sequences that have been
conserved over time. Such sequences frequently point to
biologically important elements. In cases where DNA sequences from different organisms can be determined to
have originated from a common ancestor, it is natural to
try to infer the ancestral sequences. The reconstruction of
the ancestral genome can lead to insights about genome
evolution, and the origin and diversity of functional elements. There are a number of interesting mathematical
questions associated with reconstructing ancestral
genomes. What are the appropriate statistical models for
evolution that allow for making inferences about ancestral sequences? How many present day genomes are necessary to reconstruct an ancient genome? How can insertions and deletions be accounted for? We will review
progress on these questions, and highlight interesting
mathematical results and problems.
References
[1] M. BLANCHETTE, E. D. GREEN, W. MILLER, and D. HAUSSLER, Reconstructing large regions of an ancestral mammalian genome in
silica, Genome Research, 14:2412-2423, 2004.
[2] L. PACHTER and B. STURMFELS, Algebraic Statistics for Computational Biology, Cambridge University Press, 2005.
[3] _ _ , The mathematics of phylogenomics, http: I /arxi v.
org/abs/math.ST/0409132, 2005 .
[4] L. PACHTER and S. SNIR, Phylogenetic profiling of insertions and
d eletions in vertebrate genomes, 2005.

A Computational Algebra Approach to Systems
Biology
Brandilyn Stigler, Mathematical Biosciences Institute
Synopsis: One goal of systems biology is to predict and

modify the behavior of biological networks by accurately
monitoring and modeling their responses to certain types
of perturbations. The construction of mathematical models based on observation of these responses, referred to
as reverse engineering, is an important step in elucidating the structure and dynamics of such networks. Continuous models, described by systems of differential equations, are an example of a framework that has been used
to reverse engineer biochemical networks. Of increasing
interest is the use of discrete models, given by systems of
polynomials defined over finite fields, which may provide
a qualitative description of the network.
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The Riverwalk, San Antonio, Texas. San Antonio
is the site of the 2006 Joint Mathematics Meetings,
January 12-15, 2006. Photograph by Robert Herzik,
courtesy of the San Antonio Convention and Visitors
Bureau.

In this talk I will provide an overview of existing reverseengineering methods, as well as discuss some modeling
issues that arise from biological systems. A discrete modeling approach, rooted in computational algebra, to reverse
engineer networks from experimental time series data will
also be introduced. The discrete method uses algorithmic
tools, including Gri:ibner-basis techniques, to build the set
of all polynomial models that fit time series data and to
select minimal models from this set. The effectiveness of
the algorithm will be demonstrated on simulated networks. As it is important to identify the type of data set
that are best suited to build accurate models, properties
of data that make them suitable for the algebraic method
will also be discussed.

Reading List
[1] P. D'HAESELEER, S. LiANG, and R. SOMOGYI, Genetic network inference: From co-expression clustering to reverse engineering,
Bioinformatics 16 (2000) 707-726.
[2] H. DE ]ONG, Modeling and simulation of genetic regulatory systems: A literature review, ]. Computational Biology 9 (2002)
67-103.
[3] H. KITANO, Systems biology: A brief overview, Science 295
(2002), 1662-1664.
(4] R. LAUBENBACHER and B. STIGLER, A computational algebra approach to the reverse engineering of gene regulatory networks,
]. Theoretical Biology 229 (2004) 523-53 7.
[5] R. MAY, Uses and abuses of mathematics in biology, Science 303
(2004), 790-793.
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Mathematical Sciences
Employment Center
Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center, San Antonio, Texas
january 12, 13, 14, and 15, 2006
2006 Employment Center Schedule
October 26, 2005 Registration deadline for inclusion in
Winter List books.
December 16, 2005 Advance registration deadline. After
this date, all registration activities will happen on site in
San Antonio.
Thursday, January 12
7:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Registration and materials pick-up.
9:00 a.m.-9:30a.m. Short (optional) orientation session.
9:30 a.m.-4:00p.m. Submission of Scheduled Employment
Register interview request forms for both Friday and
Saturday interviews. No request forms can be accepted
after 4:00 p.m. Thursday.
9:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Interview Center open.
No Scheduled Employment Register interviews are held on
Thursday.
Friday, January 13
7:00 a.m.-8:15 a.m. Distribution of interview schedules for
both Friday and Saturday for those participating in the
Scheduled Employment Register.
8:15 a.m.-4:40 p.m. Scheduled Employment Register
interviews in 4 sessions: Session 1: 8:15 a.m.-9:50 a.m.,
Session 2 : 10:00 a.m.-11:35 a.m., Session 3: 1:00 p.m.2:35p.m., Session 4: 3:00 p.m.-4:35p.m.
8:00 a.m.-7:30p.m. Interview Center open (doors open at
7:30 a.m.; do not schedule before 8:00 a.m.).
Saturday, January 14
8:15 a.m.-4:40p.m. Scheduled Employment Register
interviews in 4 sessions: Session 5: 8:15 a.m.-9:50a.m.,
Session 6: 10:00 a.m.-11:3 5 a.m., Session 7: 1:00 p.m.2:35p.m., Session 8: 3:00p.m.-4:35 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-7:30p.m. Interview Center open (doors open
at 7:30a.m.; do not schedule before 8:00a.m.).
Sunday, January 15
9:00 a.m.-12 noon Interview Center open.
Note: Any participant who plans to use the Scheduled
Employment Register must appear at the Employment Center
on Thursday by 4:00 p.m. to turn in the Interview
Request/Availability Form. If unexpected delays occur
while travelling,contact theAMS at 800-321-4267, ext. 4107.
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Overview ofthe Employment Center
The Employment Center (formerly the Employment Register) serves as a meeting place and information center for
employers and Ph.D.-level job seekers attending the Joint
Mathematics Meetings. Most applicants and employers
began the search process in the fall and are looking for an
opportunity to meet in person with those with whom
they've already had communication. Some, however, use
the Employment Center as a way to make some initial
contacts, gather information, and distribute their own
information. This is a less effective, but common, use of
the program. The Employment Center allows everyone to
choose a comfortable level of participation by seeking
interviews for any of the open hours or by limiting schedules to certain days or hours.
The Employment Center is a four-day program which
takes place on the Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
(morning only) of the Joint Meetings. Most participants
register in advance (by the October 26 deadline), and their
brief resume or job description is printed in a booklet that
is mailed to participants in advance.
The Employment Center houses two services: the
computer-scheduled interview tables (the Scheduled
Employment Register) and the employer-scheduled
interview tables (the Interview Center). Following three
or four years of a job market favorable to candidates,
the Employment Center applicant/employer ratio has
worsened over the last few years. At the 2005 Employment
Center, 549 candidates and 121 employers participated,
giving an overall applicant-to-employer ratio of 4.5:1
(compared with 424 applicants and 129 employers in 2003,
a ratio of 3.2:1). Those with the most interviews are those
requested most by employers, usually as a result of a
careful application process during the months before
the Employment Center takes place. The total number
of interviews arranged is dependent on the number of
participating employers. Fewer employers will mean fewer
interviews overall.
At the January 2006 Employment Center, job candidates will be able to choose how to participate. Two forms
of participation will be available:
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Employment Center

All Employment Center services (computerscheduling system, form posted in Winter List
of Applicants, Winter List of Employers received
by mail, use of Employment Message Center,
availability for employer-scheduled Interview
Center).
Message Center and Winter Lists only (form
posted in Winter List of Applicants, Winter List
of Employers received by mail, use of Employment Message Center, availability for employerscheduled Interview Center, BUT NOT use of the
computer-scheduling system).
No matter which option is chosen, advance registration
works best so that the Applicant Form (received by October 26, 2005) can be printed in the Winter List distributed
to employers.
Employer forms submitted by registered employers
have no connection with the AMS online job ads (ElMS). Submitted forms are not available for browsing on the Web.
They are reproduced in the Winter List booklet for use by
Employment Center participants.
The Mathematical Sciences Employment Center is
sponsored by the American Mathematical Society, the
Mathematical Association of America, and the Society
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics; it is managed
by members of the AMS staff, with the general guidance
of the AMS-MAA-SIAM Committee on Employment
Opportunities.
Employers: Choose one or both ofthese tables:

Computer-scheduled Employment Register table
Employer-scheduled Interview Center table

The Employment Register Computer-Scheduling
System
Employers register in advance by the October 26 deadline,
and their job listings ("Employer Forms") are printed and
distributed in mid-December to applicants. Employers
receive the book of brief, numbered applicant resumes
in mid-December. Participants decide on Thursday, January 12, which of the eight sessions (of five interviews each)
they will participate in and submit their AvailabilityI
Interview Request Forms between 9:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Thursday. Employers can reserve time for other Joint Meetings events by marking "unavailable" for one or more of
the eight sessions. Employers can request ten specific
applicants per day, assuming they are available for all
four sessions that day. Usually those requests will be filled
by the scheduling algorithm, provided the applicants
are present, except in the case of the few most-requested
applicants. The rest of their interviews will be with applicants who ask to see them. Employers should be specific
about their requirements on the Employer Form to avoid
interviews with inappropriate candidates.
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Schedules are distributed for all Friday and Saturday
interviews on Friday morning. The schedule allows
15-minute interviews, with 5 minutes between for note
taking. One or more interviewers for the same position(s)
may interview at the table separately, together, or in
shifts (however, no more than two may sit at the table at
one time). For follow-up interviews, the scheduled tables
will also be available for use until 7:30p.m. on Friday and
Saturday, and on Sunday morning from 9:00 a.m. to noon.
Participation in the scheduling program has become
optional for applicants, so employers will notice some
applicant resumes in the Winter List of Applicants with no
applicant number. An employer can arrange to interview
such an applicant outside of the scheduled interview
sessions-for instance, between 4:40 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Friday or Saturday, or on Sunday morning-or during
sessions which they left unscheduled.
Employers who are interviewing for two distinct positions may wish to pay for two tables. See the instructions
under "How to Register". Employers should bring school
catalogs, corporate reports, or more lengthy job descriptions to the Employment Center early on Thursday for
perusal by applicants prior to interviews.
The Employer-Scheduled Interview Center
The Interview Center allows any employer to reserve a table
in an area adjacent to the Employment Center. Employers
will arrange their own schedule of interviews, either in
advance or on site, by using the Employment Message
Center. Employers who have never used the Employment
Center before might want to try conducting interviews
at this convenient location. Since they will be setting their
own schedules, employers will have complete control over
whom they'll see, for how long, and when they'll be interviewing. This allows employers to pursue other activities
at the Joint Meetings.
The center will be open only during the following hours:
Thursday, January 12, 2006, 9:30 a.m.-6:00p.m.
Friday, January 13, 2006, 8:00 a.m.-7:30p.m.
Saturday, January 14, 2006, 8:00 a.m.-7:30p.m.
Sunday, January 15, 2006, 9:00 a.m.-noon
The fee for use of this area is the same as the normal
employer fee, US$230. It is requested that all employers
fill out an Employer Form for inclusion in the Winter List.
This should clarify to Employment Center applicants what
type of position is being filled. If an employer is unable
to accept new applicants because the deadline has passed,
that should be stated on the form.
The Winter List of Applicants, containing information
about the candidates present at the Employment Center,
will be mailed to all employers in advance of the meeting.
Employers scheduling interviews in advance should tell
applicants to find the table with the institution's name
in the Interview Center (not the numbered-table area).
Employers can schedule any time during the open
hours listed above. To schedule interviews after arriving
in San Antonio, leave messages for Employment Center
applicants in the Employment Message Center. Paper
forms will be provided to help speed the invitation process.
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Employment Center
Each employer will be provided with a box in the Message
Center where applicants can leave items.
Employers should have at most two interviewers per
table at any time due to space limitations. There will be
no outlets or electricity available at the interviewing tables.
Only banners that can be draped over the four-foot table
can be accommodated.
About the Winter List of Applicants
This booklet contains hundreds of resumes of applicants
who registered by October 26 for the Employment Center.
It will be mailed in December to all employers who register
by October 26 and indicate on their Joint Meetings registration form that they would like their materials mailed.
Employers should be aware that there will be hundreds of
brief resumes to look through and should be sure to obtain
the Winter List ofApplicants as early as possible.
Employers Not Planning to Interview
Employers who do not plan to participate in the Employment Center at all may place a job description in the book
of employers. This description must be submitted on
the Employer Form, which is located on the Web at www.
ams. o rg/ emp- reg, with the appropriate box checked,
indicating that no interviews will take place. A fee of US$ 50
is charged for this service (paid through the Joint Meetings registration form). The form must be received in
the Providence office (with payment or purchase order
sent separately) by the October 26 deadline to appear in
the Winter List of Employers. Forms received in the Providence office after that deadline will be displayed at the
meeting. Those wishing to bring a one-page job description to the Employment Center desk for display during the
meetings may do so at no charge.
Employers: How to Register
The interviewer should register and pay for the Joint Mathematics Meetings. They should register for the Employment
Center by completing the following steps:
Indicate on the Joint Meetings registration
form (available either electronically in early
September 2005 at www. ams. o rg/amsmtgs/
209 5_i nt ro. htm l or in the back of the October
issue of the Notices) that you are also paying the
EmploY:ment Center employer fee. Indicate your
choice of tables. Mark all that apply.
Submit an Employer Uob listing) Form electronically at www.ams.org/emp-reg, or u se the
print version in the back of this issu e. Be sure
the form indicates which type or types of
tables will be used. This form will be printed
in the Winter List of Employers.
It is important to register by the October 26 deadline
in order for your form to be included in the Winter List
of Employers. However, registration will be accepted
up to December 16 for the normal fees or on site in
San Antonio at the on-site rates. Call 800-3 2 1-4267,
ext. 4113, with any questions or deadline problems.
OCTOBER
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Any representatives of the institution can sit at the
table together or working in shifts (however, the limit is
two at one time). If possible, their names should be listed
on the Employer Form as a reference point for the applicants. Employment Center fees should be paid only for
each table required, not for each person.
In a few unusual cases, an institution will be conducting
interviews in the Employment Center for two or more
distinct positions and will not want to conduct these interviews at one table. In that case, two or more Employer Forms
should be submitted, and separate tables and employer
numbers will be provided. Applicants will then be able
to request interviews for the appropriate job by employer
number. First and second table fees should be paid.
The fee for all employers to register in advance is
US$230 for the first table and US$80 for each additional
table. On-site registration fees (any registrations after
12/ 16/ 05) are US$310 for the first table and US$110 for
each additional table. Employers must also register for the
Joint Meetings and pay the appropriate Joint Meetings fee.
Employers: Registration on Site
Employers who do not register for the Joint Mathematics
Meetings and the Employment Center by December 16
may register on site in San Antonio at the Joint Meetings
registration desk. They must bring their receipt to the
Employment Center desk between 7:30a.m. and 4:00p.m.
on Thursday, January 12, to receive their materials. A
typed copy of the Employer Form (found in the back of
this issue) can be brought to the Employment Center for
posting on site (or the form may be handwritten on site).
If registering for the employer-scheduled Interview
Center only, registration on Friday is possible.
Applicants: Use ofthe computer-scheduled
program is now optional
In 2006 applicants will be given flexibility in deciding how
to participate in the Employment Center. There are two
options:
All Employment Center services (computerscheduling system, form posted in Winter List
ofApplicants, Winter List of Employers received
by mail, use of Employment Message Center,
availability for employer-scheduled Interview
Center).
Message Center and Winter Lists only (form
posted in Winter List of Applicants, Winter List
of Employers received by mail, use of Employment Message Center, availability for employerscheduled Interview Center, BUT NOT use of the
computer-scheduling system). This option is
available at a slightly lower price.
Applicants who participate in the 2006 Employment
Center will find themselves talking with employers in two
different settings:
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Employment Center
1. A computer-scheduling program sets 15-minute
interviews at the Employment Register numbered tables.
This is the choice that has now become optional for
applicants. Applicants do not have to hand in a computerscheduling form at all.
2. There is also an Interview Center, where employers
set their own schedules. These employers do not participate in the scheduling program, so applicants have no
automatic access to interviews with them. They determine
their own schedules and make their own appointments
privately, either in advance or on site using the Employment Message Center. These interviews have always been
"optional" for applicants, since they may turn down any
written invitation they receive. Applicants are reminded
to respond to all invitations promptly. Many applicants
prefer the interviews they are invited for in this setting,
since it is more relaxed and interviews tend to last longer.
Overall, many applicants report being disappointed
that there are not more research-oriented jobs being
interviewed for at the Employment Center. The best way
to predict what type of employers will interview at the
Employment Center is to peruse a list of institutions from
the previous year, available at www. ams. o rg/ emp- reg.
Applicants should expect that many of the jobs are best
suited to enthusiastic and well-qualified candidates who
can contribute on many levels in an academic setting.

The Schedule
For applicants using all services there is a certain scheduling burden placed on them to juggle these simultaneous services. However, computer-scheduled sessions
are in small blocks, for a total of eight sessions over the
two days of interviews (Friday and Saturday). This allows
applicants, once they receive invitations to interview in the
Interview Center, to accept, knowing that when they submit the computer schedule request on Thursday, they can
mark that they are unavailable for one or more of these
sessions without seriously jeopardizing their chances of
obtaining scheduled interviews. Likewise, applicants who
are scheduled to give a talk can avoid interviews for that
time. Applicants are encouraged to schedule their time in
advance in this manner and not wait for the computer
schedule to be distributed Friday morning.
Applicants are advised to place as many selections as
possible on their scannable request sheets; however,
be advised that this may result in interviews with lesspreferred employers. Applicants should be aware that
each year approximately 10 percent of applicants signing
up for all services fail to submit a schedule request sheet.
This is often due to having too many schedule conflicts.
Interviews
Applicants should understand that the Employment Center provides no guarantees of interviews or jobs. It is simply
a convenient meeting place for candidates and employers
who are attending the Joint Meetings. Those who have not
yet begun their job search efforts may go unnoticed at
the Employment Center (although applicants will likely
receive between one and three interviews in the scheduled
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program). Attention generally goes to candidates who
already have applied for open positions or to those who are
well suited for teaching positions at bachelor's-granting
colleges.
Data from recent Employment Centers show that women
represent about half of the most sought-after applicants,
although they make up less than half of the total Employment
Center applicant pool. Those without permanent authorization to work in the United States will find themselves
far less requested than U.S. citizens or permanent residents.
Newer Ph.D.'s tend to be invited for more interviews than
those who have been working longer. Most jobs listed
require a doctorate. Approximately 40 percent of applicants
responding to a recent survey report having between zero
and two interviews in the Interview Center. The rest reported
higher numbers. Most of the applicants reported that at
least some of the Interview Center appointments had been
arranged in advance of the meetings.
Preparations
Candidates just beginning a job search should realize that
employers have no method to judge their credentials
other than the brief resume form, and they should make
an effort to make it distinct and interesting.
Applicants who register in advance will receive the Winter List of Employers in mid-December. If time permits, they
should apply for suitable open positions they notice in the
Winter List of Employers after they receive it. Applicants
are advised to bring a number of copies of their brief vita
or resume so that they may leave them with prospective
employers. It is a good idea in the fall for applicants to
alert any employer to whom applications are made that
they plan to be present at the Joint Meetings. Also, they
should bring enough materials with them to accompany
requests for interviews they may want to leave in the
Message Center boxes of the Interview Center employers.
Applicants are also encouraged to leave some extra
copies of their resumes in their own message folders
so that interested employers may find them there. Photocopying costs at a convention are high, so applicants
should come prepared with a reasonably large number
of copies. A brightly colored form in each folder gives
applicants an opportunity to present for public perusal
some information about their availability during the
meetings.
The Winter List of Applicants is mailed to all employers
in advance, so it is vital that the Joint Meetings registration form, applicant resume form, and payments be received
by the October 26 deadline so the Applicant Form can be
printed in the book. This greatly increases an applicant's
chances of being invited to the Interview Center.
Applicants should keep in mind that interviews arranged
by the Employment Center represent only an initial contact
with the employers and that hiring decisions are not
ordinarily made during or immediately following such
interviews.
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Employment Center
Results
In a recent survey, 55 percent of applicants responding
reported being invited for at least one on-campus visit to
an employer they had interviewed with during the Employment Center; 42 percent reported receiving at least one
job offer in the months following the interview. Overall,
23 percent reported accepting a position with an employer
they spoke with during the Employment Center. Another
23 percent reported (in June) having no new job offers. The
rest accepted positions with employers they met through
other means.
Applicants: Register Early
Applicants need to complete the following steps by the
advance deadline of October 26, 2005.

l.Payfees
Register for the Joint Mathematics Meetings (see form
in the back of the October issue of the Notices or the electronic information available in early September 2005 at
www.ams.org/amsmtgs/2095_intro.html). You cannot participate in the Employment Center unless you are a meetings participant. Mark one of the two "Employment Center
Applicant Fee" boxes on the Joint Meetings registration form
and make payments. The fee in advance for applicants is
US$42; "Message Center and Winter List ONLY" registration
is US$21.
2.Sendform
Submit the Applicant Form (a brief resume form)
electronically at www. ams. org/emp-reg/, or use the print
version in the back of this issue.
After Registration
Submission of the Applicant Form electronically will
result in an email acknowledgement almost immediately.
For registration and payments, the Meetings Service Bureau
acknowledges all payments. When payments AND the
Applicant Form have been received, another acknowledgement will go out by email, if possible, or by mail.
Please allow a week or so for processing, but after that
contact staff(AMS 800-321-4267, ext. 4113) if you do not
receive acknowledgement from the Employment Center.
Around December 15 the Winter List of Employers will
be mailed to all registered applicants unless they request
otherwise.

It is worthwhile to submit the applicant form even if you
miss the October 26 deadline. An unexpected delay in
publishing may allow your late form to get into the book.
At the very least, your printed-out form will be brought to
the meetings by staff and displayed there (after all the fees
have been paid).

When to Arrive
All participants in the scheduled section of the Employment Center must submit their Interview Request/
Availability Forms in person between 9:30 a.m. and
4:00 p.m. on Thursday, January 12, 2006, or they will
not be included when the interview-scheduling program
runs Thursday night. Should unexpected delays
occur while travelling, contact the AMS at 800-321-4267,
ext. 4107. Be sure to keep Employment Center materials
with you, because in an emergency you can report your
interview requests over the phone.
Applicants: Registering on Site
Feel free to enter the Employment Center area first to
consult staff about the decision to register on site and
to check on which employers are participating. Full registration on site early Thursday is allowed for a higher
fee but is severely discouraged. Most employers will not
notice an Applicant Form that arrives on Thursday.
Therefore, these individuals will receive only a couple of
computer-scheduled interviews. Registration on site is
advisable only for those who know they will be interviewed
in the Interview Center and would like a Message Center
folder for employers to leave messages in. Registering
on site for a mailbox only is possible, at the US$21 rate,
on Thursday and Friday. Pay the fees at the Joint Meetings
registration area and then bring your receipt to the
Employment Center desk to register yourself.

Registering after the Deadline
After October 26 applicants can still register for the
Employment Center at the same prices until the final
deadline of December 16. However, the Applicant Form will
NOT be included in the Winter List of Applicants, but will
be posted on site at the Employment Center (a serious
disadvantage). Those who do not register by December 16
must register on site at the Joint Meetings registration desk
and pay higher fees ($80 Employment Center fee; however,
the "Message Center and Winter ListONLY" fee is always
just US$21).
OCTOBER
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Instructions for Applicant
and Employer Forms
Applicant forms submitted for the Employment Center
by the October 26 deadline will be reproduced in a booklet titled Winter List of Applicants. Employer forms submitted by the October 26 deadline will be reproduced for
the Winter List of Employers.
Please use the electronic versions of Applicant and Employer forms (http: I /www. ams . o rg/ emp- reg/). Paper
forms should be submitted only by those who do not
have access to the AMS website.
00
01
03
05
06
08
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
26
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
37
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

General
History and biography
Mathematical logic and foundations
Combinatorics
Order, lattices, ordered algebraic structures
General algebraic systems
Number theory
Field theory and polynomials
Commutative rings and algebras
Algebraic geometry
Linear and multilinear algebra, matrix theory
Associative rings and algebras
Nonassociative rings and algebras
Category theory, homological algebra
K-theory
Group theory and generalizations
Topological groups, Lie groups
Real functions
Measure and integration
Functions of a complex variable
Potential theory
Several complex variables and analytic spaces
Special functions
Ordinary differential equations
Partial differential equations
Dynamical systems and ergodic theory
Difference and functional equations
Sequences, series, summability
Approximations and expansions
Fourier analysis
Abstract harmonic analysis
Integral transforms, operational calculus
Integral equations
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If submitting a paper form, please type carefully.
Do not type outside the box or beyond the lines indicated.
Extra type will be omitted.

All forms must be received by the Society by October 26,
2005, in order to appear in the Winter List. However, meeting registration (and payment of fees) is required before
the forms can be processed.

46 Functional analysis
47 Operator theory
49 Calculus of variations and optimal control;
optimization
51 Geometry
52 Convex and discrete geometry
53 Differential geometry
54 General topology
55 Algebraic topology
57 Manifolds and cell complexes
58 Global analysis, analysis on manifolds
60 Probability theory and stochastic processes
62 Statistics
65 Numerical analysis
68 Computer science
70 Mechanics of particles and systems
74 Mechanics of deformable solids
76 Fluid mechanics
78 Optics, electromagnetic theory
80 Classical thermodynamics, heat transfer
81 Quantum theory
82 Statistical mechanics, structure of matter
83 Relativity and gravitational theory
85 Astronomy and astrophysics
86 Geophysics
90 Operations research, mathematical programming
91 Game theory, economics, social and behavioral
sciences
92 Biology and other natural sciences
93 Systems theory; control
94 Information and communication, circuits
97 Mathematics education
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EMPLOYER FORM
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES EMPLOYMENT REGISTER
JANUARY 12-15, 2006
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
1. Forms should be accessed and submitted electronically if possible. The URL for accessing
Employment Register information and forms is http: I /www . ams . org/emp-reg/.
2. Paper or electronic forms are due, along with payment and your Advance Registration/
Housing Form, by October 26 (to AMS, P. 0. Box 6887, Providence, RI 02940) in order to
be included in the Winter List of Employers.
3. Please list all potential interviewers, for reference by applicants, but pay fees only for each
separate table.
4. Forms will not be processed until registration and payment of fees have been received.
EMPLOYER
CODE:

Institution _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Department _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Mailing address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
E-mail address (one only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
URL (or other contact info) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Name(s) oflnterviewer(s) 1. -------------------~--------2. ______________________~-------------------------3. __________________________________________________

4·-----~--------------------------------------------Specialties sought - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Title(s) ofposition(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Number of positions _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Starting date ______________
Month

Renewal

0

Possible

Term of appointment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

Visit our new journals homepage and find more direct linking,
an improved browser display, expanded search options, and more!

Free trials are available.*
2006 Subscription Rates are now online.

*For corporations and academic institutions-visit www.ams.org/bookstore/journals
to download the 30-day Free Trial form .

APPLICANT RESUME FORM
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES EMPLOYMENT REGISTER
JANUARY 12-15, 2006
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
1. Forms should be accessed and submitted electronically if possible. The URL for accessing
Employment Register information and forms is http: I /www. ams. org/ emp-reg/.
2. Paper or electronic forms are due, along with payment and your Advance Registration/
Housing Form, by October 26 (to AMS, P. 0. Box 6887, Providence, RI 02940) in order to
be included in the Winter List of Applicants.
3. Forms will not be processed until registration and payment of fees have been received.
APPLICANT
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AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

THE FISKE SOCIETY

The Thomas S. Fiske Society honors individuals who provide
for a gift to the American Mathematical Society in their estate
plans. They use planned giving to include the AMS in their
wills, life insurance policies, or retirement plans.
Such gifts ensure that the AMS will continue to fulfill its
mission to promote mathematical research, advance the
mathematics profession, support mathematics education at all
levels, and foster awareness and appreciation of mathematics
well into the future.
Thomas S. Fiske founded the American Mathematical Society
in 1888 to foster comradeship and share research through
meetings and publications. Fiske Society members hold an
honored place in the annals of the Society and in the
mathematical community for building on the foundation
started by Fiske.
For more information see www.ams.org/giving-to-ams
or contact the Development Office, American Mathematical
Society, 201 Charles Street, Providence, RI 02904-2294 USA;
telephone: 800-321-4267 (U.S. and Canada), 401-455-4000
(worldwide); fax: 401-331-3842; email: development@ams.org.

AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SocmTY

wwvv.ams.org

Call for the 2007 Summer
Research Conferences
Proposals
The American Mathematical Society, the Institute of Mathematical Statistics, and the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics welcome proposals from mathematicians, either singly or in groups, for conferences to take
place in the summer of 2007 as part of the Joint Summer
Research Conferences. For over twenty-five years these conferences have played a vital role in disseminating the latest research to more than 9,000 mathematicians whose research interests span the breadth of the mathematical
sciences.
Individuals willing to serve as organizers should be
aware that staff of the sponsoring societies handles the
logistical details of the conferences, thus making it possible for the organizers to focus almost exclusively on the
scientific aspects of their conference. In particular:
1. Core funding for the conferences is provided by a
grant from the National Science Foundation (pending for
2007 series).
2. The selected proposals will represent diverse areas
of mathematical activity, with emphasis on areas currently
especially active. Conferences typically run for one week
with forty to fifty participants.
3. Organizers are expected to put an emphasis on the
attendance and support of young researchers-students
and postdocs-as well as members of underrepresented
groups.
4. Organizers are strongly encouraged to publish conference proceedings with one of the sponsoring societies.
The sponsoring societies are committed to the rapid and
widest possible dissemination of these proceedings as a
means of sharing the conference research with those unable to attend.
Proposal Preparation
Proposals will be evaluated by the AMS-IMS-SIAM Committee on Joint Summer Research Conferences in the Mathematical Sciences. Members of this committee are willing
to provide guidance on the preparation of proposals.
Proposal preparation is straightforward. All proposals
must include:
OCTOBER

2005

(1) title of the proposed conference;
(2) the names and affiliations of proposed members and
the chair(s) of the Organizing Committee. Please include
the curriculum vitae of the chair(s)-compact version, no
more than five pages;
(3) a three- to four-page narrative written for the nonspecialist describing the focus of the topic, including the
importance and timeliness of the topic. Keep in mind that
the members of the Selection Committee are active research
mathematicians from a variety of fields;
(4) a list of the recent conferences in the same or closely
related areas;
(5) a list of the proposed principal speakers, the majority
of whom have agreed to participate (denote with an asterisk
those that have been contacted and have agreed to participate) and a description of how you plan to schedule the
speakers (i.e., number and length of talks per day); and;
(6) estimated total attendance and a tentative list of individuals to be invited to participate.
Organizers are expected to make a vigorous attempt to
include qualified women, underrepresented minorities,
and junior scientists (advanced graduate students andrecent Ph.D.'s) as participants in their conference.
Preproposal
Members of the Selection Committee are willing to provide
feedback on preproposals which address items (2) and (3)
above and which include a tentative list of principal speakers who will be contacted IF a complete proposal is submitted. Preproposals should be submitted by October 14,
2005, to insure sufficient time for feedback from a member of the Selection Committee. Submission of preproposals is optional.
Intent to Submit a Proposal
A statement of intent to submit a proposal should be received by December 16, 2005. Submission of intent to submit a proposal is optional.
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Call for Proposals

New From
Forthcoming!

THE DIOPHANTINE FROBENIUS PROBLEM
Jorge L. Ramirez Alfonsin
A number of methods, from several areas of
mathematics, have been used in the hope of finding a
formula giving the Frobenius number and algorithms
to calculate it. The main intention of this book is to
highlight such methods, ideas, viewpoints and
applications to a broader audience.

Proposal Deadlines
For conferences to be held in the summer of 2007, the deadline for submission is January 16, 2006. -Conference proposers will be notified of the committee's decisions in
early spring.
Sample Proposals
Sample proposals are posted at http: I jwww. ams. org/
meetings/topics. html under sample proposals.

(O::dord Lecture Series in Mathematics and Its Applications)

February 2006
0·19·856820·7

250 pp.
$114.50

Forthcoming!

COMPUTATIONAL TEXT ANALYSIS
For Functional Genomics and Bioinformatics
Soumya Raychaudhuri
This book brings together the two disparate worlds of
computational text analysis and biology and presents
some of the latest methods and applications to
proteomics, sequence analysis, and gene expression
data.
April2006
0·19·856741 ·3
0·19-856740·5

paper
laminated board

300 pp.
$69.50
$134.50

Send To
Submit preproposals and proposals to: Joint Summer Research Conferences, AMS Meetings and Conferences Department, P.O. Box 6887, Providence, Rl 02940; fax: 401455-4004; email: meet@ams. org. Electronic submissions
are preferred.
Questions
For questions concerning the proposal evaluation process,
contact Dr. Jim Maxwell, AMS Associate Executive Director, via email (jwm@ams. org) or phone (401-455-4101).

THEORY OF NEURAL INFORMATION PROCESSING
SYSTEMS
A. C. C. Coolen, R. Kuehn, and P. Sollich
This interdisciplinary graduate text gives a full, explicit,
coherent and up-to-date account of the modern theory
of neural information processing systems.
September 2005
0·19·853024·2
0·19·853023·4

paper
cloth

500 pp.
$59.50
$149.50

FINITE ELEMENTS AND FAST ITERATIVE SOLVERS
With Applications in Incompressible Fluid Dynamics
Howard C. Elman, David J. Silvester; and
Andrew J. Wathen
This book provides an excellent introduction to finite
elements, iterative linear solvers and scientific
computing.
(Numerical Mathematics and Scientific Computation)

2005
0·19·852868-X
0·19·852867·1

paper
laminated boards

420 pp.
$64.50
$144.50

STOCHASTIC PROCESSES AND MODELS
David Stirzaker
A concise and lucid introduction to simple stochastic
processes and models.
September 2005
0·19-856814-2
0·19·856813·4

paper
cloth

370 pp.
$59.50
$124.50

OXFORD USERS' GUIDE TO MATHEMATICS
Edited by Eberhard Zeidler

The Oxford Users' Guide to Mathematics represents a
comprehensive handbook on mathematics.
2004
0·19·850763·1

flexicover

1308 pp.
$49.95

Prices are subject to change and apply only in the US.
To order, please call 1-800-451-75 56. In Canada, call 1-800-387-8020.
Never miss an Oxford sale!
Visit our web site at www.oup.com/us.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back.
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issue of the Notices as noted below for each meeting.

Harold Rosenberg, University of Paris VII, Minimal and constant mean curvature surfaces in homogeneous 3-manifolds.
Alice Silverberg, University of California Irvine, Applying
number theory and algebraic geometry to cryptography.
Christopher Sogge, Johns Hopkins University, Estimates
for eigenfunctions of the Laplacian.
Benjamin Sudakov, Princeton University, Probabilistic reasoning and Ramsey theory.

Annandale-onHudson, New York
Bard College
October 8-9, 2005
Saturday - Sunday
Meeting #1 009
Eastern Section
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: August 2005
Program first available on AMS website: August 25, 2005
Program issue of electronic Notices: October 2005
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 26, Issue 4
Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
Expired
For abstracts: Expired
The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. org/amsmtgs/
sectional . html.

Invited Addresses
Persi Diaconis, Stanford University, Erdos picture of "most
things" (Erdos Memorial Lecture).
OCTOBER

2005

Special Sessions
Algebraic and Geometric Combinatorics, Cristian P. Lenart,
State University of New York at Albany, and Lauren L. Rose
and Sheila Sundaram, Bard College.
Extremal and Probablistic Combinatorics, Benjamin Sudakov, Princeton University.
Geometric Group Theory, Sean Cleary, The City College of
New York, and Melanie I. Stein, Trinity College.
Geometric Transversal Theory, Richard Pollack, Courant
Institute, New York University, and Jacob Eli Goodman,
The City College of New York.
Global Theory of Minimal Surfaces, David A. Hoffman,
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute, and Harold
Rosenberg, University of Paris VII.
History of Mathematics, Patricia R. Allaire, Queensborough Community College, CUNY, Robert E. Bradley, Adelphi University, and Jeff Suzuki, Bard College.
Homological Aspects of Commutative Algebra, Alexandre
Tchernev, University of Albany, SUNY, and Janet Vassilev, University of Arkansas.
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Infinite Groups, Anthony M. Gaglione, United States Naval
Academy, Benjamin Fine, Fairfield University, and Dennis
Spellman, Philadelphia University.
Invariants of Graphs and Matroids, Gary Gordon and
Lorenzo Traldi, Lafayette College.
Mathematical Methods for the Analysis of Images and HighDimensional Data, Erik M. Bollt, Clarkson University, and
Rick Chartrand, Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Measurable, Symbolic, and Tiling Dynamical Systems, Natalie Priebe Frank, Vassar College, and Samuel]. Lightwood, Western Connecticut State University.
Special Functions and Orthogonal Polynomials: Theory and
Applications, Diego Dominici, State University of New
York at New Paltz.
Theory of Infinite-Dimensional Lie Algebras, Vertex Operator Algebras, and Related Topics, Antun Milas, SUNY at
Albany, Alex J. Feingold, Binghamton University, and YiZhi Huang, Rutgers University.

Johnson City,
Tennessee
East Tennessee State University
October 1 5-16, 2005
Saturday - Sunday
Meeting #1 010
Southeastern Section
Associate secretary: Matthew Miller
Announcement issue of Notices: August 2005
Program first available onAMS website: September 1, 2005
Program issue of electronic Notices: October 2005
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 26, Issue 4
Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
Expired
For abstracts: Expired

The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. o rg/ amsmtgs/
sectional . html.
Invited Addresses
Alberto Bressan, Pennsylvania State University, Optimal
transportation metrics and nonlinear wave equations.
Assaf Naor, Microsoft Research, The b-Lipschitz theory of
metric spaces: A survey of recent progress and algorithmic
applications.
Prasad V. Tetali, Georgia Institute of Technology, Markov
chain mixing: An update.
Rekha R. Thomas, University of Washington, Grabner
bases: From theory to applications and back.
1118

Special Sessions

Approximation Theory, Robert Gardner, East Tennessee
State University, and Narendra Kumar Govil, Auburn University.
Commutative Ring Theory, David F. Anderson and David
E. Dobbs, University of Tennessee at Knoxville.
Discrete Models in Biology, Debra Knisley, East Tennessee
State University, and Michael A. Langston, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville.
Geometry and Algorithms in Metric Spaces, W. J. Bo
Brinkman and Beata Randrianantoanina, Miami University.
Mathematical Applications in Survival Analysis and Biostatistics, Don Hong and Tiejian Wu, East Tennessee State
University.
Mathematical Aspects of Wave Propagation Phenomena,
Boris P. Belinskiy, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga,
and Anjan Biswas, Tennessee State University.
Mathematical Education of Teachers, Frederick Norwood
and Michel Helfgott, East Tennessee State University.
Nonlinear PDE Evolutionary Systems and Their Control,
George Avalos, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and Irena
M. Lasiecka, University of Virginia.
Nonlinear Wave Equations and Applications, Alberto Bressan and Yuxi Zheng, Pennsylvania State University.

Lincoln, Nebraska
University of Nebraska in Lincoln
October 21-23,2005
Friday - Sunday
Meeting #1 011
Central Section
Associate secretary: Susan]. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: August 2005
Program first available on AMS website: September 8, 2005
Program issue of electronic Notices: October 2005
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 26, Issue 4
Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
Expired
For abstracts: Expired

The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. org/amsmtgs/
sectional.html.
Invited Addresses
Sir Michael Atiyah, University of Edinburgh, The nature
of space (Einstein Public Lecture in Mathematics "In celebration of the 1OOth anniversary of Albert Einstein's annus
mirabilis").
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Howard A. Masur, University of illinois at Chicago, Billiards
in polygons: Connections of geometry and complex analysis to dynamical systems.
Alejandro Uribe, University of Michigan, Title to be announced.
Judy Walker, University of Nebraska, Title to be announced.
Jack Xin, University of Texas, Title to be announced.
Special Sessions

Algebraic Geometry, Brian Harbourne, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and Bangere P. Purnaprajna, University of
Kansas.
Analysis ofPartial Differential and Integral Equations, Congming Li, University of Colorado.
Association Schemes and Related Topics, Sung Yell Song,
Iowa State university, and Paul M. Terwilliger, University
of Wisconsin.
Calculus of Variations, Mikil Foss, University of NebraskaLincoln, and Giovanni Leoni, Carnegie Mellon University.
Combinatorial Matrix Theory, Leslie Hogben, Iowa State
University, and Bryan L. Shader, University of Wyoming.
Commutative Algebra, Lars Winther Christensen, Srikanth
B. Iyengar, and Sean M. Sather-Wagstaff, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Dynamic Equations on Time Scales, Lynn H. Erbe and
Allan C. Peterson, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Geometric Methods in Group Theory and Semigroup Theory, Susan M. Hermiller and John C. Meakin, University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, and Zoran Sunik, Texas A&M University.
Geometry of Differential Equations, Jeanne Nielsen Clelland, University of Colorado, Irina A. Kogan, North Carolina State University, and Zhijun Qiao, University of
Texas-Pan American.
Graph Theory, Andrew J. Radcliffe, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Zsuzsanna Szaniszlo, Valparaiso University, and Jonathan Cutler, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
K-Theory and Algebraic Cycles, Christian Haesemeyer,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Gregory
Grant Piepmeyer and Mark Edward Walker, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln.
Mathematical Ecology, David Logan, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and William Robert Wolesensky, College
of St. Mary.
Mathematical Education of Teachers, W. James Lewis, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Cheryl Lynn Olsen, Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania, and Ira J. Papick, University of Missouri-Columbia.
Mathematical and Engineering Aspects of Coding Theory,
Lance Perez and Judy Walker, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Nonlinear A nalysis and Control ofPartial Differential Equations, George Avalos, Petronela Radu, Mohammad A.
Rammaha, and Richard L. Rebarber, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
O CTOBER

2005

Randomness in Computation, John M. Hitchcock, University of Wyoming, Aduri Pavan, Iowa State University, and
Vinodchandran Variyam, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Recent Progress in Operator Algebras, Allan P. Donsig
and David R. Pitts, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Representation Theory of Noetherian Rings, Roger A. Wiegand and Sylvia Margaret Wiegand, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Scattering and Spectral Problems in Geometry, Peter A.
Perry, University of Kentucky, and Alejandro Uribe, University of Michigan.
Undergraduate Research, Richard L. Rebarber and Gordon S. Woodward, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Universal A lgebra and Order, John William Snow, Sam
Houston .State University, and Japheth L. M. Wood,
Chatham College.

Eugene, Oregon
University of Oregon
November 12-13, 2005
Saturday - Sunday
Meeting #1 012
Western Section
Associate secretary: Michel L. Lapidus
Announcement issue of Notices: September 2005
Program first available on AMS website: September 29,
2005
Program issue of electronic Notices: November 2005
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 26, Issue 4
Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
Expired
For abstracts: September 20, 2005

The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. org / amsmtgs/
sectional . html.
Invited Addresses
Matthew Foreman, University of California Irvine, Classification and anti-classification theorems for measure preserving transformations.
Mark Haiman, University of California Berkeley, Title to be
announced.
Wilhelm Schlag, California Institute of Technology, On
spectral theory and nonlinear PDE.
Hart F. Smith, University of Washington, Wave packets
and wave equations.
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Special Sessions

Algebraic Combinatorics and Geometry(Code: SS 7A), Sara
C. Billey, University of Washington, and Mark Haiman, Uni-

versity of California Berkeley.
Algebraic Geometry Motivated by Physics (Code: SS 9A),
Alexander Polishchuk and Arkady Vaintrob, University
of Oregon.
Algebraic Topology of Moduli Spaces (Code: SS SA), Boris
I. Botvinnik, University of Oregon, Uwe Kaiser, Boise State
University, and Dev Sinha, University of Oregon.
Applications of Algebraic Topology(Code: SS 12A), Daniel
Dugger and Hal Sadofsky, University of Oregon.
Harmonic Analysis and PDEs (Code: SS 13A), Wilhelm
Schlag, California Institute of Technology, and Hart F.
Smith, University of Washington.
K-Theory in M- Theory (Code: SS 6A), Gregory D. Landweber, University of Oregon, and Charles F. Doran, University of Washington.
New Directions in Spectral Theory and Geometric Analysis
(Code: SS llA), Leon Friedlander, University of Arizona,
and Patrick McDonald, New College of Florida.
Noncommutative Algebra and Noncommutative Birational
Geometry (Code: SS 3A), Arkady Dmitrievich Berenstein,
University of Oregon, and Vladimir Retakh, Rutgers University.
Partial Differential Equations with Applications (Code: SS
4A), Alexander Panchenko, Washington State University,
R. E. Showalter, Oregon State University, and Hong-Ming
Yin, Washington State University.
Regular Algebras and Noncommutative Projective Geometry (Code: SS 2A), Brad Shelton, University of Oregon,
Michaela Vancliff, University of Texas at Arlington, and
James J. Zhang, University of Washington.
Representations of Groups and Algebras (Code: SS SA),
Jonathan W. Brundan, Alexander S. Kleshchev, and Viktor Ostrik, University of Oregon.
Resolutions (Code: SS lA), Christopher Alan Francisco, University of Missouri, and Irena Peeva, Cornell University.
Wavelets, Frames, and Related Expansions (Code: SS lOA),
Marcin Bownik, University of Oregon, and Darrin M. Speegle, St. Louis University.

Taichung, Taiwan
Tung-Hat University
December 14-18, 2005
Wednesday - Sunday
Meeting #1 013
First ]oint International Meeting between the AMS and the
Taiwanese Mathematical Society.
Associate secretary: John L. Bryant
Announcement issue of Notices: June 2005
Program first available on AMS website: Not applicable
1120

Program issue of electronic Notices: Not applicable
Issue of Abstracts: Not applicable
Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
September 30, 2005
For abstracts: September 30, 2005

Seewww.math.thu.edu.tw/2005ims/en/index.htm for
current information.
Invited Addresses

Ching-Shui Cheng, Academia Sinica, Title to be announced.
Lawrence Ein, University of Illinois at Chicago, Title to be
announced.
Chang-Shou Lin, National Chung Cheng University, Title
to be announced.
Richard M. Schoen, Stanford University, Title to be announced.
Jing Yu, National Tsing Hua University, Title to be announced.
Jiu-Kang Yu, Purdue University, Title to be announced.
Special Sessions

Affine Algebraic Geometry, Ming-Chang Kang, National Taiwan University, and Kwai-Man Fan, National Chung Cheng
University.
Algebraic Geometry, Jung-Kai Chen, National Taiwan University, Chin-Lung Wang, National Central University, and
Robert Lazarsfeld, University of Michigan.
Differential Geometry, Dong-Ho Tsai, National Tsing Hua
University, and Bennett Chow, University of California
San Diego.
Discrete Mathematics (Graph Coloring), Gerard J. Chang,
National Taiwan University, Douglas B. West, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Xuding Zhu, National Sun Yat-sen University.
Dynamics and Differential Equations, Song-Sun Lin, National Chiao Tung University, and Shui-Nee Chow, Georgia Institute of Technology.
Lie Algebra and Representation Theory, Shun-Jen Cheng,
National Taiwan University, and Brian J. Parshall and
Weiqiang Wang, University of Virginia.
Number Theory (Arithmetic Geometry over Local and Global
Fields), Liang-Chung Hsia, National Central University,
and William A. Cherry, University of North Texas.
Operator Theory and Control, Fang-Bo Yeh, Tung-Hai University, and Nicholas]. Young, University of Newcastle.
Optimization and Applications, Soon-Yi Wu, National Cheng
Kung University, and Shu-Cherng Fang, North Carolina
State University.
Partial Differential Equations and Geometric Analysis,
Chiun-Chuan Chen and Yng-lng Lee, National Taiwan University, Sun-Yung Alice Chang, Princeton University, and
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Robert J. Sibner, Graduate College, City University of New
York.
Probability, Tai-Ho Wang, National Chung Cheng University, Ching-Tang Wu, National Kaohsiung University, and
George Yin, Wayne State University.
Scientific Computing, Wei-Cheng Wang, National Tsing-Hua
University, and Thomas Y. Hou, California Institute of
Technology.
Statistical Modeling and Applications, Ming-Yen Cheng,
National Taiwan University, and Jianqing Fan, Department of Operations Research and Financial Engineering,
Princeton University.

and MAA are cosponsoring this event at 4:25p.m. on Friday. A cash bar reception will immediately follow. All participants are invited to attend. The AMS, MAA, and SIAM
will award the Frank and Brennie Morgan Prize for Outstanding Research in Mathematics by an Undergraduate
Student. The AMS will announce the winners of the George
David Birkhoff Prize in Applied Mathematics, Frank Nelson Cole Prize in Algebra, Levi L. Conant Prize, Award for
an Exemplary Program or Achievement in a Mathematics
Department, JPBM Communications Award, Award for
Distinguished Public Service, and the Leroy P. Steele Prizes.
The MAA will award the Yueh-Gin Gung and Dr. Charles
Y. Hu Award for Distinguished Service to Mathematics, Certificates of Meritorious Service, Deborah and Franklin Tepper Haimo Awards for Distinguished College or University
Teaching of Mathematics, Chauvenet Prize, and the Beckenbach Book Prize. The AWM will present the Alice T.
Schafer Prize for Excellence in Mathematics by an Undergraduate Woman.

San Antonio, Texas
Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center
January 12-1 5, 2006
Thursday - Sunday

112th Annual Meeting of the AMS

Meeting #1 014
]oint Mathematics Meetings, including the 112th Annual
Meeting of the AMS, 89th Annual Meeting of the Mathematical Association ofAmerica, annual meetings of the Association for Women in Mathematics (A Jii!M) and the National
Association of Mathematicians (NAM), the winter meeting
of the Association for Symbolic Logic (ASL), with sessions
contributed by the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM).
Associate secretary: Matthew Miller
Announcement issue of Notices: October 2005
Program first available on AMS website: November 1, 2005
Program issue of electronic Notices: January 2006
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 27, Issue 1

AMS Invited Addresses

Herbert Edelsbrunner, Duke University, Persistent homology, diagrams, and vineyards, Saturday, 10:05 a.m.
David Eisenbud, Mathematical Sciences Research Institute,
Threads From My Life: Linear (good) Resolutions and Small
(seductive) Varieties, Friday, 3:20p.m.
Charles L. Fefferman, Princeton University, Whitney's extension problems, Saturday, 9:00 a.m.
Mikhail Kapranov, Yale University, Title to be announced,
Thursday, 10:05 a.m.
Hendrik W. Lenstra Jr., Universiteit Leiden, Entangled radicals, (Colloquium Lectures) Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 1:00 p.m.
Dusa McDuff, SUNY at Stony Brook, Recent developments
in symplectic topology, Friday, 2:15 p.m.
Michael Savageau, University of California Davis, Title to
be announced, (Josiah Willard Gibbs Lecture), Thursday,
8:30p.m.

Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
Expired
For abstracts: September 28, 2005

The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. org/amsmtgs/
section a 1 . html.

AMS Special Sessions

Some sessions are cosponsored with other organizations.
These are noted within the parentheses at the end of each
listing, where applicable. Time frames are tentative.
Algebraic and Enumerative Combinatorics (Code: SS 12A),
Catherine H. Yan and Marcelo Aguiar, Texas A&M University, Joseph P. Kung, University of North Texas, and
Laura F. Matusevich, University of Pennsylvania; Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday mornings.
Algebraic Groups, Symmetric Spaces, and Invariant Theory
(Code: SS 15A), Aloysius G. Helminck, North Carolina
State University, and Dan Gagliardi, St. Lawrence University;
Saturday afternoon.
Algebraic Statistics: Theory and Practice (Code: SS 4A),
Seth M. Sullivant, University of California Berkeley, and

Joint AMS-MAA Invited Addresses

Svetlana Y. Jitomirskaya, University of California Irvine,
Title to be announced, Saturday, 11:10 a.m.
Laszlo Lovasz, Microsoft, Title to be announced, Thursday,
11:10 a.m.
AMS Committee on Science Policy-MAA Science Policy Committee Government Speaker, Saturday, 4:20p.m.,
Speaker and title to be announced.
Joint Prize Session
Prize Session and Reception: In order to showcase the
achievements of the recipients of various prizes, the AMS
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Elizabeth S. Allman, University of Southern Maine; Thursday and Friday mornings, and Friday afternoon.
Analysis and Implementation of Finite Element Methods
(Code: SS 19A), Atife Caglar, University of WisconsinGreen Bay (AMS-SIAM); Saturday afternoon.
Ancient and Nonwestern Mathematics (Code: SS 14A),
Duncan J. Melville, St. Lawrence University (AMS-MAA);
Thursday and Friday afternoons.
Arithmetic Geometry and Modular Forms (Code: SS 16A),
Matthew A. Papanikolas and Ahmad M. El-Guindy, Texas
A&M University; Friday, Saturday, and Sunday mornings.
Boundary Value Problems for Ordinary Differential Equations(Code: SS 22A),JohnR. Graef, University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga, and Johnny L. Henderson, Baylor University (AMS-SIAM); Sunday morning and afternoon.
Commutative Rings and Monoids (Code: SS 25A), Scott T.
Chapman, Trinity University, and James B. Coykendall,
North Dakota State University; Thursday and Saturday
mornings, and Thursday afternoon.
Contemporary Dynamical Systems (Code: SS 21A), Dmitry
Zenkov, University of Michigan, Youngna Choi, Montclair
State University, Anthony M. Bloch, University of Michigan, Todd L. Fisher, University of Maryland, Melvin Leok,
University of Michigan, David S. Richeson, Dickenson
College, and James S. Wiseman, Swarthmore College
(AMS-SIAM); Thursday and Sunday afternoons, and Saturday morning.
Continued Fractions (Code: SS 6A), Nancy Wyshinski and
James G. McLaughlin, Trinity College; Friday and Saturday mornings, and Saturday afternoon.
Current Events (Code: SS lOA), David Eisenbud, Mathematical Sciences Research Institute; Saturday afternoon.
This session follows the model of the Bourbaki Seminars
in that mathematicians with strong expository skills speak
on work not their own. Written versions of the talks will
be distributed at the session.
Division Algebras, Galois Theory, Cohomology and Geometry
(Code: SS lA), Kelly L. McKinnie and David J. Saltman,
University of Texas at Austin; Thursday morning, and
Thursday and Friday afternoons.
Dynamic Equations with Applications (Code: SS 23A),
Allan C. Peterson, University of Nebraska, and Martin J.
Bohner, University of Missouri-Rolla; Thursday afternoon
and Friday morning.
Extension of Functions (Code: SS SA), Alvario Arias; University of Denver, Charles L. Fefferman, Princeton University, Edward W. Odell, University of Texas Austin, and
Thomas Slumprecht, Texas A&M University; Thursday
morning, and Thursday and Friday afternoons.
Field Extensions and Algorithms (Code: SS 33A), Peter
Stevenhagen and H. W. Lenstra Jr., UniversiteitLeiden; Saturday and Sunday mornings, and Saturday afternoon.
Frames and Operator Theory in Analysis and Signal Processing (Code: SS 20A), Peter R. Massopust, Tuboscope
Vetco Pipeline Services, David R. Larson, Texas A&M University, Manos I. Papadakis, University of Houston, Zuhair
i122

Nashed, University of Central Florida, Ahmed I. Zayed,
DePaul University, and Minh Chuong Nguyen, Institute
of Mathematics, Hanoi, Vietnam (AMS-SIAM); Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday mornings, and Friday afternoon.
History of Mathematics (Code: SS 26A), Joseph W. Dauben,
Herbert H. Lehman College (CUNY), Patti Hunter, Westmont
College, and Karen H. Parshall, University of Virginia
(AMS-MAA); Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
Interdisciplinary Research Involving Analysis and Logic
(Code: SS 35A), Su Gao, University of North Texas, Jose N.
Iovino, University of Texas at San Antonio, and Itay BenYacov, University of Wisconsin-Madison (AMS-ASL); Thursday and Friday mornings.
Invariant Theory (Code: SS 31A), Mara D. Neusel, Texas
Tech University, and David L. Wehlau, Royal Military College; Sunday afternoon.
Mahler Measure and Heights (Code: SS 13A), Michael J.
Mossinghoff, Davidson College, and Jeffrey D. Vaaler,
University of Texas at Austin; Thursday morning, and
Thursday and Friday afternoons.
The Many Lives of Lattice Theory, the Theory of Ordered
Sets, and Universal Algebra (Code: SS 9A), Japheth L. M.
Wood, Chatham College, John W. Snow, Sam Houston
State University, Jonathon D. Farley, Harvard University,
Stefan E. Schmidt, Phoenix Math Systems Modeling, Inc.,
and Anthony A. Harkin, Harvard University; Friday morning, and Friday and Saturday afternoons.
Mathematical Results and Challenges in Learning Theory
(Code: SS 3 7A), Cynthia Rudin, Courant Institute, NYU
(AMS-AWM-MAA); Sunday morning.
Mathematics Education Reform (Code: SS 8A), Bonnie S.
Saunders, University of Illinois at Chicago, William H.
Barker, Bowdoin College, Dale R. Oliver, Humboldt State
University, and Kenneth Millet, University of California
Santa Barbara (AMS-MAA-MER); Thursday and Friday mornings, and Thursday afternoon.
New Developments in Symplectic Topology(Code: SS 34A),
Dusa McDuff, SUNY at Stony Brook, Aleksey Zinger, SUNY
at Stony Brook and Stanford University, Ely Kerman, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Margaret F.
Symington, Georgia Institute of Technology and Mercy College; Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning.
Nonautonomous Discrete Dynamics (Code: SS 36A),
Saber N. Elaydi, Trinity University, and Jim M. Cushing,
University of Arizona; Friday, Saturday, and Sunday mornings.
Nonlinear Dynamical Systems (Code: SS llA), Zhijun Qiao,
Andras Balogh, and Zhaosheng Feng, University of Texas
Pan American, Guihua Fei, University of Minnesota-Duluth,
(AMS-SIAM); Friday and Saturday mornings, and Saturday
afternoon.
Quantum Invariants of Knots and 3-Manifolds (Code: SS
18A), Patrick M. Gilmer, Louisiana State University, and
Charles D. Frohman, University of Iowa; Saturday and
Sunday afternoons.
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Recent Advances in Mathematical Biology and Epidemiology (Code: SS 29A), Sophia Jang, University of Louisiana

at Lafayette, and linda Allen and Lih-Ing Roeger, Texas
Tech University (AMS-MAA-SIAM); Sunday morning and
afternoon.
Recent Trends in Convex and Discrete Geometry (Code: SS
17A), Valeriu Soltan, George Mason University, Tibor
Bisztriczky, University of Calgary, and Paul Goodey, University of Oklahoma; Friday and Saturday mornings, and
Friday afternoon.
Research in Mathematics by Undergraduates (Code: SS
28A), Darren Narayan, Carl V. Lutzer, Bernard Brooks, and
Tamas I. Wiandt, Rochester Institute of Technology,
Michael]. Fisher, California State University, Fresno (AMSMAA-SIAM); Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
Stochastic, Large Scale and Hybrid Systems with Applications (Code: SS 7A), Aghalaya S. Vatsala, University of

Louisiana at Lafayette, and Gangaram S. Ladde, University
of Texas at Arlington (AMS-SIAM); Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
Symbolic-Numeric Computation and Applications (Code: SS
30A), Agnes Szanto, North Carolina State University, Jan
Verschelde, University of Illinois at Chicago, and Zhonggang Zeng, Northeastern Illinois University (AMS-SIAM);
Sunday morning and afternoon.
Syzygies in Commutative Algebra and Geometry(Code: SS
32A), Irena Peeva, Cornell University, Sorin E. Popescu,
SUNY at Stony Brook, and Gregory G. Smith, Queen's
University; Thursday and Saturday mornings, and Thursday afternoon.
Theory and Application of Stochastic Differential Equations (Code: SS 24A), Armando Arciniega, University of

Texas at San Antonio, and Edward J. Allen, Texas Tech University (AMS-SIAM); Sunday morning and afternoon.
Time Reversal Methods: Analysis and Applications (Code:
SS 3A), Peter A. McCoy and Reza Malek-Madani, U.S. Naval
Academy (AMS-SIAM); Saturday and Sunday afternoons.
Topological Spaces Associated with C(X) (Code: SS 27A),
Chawne M. Kimber, Lafayette College, and Warren Wm.
McGovern, Bowling Green State University; Thursday morning, and Thursday and Friday afternoons.
Value Distribution in Classical and p-adic Functions Theory

(Code: SS 2A), Alain Escassut, University Blaise Pascal,
Chung-Chun Yang, Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology, and llpo Laine, University of Joensuu; Thursday
morning, and Thursday and Friday afternoons.
AMS Contributed Papers
There will be sessions for contributed papers of ten
minutes' duration. Contributed papers will be grouped by
related Mathematics Subject Classification into sessions
insofar as possible. The author(s) and their affiliation(s)
and the title of each paper accepted will be listed in the
program along with the date and time of presentation.
Abstracts will be published in Abstracts Presented to the
American Mathematical Society and should be submitted
electronically. See www. ams. org/meeti ngs/abstracts/
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for the form. Select AMS CP 1 as the event code. See the
beginning of this announcement for pertinent deadlines.
Other AMS Sessions

Who Wants to Be a Mathematician, Friday, 10:30 a.m.noon, organized by Michael A. Breen and Annette W.
Emerson, AMS; and William T. Butterworth, DePaul University. Come watch seven of the area's top high school
students as they compete for cash and prizes by answering questions about mathematics. You are invited to come
and take part in this educational and fun presentation.
Committee on the Profession Presentation, Thursday,
4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
T.A. Development Using Case Studies: A Workshop for
Faculty, Friday, 10:30 a.m.-noon and 2:30 p.m.-4:00p.m.
Solomon Friedberg, Boston College, and Diane L. Herrmann, University of Chicago, will guide workshop participants in the effective use of the case studies method
as a tool in preparing Teaching Assistants for their important roles as classroom instructors. The faculty edition
of the publication Teaching Mathematics in Colleges and
Universities: Case Studies for Today's Classroom will be provided to workshop participants at no charge, compliments
of the AMS. For a recent review of the book, visit
www.maa.org/reviews/casestudies.html. There is a separate registration fee of $20 to participate; see the registration and housing form. There are also modest travel
grants for this workshop available on a very limited basis.
For the application process and other details see
www.ams.org/amsmtgs/2095_amswork.html.
Committee on Science Policy Panel Discussion: Saturday, 2:30p.m. to 4:00p.m.
Committee on Education Panel Discussion: Saturday,
8:30a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
Other AMS Events

Council: Wednesday, 1:00 p.m.
Business Meeting: Sunday, 11:10 a.m.
The secretary notes the following resolution of the
Council: Each person who attends a business meeting of
the Society shall be willing and able to identify himself as
a member of the Society. In further explanation, it is noted
that each person who is to vote at a meeting is thereby
identifying himself as and claiming to be a member of
the American Mathematical Society. The Society has a
Committee on the Agenda for Business Meetings. The purpose is to make business meetings orderly and effective.
The committee does not have legal or administrative power.
It is intended that the committee consider what may be
called "quasipolitical" motions. The committee has several
possible courses of action on a proposed motion, including but not restricted to:
(a) doing nothing,
(b) conferring with supporters and opponents to arrive
at a mutually accepted amended version to be circulated
in advance of the meeting,
(c) recommending and planning a format for debate to
suggest to a business meeting,
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(d) recommending referral to a committee, and
(e) recommending debate followed by referral to a
committee.
There is no mechanism that requires automatic submission of a motion to the committee. However, if a
motion has not been submitted through the committee, it
may be thought reasonable by a business meeting to refer
it rather than to act on it without benefit of the advice of
the committee.
In order that a motion for this business meeting
receive the service offered by the committee in the most
effective manner, it should be in the hands of the AMS Secretary by December 15, 2005.
AMS Short Course
This two-day course on Modeling and Simulation ofBiological
Networks is organized by Reinhard Laubenbacher, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, and takes place
on Tuesday and Wednesday, January 10 and 11. Please
see the complete article on page 1102. Speakers are
Elizabeth Allman, University of Southern Maine,
Phylogenetics; Suzanne M. Lenhart, University of Tennessee,
Optimal control of population and disease models; Madhav
Marathe, Virginia Bioinformatics Institute, Interactionbased computing approach to modeling and simulations of
large biological and socio-technical systems; Pedro Mendes,
Virginia Bioinformatics Institute, Modeling and simulation
of biochemical networks; Lior Pachter, University of
California Berkeley, Title to be announced; and Brandilyn
Stigler, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
A computational algebra approach to systems biology.
There are separate registration fees to participate. See the
fee schedule on the registration form at the back of this
issue.
AMS Department Chairs Workshop
This annual one-day workshop for chairs and leaders of
departments of mathematical sciences will be held a day
before the start of the Joint Meetings on Wednesday, 8:00
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. The workshop format is intended to
stimulate discussion among attending chairs and workshop
leaders. Sharing ideas and experiences with peers provides a form of department chair therapy, creating an environment that enables attending chairs to address departmental matters from new perspectives.
Past workshop sessions have focused on a range of issues facing departments today, including personnel issues (staff and faculty), long-range planning, hiring, promotion and tenure, budget management, assessments,
outreach, stewardship, junior faculty development, communication, and departmental leadership.
There is a registration fee for the workshop, which is in
addition to and separate from the Joint Meetings registration. An invitation to attend the workshop will be sent
to department chairs in the fall. Information will also be
posted on the AMS website. For further information, please
contact the AMS Washington office at 202-588-1100 or
amsdc@ams. org.
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Marc Chamberland, Grinnell College, The many faces of
pi, (Student Lecture) Saturday, 1:00 p.m.
Keith J. Devlin, Center for the Study of Language and Information, Stanford University, The mathematics of everyday language, Friday, 10:05 a.m.
Naomi Fisher, University of Illinois at Chicago, Mathematicians and education reform: A cautionary tale, Sunday,
9:00a.m.
Ben Green, University of Bristol, Patterns of primes, Sunday, 10:05 a.m.
Robert E. Megginson, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Participation in mathematics by American Indians: A case
study in underrepresentation, Thursday, 3:20 p.m.
Francis Edward Su, Harvey Mudd College, Preference sets,
graphs, and voting in agreeable societies, Thursday, 2:15
p.m.
MAA Minicourses
Minicourses are open only to persons who register for
the Joint Meetings and pay the Joint Meetings Registration
fee in addition to the appropriate minicourse fee. The
MAA reserves the right to cancel any minicourse that is
undersubscribed.
Minicourse #1: Designing and evaluating assessments
for introductory statistics, organized by Beth L. Chance, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo;
Robert C. Delmas, University of Minnesota; Allan J. Rossman, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo. Part 1: Thursday, 9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.; Part 2: Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. Statistics teachers find it challenging to construct student assessments that focus on conceptual understanding, allow consistent scoring, and
provide informative feedback. Participants will be involved
in constructing assessment instruments for use in introductory courses using an online assessment resource,
ARTIST, and in evaluating the results. We will discuss
guidelines of effective assessment, resources for assessment material categorized by concept and level of difficulty, suggestions for evaluating student performance
through examinations and performance assessments, and
use of a comprehensive first-course exam. Participants
will be invited to pilot items, contribute new items, and
share outcome data for comparison across institutions
through ARTIST. Cost is $95; enrollment limit is 30.
Minicourse #2: ]A VA applets in teaching mathematics,
organized by Joe Yanik, Emporia State University, and
Michael E. Mays, West Virginia University. Part 1: Thursday, 2:15 p.m.-4:15p.m.; Part 2: Saturday, 1:00 p.m.-3:00
p.m. This minicourse will introduce the participants to the
Java programming language and its use in creating mathematical activities. No previous experience in Java programming will be assumed. Through the use of a Visual
Development Environment and a MathToolkit that was
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developed with the support of an NSF grant, this handson workshop will lead the participants through the creation
of some sample applets and introduce them to the MathToolkit. In addition, they will be provided with a more complete tutorial that they can take home that will teach them
the Java programming language and its use in creating
mathematical applets. Cost is $95; enrollment limit is 30.
Minicourse #3: Using and adapting online materials, organized by David A. Smith and Lang Moore, Duke University. Part 1: Thursday, 4:45 p.m.-6:45p.m.; Part 2: Saturday, 3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. After a general introduction,
the minicourse will begin with a discussion and demonstration of the use of Math Gateway and MathDL to identify, explore, and evaluate online mathematics materials.
We will also discuss current trends in online mathematics, e.g., writing in MathML, for the presentation and use
of mathematical content, and the increasing use of Flash
as a way to create mathlets. Participants will be able to experiment with searching for online materials. At the end
of the first session, we will collect suggestions for issues
to be discussed in the second session. In the second session, we will respond to these issues with more time for
participant exploration. The course will conclude with a
general summary. Cost is $95; enrollment limit is 30.
Minicourse #4: Creating interactive workbooks using MS
Excel, organized by Sarah L. Mabrouk, Framingham State
College. Part 1: Friday, 8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.; Part 2: Sunday, 9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. Using the Control Toolbox, one
can create interactive workbooks containing scrollbars,
buttons, and graphs that can be used for course demonstrations and for course assignments/ projects as well as
workbooks that allow students to explore concepts. Creating interactive workbooks using MS Excel requires only
basic knowledge of graph and data creation, and students
need only MS Excel to use these workbooks; no specialized
knowledge is needed to create them and the Internet is not
required in order to use them. Participants will create interactive workbooks containing graph and data components. Sample topics include analysis of spring-mass system and numerical integration. Cost is $95; enrollment limit
is 30.
Minicourse #5: Finite group behavior: Windows software for teaching beginning group theory, organized by
Edward C. Keppebnann, University of Nevada Reno, and
Ellen}. Maycock, Depauw University. Part 1: Friday, 10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m.; Part 2: Sunday, 1:00 p.m.-3:00p.m. In providing the ability to calculate with examples, FGB allows
an instructor to teach beginning group theory in a more
effective way than would be possible by the traditional theorem/ proof based approach. The software is free from
http://unr.edu/homepage/keppelma/fgb.html. This
minicourse will provide an overview of the software along
with a series of collaborative activities that show the pedagogical power of the program. Users of the FGB are able
to construct and visualize subgroups homomorphisms,
co sets and factor groups among other features. Participants
will receive a handbook of materials along with a limited
release superpowered beta version of the program which
OCTOBER
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provides enhanced pedagogical possibilities. Cost is $95;
enrollment limit is 30.
Minicourse #6: Technology tools for discrete mathematics, organized by Douglas E. Ensley and Katherine G.
McGivney, Shippensburg University. Part 1: Friday, 1:00
p.m.-3:00p.m.; Part 2: Sunday, 3:30 p.m.-5 :30p.m. Discrete math courses primarily serve students studying math
and computer science. This minicourse will focus on three
major areas of discrete math (sets/ relations/graphs, combinatorics/probability, and writing mathematical proofs)
and how computer technology can be used to make these
courses more student centered. We will use Maple for the
first day and predesigned Flash movies for the second day,
and in each case we will spend some time on special features of the software and some time on design issues for
effective classroom use. The minicourse participants will
come away with new ideas and customized material for
their own discrete math courses. Some familiarity with basic
Maple syntax is expected, but no experience with Flash will
be assumed. Cost is $95; enrollment limit is 30.
Minicourse #7: Geometry with history for teaching
teachers, organized by David W. Henderson and Daina
Taimina, Cornell University. Part 1: Thursday, 9:00
a.m.-11:00 a.m.; Part 2: Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
This workshop will facilitate a hands-on cooperative experience of the geometries of various surfaces (cones,
cylinders, spheres, and hyperbolic planes), studying the intrinsic geometry of these surfaces. We will also explore the
interactions (both ways) between geometry and mechanical motions. We will use four historical strands to organize our reflection on the basic geometric notions of Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry. These explorations
enhance our understandings of Euclidean geometry and
help to demonstrate a nonaxiomatic, nonformal view of
mathematics and mathematics learning. Appropriate for
all mathematicians teaching teachers. Teaching materials
and references to Web and paper resources will be provided. Cost is $60; enrollment limit is 50.
Minicourse #8: Mathematical and statistical modeling
in biology: Competitive exclusion, coexistence, estimation,
and control, organized by Azmy S. Ackleh, University of
Louisiana at Lafayette, and H. Thomas Banks, North Carolina State University. Part 1: Thursday, 2:15 p.m.-4:15
p.m.; Part 2: Saturday, 1:00 p.m.-3:00p.m. The participants
will learn about differential equation models which validate the competitive exclusion principle and others where
coexistence between competing species occurs. Furthermore, we will discuss some aspects of current HIV modeling research including basic multiscale mathematical
modeling (cellular to individual to population), the importance of qualitative properties of models, statistical
modeling including inverse problem formulations for estimation of distributions, treatment of censored data in
both estimation and control, and computational methodology for both open loop and closed loop control in nonlinear systems. No particular background in modeling, inverse problems or control theory will be assumed of
participants. The participants will work on short projects
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which provide them with hands-on experience in using
these tools. Cost is $60; enrollment limit is 50.
Minicourse #9: Discrete dynamical systems and problem solving, organized by Steve Horton, Rodney Sturdivant, and Gary W. Krahn, U.S. Military Academy. Part 1:
Thursday, 4:45 p.m.-6:45 p.m.; Part 2: Saturday, 3:30
p.m.-5:30p.m. Discrete dynamical systems describe changing behavior in the forms of growth, decay, oscillation, velocity, acceleration, and accumulation. Studying and analyzing these changing phenomena is important for
undergraduates. In this minicourse, the concepts of dynamical systems are explored and used to solve problems
that connect mathematics to other subjects. Important
mathematical concepts such as equilibria, stability, and
long-term behavior are covered along with an introduction
to numerical, graphical, and analytical solution methods.
Cost is $60; enrollment limit is 50.
Minicourse #10: A beginner's guide to the scholarship
of teaching and learning in mathematics, organized by
Curtis D. Bennett and Jacqueline M. Dewar, Loyola Marymount University; Thomas F. Banchoff, Brown University;
and John P. Holcomb, Cleveland State University. Part 1:
Friday, 9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.; Part 2: Sunday, 9:00 a.m.-11:00
a.m. The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) encompasses the work done when a faculty member uses
disciplinary knowledge and a scholarly frame of mind to
investigate questions about student learning in order to
better understand how students learn disciplinary knowledge and to share this new understanding with others. We
will present a framework that illustrates the similarities
between disciplinary research and SoTL work, offer examples of SoTL projects in mathematics at varying stages
of development, and discuss methods for investigation and
publication. Participants will be guided in transforming a
teaching problem of their own into a problem for scholarly investigation. Cost is $60; enrollment limit is 50.
Minicourse #11: Teaching a course in the history of
mathematics, organized by V. Frederick Rickey, U.S. Military Academy, and Victor J. Katz, University of the District of Columbia. Part 1: Friday, 1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.;
Part 2: Sunday, 1:00 p.m.-3:00p.m. Many schools are introducing courses in the history of mathematics and asking faculty who may never have taken such a course to teach
them. This minicourse will assist those teaching history
by introducing participants to numerous resources, discussing differing approaches and sample syllabi, providing suggestions for student projects and assessments,
and giving those teaching such courses for the first time
the confidence to master the subject themselves and to present the material to their students. Cost is $60; enrollment
limit is 50.
Minicourse #12: Getting students involved in undergraduate research, organized by Aparna W. Higgins, University of Dayton, and Joseph A. Gallian, University of Minnesota Duluth. Part 1: Thursday, 9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.;
Part 2: Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. This course will
cover many aspects of facilitating research by undergraduates, such as finding appropriate problems, decid1126

ing how much help to provide, and presenting and publishing the results. Examples will be presented of research
in summer programs and research that can be conducted
during the academic year. Although the examples used will
be primarily in the area of discrete mathematics, the strategies discussed can be applied to any area of mathematics.
Cost is $60; enrollment limit is 50.
Minicourse #13: The Fibonacci and Catalan numbers,
organized by Ralph P. Grimaldi, Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology. Part 1: Thursday, 2:15 p.m.-4:15p.m.; Part 2:
Saturday, 1:00 p.m.-3:00p.m. In introductory courses in
discrete or combinatorial mathematics one encounters
the Fibonacci numbers and sometimes the Catalan numbers. This minicourse will review and then extend this
first encounter as it examines some of the properties these
numbers exhibit as well as applications where these sequences arise. A survey of applications dealing with chemistry, physics, computer science, linear algebra, set theory,
graph theory, and number theory will show why these sequences are of interest and importance. Cost is $60; enrollment limit is 50.
Minicourse #14: Teaching linear algebra with applications, organized by Gilbert Strang, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Part 1: Thursday, 4:45 p.m.-6:45 p.m.;
Part 2: Saturday, 3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. Linear algebra is a
crucial subject in the teaching and applications of mathematics. We hope to suggest new ideas in its presentation.
Among those ideas is a range of problems whose exploration (by hand and mind, not by computer) will lead us
to the central ideas of linear algebra. The pure and applied
parts of this subject will be intertwined in the minicourse,
as they are in reality. In a way, the minicourse itself will
try to show the fascination of teaching and learning and
using linear algebra. The problems will be distributed
(with some solutions!), and we describe our use of the
course page. Cost is $60; enrollment limit is 50.
Mincourse #15: A novel approach to problem solving,
organized by Andrew C.-F. Liu, University of Alberta.
Part 1: Friday, 9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.; Part 2: Sunday, 9:00
a.m.-11:00 a.m. At the University of Alberta, we have designed a very successful sophomore course on problem
solving, using as an innovative text a mathematical novel
in which the main character, a mathematical version of
Sherlock Holmes, solves important, instructive, and interesting problems for his clients. In this minicourse, we
will run a simulated class and examine suitable problems
from various sources. We will also provide a brief history
and discuss the basic philosophy of our course. There are
no prerequisites, and sample notes and problems will be
distributed to the participants. Cost is $60; enrollment limit
is 50.
Minicourse #16: Fair division: From cake-cutting to dispute resolution, organized by Steven J. Brams, New York
University. Part 1: Friday, 1:00 p.m.-3:00p.m.; Part 2: Sunday, 1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. Cutting a cake, dividing up the
property in an estate, determining the borders in an international dispute-such problems of fair division are
ubiquitous. Rigorous procedures for allocating goods (or
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"bads" like chores), or deciding who wins on what issues
in disputes, will be analyzed, starting with the well-known
cake-cutting procedure of "I cut, you choose". Particular
attention will be given to procedures that produce "envyfree" allocations, in which everybody thinks he or she received the largest portion and hence does not envy anybody else. Results obtained in the last five years will be
highlighted. Applications to real-life conflicts, from interpersonal to international, will be discussed. Cost is $60;
enrollment limit is 50.
Invited Paper Sessions
The Role of On-Line Technology Courses for Teachers of Preservice Mathematics Teachers, Thursday
9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m., organized by Judy O'Neal, North
Georgia College & State University, and Franklin D. Demana, Ohio State University.
Assessment of Learning in the Mathematics Major,
Thursday, 2:15 p.m.-5:15p.m., organized by Bernard L.
Madison, University of Arkansas, and William E. Haver,
Virginia Commonwealth University. The papers in this
session will be descriptions of assessment programs aimed
at learning in the major. The invitees Will be teams of faculty who are currently participants in an MAA PREP/SAUM
workshop that assists faculty in these programs. The workshop began in March 2004 and will conclude just before
the 2006 Joint Mathematics Meetings. The session is part
of the MAA-NSF Supporting Assessment in Undergraduate Mathematics (SAUM) project.
Environmental Modeling, Thursday, 2:15 p.m.5:15p.m., organized by Ben A. Fusaro, Florida State University. This session provides a spectrum of environmental modeling. It begins with a modification of the classical predator-prey equations and then moves on to factors
associated with the likelihood of extinction of a species.
The third presentation looks at the challenge of managing a natural resource. The last talk deals with algorithnis
for models of flows in porous media and the numerical
solutions of these models. Speakers include Michael Olinick, Middlebury College, Modeling the predator-prey relationship; Roland H. Lamberson, Humboldt State University, A mathematical look at extinction; Catherine A.
Roberts, College of the Holy Cross, White water rafting in
the Grand Canyon; and Shuyu Sun and Mary Wheeler,
Institute for Computational Engineering & Science, University of Texas at Austin, Algorithms for modeling flow
and reactive transport in porous media. The session is
sponsored by the MAA SIGMAA on Environmental Mathematics.
MAA Contributed Paper Sessions
The MAA Committee on Contributed Paper Sessions
solicits contributed papers pertinent to the sessions
listed below. Contributed paper session organizers
generally limit presentations to ten or fifteen minutes.
Each session room contains an overhead projector and
screen; blackboards will not be available. Speakers needing additional audio-visual equipment should contact,
as soon as possible but prior to September 28, 2005, the
session organizer whose name is followed by an
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asterisk (''). Organizers have been advised that the
majority of speakers in a session must require the use
of additional audio-visual equipment in order to justify
the expenditure. Please note that the dates and times
scheduled for these sessions remain tentative. Full descriptions of these sessions may be found in the June/July
issue of the Notices, p. 702, or see www. ams. org/
amsmtgs/2095_maacontrib.html
Achieving Quantitative Literacy (MAA CP P1 ), Friday afternoon; Aaron Montgomery1', Central Washington University (montgoaa@cwu. edu); Stuart Boersma, Central
Washington University; and Semra Kilic-Bahi, Colby Sawyer
College.
Countering "ICan'tDoMath": Strategies for Teaching Underprepared, Math-Anxious Students (MAA CPS 1), Saturday
and Sunday mornings; Bonnie Gold'', Monmouth University
(bgo l d@monmouth. edu); Suzanne Don~e. Augsburg College;
and Richard Jardine, Keene State College.
Courses below Calculus: A Continuing Focus (MM CP L1),
Friday and Saturday mornings; Mary Robinson'', University of New Mexico-Valencia Campus (maryrobn@ unm. edu);
Florence S. Gordon, New York Institute of Technology;
Laurette Foster, Prairie View A&M University; Arlene
Kleinstein, Farmingdale State University of New York;
Norma Agras, Miami Dade Community College; and Linda
Martin, Albuquerque T-VI. This session is cosponsored by
the CUPM Subcommittee on Curriculum Renewal Across
the First Two Years, the Committee on Two-Year Colleges,
and the Committee on Service Courses.
First Steps for Implementing the Recommendations of
the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics
Education (GAISE) College Report (MAA CP X1 ), Saturday
afternoon; Ginger Holmes Rowell*, Middle Tennessee
State University (rowe ll @mtsu. edu), and Thomas L. Moore,
Grinnell College. Presenters in this session will be considered for the SIGMAA on Statistics Education's Best Contributed Paper Award.
Getting Students to Discuss and to Write about Mathematics
(MM CP H 1), Thursday and Friday afternoons; Martha Ellen
Murphy Waggoner'', Simpson College (waggoner@
simpson. edu); Charlotte A. Knotts-Zides, Wofford College;
and Harrison W. Straley, Wheaton College.
Handheld Technology in Content and Methods Courses
for Prospective Teachers with a Special Interest Strand
Devoted to Teaching and Learning Geometry (MAA CP Y1 ),
Saturday afternoon; Charles Yonder Embse'', Central Michigan University (vondelcb@cmi ch. edu); Deborah A. Crocker,
Appalachian State University; Gregory D. Foley, The Liberal Arts and Science Academy of Austin at Lyndon B.
Johnson High School; and Stephen F. West, SUNY Geneseo.
Innovative Teaching/ Learning Ideas Using Technology in
the Teaching of Courses before College Algebra (MAA CP J1),
Friday morning; Ed Laughbaum'', The Ohio State University
(e l aughba@math. ohio-state, edu), and Mohammad H.
Ahmadi, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater.
Introductory Actuarial Science Programs (MAA CP Y7),
Sunday morning; Robert E. Buck", Slippery Rock University (robert. buck@s ru. edu).
Mathematical Connections in the Arts (MAA CP N 1),
Friday afternoon; Douglas E. Norton'", Villanova University
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(douglas. norton@vi ll anova. edu); Reza Sarhangi,
Towson University; and Nathaniel A. Friedman, State
University of New York, Albany.
Mathematics and Popular Culture (MAA CP V1 ), Saturday
afternoon; Sarah J. Greenwald*, Appalachian State
University (greenwa l dsj@appstate. edu), and Christopher
Goff, University of the Pacific.
Mathematics Experiences in Business, Industry, and Government (MAA CP R1 ), Saturday morning; Philip E.
Gustafson'', Mesa State College (pgustafs@
mesas tate. edu), and Michael G. Monticino, University of
North Texas. This session is sponsored by the SIGMAA on
Business, Industry and Government.
Mathematics of Chemistry (MAA CP Q1), Saturday morning; George Rublein'', College of William and Mary (gt rub l@
math. wm. edu).
Mathematics of Sports and Games (MAA CP M1), Friday
afternoon; Sean L. Forman*, Saint Joseph's University
(sforman@sju.edu), and Douglas Drinen, Sewanee:
University of the South.
Mathlets for Teaching and Learning Mathematics (MAA
CP B1), Thursday and Friday mornings; David M. Strong'',
Pepperdine University (david. st rong@peppe rdi ne. edu);
Thomas E. Leathrum, Jacksonville State University; and Joe
Yanik, Emporia State University.
Models That Work: Building Diversity in Advanced Mathematics (MAA CP Y3), Sunday morning; Abbe H. Herzig*,
University at Albany, SUNY (a he rzi g@a l bany. edu), and
Patricia Hale, California State Polytechnic University,
Pomona. This session is jointly sponsored by the MAA
Committee on the Participation of Women and the MAA
Committee on the Participation of Minorities.
My Favorite Demo: Innovative Strategies for Mathematics
Instructors (MAA CP U1), Saturday morning and afternoon;
David R Hill'', Temple University (hill @math. temple. edu),
and Lila F. Roberts, Georgia College & State University.
My Three Favorite Original Calculus Problems (MAA CP
W1 ), Saturday afternoon; J.D. Phillips'', Wabash College
(phi ll i pj @wabash. edu), and Timothy J. Pennings, Hope
College.
Number- Theoretic Applications (MAA CP E1), Thursday
afternoon; Thomas Koshy*, Framingham State College
(tkoshy@frc. mass. edu), and Thomas Moore, Bridgewater
State College.
Philosophy of Mathematics (MAA CPA 1), Thursday morning; Roger A. Simons'', Rhode Island College (rsimons@
ric. edu), and Satish C. Bhatnagar, University of Nevada.
This session is sponsored by the SIGMAA for the Philosophy
of Mathematics.
Post-secondary Mathematics Assessment: Needs and
Challenges (MAA CP C1 ), Thursday morning; Gloria S.
Dion'' (gdi on@ets. org), Daryl Ezzo, and Luis E. Saldivia,
Educational Testing Service.
Professional Development Programs for K-12 Teachers
(MAA CP 01 ), Thursday morning; Zsuzsanna Szaniszlo'',
Valparaiso University (zsuzsanna. szani szl o@va l po.
edu); Laurie Burton, Western Oregon University; judith L.
Covington, Lousiana State University Shreveport; and Patricia Hale, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona.
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Research and Other Mathematical Experiences for Students outside the Classroom (MAA CP K1), Friday morning; Kay
B. Somers'', Moravian College, (mekbsOl@moravi an. edu);
Susan E. Morey, Texas State University; Sivaram K. Narayan,
Central Michigan University; and Jody Sorensen, Grand
Valley State University. This session is organized by the MAA
Committee on Undergraduate Student Activities and Chapters and by the CUPM Subcommittee on Undergraduate Research.
Research on the Teaching and Learning of Undergraduate Mathematics (MAA CP 01 ), Friday afternoon; William 0.
Martin'', North Dakota State University(wi ll i am. martin@
ndsu. edu); Barbara E. Edwards, Oregon State University;
and Michael Oehrtman, Arizona State University.
Strategies to Encourage Persistence in Mathematics (MAA
CP YS), Sunday morning; David C. Carothers*, James
Madison University (carothdc@jmu. edu); Ahmed I. Zayed,
DePaul University; and Keith E. Mellinger, University of Mary
Washington. This session is sponsored by the MAA
Committee on the Teaching of Undergraduate Mathematics
(CTUM).
Teaching Mathematics Courses Online (MAA CP F1 ),
Thursday afternoon; Kate McGivney'' (kgmcgi @ship. edu),
and Cheryl L. Olsen, Shippensburg University.
Teaching and Assessing Modeling and Problem Solving
(MAA CP G 1 ), Thursday afternoon; Mike Huber''
(michael. huber@usma. edu), andAlexJ. Heidenberg, U.S.
Military Academy.
Teaching Operations Research in the Undergraduate
Classroom (MAA CP T1 ), Saturday morning; Christopher J.
Lacke'', Rowan University (l acke@rowan. edu), and Paul E.
Fishback, Grand Valley State University.
Using History of Mathematics in Your Mathematics
Courses (MAA CP 11 ), Friday morning; Richard J. Jardine",
Keene State College (rjardi ne@keene. edu), and Amy
Shell-Gellasch, Grafenwoer, Germany.
General Session (MAA CP Z1 ), Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday mornings and afternoons; Stephen Davis*,
Davidson College (stdavi s@davi dson. edu), and Eric
Marland, Appalachian State University. Papers may be
presented on any mathematical topic. Papers that fit into
one of the other sessions should be sent to that organizer
and not to this session.
Submission Procedures for MAA Contributed
Papers
Send your abstract directly to the AMS (abstracts should
not be sent to the organizer(s)). Participants may speak in
at most two MAA contributed paper sessions. If your paper
cannot be accommodated in the session for which it was
submitted, it will be automatically considered for the
general session. Speakers in the general session will be
limited to one talk because of time constraints. Abstracts
must reach the AMS by Wednesday, September 28, 2005.
The AMS will publish abstracts for the talks in the MAA
sessions. Abstracts must be submitted electronically to the
AMS. No knowledge of Jb.T:EX is necessary; however, Jb.T:EX and
.Jl..MS-Jb.T:EX are the only typesetting systems that can be used
if mathematics is included. The abstracts submissions
page is at http: I /www. ams. org/cgi -bin/abstracts/
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abstract. p1. Simply fill in each field as instructed. Upon
completion of your submission, your unique abstract number will immediately be sent to you. All questions concerning the submission of abstracts should be addressed
to abs-coord@ams. org.
Special Interest Groups ofthe MAA (SIGMAAs)
SIGMAAs will be hosting a number of interesting activities, sessions, and guest lecturers. There are currently
nine such focus groups offering members opportunities
to interact not only at meetings but throughout the year
via newsletters and email-based communications. For more
information visit www. maa. o rg/SIGMAA/SIGMAA. html.
SIGMAA Officers Meeting, Friday, 8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.,
chaired by Stephen C. Carlson, Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology.

SIGMAA on Business, Industry, and Government
Reception, Friday, 5:45 p.m.-6:45p.m. (see the "Social
Events" section).
Mathematics Experiences in Business, Industry and
Government, Saturday, 8:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. (see the "Contributed Paper Session" section).
SIGMAA on Environmental Mathematics
Environmental Modeling, Thursday, 2:15 p.m.-4:15
p.m. (see the "Invited Paper Session" section).
Business Meeting and Special Invited Presentation,
Thursday, 4:15 p.m.-6:15p.m., organized by Ben A. Fusaro,
Florida State University. Guest lecturer Bruce Herbert,
TAMU Geology Department, will speak on Complex earth
and environmental systems.
SIGMAA on the History of Mathematics
Using History of Mathematics in Your Mathematics
Courses, Friday, 8:00 a.m.-noon. (see the "Contributed
Paper Session" section).
Annual Meeting and Guest Lecture, Friday, 6:00
p.m.-8:00p.m., organized by Amy Shell-Gellasch, Grafenwoer, Germany. The annual business meeting will begin
with light snacks and a cash bar. The annual invited lecture will follow the meeting. This year KimL. Plofker, University of Utrecht, will speak on History of mathematics and
original sources in India: A fieldwork report. For more information, please go to the HOM SIGMAA website, accessible from the MAA website, or contact Amy Shell-Gellasch at amy. shell ge ll asch@us. army. mil.
SIGMAA on the Philosophy of Mathematics
Annual Meeting, Reception, and Guest Lecture, Saturday, 6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m., organized by Bonnie Gold,
Monmouth University. The meeting will be chaired by
Roger A. Simons, Rhode Island College. The guest lecture
will be given by Paul Humphreys, University of Virginia.
SIGMAA on Quantitative Literacy
Business Meeting and Reception, Saturday, 4:00
p.m.-5:00p.m., organized by Caren L. Diefenderfer, Hollins
University; Judith F. Moran, Trinity College; and Maura B.
Mast, University of Massachusetts Boston.
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SIGMAA on Research in Undergraduate Mathematics
Research on the Teaching and Learning of Undergraduate Mathematics, Friday, 1:00pm-4:00pm (see the
"Contributed Paper Session" section).
Business Meeting and Guest Lecturer, Friday,
5:45 p.m.-7:45p.m., organized by Barbara E. Edwards, Oregon State University.
A MAA Notes Sampler, Sunday, 9:00 a.m.-10:20 a.m.,
organized by Barbara E. Edwards, Oregon State University,
and William 0. Martin, North Dakota State University. The
panel will discuss several chapters from an upcoming
MAA Notes volume on research in undergraduate mathematics education, with emphasis on the implications of that
research in the teaching of undergraduate mathematics
courses. The volume will include papers written by mathematics education researchers and by mathematicians discussing topics in the undergraduate curriculum as well as
over arching issues in undergraduate mathematics education. Panelists are Chris Rasmussen, San Diego State University; and Marilyn P. Carlson and Michael Oehrtman,
Arizona State University.
SIGMAA on Statistics
First Steps for Implementing the Recommendations
of the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE) College Report, Saturday afternoon, 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. (see the "Contributed Paper
Session" section).
SIGMAA on Statistics Education
Implications of the New ASA (GAISE) Guidelines for
Teaching Statistics, Thursday, 8:00 a.m.-9:20 a.m., organized by Thomas L. Moore, Grinnell College, and Christopher J. Lacke, Rowan University. Participants in the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education
(GAISE) project have created two reports of recommendations for introductory statistics courses (college level)
and statistics education in preK-12 years. These committees were commissioned by the American Statistical Association, which recently approved the recommendations
of both GAISE committees. This panel will explore implications of the college-level GAISE recommendations to
how we teach introductory statistics and implications of
the preK-12 GAISE recommendations to how we prepare
elementary, middle grade, and secondary teachers as well
as implications for college statistics teachers on serving
students who enter college having studied statistics. We
will hear two panelists from each GAISE committee, one
of whom will discuss the history and context of the committee's work and the other of whom will discuss the current state of their recommendations within their respective domains of college-level statistics and preK-12 level
statistics. Panelists will be Robin H. Lock, St. Lawrence University; Roxy Peck, California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo; Mike Perry, Appalachian State University;
and Jessica Utts, University of California Davis. The session will be moderated by Carolyn K. Cuff, Westminster
College.
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Requiring Statistics of Every Mathematics Major:
Model Courses, Thursday, 9:30 a.m.-10:50 a.m. (see "MAA
Other Sessions" section).
Business Meeting, Friday, 5:45 p.m.-7:45p.m., organized
by Thomas L. Moore, Grinnell College. There will be refreshments, prizes, and a chance to network with statistics educators from around the country.
SIGMAA on the Teaching ofAdvanced High School Mathematics

AP Calculus: Friend or Foe?, Saturday, 9:00 a.m.10:20 a.m., organized by Daniel J. Teague, North Carolina
School of Science and Mathematics. It is estimated that as
many as 500,000 students are taking calculus in high
school this year, the majority of them through an AP
course. Does AP calculus serve the needs of these students
for a strong foundation in mathematics or has the rush to
calculus weakened the students' background in precalculus mathematics? Is AP calculus the best preparation for
future mathematicians? How are we addressing the 200,000
students who have taken calculus in high school but are
repeating the course in college because they either did
poorly on the AP exam, or took calculus for college admissions with no expectation of advanced placement?
What can the MAA community of mathematicians offer AP
teachers to insure that AP calculus continues to be a friend
to quality mathematics education rather than a foe? Panelists include David M. Bressoud, Macalaster College;
Susan Schwartz Wildstrom, Walt Whitman High School;
and Daniel Kennedy, The Baylor School.
WEBSIGMAA

Business Meeting and Guest Lectures, Friday, 6:00
p.m.-7:30p.m., organized by Murray Eisenberg, University of Massachusetts. The guest speakers are Thomas F.
Banchoff, Brown University, and Douglas A. Quinney,
University of Keele.
Serious Data and Serious Tools on the Web for a Serious Problem, Saturday, 2:30 p.m.-3:50 p.m., organized
by Franklin A. Wattenberg, U.S. Military Academy. In 1972
the authors of Limits to Growth said, "If present growth
trends in world population, industrialization, pollution,
food production, and resource depletion continue unchanged, the limits to growth on this planet will be reached
sometime within the next 100 years. The most probable
result will be a rather sudden and uncontrolled decline in
both population and industrial capacity." Julian Symon responded, "The material conditions of life will continue to
get better for most people, in most countries, most of the
time, indefinitely." Thirty-three years later the debate rages
on. Besides being an important problem, this is an excellent venue for mathematical modeling. At the U.S. Military
Academy this topic is a theme in the mathematics program
from the first semester of the two-year core mathematics
sequence through the senior-level capstone course. This
session emphasizes model-building, and analyzing and
using data obtained largely from the Web, rather than
completed models.
1130

Other MAA Sessions
Permanent Use of Temporary Faculty: The Status of
Nonladder Faculty in Departments of Mathematics, Thursday, 8:00 a.m.-9:20 a.m., organized by Judith L. Baxter, University of illinois-Chicago; Kevin E. Charlwood, Washburn
University; and Natasha M. Speer, Michigan State University. Invited speakers with experience in the selection,
evaluation, and retention of nonladder stream faculty in
the mathematical sciences will share details of the particular institutional difficulties they face and how they solve
these problems; similarly, temporary faculty will address
issues from their standpoint. Invited speakers will come
from a variety of institutions (Research I, four-year comprehensive, two-year colleges), and include at least one adjunct. Typical presentations might address important statistical information regarding an institution's adjunct pool,
how to integrate temporary faculty into the intellectual life
of a department, and strategies for survival while holding
multiple part-time appointments. The session is sponsored by the Joint Committee on Teaching Assistants and
Part-Time Instructors (TA/PTI).
Workshop on Training T.A.s, Thursday, 8:30 a.m.10:55 a.m., organized by David Manderscheid, University of Iowa. How are T.A. training sessions set up? What
are the similarities and differences between such sessions? How can case studies be used to support T.A. training? How might T.A. training compare with preparing your
faculty? These issues and others will be discussed. Participants should bring T.A. training materials they might
have to this interactive workshop. Panelists will include
Solomon Friedberg, Boston College, and MariaS. Terrell,
Cornell University. The session is sponsored by the Committee on Graduate Students
Requiring Statistics of Every Mathematics Major:
Model Courses, Thursday, 9:30 a.m.-10:50 a.m., organized
by Thomas L. Moore, Grinnell College, and Harriet S. Pollatsek, Mount Holyoke College. The CUPM Guide 2004 recommends that "every mathematical sciences major should
study statistics or probability with an emphasis on data
analysis." For many years the only course offered for credit
toward the major in mathematics was a probability and
mathematical statistics course that traditionally taught
little, if any, data analysis. While this remains the only option at many schools, there now are courses that can serve
as models of what the CUPM recommendation envisions.
For this panel discussion, we have invited four innovators
to speak about four such courses. This collection of courses
will indicate the wide range of course topics that can fit
into the CUPM recommendation. Each speaker will describe his or her course and its place within the mathematical sciences curriculum. We will leave ample time for
audience discussion. Panelists will be George W. Cobb,
Mount Holyoke College, Robin Lock, St. Lawrence University, Deborah Nolan, University of California Berkeley;
and Allan J. Rossman, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo. The session is co-sponsored by
CUPM and the SIGMAA on Statistics Education.
National Science Foundation Programs Supporting
Learning and Teaching in the Mathematical Sciences,
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Thursday, 9:30 a.m.-10:50 a.m., organized by Elizabeth].
Teles, John R. Haddock, and Lee L. Zia, NSF Division of
Undergraduate Education; John S. Bradley, NSF Division
of Elementary, Secondary and Informal Education; and
lloyd E. Douglas, NSF Division of Mathematical Sciences.
A number of NSF divisions offer a variety of grant programs
that support innovations in learning and teaching in the
mathematical sciences. These programs will be discussed
along with examples of successful projects. In addition,
anticipated budget highlights and other new initiatives
for the next fiscal year will be.presented.
How to Interview for Your First job, Thursday,
2:15p.m.- 3:35p.m., organized by David C. Manderscheid,
University of Iowa. This session is aimed at Ph.D. students
and at recent Ph.D.'s. An overview of the employment
process will be given with ample opportunity for participants to ask questions. The emphasis will be on the portion of the employment process from interviewing through
accepting an offer. Questions that will be addressed include:
How do schools conduct interviews? How can you best prepare for these interviews? How do employers choose to
whom they will make offers? How do you negotiate once
you have an offer? How do you choose among competing
offers? Panelists include Sharon M. Clarke, Pepperdine University; james H. Freeman, Cornell College; David C. Manderscheid; and John A. Vano, University of Wisconsin. The
session is cosponsored by the MAA Committee on Graduate Students and the Young Mathematicians Network.
Advice and Admonitions for NSF Projects: What
Worked, What Did Not, and What Lessons Were Learned,
Thursday, 2:15 p.m.-3:35 p.m., organized by Tingxiu
Wang, Joe Kotowski and Gloria E. Uu, Oakton Community College; and Elizabeth J. Teles, NSF Division of Undergraduate Education. Each year many colleges receive
grants from the National Science Foundation for undergraduate projects. Project principal investigators (Pis), coprincipal investigators (co-Pis), and project personnel must
have successful stories, as well as · failures or cautions
when they implemented the projects. This session is to
share their experiences. Panelists will discuss how they implemented their projects, what worked, what did not and
what lessons they learned. An NSF officer will talk about
grant opportunities and project management. This session
specially welcomes audience participants who have implemented or are implementing NSF projects and others
who are interested in applying for NSF and other grants.
Panelists include Shirley B. Gray, California State University-Los Angeles; Deborah Hughes-Hallett, University of
Arizona; David A. Smith, Duke University; Ignatios E.
Vakalis, Capital University; Sharon Cutler Ross, Georgia
Perimeter College; and Philip D. Wagreich, University of
Illinois-Chicago.
You Have a Job, Now What? Professional Development
Opportunities, Thursday, 3:50 p .m .- 5:10p.m., organized
by Kimberly A. Roth, Wheeling Jesuit University; Joshua
D. Laison Colorado College; and Sarah Ann Stewart, Belmont University. Once you start at a new job, it is important to keep professionally active. Panelists will discuss how
to find professional development activities and the particular ones they are involved with. The session will be useO CTOBER
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ful to both people starting jobs and people who hope to
find one soon. The goal is to alert individuals of the wealth
of opportunities available to help recent graduates in their
professional development. Cosponsored by the Young
Mathematicians' Network.
The Great Pi/e Debate, Thursday, 4:00 p.m.-4:45pm,
organized by Colin C. Adams and Thomas Garrity,
Williams College. We will settle once and for all the burning question that has plagued mathematics from time immemorial: "Which is the more important number, e or pi?"
In this gloves off no-holds-barred debate, the adversaries
will use any means, legal or otherwise, to prove their point.
Moderated by Edward B. Burger, Williams College, this
event could have the historical significance of the Edict of
Nantes, the Yalta conference, the Kennedy-Nixon debates,
or possibly, the invention of microwave popcorn. Or perhaps not, but just in case, you don't want to miss it.
Getting Started in Mathematical Biology, Friday,
8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m., organized by T. Christine Stevens,
St. Louis University; joseph A. Gallian, University of Minnesota Duluth; and Aparna W. Higgins, University of Dayton. This panel focuses on how early career faculty can get
started in research in mathematical biology. The panelists
will address issues such as how to switch fields and still
meet tenure requirements, how to develop a new course
in mathematical biology, and opportunities in mathematical biology available to visiting faculty. Panelists include
Laurie J. Heyer, Davidson College; Janet L. Anderson,
Hope College; Carl C. Cowen, Indiana University-Purdue
University Indianapolis; and Jonathan E. Rubin, University
of Pittsburgh. The session is sponsored by MAA-Project
NExT.
Undergraduate Career Paths in Mathematics, Friday,
9:00 a.m.- 10:20 a.m., .organized by James E. Hamblin,
Shippensburg University, and John A. Vano, University of
Wisconsin-Madison. What good is an undergraduate mathematics degree in the job marketplace? What kinds of
mathematical careers are there? What should you do now
to increase your chances of getting the best job when you
graduate? The panelists will discuss the various careers
and options available to today's undergraduate students.
Cosponsored by the Young Mathematicians' Network
Integrating Math with Other Disciplines, Friday,
10:45 a.m.-1 2:05 p.m., organized by Jenna P. Carpenter,
Louisiana Technical University. There is a growing interest in integrating mathematics content and concepts in
other disciplines in an effort to enhance students' ability
to grasp the inherent connections. This panel session will
feature four successful NSF-funded programs that have developed modules, courses, and even entire sequ ences of
math courses, which focus on the integration of math and
a variety of other disciplines. Panelists will summarize their
programs highlighting challenges and successes. This will
be followed by a question and answer session to allow interested attendees the opportunity to explore how they
might implement integrated learning experiences at their
own institutions. Examination copies and/ or handouts of
project overviews, sample curricular materials, websites
and other dissemination products will be made available
for participants. Panelists include Sheldon P. Gordon,
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SUNY at Farmingdale; Gary W. Krahn, U.S. Military Academy; Eric S. Marland, Appalachian State University; and
Bernd S. Schroeder, Louisiana Technical University.
Proposal Writing Workshop for Grant Applications
to the NSF Division of Undergraduate Education, Friday,
10:45 a.m.-12:05 p.m., organized by Elizabeth J. Teles,
John R. Haddock, and Lee L. Zia, NSF Division of Undergraduate Education. Presenters will describe the general
NSF grant proposal process and consider particular details
relevant to programs in the Division of Undergraduate
Education. This interactive session will feature a series of
"read/think/share/report" exercises built around a series
of short excerpts from sample proposals.
Teaching a Course on Women and/or Minorities in
Mathematics, Friday, 1:00 p.m.-2:20p.m., organized by
Therese L. Bennett, Southern Connecticut State University,
and Sarah J. Greenwald, Appalachian State University.
Courses about women and minorities in mathematics can
be taught in a variety of ways. The content level ranges from
including a great deal of mathematics, to critical studies
of the available statistical research, to historical, sociological, and feminist perspectives. The interdisciplinary nature of these courses lends itself to offerings in mathematics, philosophy, women's studies, and education
departments. In this session, panelists who have themselves
created and taught such a course will discuss the content,
structure, and methods of student evaluation, and will give
suggestions for successful implementation. Panelists include Sarah J. Greenwald; John H. Kellermeier, Tacoma
Community College; Helen Moore, American Institute of
Mathematics; and Bonnie J. Shulman, Bates College. The
session is cosponsored by the Association for Women in
Mathematics.
Scholarship Scenarios, Friday, 1:00 p.m.-2:20p.m., organized by David J. Lutzer, The College of William and
Mary. By reviewing faculty handbooks of various colleges
and universities, one finds that the broad areas of activities for faculty participation is often teaching, scholarship,
and service instead of the more traditional triad of teaching, research, and service. This panel discussion will focus
upon several models of defining scholarship. The session
is sponsored by the Committee on the Profession.
Young Mathematicians' Network/MAA-Project NExT
Poster Session, Friday, 2:00 p.m.-4:00p.m., organized by
Kevin E. Charlwood, Washburn University, and Kenneth
A. Ross, University of Oregon. Junior mathematicians who
are no more than five years beyond their Ph.D. are invited
to submit abstracts for this session. The poster size will
be 48" (length) by 36" (height). Posterboard and materials
for posting pages on the posters will be provided on site.
Applications should be submitted to Kevin E. Charlwood,
kevin. charlwood@washburn. edu, or Kenneth A. Ross,
ross@math. uoregon. edu, by Friday, December 9, 2005.
AMATYC's Beyond Crossroads: Implementing Standards-Based Mathematics Instruction, Friday,
2:30 p.m.-3:50pm, organized by Susan S. Wood, J. Sargeant
Reynolds Community College. A primary focus of the new
Beyond Crossroads document from the American Mathematical Association of Two-Year Colleges (AMATYC) is
implementation. A new set of implementation standards
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in Beyond Crossroads builds on the standards for intellectual development, content, and pedagogy from the 1995
Crossroads to guide the professional practice of mathematics faculty. The implementation standards address: student learning and the learning environment, assessment
of student learning, curriculum and program development, instructional strategies, and professionalism.
Throughout the review, response, and revision cycles of
the various drafts of Beyond Crossroads (in which MAA has
played a significant role), the theme of embracing change
by faculty, departments, and institutions has emerged.
This theme is key to implementing standards for the teaching and learning of mathematics. At this session, panelists will discuss standards-based mathematics teaching,
implementing the standards, and the change process.
Connections will be made between Beyond Crossroads and
the CUPM Curriculum Guide. Panelists include Susan S.
Wood; Richelle M. Blair, Lakeland Community College;
Kathy A. Mowers, Owensboro Community and Technical
College; and William E. Haver, Virginia Commonwealth University.
What Business Looks for in New Hires, Friday,
2:30 p.m.-3:50p.m., organized by Donald B. Small, U.S. Military Academy. The city of San Antonio recognized that college algebra was a key barrier to residents obtaining a college degree. (City-wide, approximately 55% of the college
and university students either fail or withdraw from college algebra.) In 2003, at the urging of the Economic Council, the mayor of San Antonio formed a San Antonio College Algebra Consortium with representatives from the
city's nine colleges/ universities. The goal was to set goals
and priorities for college algebra courses to increase student success. An outgrowth of this effort was the establishment of Project BRIDGE (Bringing together Resources
from Industry, Development, Government, and Education)
to build and sustain dialogue between the business and
education communities toward improving the mathematics and science education for the city's emerging work force.
The panelists, business/ community participants in San
Antonio's Project BRIDGE, will discuss the mathematical
skills and attitudes that are important to their businesses,
e.g., problem solving, communications, willingness to take
risks, ability to learn on their own, and comfort in facing
new situations. Panelists include Anthony Edwards, San
Antonio City Public Service, Vice President of Community
Programs; Sandra Martinez, Kelly Aviation Center; Steve
Bryant, Zachry Construction Company; and Frances Gonzalez, Assistant City Manager of the City of San Antonio.
Current Issues in Actuarial Education, Friday, 5:45
p.m.-7:15p.m., orgnized by Bettye Anne Case and Steve
P. Paris, Florida State University, and Matthew J. Hassett,
Arizona State University. Several actuaries and actuarial
educators will speak. In addition to information about
helping students meet the requirements of the new 2005
exams, there will be information about accreditation considerations followed by a question session. Refreshments
will be provided.
Session for Chairs: Building Bridges, Saturday,
9:00 a.m.-10:20 a.m., organized by Catherine M. Murphy,
Purdue University Calumet, and Daniel P. Maki, Indiana
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University. Building interdisciplinary programs/ courses
requires knowledge of the needs of the partner disciplines.
The Curriculum Foundations Project, Voices of the Partner Disciplines, provides significant amounts of such information. Susan L. Ganter, Clemson University, and
William E. Haver, Virginia Commonwealth University, will
talk to chairs about ways to use such information at the
local level and about a new initiative to expand the project to social science disciplines.
Electronic Homework Systems, Saturday,
9:00 a.m.-10:20 a.m., organized by Michael D. Hvidsten,
Gustavus Adolphus College, and Bruce W. Yoshiwara, Los
Angeles Pierce College. Panelists will discuss the current
state and the possible future of various electronic homework grading systems, including Drill, WeBWorK, MapleTA,
and MyMathLab. Topics of discussion will include costs,
hardware/ software requirements, course management,
authoring of new problems, and standards for exercise
databases. Panelists include Irene Doo, Austin Community
College; Vadim V. Ponomarenko, Trinity University; Amelia
Taylor, St. Olaf College; and john W. Jones, Arizona State
University. The session is sponsored by the Committee on
Technologies in Mathematics Education.
Transitioning into Graduate School, Saturday, 9:00
a.m.-10:20 a.m., organized by Dov N. Chelst, DeVry University, and Heather Ames Lewis, Nazareth College. Entering graduate school can b e an exciting time but it can
also be difficult. You may know many of your fellow students, only a few, or none at all. You may be unsure what
classes to take, how the classes will be run, and what you
need to do to keep up. You may have an advisor in mind,
or you may have no idea and not even b e sure when you
should start looking. This panel discussion will look at what
you can expect when you start graduate school and what
you can do to make the change from undergraduate to graduate student as smooth as possible. Cosponsored by the
Young Mathematicians' Network.
Special Mathematical Outreach Programs, Saturday,
9:00 a.m.- 11:00 a.m., organized by Elizabeth G. Yanik, Emporia State University; Jennifer Hontz, Meredith College;
and Kathleen A. Sullivan, Seattle University. This poster
session is designed to highlight successful programs which
encourage underrepresented populations in mathematics. It is expected that posters representing a wide variety
of programs will be displayed. Possible programming formats include after-school clubs, special conferences, mentaring programs, and summer camps. Recipients of Tensor Foundation grants as well as the NSF's Research on
Gender in Science and Engineering grantees might be particularly interested in sending in a poster proposal. Those
who are in the process of constructing an outreach program are also welcome to submit a poster proposal. Applications should be submitte d to Betsy Yanik ,
yani ke 1 i @emporia. edu, by Tuesday, December 5, 2005.
Mathematics and Biology 2010: Building Connections,
Saturday, 1:00 p.m.- 2:20 p.m., organized by Elton Graves,
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, and john R. Birge,
University of Chicago. This session will consist of a panel
discussion by two sets of innovators who have worked to
integrate courses in mathematics and biology. The session
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is intended to help mathematicians and biologists find ways
to interact and create courses which meet the needs of both
biology and mathematics undergraduate students. Each
group of panelists will present ideas they have developed
and used to integrate the two fields of study. An extended
question and answer period will follow the presentations
to allow ample time for attendees to ask questions and discuss the ideas presented by the panelists. We strongly encourage mathematicians to invite their biologist colleagues
to attend this session. Panelists include John R. Jungck,
Beloit College; Lisette de Pillis and Steve Adolph, Harvey
Mudd College; and Daniel P. Maki, Indiana University.
Topics of Ethics in Mathematics, Saturday, 1:00 p.m.2:20 p.m., organized by Brian Birgen, Wartburg College;
Karrolyne Fogel, California Lutheran University; and Walter Whiteley, York University. Increasingly, mathematics
departments in colleges and universities are tasked with
introducing students to ethical issues in our profession.
At the same time, mathematicians are increasingly working in interdisciplinary teams, where professional ethics
are an essential aspect of the work. Yet when pressed, many
mathematicians and mathematics educators refer only to
issues of plagiarism and the use of mathematics in military situations. This panel discussion aims to start a conversation about a larger collection of ethical issues concerning the professional lives of mathematicians and the
use of mathematics. Panelist include Mariah Birgen, Wartburg College; Lee Lorch, York University; and Walter Whiteley.
Algebra at Various Levels: How Does It Differ? Saturday, 1:00 p.m.-2:20p.m., organized by Bernard L. Madison, University of Arkansas, and Susan L. Forman, CUNY
Bronx Community College. The study of algebra occurs
throughout U.S. education, from elementary school through
graduate school. In particular, several courses in algebra
span the high school to college years, and enrollments in
these courses constitute a major fraction of all enrollments in U.S. secondary and collegiate education. In addition to this large presence, student difficulties with
school and college algebra and the uncertain role of technology have prompted increased scrutiny of why and how
algebra is taught. This session, sponsored by the MAA
Committee on Articulation and Placement (CAP) and led
by a panel representing K-1 2 schools and two- and fouryear colleges, will explore how and why algebra differs at
the various levels in school and college. Panelists include
Bonnie Gold, CAP member, Monmouth University; Cathy
L. Seeley, NCTM President, University of Texas at Austin;
Bernard L. Madison, CAP chair; Sheldon P. Gordon, CAP
member, SUNY at Farmingdale.
Projects Supported by the NSF Division of Undergraduate Education, Saturday, 1:00 p.m.-3:00p.m ., organized by Jon W. Scott, Montgomery Community College.
This session will feature principal investigators (Pis) presenting progress and outcomes from various NSF funded
projects in the Division of Undergraduate Education. The
poster session format will permit ample opportunity for
attendees to engage in small group discu ssions with the
Pis and to network with each other.
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Mathematical Circles: A Demonstration, Saturday,
2:30 p.m.-4:50 p.m., organized by Zsuzsanna Szaniszlo,
Valparaiso University. Gifted and talented students are in
need of mathematics programs geared to their level and
curiosity. In order to attract these students to the profession mathematicians have to take a leading role in developing and organizing such programs. This session is aimed
at popularizing the practice of mathematical circles to
the community. In mathematical circles interested middle
school or high school students learn about topics not traditionally covered in the classroom. The gatherings are
lively discussions of mathematical ideas, where the students discover new areas of mathematics. These highquality programs could be easily duplicated all over the
country. This session will be a demonstration of such a program. Local high school students will participate in a discussion lead by Paul A. Zeitz, University of San Francisco.
The demonstration will last for about 90 minutes; a discussion, and question and answer session will follow. Panelists include Paul A. Zeitz and Zsuzsanna Szaniszlo.
Mathematicians Involved in School Mathematics, Saturday, 2:30 pm.-3:50 p.m., organized by Roger E. Howe,
Yale University, and Alan C. Tucker, SUNY Stony Brook.
This panel discussion by prominent activists in the field
focuses on several efforts underway nationally and at the
state level to involve mathematicians in school mathematics reforms. Other panelists include Richard J. Schaar,
Texas Instruments, R. James Milgram, Stanford University,
Johnny W. Lott, University of Montana.
Models for a One-Semester Course in Discrete Mathematics, Saturday, 2:30 p.m.-3:50 p.m., organized by
William A. Marion, Valparaiso University. In June 2003 a
SIGCSE Committee on the Implementation of a Discrete
Mathematics Course was formed. The charge to the committee was to provide models for a one-semester course
that will meet the basic needs of undergraduates in a computer science program: CC2001 Task Force Report. Mter
preliminary discussions and surveys sent to math and
computer science faculty were analyzed, the committee has
developed two models: one, a math-focused model and the
other, a computer science-focused model. The emphasis
is on building a coherent one-semester course rather than
covering all of the topics recommended in the report. Included are goals for the course, core topics covered with
number of hours to be devoted to each, a sampling of appropriate textbooks, and topics to be covered elsewhere.
Panelists include William A. Marion; Susanna S. Epp, DePaul University; and Gerald W. Kruse, Juniata College. The
session is sponsored by the MAA Committee on Math
Across the Disciplines.
Presentations by Teaching Award Recipients, Saturday, 2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m., organized by MAA Secretary,
Martha J. Siegel, Towson University, and moderated by
MAA President, Carl C. Cowen, Indiana University Purdue
University Indianapolis, MAA President. Winners of the Deborah and Franklin Tepper Haimo Awards for Distinguished
College or University Teaching will give presentations on
the secrets of their success.
Developing Standards for College Algebra, Sunday,
9:00 a.m.-10:20 a.m., organized and moderated by Norma
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M. Agras, Miami Dade College, and William C. Bauldry, Appalachian State University. The moderators will discuss the
draft Standards for College Algebra that is being developed
by CRAFTY. The current draft calls for an applications/modeling approach, problem solving, communication skills, and use of technology. Copies of the draft will
be distributed to those in attendance. Comments, suggestions, and concerns will be solicited. The session is sponsored by the MAA CUPM Subcommittee on Curriculum
Renewal Across the First Two Years (CRAFTY).
Calculus for Those Students Who Have Had Calculus,
Sunday, 1:00 p.m.-2:20p.m., organized by Jack A. Picciuto and Barbra Melendez, U.S. Military Academy. Many students arrive at college having already received credit for
a year of calculus in high school. These students are potentially our best mathematics students. Through standardized testing or onsite validation methods, many of
them are placed in a traditional calculus II or III or in some
form of advanced/accelerated calculus. Unfortunately,
due to a variety of factors, the majority of these placements
do not lead students into SMET programs. Can we do better? Can we develop programs that will encourage students
to expand on rather than just repeating their high school
calculus backgrounds? Our panel will moderate an open
dialogue of ideas on this and other related topics. Panelists
include Bernard L. Madison, University of Arkansas; Mike
Huber, U.S. Military Academy; Michael Starbird, University of Texas; and David M. Bressoud, McAlester College.
Evaluating Curricular Effectiveness: Judging the Quality of K-12 Mathematics Evaluations, Sunday, 1:00 p.m.2:20p.m., organized by Vicki Stohl and David Mandel,
Mathematical Sciences Education Board, The National
Academies. The Mathematical Sciences Education Board has
completed a comprehensive review of evaluations of nineteen mathematics curriculum materials. An interdisciplinary committee of mathematicians, mathematics educators, and methodologists was charged to:
'' Evaluate the quality of the evaluations of thirteen
NSF-supported and six commercially generated mathematics curriculum materials;
* Determine whether the currently available data are sufficient for evaluating the efficacy of these materials, and
if not
*Develop recommendations about the design of a project that could result in the generation of more reliable and
valid data for evaluating these materials.
The committee collected almost 700 studies, reached
a determination on the quality of the available evidence,
identified the weaknesses in much of the current work, and
advanced a framework for conducting rigorous studies and
reaching scientifically valid findings. A synthesis of these
findings and their implications for the field will be the focus
of this symposium. Panelists include Jere Confrey, Committee Chair, Washington University in St. Louis; Carlos
Castillo-Chavez, Arizona State University; and Donald G.
Saari, University of California, Irvine. The session will be
moderated by David Mandel.
MAA Student Research Programs, Sunday, 1:00 p.m.2:20 p.m., organized by William Hawkins Jr., MAA and
University of the District of Columbia, and Robert E. Meg-
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ginson, University of Michigan. The MAA supported small
research teams of a faculty member and four minority undergraduates at twelve sites in the summer of 2005 with
funds from NSF, NSA, and the Moody's Foundation. Grant
recipients will give presentations about their projects and
their students' work. There will be ample time for discussion and questions. More information about the MAA
National Research Experience for Undergraduates Program (NREUP) can be found at http: I /www. maa. o rg/
n reup. Sponsored by MAA-SUMMA (Strengthening Underrepresented Minority Mathematics Achievement).
Reunion of Participants in Refocused College Algebra
Programs, Sunday 2:30 p.m.-3:50p.m., organized by Donald B. Small, U.S. Military Academy. Participants will describe their experiences in refocusing their college algebra courses including grade results and student reactions.
Participants will describe small group activities/projects
they assigned and how they incorporated developing communication skills into their program. All who are interested
in college algebra reform are invited to participate. Panelists include Laurette B. Foster, Prairie View A&M University, and William E. Haver, Virginia Commonwealth
University. The session is sponsored by the MAA CUPM Subcommittee on Curriculum Renewal Across the First Two
Years.
Project NExT Sessions
Project NExT (New Experiences in Teaching) is the MAA's
professional development program for new and recent
Ph.D.s in the mathematical sciences. Each year, about sixty
new faculty are selected as Project NExT Fellows; application materials for 2005-06 are available at the Project
NExT booth in the exhibit area. In addition, Project NExT
has organized several sessions to which it invites all meeting participants.
The following sessions were organized by the 1994-2001
Project NExT Fellows to address issues of concern to faculty who have four to ten years of teaching experience.
Firefighting, Paper Trailing, and Cat Herding: Everything You Need to Know to Be an Administrator but
Were Afraid to Ask, Thursday, 2:15 p.rri.-3:45 p.m., organized by Linda Braddy, East Central University, andRebekah Dupont, Augsburg College. This session focuses on
issues of interest to faculty at all points of their careers
who are interested in serving in administrative positions.
It seeks to answer questions such as: Is it possible to be
department chair and still have time for research? How does
one respond to student grievances? What are some tips for
dealing with conflicts among faculty? What best supports
a colleague going up for tenure or promotion? What are
some strategies a department chair can use to deal with
the difficulties of being "caught in the middle" between
the dean (and higher administration) and the faculty members in his/her department? What communication skills,
political savvy, and management skills are beneficial, and
how can one acquire them? We will discuss the associated
challenges and rewards and provide encouragement and
resources for faculty taking on these administrative roles.
Panelists include Charlotte J. Chell, Carthage College;
Amy Cohen, Rutgers University; Susan C. Geller, Texas
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A&M University; Dennis M. Luciano, Western New England
College; Mickey McDonald, Occidental College; and Jack
Narayan, SUNY Oswego.
The Mathematics Profession in 2016: Where Are We
Going?, Friday, 1:00 p.m.-2:30p.m., organized by John F.
Bukowski, Juniata College; Dale R. Buske, St. Cloud State
University; and Kenneth L. Price, University of Wisconsin
Oshkosh. This session is intended to help relatively new
faculty members prepare for their post-tenure careers by
identifying some of the biggest upcoming changes and opportunities to the mathematics teaching profession. This
may include topics currently receiving a lot of attention:
assessment, course management systems and/or online
courses, curriculum (college and high school), interdisciplinary programs, quantitative literacy courses, and use of
temporary faculty. Panelists include David M. Bressoud,
Macalester College; Michael Starbird, University of Texas
at Austin; Tina H. Straley, Mathematical Association of
America; and Paul Zorn, St. Olaf College.
Making the Most of your Sabbatical, Saturday,
9:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m., organized by Blair F. Madore, SUNY
at Potsdam, and Pamela B. Pierce, College of Wooster. A
good sabbatical involves careful planning, a productive period of work, and an appropriate follow up. Our panelists
will share their diverse experiences with sabbaticals and
answer your questions. Panelists include Jennifer R.
Galovich, St. John's University; Charles R. Hampton, College of Wooster; Judy A Holdener, Kenyon College; William
A Marion, Valparaiso University; and Thomas Q. Sibley,
St. John's University.
See also these sessions/events cosponsored by Project
NExT under "MAA Other Sessions" or the "Social Events"
section:
·Getting Started in Mathematical Biology, Friday,
8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.,
·Young Mathematicians' Network/Project NExT Poster
Session, Friday, 2:00 p.m.-4:00p.m.,
·Reception, Saturday, 8:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m.,
MAA Student Activities
Marc A Chamberland, Grinnell College, The many faces of
pi, Saturday, 1:00 p.m. (Student Lecturer).
Undergraduate Student Poster Session, Saturday, 4:00
p.m.-6:30p.m., organized by Mario U. Martelli, Claremont
McKenna College, and Diana M. Thomas, Montclair State
University. The session is reserved for undergraduates
and first-year graduate students submitting posters on
work done while undergraduates. Interested students can
submit abstracts online at www.maa.org/students/
undergrad/poster06. html beginning August 1. Students are encouraged to apply early.
Examples of poster topics include a new result, a different proof of a known theorem, an innovative solution
of a Putnam problem, a new mathematical model or method
of solution to an applied problem. Purely expository posters
cannot be accepted. Prizes will be awarded to the top-rated
posters with funds provided by the AMS, MAA, AWM, CUR,
PME and by the Moore Foundation. Trifold, self-standing
48" by 36" tabletop posterboard and mounting materials
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will be proVided. Additional material or equipment is the
responsibility of the presenters. Questions may be directed
to Diana Thomas at thomasdi a@mai l. mantel air. edu.
The session is sponsored by the CUPM Subcommittee on
Undergraduate Research and the Committee on Undergraduate Student ActiVities and Chapters (CUSAC).

Business Meeting, Sunday, 11:45 a.m.-12:1 5 p.m., organized by MAA Secretary Martha]. Siegel, Towson University, and moderated by MAA President Carl C. Cowen,
Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis.
See the listings for various receptions in the "Social
Events" section.

MAA Short Course

Activities of Other Organizations

This two-day Short Course on Experimental Mathematics in Action is organized by Jonathan M. Borwein, Dalhousie University, and will take place on Tuesday and
Wednesday, January 10 and 11.
The last twenty years have been witness to a fundamental shift in the way mathematics is practiced. With the
continued advance of computing power and accessibility,
the View that "real mathematicians don't compute" no
longer has any traction for a newer generation of mathematicians that can really take advantage of computer aided
research, especially given the modern computational packages such as Maple, Mathematica, and Matlab.
The goal of this course is to present a coherent variety
of accessible examples of modern mathematics where intelligent computing plays a significant role and in doing
so to highlight some of the key algorithms and to teach
some of the key experimental approaches. The program
includes the following lectures: What is experimental
mathematics?, Jonathan M. Borwein; Case Study I: Integrals
and series using mathematica, Victor H. Moll, Tulane University; Algorithms for experimental mathematics, I, David
H. Bailey, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Case
Study II: Discrete math and number theory in Maple and
C++, Neil J. Calkin, Clemson University; Case Study III: Inverse scattering on Matlab, D. Russell Luke, University of
Delaware; Case Study N: Analysis and probability on the
computer, Roland Girgensohn, Bundeswehr Medical Office;
Algorithms for experimental mathematics, II, David H. Bailey; Concluding examples. Putting everything together,
Jonathan M. Borwein,
Abstracts and program of the lectures can be found at
http://www.cs.dal .ca/-jborwein/maa06.pdf.
Please note there is a separate registration fee for this
short course. To register in advance, please use the Advance Registration/Housing Form found at the back of this
issue, or see http://www.ams.org/amsmtgs/
2095_regi strati on. html. Advance registration fees are
US$125/ member; US$175/ nonmember; and $50/ student,
unemployed, emeritus. On-site registration fees are
US$140/ member; US$190/ nonmember; and US$60/ student, unemployed, emeritus.

Several organizations or special groups are having receptions or other social events. Please see the "Social Events"
section of this announcement for details.

Other MAA Events
Board of Governors, Wednesday, 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Section Officers, Thursday, 2:30 p.m.-5:00p.m.
Department Chairs Liaison Breakfast Meeting, Sunday,
7:00 a.m.-8:30 a.m.
Minority Chairs Breakfast Meeting, Sunday, 7:00
a.m.-8:45 a.m.
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Association for Symbolic Logic (ASL)
This two-day program on Saturday and Sunday will include
sessions of contributed papers and InVited Addresses by
Douglas Cenzer, University of Florida; C. Ward Henson,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Michael C.
Laskowski, University of Maryland; Alain Louveau, CNRS
and Universite de Paris 6; Russell Miller, Queens College
(CUNY); Itay Neeman, University of California Los Angeles; and Sergei Starchenko, University of Notre Dame.
See also the Special Session jointly sponsored by the ASL
on Interdisciplinary Research Involving Analysis and Logic
in the "AMS Special Sessions" section.
Association for Women in Mathematics (AWM)
Twenty-Seventh Annual Emmy Noether Lecture, Friday,
9:00 a.m.-9:50a.m., will be given by Ingrid Daubechies,
Princeton University, Mathematical results and challenges
in learning theory. Also see the Special Session of the
same title jointly sponsored by the AWM and organized
by Cynthia Rudin, Courant Institute, New York University,
under the "AMS Special Sessions" heading.
A luncheon in honor of the lecturer will be held on Friday. See the "Social Events" section for details on how to
participate.
Laurence Summers: One Year Later, Thursday,
3:20 p.m.-4:35 p.m., organized by Barbara Lee Keyfitz,
Fields Institute and University of Houston. Speakers include
Richard M. Dudley, M.I.T.; Mary W. Gary, American University; Ellen E. Kirkman, Wake Forest University; M. Beth
Ruskai, Tufts University; Alice Silverberg, University of
California Irvine; Karen Uhlenbeck, University of Texas at
Austin; and others. Widely quoted remarks by the President of Harvard University in January 2004 initiated a
public discussion of the status of women scientists in research universities; speakers consider aspects of the controversy that are important to the future of women in
mathematics
Just before the panel discussion, AWM will recognize
the Alice T. Schafer award honorees. Note that formal
prizewinner announcements are made at the Joint Prize
Session on Friday afternoon (see the AWM inclusion in the
"Joint Sessions" section at the beginning of this announcement).
Business Meeting, Thursday, 4:40 p.m.-5:10p.m.
Workshop, Sunday, 8:20 a.m.-4:20 p.m. With funding
from the Office of Naval Research and theN ational Security
Agency, AWM will conduct its workshop for women graduate students and women who have received the Ph.D. within
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the last five years. Twenty women mathematicians are selected in advance of this workshop to present their research;
graduate students will present posters, and the recent Ph.D.'s
will give 20-minute talks. The workshop opens with a dinner on a previous evening to introduce workshoppers and
mentors, and includes a panel discussion on career issues.
All mathematicians (female and male) are invited to attend
the entire program. Departments are urged to help graduate students and recent Ph.D.'s who do not receive funding
to obtain some institutional support to attend the workshop and other meeting sessions. The deadline for applications for presenting and funding has expired. Updated
information about the Workshop is available at www. awmmath. org/workshops. html. AWM seeks volunteers to lead
discussion groups and to act as mentors for workshop participants. If you are interested, please contact the AWM office; inquiries regarding future workshops may be made to
the office at awm@awm-math . edu.
Reception, Thursday, 9:30 p.m.-11:00 p.m. See the listing in the "Social Events" section of this announcement.

Denver, and Joshua D. Laison, Colorado College (Thursday
afternoon);
Education: Preparing Mathematics Students for Interdisciplinary Research, William L. Briggs, University of Colorado at Denver (Thursday afternoon);
New Transform Methods for Differential Equations, Beatrice Pelloni, University of Reading, UK, and Li-yeng Sung, University of South Carolina ((Friday afternoon);
Inverse Problems: Theory and Numerics for Novel Applications, Heniz W. Engl, Johannes Kepler University, and
Lothar Reichel, Kent State University (Friday morning and
afternoon);
Mathematical Neuroscience: From Experiment to Theory,
Kresimir Josie, University of Houston (Thursday and Friday mornings); and
Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations and
Applications to Flow in Porous Media, Todd]. Arbogast, University of Texas at Austin (Thursday morning).
See also the Special Sessions jointly sponsored by SIAM in
the "AMS Special Sessions" section.

National Association of Mathematicians (NAM)
Granville-Brown-Haynes Session of Presentations by
Recent Doctoral Recipients in the Mathematical Sciences,
Saturday, 2:15 p.m.-4:00p.m.
Cox-Talbot Address, to be given Saturday after the
banquet; speaker and title to be announced.
Panel Discussion, Sunday, 9:00 a.m.-9:50a.m.
Business Meeting, Sunday, 10:00 a.m.-10:50 a.m.
Claytor-Woodard Lecture: Sunday, 1:00 p.m., speaker
and title to be announced.
See details about the banquet on Saturday in the "Social Events" section.

Young Mathematicians Network (YMN)
Concerns of Young Mathematicians: A Town Meeting,
Friday, 7:30 p.m.-8:30p.m., organized by David Kung, St.
Mary's College of Maryland. This panel discussion
will focus on the current primary concerns of young
mathematicians, from undergraduates to newly-tenured
professors, with emphasis on audience participation.
Also see details about the poster session (Friday
at 2:00p.m.) and panel discussions (Thursday at 3:50p.m.,
Friday at 9:00 a.m., and Saturday at 9:00 a.m.) cosponsored
by YMN under the "Other MAA Sessions" section.

National Science Foundation (NSF)
The NSF will be represented at a booth in the exhibit area.
NSF staff members will be available to provide
counsel and information on NSF programs of interest to
mathematicians. The booth is open the same days and
hours as the exhibits. Times that staff will be available
will be posted at the booth.
Pi Mu Epsilon (PME)
Council Meeting, Saturday, 8:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.
Rocky Mountain Mathematics Consortium
(RMMC)
Board of Directors Meeting, Saturday, 2:15 p.m.-4:10p.m.
Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
(SIAM)
This two-day program on Thursday and Friday will include
an Invited Address and six minisymposia. The Invited Address will be given by Thanasis Fokas, Cambridge University, Integrability, imaging of the brain, and the Dirichlet to
Newmann map, at 11:10 a.m. on Friday.
Minisymposia and their organizers include:
Geometric Representations of Graphs, Alice M. Dean, Skidmore College; Ellen Gethner, University of Colorado at
OCTOBER
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Others
Math on the Web, Wednesday-Saturday, various times.
The problem of communicating math on the Web is really
no different than communicating math via other media.
Namely, authoring and displaying mathematical notation
is difficult. On top of that, the Web is a dynamic medium,
where users can interact with rich media documents in
sophisticated ways. This introduces a whole new layer of
challenges and possibilities for engaging, interactive communication between authors and readers. There will be
several presentations on the exhibit hall floor throughout
the meeting.
Mathematical Art Exhibit, organized by Robert
Fathauer, Tesselations Company; Nathaniel A. Freidman,
ISAMA and SUNY Albany; and Reza Sarhangi, Bridges Conference, Towson University. A popular feature at the last
Joint Mathematics Meetings in Atlanta, this exhibit provides a break in your day. On display are works in various
media by artists who are inspired by mathematics and by
mathematicians who use visual art to express their findings.
Fractals, symmetry, and tiling are some of the ideas at play
here. Don't miss this unique opportunity for a different
perspective on mathematics. The exhibit will be open during the regular exhibit hours.
Summer Program for Women in Mathematics (SPWM),
Friday, 2:00 p.m.-4:00p.m., organized by Murli M. Gupta,
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George Washington University. SPWM participants will
describe their experiences from past programs.

Social Events
It is strongly recommended that for any event requiring a ticket, tickets should be purchased through advance
registration. Only a very limited number of tickets, if any,
will be available for sale on site. If you must cancel your
participation in a ticketed event, you may request a 50%
refund by returning your ticket(s) to the Mathematics
Meetings Service Bureau (MMSB) by January 2. After that
date no refunds can be made. Special meals are available
at banquets upon advance request, but this must be indicated on the Advance Registration/ Housing Form.
AMS Banquet: As a fitting culmination to the meetings,
the AMS banquet provides an excellent opportunity to
socialize with fellow participants in a relaxed atmosphere.
The participant who has been a member of the Society for
the greatest number of years will be recognized and will
receive a special award. The banquet will be held on Saturday, with a cash bar reception at 6:30 p.m. and dinner at
7:30p.m. Tickets are US$46, including tax and gratuity.
Association of Christians in the Mathematical Sciences (ACMS) Reception and Banquet, Saturday, 6:00
p.m.-9:00p.m. This annual dinner will be followed by an
after-dinner talk. Tickets must be purchased by December 1; to do so, please visit www. acmson line. o rg.
ACMS Worship Service, Sunday, 7:00 a.m.-7:50a.m. This
nondenominational service will be conducted by ACMS
members and is open to all meeting participants.
Association of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgendered Mathematicians Reception, Friday, 6:00 p.m.-8:00
p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend this open reception.
Meet some n ew friends or get together with some old
friends. Please join us!
AWM Reception: There is an open reception on Thursday at 9: 30p.m. after the AMS Gibbs Lecture. This has been
a popular, well-attended event in the past.
All participants are invited to a Friday luncheon to
honor AWM's Noether Lecturer, Ingrid Daubechies. Those
interested may email awm@awm-math. o rg; a sign-up sheet
for those interested will also be located at the AWM table
in the exhibit area and also at the AWM panel discussion
and Business Meeting.
Budapest Semesters in Mathematics (BSM) Reunion,
Saturday, 6:30p.m. to 8: 30p.m. All BSM alums are invited
to attend. Please stop by the BSM booth in the exhibit area
for more details.
University of Chicago Department of Mathematics
Alumni Reception, Friday, 6:00p.m. to 7:00p.m.
Claremont Colleges Reception, Friday, 6:00 p.m.-8:00
p.m. All alumni and friends of the Claremont Colleges are
invited.
Reception for Graduate Students and First-Time Participants,Thursday, 5:30 p.m.-6:30p.m. The AMS and the
MAA cosponsor this social hour. Graduate students and
first-timers are especially encouraged to come and meet
some old-timers to pick up a few tips on how to survive
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the environment of a large meeting. Refreshments will be
served.
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Department of Mathematics, Alumni Reception, Saturday, 5:00
p.m.-7:00p.m. Everyone ever connected with the department is encouraged to get together for conversation and
to hear about mathematics at UIUC.
University of Iowa Mathematics Department Reception, Friday, 5:45 p.m.-7:00p.m. This event features snacks
and a cash bar.
Knitting Circle, Friday, 8:15 p.m.-9:45p.m. Bring a project (knitting/ crochet/ tatting/beading/ etc.) and chat with
other mathematical crafters.
Lehigh University Reception, Friday, 5:45p.m. to 7:00
p.m. All friends and graduates of the Lehigh Math Program
are invited to attend.
MAA Project NExT Reception, Saturday, 8:30 p.m. to
10:30 p.m., organized by T. Christine Stevens, St. Louis
University; Joseph A. Gallian, University of Minnesota Duluth; and Aparna Higgins, University of Dayton. All MAA
Project NExT Fellows, consultants, and other friends of
MAA-Project NExT are invited.
MAA Two-Year College Reception, Friday, 5:45p.m. to
7:00 p.m., is open to all meeting participants, particularly
two-year faculty members. This is a great opportunity to
meet old friends and make some new ones. There will be
hot and cold refreshments and a cash bar. Sponsored by
Addison Wesley Longman.
Mathematical Reviews Reception, Saturday, 6:00p.m.7:00 p.m. All friends of Mathematical Reviews (MR) are
invited to join reviewers and MR editors and staff (past and
present) for a reception in honor of all the efforts that go
into the creation and publication of the Mathematical
Reviews database. Refreshments will be served.
Mathematical Institutes Open House, Thursday, 5:30
p.m.-8:00 p.m. Participants are warmly invited to attend
this open house cosponsored by several North American
mathematical institutes. This popular reception precedes
the AMS Josiah Willard Gibbs Lecture. Come and hear the
latest about programs and research happening among the
institute community.
MER Banquet: The Mathematicians and Education
Reform (MER) Forum welcomes all mathematicians who are
interested in precollege, undergraduate, and/ or graduate
educational reform to attend the MER banquet on Friday
evening. This is an opportunity to make or renew contacts
with other mathematicians who are involved in education
projects and to engage in lively conversation about educational issues. The after-dinner discussion is an open
forum for participants to voice their impressions, observations, and analyses of the current education scene. There
will be a cash bar beginning at 6: 30 p.m. Dinner will be
served at 7:30p.m. Tickets are US$47 each, including tax
and gratuity.
Reception for Mathematicians in Business, Industry,
and Government, Friday, 5:45 p.m.-6:45 p.m., organized
by Michael Monticino, University of North Texas. This
welcome reception is open to all conference participants
and in particular those interested in the mathematics of
business, government, and industry (BIG). The reception
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will be a great opportunity to interact with BIG mathematicians and learn more about BIG mathematics. Thereception is sponsored by the BIG SIGMAA.
NAM Banquet, Friday, 6:00 p.m.-9:30p.m. The National
Association of Mathematicians will host a banquet on
Friday evening. A cash bar reception will be held at
6:00 p.m., and dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m. Tickets
are US$48 each, including tax and gratuity.
New Mexico State University Mathematics Association
Reception, Friday, 5:45 p.m.-7:30p.m. All members and
friends are invited. Please join us for refreshments and conversation.
Joint PME and MAA Student Chapter Advisors' Breakfast, Saturday, 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m.
Student Hospitality Center, Thursday-Saturday,
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., and Sunday, 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.,
organized by Richard and Araceli Neal, American Society
for the Communication of Mathematics. A reception for
undergraduates will be held here on Thursday, 4:00 p.m.
to 5:00p.m.
Friends of Williams Reception, Thursday, 5:00p.m.6:00 p.m., organized by Frank Morgan, Williams College.

Other Events of Interest
AMS Information Booth: All meeting participants are
invited to visit the AMS Information Booth during the
meeting. A special gift will be available for participants,
compliments of the AMS. AMS staff will be at the booth to
answer questions about AMS programs and membership.
Book Sales and Exhibits: All participants are encouraged to visit the book, education media, and software
exhibits from 12:15 p.m. to 5:30p.m. on Thursday, 9:30
a.m. to 5:30p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and 9:00a.m. to
noon on Sunday. Books published by the AMS and MAA
will be sold at discounted prices somewhat below the cost
for the same books purchased by mail. These discounts
will be available only to registered participants wearing the
official meetings badge. Most major credit cards will be accepted for book sale purchases at the meetings. Also, AMS
electronic products and the AMS website will be demonstrated. Participants visiting the exhibits are required to
display their meetings badge in order to enter the exhibit
area.
The AMS and the MAA cordially invite all registered participants to enjoy complimentary tea and coffee (available
at noon and 2:00 p.m. on Thursday; 9:00 a.m., noon, and
2:00p.m. on Friday and Saturday; and 9:00a.m. on Sunday) while perusing the associations' booths.
Mathematical Sciences Employment Center: Those
wishing to participate in the Mathematical Sciences
Employment Center should read carefully the important
article about the center beginning on page 1105 in this
issue of Notices or at www. ams. o rg/ emp- reg/.
Networking Opportunities: There are many opportunities to meet new friends and greet old acquaintances
in addition to the vast array of scientific sessions offered
at these meetings. These opportunities are listed on the
newcomers page at www. ams. org/amsmtgs/2095_
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newcomers. html. Newcomers may want to investigate the
many receptions listed in the "Social Events" section, the
Student Hospitality Center, and the Employment Center.
On site a Networking Center featuring casual
seating and lists of registered participants sorted by
school and math subject classification will be available
for your perusal. This is a great place to relax between
sessions and forge new friendships.

Registering in Advance and Obtaining
Hotel Accommodations
How to Register in Advance: The importance of advance
registration cannot be overemphasized. Advance registration fees are considerably lower than the fees that
will be charged for registration at the meeting. Participants registering by November 14 will receive their badges,
programs, and tickets purchased in advance by mail
approximately three weeks before the meetings, unless
they check the appropriate box to the contrary on the Advance Registration/Housing Form. Because of delays that
occur in U.S. mail to Canada, advance registrants from
Canada must pick up their materials at the meetings. Because of delays that occur in U.S. mail to overseas, materials are never mailed overseas. There will be a special Registration Assistance Desk at the Joint Meetings to assist
individuals who either do not receive this mailing or who
have a problem with their registration. Please note that a
US$5 replacement fee will be charged for programs and
badges that are mailed but not taken to San Antonio. Acknowledgments of registrations will be sent by email to
the email addresses given on the Advance Registration/Housing Form. If you do not wish your registration
acknowledged by email, please mark the appropriate box
on the form.
Email Advance Registration: This service is available
for advance registration and housing arrangements by
requesting the forms via email from meet reg- request@
ams. org or by visiting http: I /www. ams. org/amsmtgs/
209 5_reghsg. htm l. VISA, MasterCard, Discover, and American Express are the only methods of payment which can
be accepted for email advance registration, and charges
to credit cards will be made in U.S. funds. Completed
email forms should be sent to meetreg-submi t@ams. org.
All advance registrants will receive acknowledgment of
payment prior to the meetings.
Internet Advance Registration: This service is available
for advance registration and housing arrangements
at http://www.ams.org/ams mtgs/2095_reghsg.
html . VISA, MasterCard, Discover, and American Express
are the only methods of payment which are accepted for
Internet advance registration, and charges to credit cards
will be made in U.S. funds. All Internet advance registrants
will receive acknowledgment of payment upon submission
of this form.
Cancellation Policy: Those who cancel their advance
registration for the meetings, MAA Minicourses, or Short
Courses by January 6 (the deadline for refunds for
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banquet tickets is January 2) will receive a 50% refund of
fees paid. No refunds will be issued after this date.
Joint Mathematics Meetings Registration Fees
by Dec. 16

Member of AMS, ASL, Canadian
Mathematical Society, MAA, SIAM US$203
Emeritus Member of AMS, MAA;
Graduate Student; Unemployed;
Librarian; High School Teacher;
Developing Countries Special Rate
41
Undergraduate Student
21
Temporarily Employed
163
Nonmember
315
High School Student
2
One-Day Member
of AMS, ASL, CMS, MAA, SlAM
n/a
One-Day Nonmember
n/a
Nonmathematician Guest
15
MAA Minicourses
Minicourses #1-6 (computers)
Minicourse #7-16
~'if space is available

$95
60

at meeting

US$264

51
27
189
409
5
145
225
15
$95*
60~'

Employment Center

(please note that earlier deadlines
apply for inclusion in the Winter Lists)

Employer (first table,
computer or self-scheduled)
Employer (each additional table,
computer or self-scheduled)
Employer Posting Fee
Applicants (all services)
Applicants (Winter List &
message center only)

US$230

US$310

80
50
42

110
N/A
80

21

21

AMS Short Course
Member of AMS or MAA
Nonmember
Student/Unemployed/Emeritus

US$87
115
38

US$118
148
57

MAA Short Course
MAAMember
Nonmember
Student/Unemployed/Emeritus

$125
175
50

$140
190
60

Full-Time Students: Those currently working toward a
degree or diploma. Students are asked to determine
whether their status can be described as graduate (working toward a degree beyond the bachelor's), undergraduate (working toward a bachelor's degree), or high school
(working toward a high school diploma) and to mark the
Advance Registration/Housing Form accordingly.
Emeritus: Any person who has been a member of the
AMS or MAA for twenty years or more and who retired
because of age or long-term disability from his or her
latest position.
Librarian: Any librarian who is not a professional
mathematician.
Unemployed: Any person currently unemployed,
actively seeking employment, and not a student. It is not
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intended to include any person who has voluntarily
resigned or retired from his or her latest position.
Developing Country Participant: Any person employed
in developing countries where salary levels are radically
noncommensurate with those in the U.S.
Temporarily Employed: Any person currently employed
but who will become unemployed by June 1, 2006, and who
is actively seeking employment.
Nonmathematician Guest: Any family member or friend
who is not a mathematician and who is accompanied by a
participant in the meetings. These official guests will receive
a badge and may attend all sessions and the exhibits.
Participants Who Are Not Members of the AMS and
register for the meetings as a nonmember will receive
mailings after the meetings are over with a special membership offer.
Advance registration and on-site registration fees only
partially cover the expenses of holding meetings. All
mathematicians who wish to attend sessions are expected
to register and should be prepared to show their badges
if so requested. Badges are required to enter the exhibit
area, to obtain discounts at the AMS and MAA Book Sales,
and to cash a check with the Joint Meetings cashier.
Advance registration forms accompanied by insufficient
payment will be returned, thereby delaying the processing
of any housing request, or a US$ 5 charge will be assessed if
an invoice must be prepared to collect the delinquent amount.
Overpayments of less than US$ 5 will not be refunded.
For each invalid check or credit card transaction that
results in an insufficient payment for registration or
housing, a US$ 5 charge will be assessed. Participants
should check with their tax preparers for applicable deductions for education expenses as they pertain to these
meetings.
If you wish to be included in a list of individuals sorted
by mathematical interest, please provide the one mathematics subject classification number of your major area
of interest on the Advance Registration/Housing Form. (A
list of these numbers is available by sending an empty
email message to abs-submi t@ams. org; include the number 1014 as the subject of the message.) Copies of this
list will be available for your perusal in the Networking
Center.
If you do not wish to be included in any mailing list used
for promotional purposes, please indicate this in the appropriate box on the Advance Registration/Housing Form.
Advance Registration Deadlines
There are four separate advance registration deadlines, each with its own advantages and benefits.
EMPLOYMENT CENTER advance registration
October 26
(inclusion in the Winter Lists)
EARLY meetings advance registration
(room lottery)

November4

ORDINARY meetings advance registration
(hotel reservations, materials
mailed)
November 14
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FINAL meetings advance registration
(advance registration, Short Courses,
Employment Center, MAA Minicourses,
December 16
banquets)
Employment Center Advance Registration: Applicant
and employer forms must be received by October 26 in
order to appear in the publications distributed to all participants. For detailed information on the Employment
Center, see the separate article on page ll05.
Early Advance Registration: Those who register by the
early deadline of November 4 will be included in a random drawing to select winners of complimentary hotel
rooms in San Antonio. Multiple occupancy is permissible.
The location of rooms to be used in this lottery will be based
on the number of complimentary rooms available in the
various hotels. Therefore, the free room may not necessarily be in the winner's first-choice hotel. The winners will
be notified by mail prior to December 21 . So register early!
(See the list of the winners from the Atlanta meetings on
the hotel pages.) Also, applicant and employer forms must
be received by October 26 in order to be reproduced in the
Winter Lists for the Employment Center.
Ordinary Advance Registration: Those who register
after November 4 and by the ordinary deadline of November 14 may use the housing services offered by the
MMSB but are not eligible for the room lottery. You may
also elect to receive your badge and program by mail in
advance of the meetings.
Final Advance Registration: Those who register after
November 14 and by the final deadline of December 16
must pick up their badges, programs, and any tickets for
social events at the meetings. Unfortunately, it is not possible to provide final advance registrants with housing.
Please note that the December 16 deadline is firm; any
forms received after that date will be returned and full
refunds issued. Please come to the registration desk in
the West Registration area on the street level of the San
Antonio Convention Center.
Hotel Reservations
Participants should be aware that the AMS and MAA contract only with facilities who are working toward being in
compliance with the public accommodations requirements
of the ADA.
Participants requiring hotel reservations should read the
instructions on the following hotel pages. Participants who
did not reserve a room during advance registration and
would like to obtain a room at one of the hotels listed on
the following pages should call the hotels directly after
December 22 . However, after that date the MMSB can no
longer guarantee availability of rooms or special convention rates. Participants should b e aware that most hotels
are starting to charge a penalty fee to guests for departure
changes made before or after guests have checked into their
rooms. These hotels are indicated on the hotel page at
htt p: / /www.ams.org/amsmtgs/2095_hotelpage .html.
Participants should also inquire about this at check-in and
make their final plans accordingly.
O CTOBER
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Participants should also be aware that it is general hotel
practice in most cities to hold a nonguaranteed reservation
until6:00 p.m. only. When one guarantees a reservation by
paying a deposit or submitting a credit card number as a
guarantee in advance, however, the hotel usually will honor
this reservation up until checkout time the following day.
If the individual holding the reservation has not checked
in by that time, the room is then released for sale, and the
hotel retains the deposit or applies one night's room charge
to the credit card number submitted.
If you hold a guaranteed reservation at a hotel but are
informed upon arrival that there is no room for you, there
are certain things you can request the hotel do. First, they
should provide for a room at another hotel in town for that
evening at no charge. (You already paid for the first night
when you made your deposit.) They should pay for taxi
fares to the other hotel that evening and back to the meetings the following morning. They should also pay for one
telephone toll call so that you can let people know you are
not at the hotel you expected. They should make every
effort to find a room for you in their hotel the following
day and, if successful, pay your taxi fares to and from the
second hotel so that you can pick up your baggage and
bring it to the first hotel. Not all hotels in all cities follow
this practice, so your request for these services may bring
mixed results or none at all.
Importance of Staying in the Official Meetings Hotels:
Special discounted hotel room rates with the San Antonio
Marriott Rivercenter, San Antonio Marriott Riverwalk, and
other hotels have been negotiated for the Joint Mathematics Meetings. Your patronage of the official meeting hotels enables the AMS and the MAA to secure meeting space
at a greatly reduced cost. In addition, if you make your
reservations at these hotels by November 4, your name will
automatically be entered into a drawing for free stays
over the official meeting dates. Winners will be drawn at
random from the list of reservations received by that date
and notified by December 21 .

Miscellaneous Information
Audio-Visual Equipment: Standard equipment in all
session rooms is one overhead projector and screen. (Invited 50-minute speakers are automatically provided with
two overhead projectors and a laptop projector; AMS Special Sessions are provided with the standard equipment
and a laptop projector.) Blackboards are not available. Organizers of sessions that by their nature demand additional
equipment (e.g., VCR and monitor or projection panel)
and where the majority of speakers in the session require
this equipment should contact the audio-visual coordinator for the meetings at the AMS office in Providence at 4014 55-4140 or by email at wsd@ams. org to obtain the necessary approvals. Individual speakers must consult with
the session organizer(s) if additional equipment or services
are needed. If your session has no organizer, please contact the audio-visual coordinator directly. All requests
should be received by November 4.
Equipment requests made at the meetings most likely
will not be granted b ecau se of budgetary r estrictions.
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Hotels
1. Crockett Hotel, 320 Bonham
2. Hampton Inn Downtown, 414 Bowie
3. Hilton Palacio del Rio, 200 S. Alamo
4. Holiday Inn Express & Suites, 524 S. St. Mary's
5. Holiday Inn Riverwalk, 217 N. St. Mary's
6. La Mansion del Rio, 112 College
7. Marriott Rivercenter-Headquarters, 101 Bowie
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8. Marriott Riverwalk-Headquarters, 889 E. Market
9. Menger Historic Hotel, 204 Alamo Plaza
10. Red Roof Downtown, 1011 E. Houston
11. Residence Inn by Marriott-Alamo Plaza, 425 Bonham
12. Riverwalk Plaza Hotel, 100 Villita
13. St. Anthony-A Wyndham Historic Hotel, 300 E. Travis
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Room Lottery: (See the How
to Register in Advance
section to learn how to
qualify for this year's room
lottery.) Last year's winners
were Jane Claffey, Eva Curry,
Christopher Dwyer, Tim
Flood, Bo Green, Lila
Roberts, and Emily Sprague.

General Instructions: Participants must register in advance in order to obtain
hotel accommodations through the Mathematics Meetings Service Bureau
(MMSB). Special meeting rates have been negotiated at the following hotels.
These rates apply exclusively to reservations made through the MMSB . Hotels
will start accepting reservations directly after December 22, at which time
rooms and rates will be based on availability. A higher rate will be applied to
any rooms reserved directly with any of the hotels before December 22.

Rates:
• Subject to 16.75% state tax
• Only certified students or
unemployed mathematicians
qualify for student rates.
• See ARH Form for detailed
rate structure of each
property.

General Information:
• Check-in 3:00 p.m./checkout 11:00 am - Hilton, Riverwalk Plaza; Check-in
4:00pm/checkout 11:00 am- Hampton Inn, Holiday Riverwalk; Check-in 3:00
pm/checkout noon -Holiday Inn Express, La Mansion, Marriott Residence Inn,
Red Roof Inn, St. Anthony; Check-in 3:30pm/checkout noon- Crockett,
Menger; Check-in 4:00pm/checkout noon- Marriott Riverwalk, Marriott
Rivercenter
• Windows do not open in rooms unless otherwise indicated.
• Children at different ages are free in existing beds only.
• Limited availability of cribs, free of charge
• Most hotels have a limited environmental policy regarding linens where all
requests for a limited change of linens will be honored. The Holiday Inn
Express, Hampton Inn, Crockett, La Mansion, and Marriott Residence Inn do
not have a policy. Linens are changed every day.
• Distance from hotel to Convention Center is indicated in each listing.
• Airport shuttles to hotels are provided by SA TRANS located at
http://www.saairportshuttle.com.
• Wireless is available in some hotels; Please see descriptions below.
• Some hotels will not send confirmations; Please see descriptions below.
• All hotels are in acceptable compliance with ADA; however the Crockett is a
historic property and is not recommended for participants with wheelchairs. The
Hilton is ADA compliant but has no roll-in showers. All hotels have
TTYs/TDDs text telephones on the premises or can rent them by request.

To make a reservation, please submit a completed housing section of the
Advance Registration/Housing (ARH) Form (paper or electronic) with a
guarantee by November 14. Sorry, reservations cannot be taken by phone.
Participants interested in reserving suites should contact the MMSB for further
information.

Deadlines:
• Room lottery qualification:
November 4, 2005
• Reservations through MMSB:
November 14,2005
• Changes/cancellations through MMSB:
December 7, 2005 for La Mansion
December 14, 2005 for all other
hotels

Guarantee Requirements/Cancellation
Policy:
• One night deposit by check, or
• Credit cards accepted: VISA, MC,
AMEX, and Diners
• Riverwalk Plaza will get a preauthorization for stay 3 - 5 days before
arrival
• 72-hour cancellation policy:
Crockett, Hilton, Holiday Inn Express,
Holiday Riverwalk, La Mansion, Marriott
Residence Inn, Menger, Riverwalk Plaza
• 48-hour cancellation policy:
Hampton Inn, Red Roof Inn, Marriott
Riverwalk, Marriott Rivercenter
• 24-hour cancellation policy: St.
Anthony
• Please note that some hotels enforce
early departure penalties; see
descriptions below.
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Marriott Residence Inn
(.30 mile/3 blocks)
425 Bonham Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-212-5555
Single/Double - US $120
Student single/double- US $96

Marriott Rivercenter

Marriott Riverwalk

Hilton Palacio del Rio

(co-headquarters)
(.10 mile/1/2 block)
101 Bowie Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-223-1000
Regular single/double- US $148
Student single/double- US $118

(co-headquarters)
(across the street)
711 East River Walk
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-224-4555
Regular single/double - US $148
Student single/double- US $118

(.20 mile/1.5 blocks/across the street from
south side of Convention Center)
200 South Alamo Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-222-1400
Single/Double - US $146
Student single/double- US $117

Restaurants; Lounge; Health Club;
Indoor/outdoor heated pool; Business
center; Connected to Rivercenter mall;
Parking per day- $17 (self) & $23 (valet);
All rooms have full amenities including
data ports; Children under 18 years free;
High speed internet access is available in
sleeping rooms at a cost of $9.95 per day
plus tax. Wireless is available in public
areas and meeting rooms at a cost of $3.95
for first 15 minutes and $.25 per additional
minute. Confirmations will not be sent.

Restaurant; Lounge; Deli bar; Starbucks;
Health Club; Indoor/outdoor heated pool;
Business center; Parking per day- $17
(self) & $23 (valet); All rooms have full
amenities including data ports; Rooms
facing the river have balconies; Children
under 18 years free; High speed internet
access is available in sleeping rooms at a
cost of $9.95 per day plus tax. Wireless is
available in public areas and meeting
rooms at a cost of $3.95 for first 15
minutes and $.25 per additional minute.
Confirmations will not be sent.

Restaurants; Sports bar; Fitness room;
Outdoor pool; Business center; Location of
the Joint Meetings' Daycare; Parking per
day- $15 (self) & $28 (valet); All rooms
have full amenities including data ports and
refrigerators; Children under 18 years free;
High speed internet access is available in
sleeping rooms at a cost of $9.95 per day
plus tax; Wireless is free in the lobby bar,
Sports Bar and restaurant; All changes to
departure dates must be made at checkin to avoid a $50 penalty charge.

Riverwalk Plaza

The Menger

St. Anthony

La Mansion del Rio

(.30 mile/3.5 blocks)
100 Villita Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-225-1234
Single/Double- US $119
Student single/double- US $96

(.20 mile/2 blocks)
204 Alamo Plaza
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-223-4361
Single/Double - US $118
Student single/double- US $96

(.40 mile/4 blocks)
300 E. Travis Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-227-4392
Regular single - US $11 5
Regular double - US $125

(.40 mile/4 blocks)
112 College Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-518-1 000
Regular single/double - US $115
Student single/ double- US $93

Restaurant; Lounge; Rooftop pool;
Business center; Parking per day - $15
(self) & $20 (valet); All rooms have full
amenities; Children under 18 years free;
Wireless high speed internet access is
available in sleeping rooms at a cost of
$9.95 per day plus tax. All changes to
departure dates must be made at checkin to avoid a $50 penalty charge.

Restaurant; Fitness center; Business center;
Heated outdoor pool; Parking per day - $7
(self) & $25 (valet); All rooms have full
amenities including data ports; Rooms with
river view have balconies; Children under
18 years free; High speed internet access is
available in sleeping rooms at a cost of
$9.95 per day plus tax; wireless in lobby
and restaurant at a cost of $9.95 per day
plus tax. All changes to departure dates
must be made at check-in to avoid a $50
penalty charge.

All suites; No restaurant; Complimentary
full breakfast each morning; Workout
Room; Outdoor pool; Parking per day - $10
(self ); All rooms have full amenities
including full kitchen and free high speed
internet access; Windows open slightly;
Children under 18 years free; Wireless is
free in public areas
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Restaurant; Lounge; Fitness center; Heated
outdoor pool; Parking per day - $11 (self);
All rooms have full amenities including
refrigerators, data ports and free high speed
internet access; No pay movies in rooms
but 100 channels available; Some windows
open; Children under 17 years free; All
changes to departure dates must be
made at check-in to avoid a $25 penalty
charge.

Restaurant; Lounge; Fitness center; Spa;
Outdoor pool; Connected to several shops;
Parking per day - $19 (valet only); All rooms
have full amenities including data ports, free
high speed internet access; Wireless available
in public areas only; Some windows open;
Children under 18 years free
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The Crockett

Holiday Inn Riverwalk

(.20 mile/2 blocks/behind the Alamo)
320 Bonham Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-225-6500
Single/Double- US $115
Student single/double- US $90

(.50 mile/5 blocks)
217 North St. Mary's Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-224-2500
Single/Double- US $112
Student single/double- US $90

No restaurant; Free continental breakfast;
Lounge; Fitness center at Menger; Outdoor
pool; Parking per day - $10 (self) & $19
(valet); All rooms have full amenities
including data ports and free high speed
internet access; Children under 17 years
free; Wireless is free in lobby area.
Confirmations will not be sent.

Restaurant; Lounge; Fitness room; Spa;
Heated outdoor pool; Parking per
day- $14 (self) & $18 (valet); All rooms
have full amenities including data ports and
free wireless internet access; Most rooms
have balconies; Children under 18 years free;
Directly on riverwalk; River barge ticket
booth located on property

Holiday Inn Express Hotel &
Suites
(.30 mile/1.5 blocks)
524 South St. Mary's Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-354-1333
Single/Double - US $109
Student single/double- US $87
All suites; No restaurant; Free continental
breakfast with hot selected items each
morning; Outdoor pool; Fitness center;
Business center; Parking per day- $6 (self);
All rooms have full amenities including data
ports, kitchenettes, microwaves, mini
refrigerators, and free
high speed internet access; Windows open
slightly; Children under 16 years free

No restaurant; Free continental breakfast
each morning; Outdoor pool; Free parking;
All rooms have basic amenities including
data ports; Wireless high speed internet
access is available in rooms at a cost of
$9.95 per day plus tax (through T-Mobile);
Children under 18 years free

(.30 mile/1.5 blocks)
414 Bowie Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-225-8500
Regular single- US $94
Regular double- US $104
No restaurant; Free continental breakfast
with two hot items each morning; Business
center; Fitness center; Outdoor pool; Free
parking; All rooms have full amenities
including data ports and free high speed
internet; Some windows open; Children
under 18 years free; Confirmations will not
be sent.

Attention Students

Red Roof Inn Downtown
(.40 mile/3 blocks)
1011 E. Houston Street
San Antonio, TX 78205
210-229-9973
Regular single/double- US $59.99

Hampton Inn Downtown

As an alternative housing choice, San Antonio International Hostel is located within a comfortable one story
ranch-style building with dormitory beds, fully equipped kitchen, reading room, telephone, picnic areas and
access to a large swimming pool. Private Rooms are also available within historic Bullis House Inn next door to
the hostel. Private rooms are located on the third floor of the mansion. They have Cable TV, full size beds, are
individually decorated and have access to hall baths and telephone on second floor. Continental breakfast is
also available for an additional fee of $5 .00 plus tax per person. All dorm and private room rates are subject to
hotel tax.
The reception office hours are from 8:00 am to 10:00 pm. You will not be able to check in if you arrive
outside of these times.
The hostel is conveniently located just off bus-route #20 to downtown.
Dorm Bed: $16.70-17.83 +tax
621 Pierce Avenue at E. Grayson Street
San Antonio, TX
(210) 223-9426
Fax:(210) 299-1479
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website: http://www.hostelz.com/display.php/2427+San+Antonio+lnternational+Hbstel
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Meetings & Conferences

Unfortunately no audio-visual equipment can be provided
for committee meetings or other meetings or gatherings
not on the scientific program.
Childcare: The American Mathematical Society and the
Mathematical Association of America will again offer childcare services for the Joint Mathematics Meetings to registered participants.
The child care will be offered through KiddieCorp Children's Program. KiddieCorp is an organization that has been
providing high quality programs for children of all ages at
meetings throughout the United States and Canada since
1986. Read all about them at http: I jwww. ki ddi ecorp.
com/.
The childcare services provided at the JMM are for children ages 6 months through 12 years old. Space per day will
be limited and is on a space available basis. The dates and
times for the program are January 12-15, 2006, 8:00a.m. to
5:00 p.m. each day. It will be located at the Hilton Palacio
del Rio in San Antonio, TX. Parents are encouraged to bring
snacks and beverages for their children but items such as juice
boxes, cheerios, and crackers will be provided. Kiddie Corp
can arrange meals for children at cost plus 15% or parents
can be responsible for meals for their children.
Registration starts in September. The registration fee is
US$2 5 per family (nonrefundable). Additional cost will be $8
per hour per child or $6 per hour per child for graduate students. These reduced child care rates are made possible to
the meeting participant by the American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association of America. Parents
must be registered for the JMM to participate. Full payment
is due at the time of registration with KiddieCorp. Deadline
for registering is December 22, 2005.
If parents do not pick up their children at the time scheduled or by the end of the day (no later than 5:00pm), they
will be charged a late fee of$ 5 per child for every 15 minutes
thereafter.
Cancellations must be made to KiddieCorp prior to December 22, 2005 for a full refund. Cancellations made after
that date will be subject to a 50% cancellation fee. Once the
program has begun, no refunds will be issued.
This program is being offered on an experimental basis.
Its reception at this meeting will help determine the possibility of future programs.
To register, go to https: I /www. ki ddi ecorp. com/
jmmki ds. htm or call KiddieCorp at (858) 455~ 1718 torequest a form.
Email Services: Limited email access for all Joint Meeting
participants will be available. The hours of operation will
be published in the program.
Information Distribution: Tables are set up in the exhibit area for dissemination of general information of
possible interest to the members and for the dissemination
of information of a mathematical nature not promoting a
product or program for sale.
If a person or group wishes to display information of
a mathematical nature promoting a product or program
for sale, they may do so in the exhibit area at the Joint
Books, Journals, and Promotional Materials exhibit for a
fee of $58 (posters are slightly higher) per item. Please
contact the exhibits manager, MMSB, P.O. Box 6887, Prov1146

idence, RI 02940, for further details.
The administration of these tables is in the hands of the
AMS-MAA Joint Meetings Committee, as are all arrangements for Joint Mathematics Meetings.
Local Information: See www. sanantoni ocvb. com or
heartofsanantoni o. com for information about the city.
Petition Table: At the request of the AMS Committee
on Human Rights of Mathematicians, a table will be made
available in the exhibit area at which petitions on behalf
of named individual mathematicians suffering from human
rights violations may be displayed and signed by meetings
participants acting in their individual capacities. For
details contact the director of meetings in the Providence
office at 401-455-4137 or by email at dms@ams .org.
Signs of moderate size may be displayed at the table
but must not represent that the case of the individual in
question is backed by the Committee on Human Rights
unless it has, in fact, so voted. Volunteers may be present
at the table to provide information on individual cases, but
notice must be sent at least seven days in advance of the
meetings to the director of meetings in the Providence office. Since space is limited, it may also be necessary to limit
the number of volunteers present at the table at any one
time. The Committee on Human Rights may delegate a
person to be present at the table at any or all times,
taking precedence over other volunteers.
Any material that is not a petition (e.g., advertisements,
resumes) will be removed by the staff. At the end of the
exhibits on Saturday, any material on the table will be discarded, so individuals placing petitions on the table should
be sure to remove them prior to the close of exhibits.
Telephone Messages: The most convenient method for
leaving a message is to do so with the participant's hotel.
Another method would be to leave a message at the meetings registration desk from January 12 through 15 during
the hours that the desk is open. These messages will be
posted on the Math Meetings Message Board; however,
staff at the desk will try to locate a participant in the
event of a bona fide emergency. The telephone number will
be published in the program and daily newsletter.
Discounted Air Travel
San Antonio is on Central Standard Time. San Antonio
International Airport (SAT) www. sanantoni o. gov I
airport/ is located about 8.5 miles north of the San Antonio Convention Center and is served by all major airlines.
The official airline for the meetings is Delta. Given the
volatility in airfares because of "fare wars", we cannot
guarantee that these will be the lowest fares when you make
your arrangements. However, we strongly urge participants to make use of this special deal if at all possible, since
the AMS and MAA can earn complimentary tickets. These
tickets are used to send meetings' staff (not officers or
other staff) to the Joint Mathematics Meetings, thereby
keeping the costs of the meetings (and registration fees)
down.
Take advantage of Delta's new SimpliFares™ and enjoy
the following benefits:
·No Saturday-night stay required for more flexibility;
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·always affordable; realize up to 50% savings on everyday fares in the contiguous 48 states;
·change fees reduced from US$100 to US$ 50;
·only eight fares-less guessing and easier planning.
To make immediate reservations, call Delta at 800-2211212 or visit www.delta.com. Be sure to reference
US738367060 as your Sky Bonus number to be recognized
as a Joint Mathematics Meetings participant. Your benefits
include:
·No service fees.
·1,000 Sky Mile bonus points.
·Skip the airport lines! Check in on line and print your
boarding pass within 24 hours of your flight time.
Ground Transportation from the Airport: Taxis are
available outside the baggage claim area. The approximate fare is $20 to downtown for one person (up to four
people may share a cab).
SA TRANS (shuttle service) offers airport-to-door service. Vans depart about every 15 minutes from 7:00 a.m.
to 1:30 a.m. The fare to downtown is US$14 one way or
US$24 round trip. Buy your ticket at ticket booth at the
ground transportation section of the airport near baggage
claim. For details or more information call210-281-9900
or visit www. saai rportshuttl e. com (this page sometimes displays a discount coupon).
Metropolitan Transit offers city bus service from the
airport to the convention center area for about US$1.10
one way (when this issue went to press).
To find the route best for you, depending upon when
you arrive at the airport, visit www. vi ai nfo. net/
Tri pPl an/Tri ppl anwrapper. aspx for personal trip planning assistance and guidance. Ground transportation
agents at the airport can provide schedules at curbside.
Driving directions from the airport to the convention
center area: Go west on Airport Blvd. toward the airport
exit. Turn right onto S. Terminal Dr., then left onto US281
north/McAllister Freeway. Merge onto US281 south on the
LEFT ramp and toward Downtown San Antonio. Take the
Hemisfair Plaza/Institute of Texan cultures ramp, then a
slight right on to E. Commerce St.
Discounted Car Rental
Avis Rent A Car is the official car rental company for
the meeting. All car rentals include unlimited free mileage
and are available to renters 25 years and older. Avis offers special convention rental rates effective January 5-22,
2006:
Daily Weekly Weekend Daily
Car Type
Subcompact
US$43 US$176
US$27
Compact
47
186
28
Intermediate
51
203
30
Full-Size 2-Door
52
216
32
Full-Size 4-Door
55
226
33
236
Premium
59
38
Luxury, Minivan,
72
72
284
Convertible, or
Sport Utility
These rates are guaranteed. Return to the same rental
location or additional surcharges may apply. Weekend
daily rates are available from noon Thursday until11:59
OCTOBER

2005

p.m. Monday. Should a lower qualifying rate become available, Avis is pleased to present a 5% discount off the lower
qualifying rate or the meeting rate, whichever is lowest.
Rates do not include any state or local surcharges, tax, optional coverages, or gas refueling charges. Renters must
meet Avis's age, driver, and credit requirements. Reservations can be made by calling 800-331-1600 or online at
www. avis. com; cite group ID number ]098887.
· Travel Information for International Participants
International participants should view the important information about traveling to the United States at
www7.nationalacademies.org/visas/Traveling_to
_US.html.
Because of increased scrutiny of visa applicants, many
potential attendees of scientific meetings in the United
States have experienced unusual delays in obtaining travel
visas. If you need a letter of invitation from the AMS and
have not yet requested it, please send email to
meet@ams. org and an invitation will be forwarded as
soon as possible. In order to compose and send your letter, we will need your document number, email address,
and your complete mailing address.
Machine Readable Passports Required by June 26,
2005: The Department of Homeland Security reminds
travelers from the 27 Visa Waiver Program (VWP) countries
(see the website cited above for a list) that as of June 26,
2005, they must have a machine-readable passport to
enter the United States without a visa. Beginning June 26,
2005, transportation carriers will be fined US$3,300, per
violation, for transporting any VWP traveler to the United
States without a machine-readable passport. Similarly,
VWP travelers arriving in the United States on that date
without a machine-readable passport should not anticipate
being granted one-time entry into the country. As an alternative for persons with immediate travel plans who
are unable to obtain a machine-readable passport in time,
the individual may apply for a U.S. visa at a U.S. Consulate
or Embassy abroad.
Weather
January weather in San antonio is generally mild. Normal
daily maximum and minimum temperature are about 62 °F
to42 °F. AverageprecipitationinJanuaryis 1.5 inches. Visit
your favorite weather site for up-to-the-minute forecasts, or
seehttp://asp.usatoday.com/weather/CityForecast.
aspx?LocationiD=USATX1200&ps=Ll.

Miami, Florida
Florida International University
April 1-2, 2006
Saturday - Sunday
Meeting #1 015
Southeastern Section
Associate secretary: Matthew Miller
Announcement issue of Notices: December 2005
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Program first available on AMS website: February 16, 2006
Program issue of electronic Notices: April 2006
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 27, Issue 2

Deadlines
For organizers: Expired
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
December 13, 2005
For abstracts: February 7, 2006
The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. org/amsmtgs/
section a 1 . htm1.

Invited Addresses
Andrea R. Nahmod, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Title to be announced.
Edward Odell, University of Texas at Austin, Title to be announced.
Karen H. Parshall, University of Virginia, Title to be announced.
Michael S. Vogelius, Rutgers University, Title to be announced.

Special Sessions
Approximation Theory and Orthogonal Polynomials (Code:
SS SA), Doron S. Lubinsky, Georgia Institute of Technology, and Edward B. Saff, Vanderbilt University.
Commutative Algebra and Algebraic Geometry (Code: SS
1A), Laura Ghezzi, Florida International University, Huy
Ta.i Ha, Tulane University, and Aron Simis, University Federal de Pernambuco.
Geometry of Riemannian Manifolds with Additional Structures (Code: SS 2A), Tedi C. Draghici, Gueo V. Grantcharov,
and Philippe Rukimbira, Florida International University.
Harmonic Analysis and Partial Differential Equations (Code:
SS 1OA), Mario Milman, Florida Atlantic University, and Marius Mitrea, University of Missouri.
Invariants of Low-Dimensional Manifolds (Code: SS 9A),
Thomas G. Lennes, Florida International University, and
Nikolai N. Saveliev, University of Miami, Coral Gables.
Monomials and Resolutions (Code: SS 3A), Joseph P. Brennan, North Dakota State University, and Heath M. Martin,
University of Central Florida.
Partial Differential Equations and Several Complex Variables
(Code: SS 6A), Shiferaw Berhanu, Temple University, and
Hamid Meziani, Florida International University.
Qualitative Analysis of Partial Differential Equations (Code:
SS 4A), Congming Li, University of Colorado.
Singular Integrals, Geometric Analysis, and Free Boundary
Problems (Code: SS 8A), Laura De Carli, Florida International
University, and Marianne Korten and Charles N. Moore,
Kansas State University.
Structure of Function Spaces and Applications (Code: SS 7A),
Jan Lang, The Ohio State University, and Osvaldo Mendez,
University of Texas at El Paso.
1148

Notre Dame, Indiana
University of Notre Dame
ApriiS-9, 2006
Saturday - Sunday
Meeting #1 016
Central Section
Associate secretary: Susan]. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: December 2005
Program first available on AMS website: February 23, 2006
Program issue of electronic Notices: April 2006
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 27, Issue 2
Deadlines
For organizers: September 9, 2005
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
December 20, 2005
For abstracts: February 14, 2006
The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. org/amsmtgs/
section a 1 . htm1.

Invited Addresses
Douglas N. Arnold, Institute for Math and Applications,
University of Minnesota, Title to be announced.
Bela Bollobas, University of Memphis and Cambridge University, Inhomogeneous random graphs (Erdos Memorial
Lecture).
Steven C. Hofmann, University of Missouri, Title to be announced.
Michael Larsen, University of Indiana, Title to be announced.
Christopher M. Skinner, University of Michigan, Title to
be announced.

Special Sessions
Combinatorial Algebraic Geometry (Code: SS 2A), Juan C.
Migliore, University of Notre Dame, and Uwe R. Nagel, University of Kentucky.
Commutative Algebra (Code: SS 1A), Alberto Corso, University of Kentucky, Claudia Polini, University of Notre
Dame, and Bernd Ulrich, Purdue University.
Developments and Applications in Differential Geometry
(Code: SS 4A), Jianguo Cao, Xiaobo Liu, and Brian Smyth,
University of Notre Dame.
Ergodic Theory (Code: SS 3A), Nikos Frantzikinakis, Pennsylvania State University, Bryna R. Kra, Northwestern University, and Mate Wierdl, University of Memphis.
Numerical Solutions of Polynomial Systems (Code: SS 7A),
Christopher S. Peterson, Colorado State University, and
Andrew J. Sommese, University of Notre Dame.
Several Complex Variables (Code: SS 6A), Nancy K. Stanton and Jeffrey A. Diller, University of Notre Dame.
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Special Functions and Orthogonal Polynomials (Code: SS SA),
Diego Dominici, State University of New York at New
Paltz.

Durham, New
Hampshire

San Francisco State University
April29-30, 2006
Saturday - Sunday

University of New Hampshire
April22-23, 2006
Saturday - Sunday
Meeting #1 017
Eastern Section
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: January 2006
Program first available onAMS website: March 9, 2006
Program issue of electronic Notices: April 2006
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 27, Issue 2
Deadlines
For organizers: September 22, 2005
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
January 3, 2006
For abstracts: February 28, 2006
The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. org/amsmtgs /
sectional.html.
Invited Addresses
Ailana M. Fraser, University of British Columbia, Title to
be announced.
Dmitri Nikshych, University of New Hampshire, Title to
be announced.
Florian Pop, University of Pennsylvania, Title to be announced.
Konstantina Trivisa, University of Maryland, College Park,
Title to be announced.

Special Sessions
Banach Lattices, Regular Operators, and Applications (Code:
SS 3A), A. K. Kitover, Community College of Philadelphia,
M. Orhon, University of New Hampshire, and A. W. Wickstead, Qu een's University of Belfast.
Banach Spaces of Analytic Functions (Code: SS 2A), Rita A.
Hibschweiler, University of New Hampshire, and Thomas
H. MacGregor, SUNY Albany and Bowdoin College.
Discrete and Convex Geom etry (Code: SS 1A), Daniel A.
Klain, University of Massachusetts (Lowell), Barry R. Monson, University of New Brunswick, and Egon Schulte,
Northeastern University.
Hopf Algebras and Galois Module Theory (Code: SS 4A), Timothy Kohl, Boston University, and Robert G. Underwood,
Auburn University Montgomery.
OCTOBER
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San Francisco,
California
Meeting #1 018
Western Section
Associate secretary: Michel L. Lapidus
Announcement issue of Notices: January 2006
Program first available on AMS website: March 16, 2006
Program issue of electronic Notices: April 2006
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 27, Issue 2
Deadlines
For organizers: September 30, 2005
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
January 10, 2006
For abstracts: March 7, 2006
The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. o rg / amsmtg s I
sectional . htm l.

Invited Addresses
Lincoln Chayes, University of California Los Angeles, Title
to be announced.
C. Robin Graham, University of Washington, Title to be announced.
Vadim Kaloshin, California Institute of Technology, Title
to be announced.
Benoit B. Mandelbrot, Yale University, From pure mathematics to roughness in art. (Einstein Public Lecture in Mathematics).
Yuval Peres, University of California Berkeley, Title to be
announced.

Special Sessions
Elliptic Methods in Geometry (Code: SS 3A), C. Robin Graham, University of Washington, and Rafe Mazzeo, Stanford University.
Fractal Geometry: Connections to Dynamics, Geom etric
Measure Theory, Mathematical Physics and Number Theory (Code: SS 4A), MichelL. Lapidus and Erin P. Pearse,
University of California Riverside, and Machiel van
Frankenhuysen, Utah Valley State College.
Grabner Bases (Code: SS 2A), Bernd Sturmfels and Alexander Yong, University of California Berkeley.
History and Philosophy of Mathematics (Code: SS 1A),
Shawnee L. McMurran, California State University, San
Bernardino, and James J. Tattersall, Providence College.
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Homological and K-Theoretical Trends in Algebraic Combinatorics (Code: SS 6A), Joseph Gubeladze and Serkan
Hosten, San Francisco State University.
Liapunov Exponents and Nonuniform Hyperbolicity(Code:
SS 7A), Anton Gorodetski and Vadim Kaloshin, California Institute of Technology.
Probability and Statistical Physics (Code: SS SA), Marek
Biskup, University of California Los Angeles, Noam Berger,
California Institute of Technology & University of California Los Angeles, and Balint Virag, University of Toronto.

Salt Lake City, Utah
University of Utah
October 7-8,2006
Saturday - Sunday

University of Cincinnati
October 21-22, 2006
Saturday - Sunday
Meeting #1 020
Central Section
Associate secretary: Susan J. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: July 2006
Program first available on AMS website: September 7, 2006
Program issue of electronic Notices: October 2006
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 27, Issue 3
Deadlines
organizers: March 21, 2006
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
July 5, 2006
For abstracts: August 29, 2006
~or

Meeting #1 019
Western Section
Associate secretary: Michel L. Lapidus
Announcement issue of Notices: July 2006
Program first available on AMS website: August 24, 2006
Program issue of electronic Notices: October 2006
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 27, Issue 3
Deadlines
For organizers: March 7, 2006
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
June 20, 2006
For abstracts: August 15, 2006
The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. o rg / amsmtgs/
sectional.html.
Invited Addresses
William Arveson, University of California Berkeley, Title
to be announced.
Alexei Borodin, California Institute of Technology, Title
to be announced.
Izabella Joanna Laba, University of British Columbia, Title
to be announced.
Darren Long, University of California Santa Barbara, Title
to be announced.
Special Sessions
Harmonic Analysis: Trends and Perspectives (Code: SS 1A),
Alex Iosevich, University of Missouri, and Michael T.
Lacey, Georgia Institute of Technology.

1150

Cincinnati, Ohio

The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. o rg / amsmtgs/
sectional . htm l.
Invited Addresses
Suncica Canic, University of Houston, Title to be announced.
Bryna R. Kra, Northwestern University, Title to be announced.
Ezra N. Miller, University of Minnesota, Title to be announced.
Jon G. Wolfson, Michigan State University, Title to be announced.
Special Sessions
Ergodic Theory(Code: SS 1A), Nikos Frantzikinakis, Pennsylvania State University, Bryna R. Kra, Northwestern University, and Mate Wierd.l, University of Memphis.

Storrs, Connecticut
University of Connecticut
October 28-29, 2006
Saturday - Sunday
Meeting #1 021
Eastern Section
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: July 2006
Program first available on AMS website: September 14,
2006
Program issue of electronic Notices: October 2006
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 27, Issue 4
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Deadlines
For organizers: March 28, 2006
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
July 11, 2006
For abstracts: September 6, 2006

Fayetteville,
Arkansas
November 3-4, 2006
Friday - Saturday
Meeting #1 022
Southeastern Section
Associate secretary: Matthew Miller
Announcement issue of Notices: September 2006
Program first available on AMS website: September 21 ,
2006
Program issue of electronic Notices: November 2006
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 27, Issue 4
Deadlines
For organizers: April 3, 2006
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
July 18, 2006
For abstracts: September 12, 2006
The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. org/amsmtgs/
sectional.html.
Invited Addresses

Richard P. Anstee, University of British Columbia, Title to
be announced.
Arun Ram, University of Wisconsin, Title to be announced.
Donald G. Saari, University of California Irvine, Title to be
announced.
Andras Vasy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Title
to be announced.
Special Sessions
Dirac Operators in A nalysis and Geometry (Code: SS 1A),
John Ryan, University of Arkansas, Marius Mitrea, University of Missouri, and Mircea Martin, Baker University.

2005

New Orleans Marriott and Sheraton New
Orleans Hotel
january 4-7, 2007
Thursday - Sunday

University of Arkansas

O cTOBER

New Orleans,
Louisiana

Meeting #1 023
]oint Mathematics Meetings, including the 113th Annual
Meeting of the AMS, 90th Annual Meeting of the Mathematical Association ofAmerica (MAA), annual meetings of
the Association for Women in Mathematics (A VVM) and the
National Association of Mathematicians (NAM), and the
winter meeting of the Association for Symbolic Logic (ASL),
with sessions contributed by the Society for Industrial and
Applied Mathematics (SIAM).
Associate secretary: Susan]. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: October 2006
Program first available on AMS website: November 1, 2006
Program issue of electronic Notices: January 2007
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 28, Issue 1
Deadlines
For organizers: April1, 2006
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Davidson, North
Carolina
Davidson Colege
March 3-4, 2007
Saturday - Sunday
Southeastern Section
Associate secretary: Matthew Miller
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available on AMS website: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines
For organizers: August 3, 2006
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced
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Meetings & Conferences

Oxford, Ohio
Miami University
March 16-1 7, 2007
Friday - Saturday
Central Section
Associate secretary: Susan]. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available on AMS website: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines
For organizers: To be announced
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

The scientific information listed below may be dated. For
the latest information, see www. ams. o rg/amsmtgs/
sectional.html.
Special Sessions

Large Cardinals in Set Theory (Code: SS 1A), Paul B. Larson, Miami University, Justin Tatch Moore, Boisie State university, and Ernest Schinnnerling, Carnegie Mellon university.

Tucson, Arizona
University of Arizona
April21-22, 2007
Saturday - Sunday
Western Section
Associate secretary: Michel L. Lapidus
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available on AMS website: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines
For organizers: September 21, 2006
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

San Diego, California
San Diego Convention Center
January 6-9, 2008
Sunday - Wednesday
joint Mathematics Meetings, including the 114th Annual
Meeting of the AMS, 91st Annual Meeting of the Mathe1152

matical Association of America (MAA), annual meetings of
the Association for Women in Mathematics (A WM) and the
National Association of Mathematicians (NAM), and the
winter meeting of the Association for Symbolic Logic (ASL).
Associate secretary: Michel L. Lapidus
Announcement issue of Notices: October 2007
Program first available onAMS website: November 1, 2007
Program issue of electronic Notices: January 2008
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 29, Issue 1
Deadlines
For organizers: April1, 2007
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Bloomington, Indiana
Indiana University
April4-6, 2008
Friday - Sunday
Central Section
Associate secretary: Susan ]. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available on AMS website: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines
For organizers: September 4, 2007
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Shanghai, People's
Republic of China
Fudan University
December 17-21,2008
Wednesday - Sunday
First joint Interntional Meeting Between the AMS and the
Shanghai Mathematical Society
Associate secretary: Susan]. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: To be announced
Program first available on AMS website: To be announced
Program issue of electronic Notices: To be announced
Issue of Abstracts: To be announced
Deadlines
For organizers: To be announced
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced
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Meetings & Conferences

Washington, District
of Columbia

New Orleans,
Louisiana

Marriott Wardman Park Hotel and Omni
Shoreham Hotel

New Orleans Marriott and Sheraton New
Orleans Hotel

January 7-10,2009
Wednesday - Saturday
]oint Mathematics Meetings, including the 115th Annual
Meeting of the AMS, 92nd Annual Meeting of the Mathematical Association of America (MAA), annual meetings of
the Association for Women in Mathematics (A lVM) and the
National Association of Mathematicians (NAM), and the
winter meeting of the Association for Symbolic Logic (ASL).
Associate secretary: Lesley M. Sibner
Announcement issue of Notices: October 2008
Program first available on AMS website: November 1, 2008
Program issue of electronic Notices: January 2009
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 30, Issue 1

January 5-8,2011
Wednesday - Saturday
]oint Mathematics Meetings, including the 117th Annual
Meeting of the AMS, 94th Annual Meeting of the Mathematical Association ofAmerica, annual meetings of the Association for Women in Mathematics (A lVM) and the National
Association ofMathematicians (NAM), and the winter meeting of the Association for Symbolic Logic (ASL).
Associate secretary: Susan]. Friedlander
Announcement issue of Notices: October 2010
Program first available on AMS website: November 1, 2010
Program issue of electronic Notices: January 2011
Issue of Abstracts: Volume 32, Issue 1

Deadlines
For organizers: April1, 2008
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To be announced

Deadlines
For organizers: April 2, 2011
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To b e announced

San Francisco,
California
Moscone Center West and the San Francisco Marriott
January 6- 9, 201 0
Wednesday - Saturday
]oint Mathematics Meetings, including the 116th A nnual
Meeting of the AMS, 93rd Annual Meeting of the Mathematical Association ofAmerica (MAA), annual meetings of
the Association for Women in Mathematics (A lVM) and the
National Association of Mathematicians (NAM), and the
winter meeting of the Association for Symbolic Logic (ASL).
Associate secretary: Matthew Miller
Announcement issue of Notices: October 2009
Program first available on AMS website: November 1, 2009
Program issue of electronic Notices: January 2010
Issue of A bstracts: Volume 31, Issue 1
Deadlines
For organizers: April1 , 2009
For consideration of contributed papers in Special Sessions:
To be announced
For abstracts: To b e announced
O CTOBER
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Program at a Glance /
This document provides a thumbnail sketch of a
scientific and social events so you can easily see whic;
events may overlap and better plan your tim(

January12-15,2006

TUESDAY,

JANUARY

1 0

9:00 a.m . -

5:00 p.m.

AMS SHORT COURSE ON MODELING AND SIMULATION OF BIOLOGICAL NETWORKS, I

9:00a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

MAA SHORT COURSE: EXPERIMENTAL MATHEMATICS IN ACTION, I

WEDNESDAY,

J A N U A R Y

1 1

8:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

MAA BOARD OF GOVERNORS

8:00 a.m. -

6:30 p.m .

AMS DEPARTMENT CHAIRS WORKSHOP

9:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

AMS SHORT COURSE ON MODELING AND SIMULATION OF BIOLOGICAL NETWORKS, II

9:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m .

MAA SHORT COURSE: EXPERIMENTAL MATHEMATICS IN ACTION, II

1:00 p.m. -

10:00 p.m.

AMS COUNCIL

3:00 p.m. -

7:00 p.m.

JOINT MEETINGS REGISTRATION

THURSDAY,

JANUARY

1 2

7:30 a.m. -

4:00 p.m.

JOINT MEETINGS REGISTRATION

7:30 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

EMPLOYMENT CENTER

8:00a.m. -

10:50 a.m.

AMS-MAA-MER SPECIAL SESSION ON MATHEMATICS EDUCATION REFORM, I

8:00a.m. -

10:50 a.m.

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON FRAMES AND OPERATOR THEORY IN ANALYSIS AND SIG- 1
NAL PROCESSING, I

8:00a.m. -

10:50 a.m.

AMS-ASL SPECIAL SESSION ON INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH INVOLVING ANALYSIS
AND LOGIC, I

8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:50
10:50
10:50
10:50
10:50
10:50
10:50
10:50

-

-

-

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

AMS SPECIAL SESSIONS
Mahler Measure and Heights, I
Division Algebras, Galois Theory, Cohomology and Geometry, I
Commutative Rings and Monoids, I
Topological Spaces Associated with C(X), I
Value Distribution in Classical and p-adic Functions Theory, I
Syzygies in Commutative Algebra and Geometry, I
Algebraic Statistics: Theory and Practice, I
Extension of Functions, I

8:00 a.m. -

6:00 p.m.

SESSIONS OF AMS CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00a.m .
8:00a.m.

10:55
10:55
10:55
10:55

MAA CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSIONS
Philosophy of Mathematics
Math lets for Teaching and Learning Mathematics, I
Post-secondary Mathematics Assessment: Needs and Challenges
Professional Development Programs for K-12 Teachers
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8:00 a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

MAA GENERAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSION, I

8:00 a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

SIAM MINISYMPOSIUM ON MATHEMATICAL NEUROSCIENCE: FROM EXPERIMENT TO
THEORY

8:00a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

SIAM MINISYMPOSIUM ON NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
AND APPLICATIONS TO FLOW IN POROUS MEDIA

8:00a.m. -

9:20a.m.

MAA-AMS COMMITTEE ON TEACHING ASSISTANTS AND PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS PANEL
DISCUSSION Permanent use of temporary faculty: The status of non/adder faculty in departments
of mathematics.

8:00 a.m. -

9:20 a.m.

SIGMAA ON STATISTICS EDUCATION PANEL DISCUSSION Implications of the new ASA
(GAISE) guidelines for teaching statistics.

8:30a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

MAA COMMITTEE ON GRADUATE STUDENTS PRESENTATION Workshop on training TA.s.

9:00a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

MAA INVITED PAPER SESSION ON THE ROLE OF ONLINE TECHNOLOGY COURSES FOR
TEACHERS OF PRESERVICE MATHEMATICS TEACHERS

9:00 a.m. -

11 :00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #12: PART A Getting students involved in undergraduate research.

9:00 a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #1: PART A Designing and evaluating assessments for introductory statistics.

9:00 a.m . -

11 :00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #7: PART A Geometry with history for teaching teachers.

9:30 a.m. -

10:50 a.m .

MAA CUPM AND SIGMAA ON STATISTICS EDUCATION PANEL DISCUSSION Requiring
statistics of every mathematics major: Model courses.

9:30 a.m. -

10:50 a.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION National Science Foundation programs supporting learning and
teaching in the mathematical sciences.

10:05 a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

AMS INVITED ADDRESS Title to be announced. Mikhail Kapranov

11 :10 a.m. -

12:00 p.m.

AMS-MAA INVITED ADDRESS Title to be announced. Laszlo Lovasz

12:15 p.m. -

5:30p.m.

EXHIBITS AND BOOK SALES

12:30 p.m. -

5:00p.m.

MATH ON THE WEB, I

1:00 p.m. -

2:00 p.m.

AMS COLLOQUIUM LECTURES: LECTURE I Entangled radicals, Part I. Hendrik W. Lenstra Jr.

2:15p.m. -

3:05p.m .

MAA INVITED ADDRESS Preference sets, graphs, and voting in agreeable societies. Francis
Edward Su

2:15p.m. -

6:05p.m.

AMS-MAA-MER SPECIAL SESSION ON MATHEMATICS EDUCATION REFORM, II

2:15p.m. -

6:05p.m .

AMS-MAA SPECIAL SESSION ON ANCIENT AND NONWESTERN MATHEMATICS, I

2:15p.m. -

6:05p.m.

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON CONTEMPORARY DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, I

2:15p.m.
2:15p.m.
2:15p.m.
2:15p.m.
2:15p.m.
2:15p.m.
2:15p.m.
2:15 p.m.

-

6:05p.m.
6:05p.m.
6:05p.m.
6:05p.m.
6:05p.m.
6:05p.m.
6:05p.m.
6:05 p.m.

AMS SPECIAL SESSIONS
Mahler Measure and Heights, II
Division Algebras, Galois Theory, Cohomology and Geometry, II
Dynamic Equations with Applications, I
Commutative Rings and Monoids, II
Topological Spaces Associated with C(X), II
Value Distribution in Classical and p-adic Functions Theory, II
Syzygies in Commutative Algebra and Geometry, II
Extension of Functions, II

2:15p.m. -

4:15p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #13: PART A The Fibonacci and Catalan numbers.

2:15p.m. -

4:15p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #2: PART A Java applets in teaching mathematics.

2:15p.m. -

4:15p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #8: PART A Mathematical and statistical modeling in biology: Competitive
exclusion, coexistence, estimation, and control.
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-

6:00p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

MAA CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSIONS
Number-Theoretic Applications
Teaching Mathematics Courses Online
Teaching and Assessing Modeling and Problem Solving
Getting Students to Discuss and to Write about Mathematics, I

2:15 p.m. -

6:00 p.m.

MAA GENERAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSION, II

2:15p.m. -

6:00p.m.

SIAM MINISYMPOSIUM ON GEOMETRIC REPRESENTATIONS OF GRAPHS

2:15p.m. -

6:00p.m.

SIAM MINISYMPOSIUM ON EDUCATION: PREPARING MATHEMATICS STUDENTS FOR
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH

2:15p.m. -

5:15p.m.

MAA INVITED PAPER SESSION ON ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING IN THE MATHEMATICS
MAJOR

2:15p.m. -

4:15p.m.

MAA INVITED PAPER SESSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL MODELING

2:15p.m. -

3:45p.m.

PROJECT NEXT PANEL DISCUSSION Firefighting, paper trailing, and cat herding: Everything you
wanted to know to be an administrator but were afraid to ask.

2:15p.m. -

3:35p.m.

I\IIAA COMMITIEE ON GRADUATE STUDENTS-YMN PANEL DISCUSSION How to interview for
your first job.

2:15p.m. -

3:35p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION Advice and Admonitions for NSF projects: What worked, what did not,
and what lessons were learned.

2:30 p.m. -

5:00 p.m.

MAA SECTION OFFICERS

3:20p.m. -

4:10p.m.

MAA INVITED ADDRESS Participation in mathematics by American Indians: A case study in
underrepresentation. Robert E. Megginson

3:20 p.m. -

4:35 p.m.

AWM PANEL DISCUSSION Laurence Summers: One year later.

3:50p.m. -

5:10p.m.

MAA-YMN PANEL DISCUSSION You have a job, now what? Professional development
opportunities.

4:00 p.m. -

4:45 p.m.

MAA SPECIAL PRESENTATION The great Pil e debate.

4:15p.m. -

6:15p.m.

SIGMAA ON ENVIRONMENTAL MATHEMATICS BUSINESS MEETING AND SPECIAL INVITED
PRESENTATION

4:45 p.m. -

6:45 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #3: PART A Using and adapting online materials.

4:45p.m. -

6:45p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #9: PART A Discrete dynamical systems and problem solving.

4:45 p.m. -

6:45p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #14: PART A Teaching linear algebra with applications.

4:30 p.m. -

6:00 p.m.

AMS COMMITTEE ON THE PROFESSION PRESENTATION

4:40p.m. -

5:10p.m.

AWM BUSINESS MEETING

5:00 p.m. -

6:00 p.m.

FRIENDS OF WILLIAMS RECEPTION

5:30p.m. -

6:30 p.m.

RECEPTION FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS AND FIRST-TIME PARTICIPANTS

5:30 p.m. -

8:00 p.m.

MATHEMATICAL INSTITUTES OPEN HOUSE

8:30 p.m. -

9:30 p.m.

AMS JOSIAH WILLARD GIBBS LECTURE Title to be announced. Michael Savageau

9:30 p.m. -

11:00 p.m.

AWM RECEPTION

2:15p.m.
2:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
2:15 p.m.
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7:00 a.m. -

7:30 p.m.

EMPLOYMENT CENTER

7:30 a.m. -

4:00 p.m.

JOINT MEETINGS REGISTRATION

8:00a.m. -

10:00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #4: PART A Creating interactive workbooks using MS excel.

8:00 a.m. -

11 :50 a.m.

AMS-MAA-MER SPECIAL SESSION ON MATHEMATICS EDUCATION REFORM, Ill

8:00 a.m. -

11:50 a.m.

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON NONLINEAR DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, I

8:00 a.m. -

11 :50 a.m.

AMS-ASL SPECIAL SESSION ON INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH INVOLVING ANALYSIS
AND LOGIC, II

8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.

-

11 :50 a.m.
11 :50 a.m.
11:50 a.m.
11:50 a.m.
11:50 a.m.
11:50 a.m.
11 :50 a.m.
11:50 a.m.

8:00a.m. 8:00a.m. 8:00a.m. -

11:55 a.m.
11 :55a.m.
11 :55 a.m.

8:00a.m. 8:00a.m. -

11:55 a.m.
11:55 a.m.

MAA CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSIONS
Mathlets for Teaching and Learning Mathematics, II
Using History of Mathematics in your Mathematics Courses
Innovative Teaching/Learning Ideas Using Technology in the Teaching of Courses before College
Algebra
Research and Other Mathematical Experiences for Students Outside the Classroom
Courses Below Calculus: A Continuing Focus, I

8:00a.m. -

11:55 a.m.

MAA GENERAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSION, Ill

8:00a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

SIAM MINISYMPOSIUM ON INVERSE PROBLEMS: THEORY AND NUMERICS FOR NOVEL
APPLICATIONS, I

8:00a.m. -

11 :00 a.m.

SIAM MINISYMPOSIUM ON MATHEMATICAL NEUROSCIENCE: FROM EXPERIMENT TO
THEORY, II

8:00a.m. -

4:15p.m.

SESSIONS OF AMS CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

8:00 a.m. -

10:00 a.m.

SIGMAA OFFICERS MEETING

8:30 a.m. -

10:00 a.m.

MAA-PROJECT NEXT PANEL DISCUSSION Getting started in mathematical biology

9:00 a.m. -

9:50 a.m.

AWM EMMY NOETHER LECTURE Mathematical results and challenges in learning theory Ingrid
Daubechies

9:00a.m. -

10:20 a.m.

MAA-YMN PANEL DISCUSSION Undergraduate career paths in mathematics.

9:00 a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #1 0: PART A A beginner's guide to the scholarship of teaching and learning in
mathematics.

9:00 a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #15: PART A A novel approach to problem solving.

9:30 a.m. -

5:30 p.m.

EXHIBITS AND BOOK SALES

10:00 a.m. -

4:00 p.m.

MATH ON THE WEB, II

10:05 a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

MAA INVITED ADDRESS The mathematics of everyday language. Keith J. Devlin

10:30 a.m. -

12:30 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #5: PART A Finite group behavior: Windows software for teaching beginning
group theory

10:30 a.m. -

12:00 p.m.

AMS SPECIAL PRESENTATION Who wants to be a mathematician.

O CTOBER

-

-

-

2005

AMS SPECIAL SESSIONS
Algebraic and Enumerative Combinatorics, I
Arithmetic Geometry and Modular Forms, I
Recent Trends in Convex and Discrete Geometry, I
Dynamic Equations With Applications, II
Nonautonomous Discrete Dynamics, I
Algebraic Statistics: Theory and Practice, II
Continued Fractions, I
The Many Lives of Lattice Theory, the Theory of Ordered Sets, and Universal Algebra, I
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10:30 a.m. -

12:00 p.m.

AMS SPECIAL PRESENTATION TA. development using case studies: A workshop for faculty
(Part 1).

10:45 a.m. -

12:05 p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION Integrating mathematics with other disciplines.

10:45 a.m. -

12:05 p.m.

MAA SPECIAL PRESENTATION Proposal writing workshop for grant applications to the NSF
Division of Undergraduate Education.

11:1 0 a.m. -

12:00 p.m.

SIAM INVITED ADDRESS Integrability, imaging of the brain, and the Dirichlet to Newmann map.
Thanasis Fokas

1:00 p.m. -

2:00 p.m.

AMS COLLOQUIUM LECTURES: LECTURE II Entangled radicals, Part II. Hendrik W. Lenstra Jr.

1:00 p.m. -

3:50 p.m.

AMS-MAA SPECIAL SESSION ON ANCIENT AND NONWESTERN MATHEMATICS, II

1:00 p.m. -

3:50 p.m.

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON FRAMES AND OPERATOR THEORY IN ANALYSIS AND
SIGNAL PROCESSING, II

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

3:50
3:50
3:50
3:50
3:50
3:50
3:50
3:50
3:50

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

AMS SPECIAL SESSIONS
Mahler Measure and Heights, Iff
Recent Trends in Convex and Discrete Geometry, II
Division Algebras, Galois Theory, Cohomology and Geometry, Ill
Topological Spaces Associated with C(X), Iff
Value Distribution in Classical and p-adic Functions Theory, Ill
Algebraic Statistics: Theory and Practice, Ill
Extension of Functions, Ill
Continued Fractions, II
The Many Lives of Lattice Theory, the Theory of Ordered Sets, and Universal Algebra, II

1:00 p.m. -

3:00p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #11: PART A Teaching a course in the history of mathematics.

1:00 p.m. -

3:00 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #16: PART A Fair division: From cake-cutting to dispute resolution.

1:00 p.m. -

3:00 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #6: PART A Technology tools for discrete mathematics.

1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

-

4:10p.m.
4:10p.m.
4:10p.m.
4:10p.m.

MAA CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSIONS
Getting Students to Discuss and to Write about Mathematics, II
Mathematics of Sports and Games
Mathematical Connections in the Arts
Research on the Teaching and Learning of Undergraduate Mathematics

1:00 p.m. -

4:10p.m.

MAA GENERAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSION, IV

1:00 p.m.-4:10p.m.

SIAM MINISYMPOSIUM ON NEW TRANSFORM METHODS FOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

1:00 p.m. -

4:10p.m.

SIAM MINISYMPOSIUM ON INVERSE PROBLEMS: THEORY AND NUMERICS FOR NOVEL
APPLICATIONS, II

1:00 p.m. -

2:20 p.m.

MAA-AWM PANEL DISCUSSION Teaching a course on women and/or minorities in mathematics.

1:00 p.m. -

2:20 p.m.

MAA COMMITTEE ON THE PROFESSION PANEL DISCUSSION Scholarship scenarios.

1:00 p.m. -

2:30p.m.

PROJECT NEXT PANEL DISCUSSION The mathematics profession in 2016: Where are we going?

2:00 p.m. -

4:00 p.m.

MAA PROJECT NEXT-YMN POSTER SESSION

2:00 p.m. -

4:00 p.m.

SUMMER PROGRAM FOR WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS Participants from past programs will
describe their experiences.

2:15p.m. -

3:05p.m.

AMS INVITED ADDRESS Recent developments in symplectic topology. Dusa McDuff

2:30 p.m. -

3:50 p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION What business looks for in new hires.

2:30 p.m . -

4:00 p.m.

AMS SPECIAL PRESENTATION TA. development using case studies: A workshop for faculty
(Part 2).
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2:30p.m. -

3:50p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION AMATYC's Beyond Crossroads: Implementing standards-based
mathematics instruction.

3:20p.m. -

4:10p.m.

AMS RETIRING PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS Threads From My Life: Linear (good) Resolutions and
Small (seductive) Varieties. David Eisenbud

4:25 p.m. -

5:45 p.m.

JOINT PRIZE SESSION

5:45 p.m. -

6:45 p.m.

SIGMAA ON BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, AND GOVERNMENT RECEPTION

5:45 p.m. -

7:00 p.m.

JOINT PRIZE SESSION RECEPTION

5:45p.m. -

7:00p.m.

MAATWO-YEAR COLLEGE RECEPTION

5:45 p.m. -

7:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA RECEPTION

5:45 p.m. -

7:00 p.m.

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY RECEPTION

5:45 p.m. -

7:00 p.m.

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY RECEPTION

5:45p.m. -

7:15p.m.

MAA INFORMATION SESSION Current issues in actuarial education.

5:45 p.m. -

7:45 p.m.

SIGMAA ON RESEARCH IN UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS BUSINESS MEETING AND
GUEST LECTURE

5:45 p.m. -

7:45 p.m.

SIGMAA ON STATISTICS EDUCATION BUSINESS MEETING

6:00 p.m. -

7:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS ALUMNI RECEPTION

6:00 p.m. -

7:30 p.m.

WEB SIGMAA BUSINESS MEETING AND GUEST LECTURES

6:00 p.m. -

8:00 p.m.

SIGMAA ON THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS ANNUAL MEETING AND GUEST LECTURE

6:00 p.m. -

8:00 p.m.

ASSOCIATION OF LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, AND TRANSGENDERED MATHEMATICIANS
RECEPTION

6:00 p.m. -

8:00 p.m.

CLAREMONT COLLEGES RECEPTION

6:30 p.m . -

9:00 p.m.

MER BANQUET

7:30 p.m. -

8:30 p.m.

YOUNG MATHEMATICIANS' NETWORK TOWN MEETING Concerns of young mathematicians.

8:15p.m. -

9:45p.m.

KNITTING CIRCLE

SATURDAY,

JANUARY
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7:00 a.m. -

8:00 a.m.

MAAIPME STUDENT CHAPTERS ADVISORS BREAKFAST

7:30 a.m. -

4:00 p.m.

JOINT MEETINGS REGISTRATION

7:30 a.m. -

7:30 p.m.

EMPLOYMENT CENTER

8:00 a.m. -

10:50 a.m.

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON NONLINEAR DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, II

8:00 a.m. -

10:50 a.m.

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON FRAMES AND OPERATOR THEORY IN ANALYSIS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING, Ill

8:00 a.m. -

10:50 a.m.

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON CONTEMPORARY DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, II

8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.

10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.

AMS SPECIAL SESSIONS
Algebraic and Enumerative Combinatorics, II
Arithmetic Geometry and Modular Forms, II
Recent Trends in Convex and Discrete Geometry, Ill
Commutative Rings and Monoids, Ill
Syzygies in Commutative Algebra and Geometry, Ill
Field Extensions and Algorithms, I
Nonautonomous Discrete Dynamics, II
Continued Fractions, Ill
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8:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

ASL INVITED ADDRESSES AND CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.

10:55
10:55
10:55
10:55
10:55
10:55

MAA CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSIONS
Courses Below Calculus: A Continuing Focus, II
Mathematics of Chemistry
Mathematics Experiences in Business, Industry, and Government
Countering "I Can't Do Math": Strategies for Teaching Underprepared, Math-Anxious Students, I
Teaching Operations Research in the Undergraduate Classroom
My Favorite Demo: Innovative Strategies for Mathematics Instructors, I

-

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

8:00 a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

MAA GENERAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSION, V

8:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

SESSIONS OF AMS CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

8:00 a.m. -

11 :00 a.m.

PME COUNCIL

9:00a.m. -

9:50a.m.

AMS INVITED ADDRESS Whitney's extension problems. Charles L. Fefferman

9:00a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #12: PART B Getting students involved in undergraduate research.

9:00 a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #1: PART B Designing and evaluating assessments for introductory statistics.

9:00 a.m. -

11 :00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #7: PART B Geometry with history for teaching teachers.

9:00 a.m. -

10:20 a.m.

MAA COMMITTEE ON TECHNOLOGIES IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION PANEL DISCUSSION
Electronic homework systems.

9:00a.m. -

10:20 a.m.

MAA-YMN PANEL DISCUSSION Transitioning into graduate school.

9:00 a.m. -

10:20 a.m.

MAA SESSION FOR CHAIRS Building bridges.

9:00 a.m. -

10:20 a.m.

SIGMAA ON THE TEACHING OF ADVANCED HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS PANEL DISCUSSION AP Calculus: Friend or foe?

9:00 a.m. -

11 :00 a.m.

MAA POSTER SESSION Special mathematical outreach programs.

9:30 a.m. -

11 :00 a.m .

PROJECT NEXT PANEL DISCUSSION Making the most of your sabbatical.

9:30 a.m. -

5:30 p.m.

EXHIBITS AND BOOK SALES

10:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

MATH ON THE WEB

10:05 a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

AMS INVITED ADDRESS Persistent homology, diagrams, and vineyards. Herbert Edelsbrunner

11:10 a.m. -

12:00 p.m.

AMS-MAA INVITED ADDRESS Title to be announced. SvetlanaY. Jitomirskaya

1 :00 p.m. -

2:00 p.m.

AMS COLLOQUIUM LECTURES: LECTURE Ill Entangled radicals, Part Ill. Hendrik W.
Lenstra Jr.

1:00 p.m. -

1:50 p.m.

MAA STUDENT LECTURE The many faces of pi. Marc Chamberland

1:00 p.m. -

3:00p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #13: PART B The Fibonacci and Catalan numbers.

1:00 p.m. -

3:00 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #2: PART B Java applets in teaching mathematics.

1:00 p.m. -

3:00 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #8: PART B Mathematical and statistical modeling in biology: Competitive
exclusion, coexistence, estimation, and control.

1 :00 p.m . -

3:00 p.m.

MAA POSTER SESSION ON PROJECTS SUPPORTED BY THE NSF DIVISION OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

1:00 p.m. -

5:50 p.m.

AMS-MAA-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON RESEARCH IN MATHEMATICS BY
UNDERGRADUATES,

1:00 p.m. -

5:50 p.m .

AMS-MAA SPECIAL SESSION ON THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS, I
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1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

5:50
5:50
5:50
5:50

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSIONS
Nonlinear Dynamical Systems, Ill
Analysis and Implementation of Finite Element Methods, I
Time Reversal Methods: Analysis and Applications, I
Stochastic, Large Scale and Hybrid Systems with Applications, I

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

5:50
5:50
5:50
5:50
5:50
5:50

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m .

AMS SPECIAL SESSIONS
Current Events
Algebraic Groups, Symmetric Spaces, and Invariant Theory, I
Quantum Invariants of Knots and 3-Manifolds, I
Field Extensions and Algorithms, II
New Developments in Symplectic Topology, I
The Many Lives of Lattice Theory, the Theory of Ordered Sets, and Universal Algebra, Ill

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

4:00
5:55
5:55
5:55
5:55

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

MAA CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSIONS
Achieving Quantitative Literacy
My Favorite Demo: Innovative Strategies for Mathematics Instructors, II
Mathematics and Popular Culture
My Three Favorite Original Calculus Problems
First Steps for Implementing the Recommendations of the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction
in Statistics Education (GAISE) College Report
Handheld Technology in Content and Methods Courses for Prospective Teachers with a Special
Interest Strand Devoted to Teaching and Learning Geometry

1:00 p.m . -

5:55 p.m.

1:00 p.m. -

5:55 p.m.

MAA GENERAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSION, VI

1:00 p.m. -

2:20 p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION Topics of ethics in mathematics.

1:00 p.m. -

2:20 p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION Mathematics and biology 2010: Building connections.

1:00 p.m. -

2:20 p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION Algebra at various levels: How does it differ?

2:15p.m. -

4:00p.m.

NAM GRANVILLE-BROWN-HAYNES SESSION OF PRESENTATIONS BY RECENT DOCTORAL
RECIPIENTS IN THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

2:15p.m. -

4:10p.m.

RMMC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2:30 p.m. -

4:00 p.m.

MAA PRESENTATIONS BY TEACHING AWARD RECIPIENTS

2:30 p.m. -

3:50 p.m.

MAA COMMITTEE ON MATHEMATICS ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES PANEL DISCUSSION
Models for a one-semester course in discrete mathematics.

2:30 p.m. -

3:50 p.m.

WEB SIGMAA SPECIAL PRESENTATION Serious data and serious tools on the Web for a serious
problem.

2:30p.m. -

3:50p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION Mathematicians involved in school mathematics.

2:30 p.m. -

4:00 p.m.

AMS COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE POLICY PANEL DISCUSSION

2:30 p.m. -

4:50 p.m.

MAA DEMONSTRATION AND DISCUSSION Mathematical circles.

3:30 p.m. -

5:30 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #3: PART B Using and adapting online materials.

3:30 p.m. -

5:30 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #9: PART B Discrete dynamical systems and problem solving.

3:30p.m. -

5:30p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #14: PART B Teaching linear algebra with applications.

4:00 p.m. -

5:00 p.m.

SIGMAA ON QUANTITATIVE LITERACY BUSINESS MEETING AND RECEPTION

4:20p.m. -

5:10p.m.

AMS COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE POLICY-MAA SCIENCE POLICY COMMITTEE GOVERNMENT
SPEAKER Speaker and title to be announced.

4:00 p.m. -

6:30 p.m.

MAA UNDERGRADUATE POSTER SESSION
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5:00 p.m. -

7:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN RECEPTION

6:00 p.m. -

7:00 p.m.

AMS MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS RECEPTION

6:00 p.m. -

8:00 p.m.

SIGMAA ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS ANNUAL MEETING, RECEPTION, AND
GUEST LECTURE

6:00 p.m. -

9:30 p.m.

NAM RECEPTION AND BANQUET The Cox-Talbot Address will be given at the conclusion of the
dinner.

6:00 p.m. -

9:00 p.m.

ASSOCIATION OF CHRISTIANS IN THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES BANQUET

6:30 p.m. -

8:30 p.m.

BUDAPEST SEMESTERS IN MATHEMATICS REUNION

8:30 p.m. -

10:30 p.m.

MAA PROJECT NEXT RECEPTION

8:45p.m. -

9:30p.m.

COX-TALBOT ADDRESS Speaker and title to be announced.

SUNDAY,

JANUARY

5

7:00 a.m. -

8:30 a.m.

MAA DEPARTMENT CHAIRS LIAISON BREAKFAST MEETING

7:00 a.m. -

8:45 a.m.

MAA MINORITY CHAIRS BREAKFAST MEETING

7:00 a.m. -

7:50 a.m.

NONDENOMINATIONAL WORSHIP SERVICE

7:30 a.m. -

2:00 p.m.

JOINT MEETINGS REGISTRATION

8:00a.m. -

10:50 a.m.

AMS-MAA-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON RECENT ADVANCES IN MATHEMATICAL BIOLOGY
AND EPIDEMIOLOGY, I

8:00a.m. -

10:50 a.m.

AMS-AWM-MAA SPECIAL SESSION ON MATHEMATICAL RESULTS AND CHALLENGES IN
LEARNING THEORY

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00 a.m.

-

10:50
10:50
10:50
10:50

8:00 a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.

-

10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
10:50 a.m.

AMS SPECIAL SESSIONS
Algebraic and Enumerative Combinatorics, Ill
Arithmetic Geometry and Modular Forms, Ill
Field Extensions and Algorithms, Ill
New Developments in Symplectic Topology, II
Nonautonomous Discrete Dynamics, Ill

8:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

ASL INVITED ADDRESSES AND CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:55
10:55
10:55
10:55

MAA CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSIONS
Countering "I Can't Do Math": Strategies for Teaching Underprepared, Math-Anxious Students, II
Models That Work: Building Diversity in Advance Mathematics
Strategies to Encourage Persistence in Mathematics
Introductory Actuarial Science Programs

-

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSIONS
Frames and Operator Theory in Analysis and Signal Processing, IV
Boundary Value Problems for Ordinary Differential Equations, I
Theory and Application of Stochastic Differential Equations, I
Symbolic-Numeric Computation and Applications, I

8:00 a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

MAA GENERAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSION, VII

8:00 a.m. -

5:00 p.m.

SESSIONS OF AMS CONTRIBUTED PAPERS

8:20a.m. -

4:20p.m.

AWM WORKSHOP This session has several parts listed separately by time in this program. Listed
Workshop presentations are open to all JMM participants.

8:30 a.m. -

10:20 a.m.

AWM WORKSHOP: RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS BY RECENT PH.D.S, I

8:30a.m. -

10:00 a.m.

AMS COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION PANEL DISCUSSION
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9:00a.m. -

9:50a.m.

MAA INVITED ADDRESS MathematiCians and education reform: A cautionary tale. Naomi Fisher

9:00a.m. -

10:00 a.m.

NAM PANEL DISCUSSION

9:00 a.m. -

10:20 a.m.

MAA CUPM SUBCOMMITTEE ON CURRICULUM RENEWAL ACROSS THE FIRST TWO YEARS
PANEL DISCUSSION Developing standards for college algebra.

9:00 a.m. -

10:20 a.m.

SIGMAA ON RESEARCH IN UNDERGRADUATE MATHEMATICS EDUCATION PANEL
DISCUSSION An MAA Notes sampler.

9:00 a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #1 0: PART B A beginner's guide to the scholarship of teaching and learning in
mathematics.

9:00a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #15: PART B A novel approach to problem solving.

9:00a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #4: PART B Creating interactive workbooks using MS excel.

9:00a.m. -

12:00 p.m.

EXHIBITS AND BOOK SALES

9:00a.m. -

12:00 p.m.

EMPLOYMENT CENTER

9:30a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

MATH ON THE WEB, IV

10:00 a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

NAM BUSINESS MEETING

10:05 a.m. -

10:55 a.m.

MAA INVITED ADDRESS Patterns of primes. Ben Green

10:30 a.m. -

11 :00 a.m.

AWM WORKSHOP: POSTER SESSION WITH PRESENTATIONS FROM WOMEN RECENT PH.D.S
AND GRADUATE STUDENTS

11:10 a.m. -

11:40 a.m.

AMS BUSINESS MEETING

11:45 a.m.- 12:15 p.m.

MAA BUSINESS MEETING

1:00 p.m. -

1:50 p.m.

NAM CLAYTOR-WOODARD LECTURE Speaker and title to be announced

1:00 p.m. -

2:20 p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION Calculus for those students who have had calculus.

1:00 p.m. -

2:20p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION Evaluating curricular effectiveness: Judging the quality of K-12
mathematics evaluations.

1:00 p.m. -

2:20 p.m.

MAA PANEL DISCUSSION Student research programs.

1:00 p.m.-2:15p.m.

AWMWORKSHOP: CAREERS PANEL DISCUSSION

1 :00 p.m. -

3:00 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #11: PART B Teaching a course in the history of mathematics.

1:00 p.m. -

3:00p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #16: PART B Fair division: From cake-cutting to dispute resolution.

1:00 p.m. -

3:00 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #5: PART B Finite group behavior: Windows software for teaching beginning
group theory.

1:00 p.m. -

5:50 p.m.

AMS-MAA-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON RESEARCH IN MATHEMATICS BY
UNDERGRADUATES, II

1:00 p.m. -

5:50 p.m .

AMS-MAA-SIAM SPECIAL SESSION ON RECENT ADVANCES IN MATHEMATICAL BIOLOGY
AND EPIDEMIOLOGY, II

1:00 p.m. -

5:50 p.m .

AMS-MAA SPECIAL SESSION ON THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS, II

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1 :00
1:00

5:50
5:50
5:50
5:50
5:50
5:50

AMS-SIAM SPECIAL SESSIONS
Boundary Value Problems for Ordinary Differential Equations, II
Theory and Application of Stochastic Differential Equations, II
Stochastic, Large Scale and Hybrid Systems with Applications, I
Symbolic Numeric Computation and Applications, II
Reversal Methods: Analysis and Applications, II
Contemporary Dynamical Systems, Ill

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

OCTOBER

-
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1:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m. -

5:50 p.m.
5:50 p.m.

AMS SPECIAL SESSIONS
Quantum Invariants of Knots and 3-Manifolds, II
Invariant Theory

1:00 p.m. -

5:55 p.m.

MAA GENERAL CONTRIBUTED PAPER SESSION, VIII

2:30 p.m. -

3:50 p.m.

MAA CUPM SUBCOMMITTEE ON CURRICULUM RENEWAL ACROSS THE FIRST TWO YEARS
PANEL DISCUSSION Reunion of participants in refocused college algebra.

2:30 p.m. -

4:20 p.m.

AWM WORKSHOP: RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS BY RECENT PH.D.S, II

3:30 p.m. -

5:30 p.m.

MAA MINICOURSE #6: PART B Technology tools for discrete mathematics.

6:30 p.m. -

7:30 p.m.

AMS BANQUET RECEPTION

7:30 p.m. -

10:30 p.m.

AMS BANQUET
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joint Meetings Advance Registration/Housing Form
Name
(please write name as you would like it to appear on your badge)

Mailing Address-- - - - - - - -- - - - - - --

Telephone

- - - --

- -----------

j anuary 12-15, 2006

_ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fax: -----------------~

In case of emergency at the meeting, call: Daytime # _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ Evening #:

------~--

Membership

v all that apply First column is eligible for
member registration fee

Emai l Address
(Acknowledgment of this registration will be sent to the email address given here, unless you
check this box: Send by US Mail D l

Badge
Information: Affiliation for badge

Nonmathematician guest badge name -------,==-::-:c-:-=~cc:-~-,---------
(please note charge below)

D

AMS
MAA

D
D

AWM

ASL

D

NAM

CMS

D
D

YMN

SIAM

D
D
D
D

ASA

I DO NOT want my program and badge to be mailed to me on 12/09/05.

Registration Fees

Payment

.Joint Meetings
D Member AMS, ASL, CMS, MAA, SIAM
o Nonmember
o Graduate Student
o Undergraduate Student
D High School Student
D Unemployed
o Temporarily Employed
o Developing Countries Special Rate
D Emeritus Member of AMS or MAA
o High School Teacher
D Librarian
o Nonmathematician Guest

by Dec 16
$203
$315
$ 41
$ 21
$ 2
$ 41
$163
$ 41
$ 41
$ 41
$ 41
$ 15

at mtg Subtotal
$264
$409
$ 51
$ 27
$ 5
$ 51
$ 189
$ 51
$ 51
$ 51
$ 51
$ 15
$

AMS Short Course: Modeling and Simulation of
Biological Networks {1/10-1/11}
D Member of AMS or MAA
$ 87
$118
o Nonmember
$ 11 5
$ 148
D Student, Unemployed, Emeritus
$ 57
$ 38

Registration & Event Total (total from column on left)

$

Hotel Deposit (only if paying by check)

$

$ _ _ __
Total Amount To Be Paid
(Note: A $5 processing fee will be charged for each returned check or invalid
credit card. Debit cards are not accepted.)
Method of Payment
D Check. Make checks payable to the AMS. Checks drawn on foreign banks
must be in equivalent foreign currency at current exchange rates.
D Credit Card . VISA, MasterCard, AMEX, Discover (no others accepted)
Card number:
Exp. date: - - - - Zipcode of credit card billing address : _ _ _ _ __
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name on card: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ __

$ __

o Purchase order,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

(please enclose copy)

MAA Short Course: Experimental Mathematics in Action· (1/10-1/11}
D Member of MAA or AMS
$125
$ 140
o Nonmember
$175
$190
Mathematical Reviews field of interest# _ _ _ _ _ __
D Student, Unemployed, Emeritus
$ 50
$ 60
How did you hear about this meeting? Check one: o Colleague(s)
$ __

Other Information

o

MAA Minicourses (see listing in text)
I would like to attend: o One Minicourse o Two Minicourses
#_ _ and/or#_ _
Please enrol l me in MAA Minicourse(s)
In order of preference, my alternatives are: #_ _ and/or #_ _
Prices: $95 for Minicourses #1 - 6; $60 for #7- 16

o
o
o

$ __
Employment Center
Applicant resume forms and employer job listing forms will be
on the AMS website and in Notices in September and October.
$230
$310
Employer-First Table
D Regular D Self-sched uled
Employer- Each Addi tional Table
$ 80
$110
D Regular o Self-scheduled
o Employer-Posting Only
$ 50
N/A

o

Applicant (all services)

$ 42

o Applicant (Winter List & Message Ctr only) $ 21

This is my first Joint Mathematics Meeting .
I am a mathematics department chair.
For planning purposes for the MAA Two-year College Reception , please
check if you are a faculty member at a two-year college.

D

~

I would like to receive promotions for future JMM meetings.

o Please "

this box if you have a disability requiring special services.

~

Mail to:
Mathematics Meetings Service Bureau (MMSB)
P. 0. Box 6887
Providence, Rl 02940·6887 Fax: 401 -455-4004
Questions/changes call: 401-455-4143 or 1-800-321-4267 x4143: mmsb@ams.org

$ 80
$ 21
$ ---

Regular #_Veg

#_Kosher

NAM Banquet (1/14) $48 #_Regular #_Veg
AMS Banquet (1/15) $46 #__ Regular #__ Veg

#_Kosher
#_ _ Kosher

$ _
Other Events
D Graduate Student/First Time Attendee Reception (1/12) (no charge)
D AMS Workshop TA Development Using Case Studies $ 20 $

_

Deadlines

Please register by thefolJowing dates for:

Resumes/job descriptions printed in the Winter Lists

Oct. 26, 2005

To be eligible for the room lottery:
For housing reservations , badges/programs mailed:

Nov. 4, 2005
Nov. 14, 2005

For housing changes/cancellations through MMSB:
for La Mansion : December 7, 2005 All others:

Dec. 14, 2005

For advance registration for the Joint Meetings , Employment
Center, Short Courses, MAA Minicourses , & Tickets:
Dec.16, 2005
For 50% refund on banquets. cancel by:

Total for Registrations and Events

Notices

o Internet

D Please do not include my name on any promotional mailing list.

Events with Tickets
MER Banquet (1/13) $47 #_

o

Focus

$

Registration for the Joint Meetings is not required for the Short Courses,
but it is required for the Minicourses and the Employment Center

.Jan.

2, 2 006*

.Jan.

6,2006*

For 50% refund on advance registration, Minicourses &
Short Courses, cancel by:
* no refunds after this date

Student

Red Roof Inn Downtown

Hampton Inn Downtown

Student

Holiday Inn Express Hotel & Suites

Student

Holiday Inn Riverwalk

Student

La Mansion del Rio

St. Anthony Hotel

Menger

Student

The Crockett

Student

Riverwalk Plaza Hotel

Student

Marriott Residence Inn

Student

Hilton Palacio del Rio

Student

Marriott Rivercenter (hqtrs)

Student

Marriott Riverwalk (hqtrs)

Hotel

$59.99

$94

$87

$59.99

$104

$87

$109

$90

$90
$109

$11 2

$93

$11 5

$125

$96

$118

$90

$115

$95

$ 11 2

$93

$11 5

$1 15

$96

$11 8

$90

$11 5

$95

$11 9

$96

$96
$119

$120

$117

$146

$11 8

$148

$118

$59.99

$104

$87

$109

$90

$112

N/A

$115

$125

$96

$118

$90

$1 15

$95

$1 19

N/A

N/A

$1 17

$146

$118

$148

$118

$148

2 beds

1 bed
$148

Double

Double

$120

$117

$146

$1 18

$148

$118

$148

Single

$64.99

$104

$87

$109

$90

$112

N/A

$140

$135

$106

$128

$100

$125

$105

$129

N/A

N/A

$137

$166

$138

$168

$138

$168

Triple
2 beds

Triple

~queen

$79.99

N/A

$87

$109

N/A

N/A

all su ites

all suites

N/A

$199

N/A

$889

$250

N/A

$195

N/A

$135

N/A

$229

all suites

all suites

N/A

$750

N/A

$575

N/A

$575

Name of hotel:

o I plan to share a room wit

$69.99

$104

$87

$109

N/A

N/A

N/A

$190

time charge

145 + $15 one

$116

$138

$120

$145

$11 5

$139

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$138

$168

$138

$168

Suites
Starting rates

o I live in the area or will be staying privately with family or friends.

$74.99

$114

$87

Quad

2 bedsw/cot

- - --

----

o

, who is making the reservations.

The hotel chain and card number are:

appropriate credit.

club and would like to receive

I am a member of a hotel frequent-travel

D Other requests:

challenged. My needs are:

that is accessible to the physically

ADA that require a sleeping room

o I have disabilities as defined by the

Special Housing Requests:.

Child (give age(s)

o I will be making my own reservations at a hotel not listed.

$74.99

N/A

$87

$109

$90

$90
N/A
$109

$1 12

N/A
$112

$143
N/A

N/A

$165

$145

$116

$138

$110

$135

$105

$129

N/A

N/A

$157

$186

$138

$168

$138

$168

2 beds

Quad

Departure Dat

o I plan to make a reservation at a later date.

-

charge

time charge

N/A

135 + $15 one time

135 + $15 one

$165

N/A

N/A

$110

$135

$11 5

$106

$128

$110

$135

$11 5

$139

$96

N/A
$139

N/A

N/A

N/A

$138

$168

$138

$168

wtcot or sofa bed

N/A

N/A

N/A

$138

$168

$138

$168

Triple
2 bedsw/cot

Arrival Date

Date and Time of Departure - -- - - -- - -- -- - - - - -

If you are not making a reservation, please check off one of the following:

of choice

Order

Name of Other Room Occupant

Date and Time of Arrival

To ensure accurate assignments, please rank hotels in order of preference by writing 1, 2, 3, etc., in the column on the left and by circ ling the requested room type and rate. If the rate or the hotel requested is no
longer available, you will be assigned a room at a ranked or unranked hotel at a comparable rate. Participants are urged to call the hotels directly for details on suite configurations, sizes, and availability; however, suite reservations can be made only through the MMSB to receive the convention rates listed. Reservations at the following hotels must be made through the MMSB to receive the convention rates listed.
Reservations made directly with the hotels may be changed to a higher rate. All rates are subject to a 16.75% sales tax. Guarantee requirements: First night deposit by check (add to payment on
reverse of form) or a credit card guarantee.
o Deposit enclosed (see front of form)
o Hold with my credit card Card Number
Exp. Date_ _ _ Signature - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- -

San Antonio Joint Meetings Hotel Reservations

Meetings and Conferences of the AMS
Associate Secretaries ofthe AMS
Western Section: MichelL. Lapidus, Department of Mathematics, University of California, Sproul Hall, Riverside, CA
92521-0135; e-mail: l api dus@math. ucr. edu; telephone: 951827-5910.
Central Section: Susan J. Friedlander, Department of Mathematics, University of Illinois at Chicago, 851 S. Morgan (M/C
249), Chicago, IL 60607-7045; e-mail: susan@math. nwu. edu; telephone: 312-996-3041.
The Meetings and Conferences section of the Notices
gives information on all AMS meetings and conferences
approved by press time for this issue. Please refer to the page
numbers cited in the table of contents on this page for more
detailed information on each event. Invited Speakers and
Special Sessions are listed as soon as they are approved by
the cognizant program committee; the codes listed are needed
for electronic abstract submission. For some meetings the list
may be incomplete. Information in this issue may be dated.
Up-to-date meeting and conference information can be
found at www. ams. orgjmeeti ngs/.

Eastern Section: Lesley M. Sibner, Department of Mathematics, Polytechnic University, Brooklyn, NY 11201-2990;
e-mail: lsi bner@duke. poly. edu; telephone: 718-260-3505.
Southeastern Section: Matthew Miller, Department of Mathematics, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 292080001, e-mail: mill er@math. sc. edu; telephone: 803-777-3690.

March 16-17
April21-22

Oxford, Ohio
Tuscon, Arizona

p. 1152
p. 1152

San Diego, California
Annual Meeting
Bloomington, Indiana
Shanghai, People's
Republic of China

p. 1152

Washington, DC
Annual Meeting

p. 1153

San Franciso, California
Annual Meeting

p. 1153

New Orleans, Louisiana
Annual Meeting

p. 1153

2008
January 6-9
April4-6
December 17-21

p. 1152
p. 1152

2009
January 7-10

Meetings:

2010
January 6-9

2005
October 8-9
October 15-16
October 21-23
November 12-13
December 14-18

Annandale-on-Hudson,
New York
Johnson City, Tennessee
Lincoln, Nebraska
Eugene, Oregon
Taiwan

p. 1117
p . 1118
p. 1118
p. 1119
p. 1120

2006
January 12-15
April1-2
April8-9
April 22-23
April29-30
October 7-8
October 21-22
October 28-29
November 3-4

San Antonio, Texas
Annual Meeting
Miami, Florida
Notre Dame, Indiana
Durham, New Hampshire
San Francisco, California
Salt Lake City, Utah
Cincinnati, Ohio
Storrs, Connecticut
Fayetteville, Arkansas

p. 1121
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

1147
1148
1149
1149
1150
1150
1150
1151

2007
January 4-7
March 3-4

OCTOBER

2005

New Orleans, Louisiana
Annual Meeting
Davidson, North Carolina

p. 1151
p. 1151

2011
January 5-8

Important Information regarding AMS Meetings
Potential organizers, speakers, and hosts should refer to
page 100 in the January 2005 issue of the Notices for general
information regarding participation in AMS meetings and
conferences.

Abstracts
Speakers should submit abstracts on the easy-to-use interactive
Web form. No knowledge of 01'£X is necessary to submit an
electronic form, although those who use 01'£)( may submit
abstracts with such coding, and all math displays and similarily coded material (such as accent marks in text) must
be typeset in LAf£X. Visit http://www.ams.org/cgi-bin/
abstracts/abstract.pl.
Questions about abstracts and requests for paper forms
may be sent to abs-i nfo@ams. org.
Paper abstract forms must be sent to Meetings & Conferences Department, AMS, P.O. Box 6887, Providence, RI 02940.
There is a $20 processing fee for each paper abstract. There
is no charge for electronic abstracts. Note that all abstract deadlines are strictly enforced.
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You do the math.
The Newton Fellowship Program is looking for mathematically sophisticated
individuals to teach in NYC public high schools. Newton Fellows earn competitive
starting salaries on par with scientists, engineers and architects . The Fellowship
provides an aggregate $90 ,000 in stipends, full tuition scholarship for a master's,
mentoring, coaching, and professional development.
Nobody goes into teaching for the money. The best teachers do it out of love
for the subject and a passion to inspire. As a Newton Fellow, you can have it all.
So who better to teach math than you?

For a more rewarding future, apply for the Newton Fellowship at mathforamerica.org/newton

M~A ui:~K~i
/col

Math for Amenca

The infinite possibilities of mathematical literacy.

NHMNetworks and Heterogeneous Media
An applied mathematics Journal
IS SN 1547-5816 (print)

Benedetto Piccoli
Editor in Chief

EDITORIAL BOARD
Henri Beresticky
Leonid Berlyand
Alberto Bressan
Suncica Canic
jennifer Chayes
Zhangxin Chen
Camillo De Lellis
Antonio DeSimone

ISSN 1553-166X (e lectronic)

THIS NEW JOURNAL AIMS at attracting original contributions of

highest quality in Networks, Heterogeneous Media and related
fields. NHM will bring together different research lines . now scattered across a wide range of statistical physics. applied mathematics , engineering , socio-economical and bio-medical journals , by
emphasizing the common underlying mathematics . The electronic
version of the journal is at http://AIMsciences.org and ready for
subscription .
THE EDITORIAL BOARD has a high dynamic profile and represent a

wide variety of different fields, with a special emphasis on analysis
and modelling skills. All members demonstrated excellent quality
of their scientific work, which is characterized by combination of
deep mathematics and high impact in applications .

Emmanuele DiBenedetto

Details and submission information can be found at

Dirk Helbing

http://AIMsciences.org

Thomas Hillen

NHM is a publication of the American Institute of Mathematical
Sciences and is sponsored by the lstituto per le Applicazioni del
Calcolo .

Shi jin
Kenneth Karlsen
Axel Klar

:•:• Other journals from AIMS

jean-PatrickLebacque
Claude Le Bris

Discrete and Continuous Dynamical Systems

Dag Lukkassen

-

David MacDonald
Masayasu Mimura
Roberto Natalini

-

DCDS-A is a leading journal in analysis and dynamical systems, ranking
the top 14th among the 6oo mathematics journals worldwide. See the
latest Journal of Citation Reports, issued by lSI
DCDS-B is a leading journal in modelling and computations. It ranks
the top 12th among all applied mathematics journals

Charles Newman
George Papanicolaou
Luigi Preziosi
Alfie Quarteroni
Eitan Tadmor
Cedric Villani
Hans Van Duijn
juan Luis Vazquez

Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering
ISSN 1547-1063 (print); ISSN 1551-0018 (electronic)
Journal of Industrial and Management Optimization
ISSN 1547-5816 (print); ISSN 1553-166X (electronic)
CPAA: Communications on Pure and Applied Analysis
ISSN 1534-0392 (print); ISSN 1553-5258 (electronic)
Browse http: / I AIMsciences.org to view full texts of all journal papers

Shih-Hsien Yu

~
~

American Institute of
Mathematical Sciences

~Springer
the language of science

springeronline.com

New and Noteworthy
Galois Theory

Convex
Functions
and their
Applications

Steven H. Weintraub, Lehigh University,
Pennsylvania

M.C. Escher's
Legacy
A Centennial
Celebration
Doris Schattschneider,
Moravian College, Pennsylvania, and
Michele Emmer, University of Rome "La
Sapienza': Rome, Italy (Eds.)

"This confe rence [. .. to celebrate the
centennial of the birth of Escher]
resulted in an immensely interesting
collection of articles ... Although
Escher himself is no longer among us,
M. C. Escher's Legacy, like a garden of
continually blooming flowers, allows us
to appreciate his heritage anew."

The subject is systematically developed
from the beginning. Key features include:
.,.. Galois theory from the linear algebra
point of view, following Artin
.,.. development of the basic concepts and
theorems of Galois theory
.,.. a presentation a number of applications
of Galois theory, including symmetric
functions, finite fields, cyclotomic fields,
algebraic number fields, solvability of
equations by radicals, and the impossibility of solution of the three geometric
problems of Greek antiquity
.,.. excellent motivation and examples
throughout.
2006, Approx. 200 p., (Universitext)
Softcover 0-387-28725-6 .,.. $49.95

-Notices of the AMS
2005, 458 p. 520 ill us., 20 in co lor,
Softcover 3-540-20100-9 .,.. $39.95

Algebra
An Approa ch via Module Theory
William A. Adkins, Louisiana State
University, and Steven H. Weintraub,
Lehigh University, Pennsylvania
1st ed. 1992. 2nd printing, 1999, 526 p.,
(Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Vol. 136)
Hardcover 0-387-97839-9 .,.. $71 .95

Topics in Banach
Space Theory
Fernando Albiac and Nigel J. Kalton,
both at University of Missouri
The authors emphasize the isomorphic
theory of Banach spaces and techn iques
using the unifying viewpoint of basic
sequences. The book is su itable for a
semester-long graduate course and it will
become a standard reference and
textbook in the area.
2005, Approx. 350 p. 6 ill us., (Graduate
Texts in Mathematics, Vol. 233) Hardcover
0-387-28141-X .,.. Approx. $69.95

Convexity and
Well-Posed Problems
Roberto Lucchetti, Politecnico di Milano,
Italy
The problems of stability and wellposed ness, in the convex case, are studied
in this book. Stability means the basic
parameters of a minimum problem do not
vary much if we slightly change the initial
data, while well-posed ness means points
with values close to the value of the
problem must be close to actual solutions.
In studying this, one is naturally led to
consider perturbations of functions and of
sets. This book contains a condensed
explication of hypertopologies and is
intended to help those not familiar with
hypertopologies learn how to use them in
the context of optimization problems.
2006, Approx. 325 p. 46 ill us., (CMS Books
in Mathematics) Hardcover
0-387-28719-1 ... $79.95

Sign up for SpringerAlerts
and get 20% off you r online book
purchases through December 31,
2005. Visit springeronline.com.

A Contempora ry
Approach
<l

Constantin Niculescu,
University of Craiova,
Roman ia, and Lars-Erik Persson, Lulea
University ofTechnology, Sweden
A thorough introduction to contemporary convex function theory, this book
covers a large variety of su bjects, from
the one real variable case (with all its
mathematical gems) to some of the most
advanced topics such as Choquet's
theory, the Prekopa-Leind ler type
inequalities and their ramifications, as
wel l as the variational approach of partial
differential equations and convex
programming.
2006, 256 p. 7 il l us., (CMS Books in
Mathematics) Hardcover
0-387-24300-3 ... $69.95

Duality for Nonconvex
Approximation and
Optimization
Ivan Singer, Simion Stoilow Institute of
Mathematics, Bucharest, Romania
The theory of convex optimization has
been constantly developing over the past
30 years. Most recently, many researchers
have been studying more complicated
classes of problems that still can be
studied by mean s of convex analysis,
so-called "anticonvex" and
"convex-anticonvex" optimizaton
problems. This manuscript contains
an exhaustive presentation of the duality
for these classes of problems and some
of its generalization in the framework of
abstract convexity.
2006, Approx. 320 p. 17 ill us., (CMS Books
in Mathematics) Hardcover
0-387-28394-3 ... $99.00
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Easy Ways to Order .,.. Write : Springer Order Department, PO Box 2485, Secaucus, NJ 07096-2485, USA .,.. Call : (toll free) 1-800-SPRINGER
.,.. Fax : (201 )348-4505 .,.. Email : orders-ny@springer-sbm.com
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